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Abstract
Architectural creativity is only restricted by the boundaries of the human imagination. New 
methods of design, analysis, and construction as well as modem building materials have 
changed the appearance of the built environment to an exhibition o f sculptures with spaces 
through which the life flows. These amazing functional sculptures are created by innovations 
in materials, design and constmction methods in modem building industries. A major field in 
building industry, which has always been evolving in the course o f time and has direct effect 
on the appearance o f the built environment, is the knowledge of stmctural systems.
Space stmctures are an important family of stmctural systems that have been extensively 
developed technically in recent decades. To deal with the complex and yet exciting geometry 
of space stmctures, it would be helpful to use a mathematical approach with graphical 
capabilities. “Formex algebra” [1] is a mathematical framework, which is suitable for 
creating forms based on their geometrical characteristics. The related software “Formian” is 
used to design and process 2D and 3D forms [2].
The main objectives of this research are to generalise the formex functions applications in 
practical architectural design o f space stmctures, with focus on “compound and freeform 
space structures”. The aiming direction of this research is inspired by successful works of 
well-known architects such as the Eden Project in Cornwall, the roof o f the Great Court at 
the British Museum and the Sage Music Centre in Gateshead. The works o f modem 
architecture led the first ideas for this research to find convenient ways to create and evolve 
compound and freeform configurations in architecture.
This research involves exploring various families o f space stmctures and finding convenient 
methods to formulate the required space structure configurations in formex algebra. The 
structural forms considered mainly include “compound forms” and “freeforms”. Graphical
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computer capabilities have provided powerful tools for generating structural forms in recent 
years. However, as formex algebra is a mathematical approach combined with graphical 
features in Formian, it provides a more convenient way to generate, modify, and combine 
structural forms together. The results of this research provide new approaches towards 
creating compound and freeform configurations.
In this research, attention is focused on investigating the capabilities o f regular geometrical 
forms to be used as components for compound structural forms. The approach involves the 
use of formex concepts to formulate the configurations parametrically, so that the final form 
can be modified by changing the parameters of the formulation.
Another major part o f the Thesis is about “freeform design”, using formex algebra. A number 
o f formex approaches can be used to design freeform configurations. However, in this 
Thesis, focus is placed on the “novation fiinction” and its different features are used to 
develop some methods for freeform design.
Also, based on the problems experienced during the configuration processing of compound 
and freeforms, some new fiinctions are worked out to be added to formex algebra and 
Formian. In addition, some functional-graphical concepts are proposed to improve Formian 
functionality and user-friendliness.
Mahdi Moghimi / PhD Thesis
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1.1 Introduction
The role of the inspirations from nature in all aspeets of human life is undeniable. Nature is 
the main resource for both human ideas and materials. In the same way as for many other 
fields of human knowledge, most structural systems have been basically inspired by natural 
forms.
^
ts- ■ J  I ? ■
li
Fig 1.1 Natural structures have always inspired man-made ones
One of the key aspects of a society’s culture is its built environment, and the architecture, in 
particular. Modern life has not changed this facet of human societies. In fact, the importance 
of the beauty, safety and healthiness of the built environment has even increased in modern 
times. That is why the quest for new forms to make the built environment more exciting is 
continuous. Architecture has a direct effect on the quality of urban life and shapes the 
people’s opinions about the culture and development of a society. This effect is the overall
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outcome of the architectural texture; however, usually there are some iconic architectural 
creations that impress people more than others and become the focus points.
1.2 A Glimpse of Modem Architecture
What aspects of Norman Foster’s Sage Gateshead (Fig 1.2), Nicholas Grimshaw’s Eden 
Project (Fig 1.3) and Daniel Libeskind’s Imperial War Museum (Fig 1.4) make these 
structures exciting and impressive? The most essential aspect o f such architectural work 
seems to be their geometry. These architects are clever enough to make use of the basic 
regular forms as components o f more complicated shapes.
Curved forms in modem architecture are symbols of human’s ability to control the natural 
forces and to mix and shape the materials masterfully. Using bar elements or thin shells to 
create lightweight stmctures covering huge spans are the result o f using human ingenuity. 
Such buildings with interesting forms usually create landmarks in their surrounding 
environments.
Although designing these innovative architectural landmarks mostly depends on the talent 
and creativity o f their architects, the role o f design tools is also important. One major 
problem in architectural design is that the architect cannot find a good way to express the 
idea and concepts o f design. Studying the reports of the design process in almost all works of 
great architects shows the signs of the challenge from the initiation o f the basic concept to 
designing the details o f the project. Talented people in all aspects o f life find their own ways 
to examine problems. However, if  it is possible to find some tools for expressing the 
inspirational design, many more architects, engineers and artists will benefit from it, which 
ultimately benefits the built environment. In particular, as the field o f building design is 
where art and mathematics meet, the gap between the architecture and stmctural engineering 
must be somehow bridged.
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An important feature o f an inspiring architectural creation is its overall form, which also 
directly relates to its functionality. On the other hand, a building must be capable of standing 
up and being stable against all sorts of loads. So, it is necessary to consider the structural 
strength in designing the form, in addition to all other technical requirements for the building 
to act and maintain as a living entity. Therefore, the need for interactive teamwork and a 
common language for a professional dialogue in the design process is obvious.
1.3 An Overview of Space Structures
Progress in structural engineering and specially, the evolution o f space structures, has made it 
possible to build huge structures from large number of relatively small elements, leading to 
flexibility in form and design. The possibility of covering large spans by interconnected 
small structural elements is an advantageous feature of space structures as it can make curves 
of the overall form smoother and more harmonious.
Another advantage o f space structures is that in a planar horizontal case for instance, it 
normally consists of intersected coimecting bar elements or trusses in two main directions. 
So, a vertical load applied to a part of structure, for example, can be distributed throughout 
the system to all other elements and to the supports. In addition, the space between the layers 
of elements can be used to install mechanical and electrical services. Another positive feature 
of space structures is their redundancy, which means, failure of an element or a limited part 
of the structure, would not cause total collapse of the system. The support positions can be 
more easily chosen for space structures, comparing them to regular beam-column structures, 
as almost any node in a space structure can be used to put a support. Also, space structures 
are well known for their element modularity and the high capability o f préfabrication, which 
ultimately help with fast construction and easy erection [3].
An important aspect o f space structures is their geometry. The reason for any particular shape 
for a space structure relates to the ideals of the architect in response to the needs of the 
project. In many cases, the geometry of the structure is regular, which means more 
modularity, low cost for element production and shorter construction period. However, not 
always regular forms are demanded. In modem architecture, curvy forms are more and more
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popular and so, regularity, cost and time have to be considered within the required form of 
the structure. In such cases, the geometry of the structural form could be complicated, with 
the final form consisting o f smaller components or having a freeform.
Highly effective computer software provide a large range o f graphical systems to deal with 
structural forms. However, a convenient method for dealing with complicated structural 
forms is a mathematical language with special functions to generate and modify the 
configurations. This method of expressing space structure forms makes them more flexible to 
work with, which is an essential feature in the architectural design process. Because in almost 
any kind of innovative creation, perfection is a relative factor that gradually evolves during 
the design period. Therefore, the possibility o f modifying the initial form by changing its 
geometrical parameters is a great advantage for the architect. In addition, complicated forms 
are usually the result o f combining basic simple forms. In order to achieve a desirable 
compound form, the geometry of every part of the system should be easily modifiable. All 
these reasons point towards the need for a mathematical method to express and modify the 
structural forms.
1.4 Formex Algebra and Formian
Formex algebra provides a method to express forms by their geometric characteristics and 
relationships in a mathematical way. The aim o f this research project is exploring various 
possibilities for designing space structures o f different categories. Because the limits of the 
possibilities of structural forms lie on the boundaries o f human imagination, it is almost 
impossible to give an exact definition or even classification of all forms. There are some 
well-known basic form families, such as grids, barrel vaults and domes, but there are also 
many other interesting and useful forms that cannot be classified in any o f those families. In 
this research, the main work is focused on methods for generating curved forms like barrel 
vaults and domes as well as compound space structures and freeform configurations.
Public needs and social trends are always changing. As a result, there is no precise 
methodology to find out which categories of forms are required for the future. Therefore, the 
research aims in this Thesis have been chosen by investigating modem architectural
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landmarks and an estimation of probable architectural trends in the future. Reviewing the 
modem architectural works could not be limited to literature in a limited period of time. So, 
studying the modem creations has been going on during the whole period o f this research, 
through exploring many books, websites, sightseeing and any other possible sources.
Also, an important feature of this research is that an attempt is made to generalise every 
design problem that is considered. This is made possible due to the algebraic approach that 
allows the formulation o f configurations to be carried out parametrically.
1.5 The Research Objectives
The main objective o f this research is to develop a methodology for the application of formex 
concepts in practical architectural design of space stmctures, with focus on compound and 
freeform space stmctures. This research is inspired by successful architectural projects, such 
as the Eden Project in Comwall, the roof of the Great Court at the British Museum and the 
Sage Music Centre in Gateshead. The works of modem architecture led to the first ideas for 
this research to find convenient ways to create and evolve compound and freeform 
configurations in architecture. The research objectives involves grids and their pattems, 
barrel vaults including cylindrical, elliptical, hyberboloidal, ellipsoidal, conical and 
compound barrel vaults, multiradial domes, multidomes and freeform configurations.
1.6 Literature Survey
Before starting to think about needs in modem architectural design, all available sources 
were reviewed. Also, searching for useful material was continued throughout the whole 
research period. These sources included PhD and MSc theses in space stmcture related areas, 
published papers, conference proceedings on space stmctures, books, joumals, graphical 
sources like slides and videos, as well as related websites containing information and 
photographs about architectural projects. A brief review o f the literature survey is presented 
here and further explanatory notes regarding literature are given within each relevant chapter.
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There are three basic books edited by Professor Z. S. Makowski, which contains an 
enormous amount o f information on different types o f space structures [4, 5 & 6]. Some parts 
of this material relate to configuration processing. In particular, Section 4 of the book on 
Analysis, Design and Construction o f Double Layer Grids [4] is about “Formex Formulation 
of Double Layer Grids , Section 3 of the book on Analysis, Design and Construction o f  
Braced Barrel Vaults [5] is about “Formex Formulation o f Barrel Vaults” and Section 5 of 
the book on Analysis, Design and Construction o f Braced Domes [6] is about “Formex 
Formulation of Braced Domes . These sections contain the fundamentals of formex 
configuration processing.
The paper on Space Structures and Configuration Processing [7] is a descriptive overview of 
space structures, their applications, classes of their pattems and overall forms including grids, 
barrel vaults and domes and an introduction to formex configuration processing.
As a basic document in formex algebra and Formian, as well as a guide on methods of 
generating space stmcture configurations, the 3 papers in the International Journal o f Space 
Structures on Formex Configuration Processing” [2] constitute a major source of 
information on modem techniques of configuration processing. The examples in these papers 
include single- and multi-layer grids, as well as various types o f barrel vaults and domes. 
These papers present a wide range o f possibilities provided by formex functions for 
generation o f space stmcture forms. Furthermore, examining these papers and their examples 
demonstrated new trends that were interesting to be explored.
Another valuable source that contains an introduction to space stmctures, information about 
their geometry, advantages and disadvantages, as well as a large number of practical 
examples of existing stmctures and the methods of their design and erection were accessible 
from the book on Space Grid Structures [3].
Space stmctures in different forms are mostly built in steel. The book on Architectural 
Design in Steel [8] was a helpful source for this type o f space stmctures as well as 
construction techniques and details relating to recent important projects.
Beyond the Cube [9] is a helpful book which includes important papers from experts on 
space stmctures. This book contains a wealth o f information on the applications of space
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structures, their geometry and generation methods. As it covers different approaches towards 
structural forms, it provides the possibility o f comparing the existing methods in dealing with 
the configuration processing of space structures.
As far as grids and the pattems for space stmctures are concerned, the PhD thesis on Formex 
Configuration Processing fo r  Space Structures [10] is a good source. This thesis has 
classified different types of pattems, single- and multi-layer grids and has exemplified 
various combinations o f them.
The main source for the ideas on freeform design was a paper on Novational 
Transformations [11]. This paper introduces the basic idea of the novation function and 
explains two modes o f this function through examples of configurations generated by using 
these modes.
Also, the following theses had an important role in providing useful information on some 
formex functions and the methods of their use in Formian:
• Polyhedric Configurations [12];
• The Concept o f  Pellevation for Shaping o f Structural Forms [13];
• Régularisation o f  Structural Forms Using Genetic Algorithms [14];
The Architecture o f Eden [15] was a great source which increased the research interest into 
the concept of compound configurations. This attractive project and the related literature 
including the above book contain a considerable amount of practical information on 
compound space stmctures. On the other hand, studying the design process o f the Eden 
Project shows the difficulties in connecting spherical parts o f the Biomes. In fact, techniques 
for overcoming these difficulties constitute a major part o f the present work.
Studying other available sources on the contemporary modem architecture played a major 
role in evolving the ideas o f compound configurations and freeform design. O f these, the 
works of Foster and Partners [16] were most important. One o f their major projects is the 
well known “roof of the Great Court in British Museum”. The stmcture looks reasonably 
regular, but the generation of its form took the design engineers (Buro Happolds [17]) a
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number o f months to complete. Again, the freeform generation techniques developed in the 
present thesis would have allowed the designers to create the geometry more conveniently.
Specialist Joumals and conference proceedings were great sources o f professional 
information for providing a background about various possibilities, which include:
• Proceedings o f Intemational Conferences on Space Stmctures, University of Surrey, 
1967 [18], 1975 [19], 1984 [20], 1993 [21], 2002 [22];
• Intemational Joumal o f Space Stmctures;
• DETAIL magazine;
• The Architects Joumal (AJ);
• IASS Joumal;
The works o f Hopkins Architects (UK) [23], MERO (Germany, USA & UK) [24], Buro 
Happold (UK) [17], Tomoe Corporation (Japan) [25] and Richard Rogers (UK) [26] were 
explored through their websites and published sources, which were helpful in understanding 
the boundaries o f modern architecture and stmctural engineering.
Some references for the pictures used in this research are written in their captions and some 
on the picture itself. The ones without references are from personal album or downloaded 
from student online fomms. In addition, the following online resources played a great role in 
providing information and graphics for this research:
• Open House London [27];
• The Architecture link [28];
• RIBA [29];
• Stmcturae [30];
• Great Buildings [31];
• Downland Gridshell [32];
• Photoarchitecture [33];
• Grimshaw architects [34];
• Arcspace [35];
• Galinsky [36];
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2.1 Grids
At the start point of this chapter, it is worthwhile to notice that discussions about grids is 
limited to a general introduction of various types of single and double layer grids, the role of 
patterns in architecture and space structures, the concept o f protomorph and pattern 
classification, and the role of formex functions in pattern generation. In fact, in this research, 
the main attention is focused on curved forms including barrel vaults, domes, compound 
forms and freeform configurations. This is because the scope o f discussion about the 
geometry of flat grids is limited. On the other hand, due to the fact that the knowledge of 
patterns and grids is an essential basic for creating space structure configurations of any type, 
a brief discussion about grids could not be totally renounced. Therefore, this chapter can 
actually be considered as an extended introduction to space structures, various types of 
patterns that can be used to create them as well as useful formex functions for this purpose.
“A grid is a structural system involving one or more planar layers o f elements [4]. A ‘single 
layer grid’, or ‘flat grid’, consists of a planar arrangement o f rigidly coimected beam 
elements. The external loading system for a flat grid consists of forces perpendicular to the 
plane of the grid and/or the moments whose axes lie in that plane. The reason for 
classification of a flat grid as a space structure is that its external loads and displacements do 
not lie in the plane that contains its (idealized) configuration” [7].
Some basic grid patterns are shown in Fig 2.1. These grids represent three main families of 
patterns: two-way grids (Figs 2.1a and 2.1b), three-way grids (Figs 2.1c and 2 .Id) and four- 
way grids (Figs 2 .le  and 2 .If).
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a) Two-way grid b) Diagonal grid
c) Three-way grid d) Three-way grid
e) Four-way grid f) Four-way grid
Fig 2.1 Some basic grid patterns for single layer grids
The following figures illustrate some examples of using single layer grids in practiee. Fig 2.2 
shows a multi-story building in Tokyo, designed as a boutique. The walls and the roof o f this 
building consist o f single layer grids with a diagonal (two-way) pattern. The roof structure is 
a planar single layer grid with rigid joints, which lies on an inclined plane to let the daylight 
in. The structural elements of the grids are actually I-section steel profiles, covered by a 
calcium silicate fire-resisting layer from the interior side [37]. These grids have both 
structural and visual effects and also, hold the glazing. The fact is that all these single layer 
grids work together as the sides of a structurally stable box.
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Fig 2.2 Prada Aoyama Epicentre, Tokyo, by Herzog & de Meuron, 2003
2.2 Double Layer Grids
Grids may be generated in two or more layers of elements. For instance, “a double layer grid 
consists of two (nominally) parallel layers o f elements that are interconnected together with 
web elements” [7]. Fig 2.3 illustrates some of well know and most useful double layer grids. 
Fig 2.3a shows a double layer space truss, which is in fact, a network of perpendicularly 
intersecting trusses. Two layers of elements with two-way pattern are connected together by
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vertical and inclined web elements. It is an interesting point to notice that some of these 
elements can be cables under tension, rather than all being bar elements.
Fig 2.3 Some well known double layer grids
Fig 2.3b shows another double layer grid with same patterns o f two layers o f elements. Both 
layers have two-way patterns and are connected together by diagonal web elements. Fig 2.3c 
shows another grid with diagonal pattern for both top and bottom layers. Fig 2.3d illustrates 
another type o f double layer grids, with different patterns o f elements for top and bottom 
layers. In this figure, the top layer has a diagonal pattern, while the bottom layer is a regular 
two-way grid with elements parallel to the sidelines. The top and bottom layers are connected 
together by diagonal web elements.
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Some practical samples of the use o f double layer grids in modem architecture are shown in 
the sequel. Figs 2.4 and 2.5 show two famous samples of double layer grids used in an era 
over twenty years. It shows that regular double layer grids are still well practical and useful 
for covering larger spans like stadiums.
The next two figures (Figs 2.6 and 2.7) show samples o f using space tmsses in practice. The 
first one (Fig 2.6) is an example of regular bar elements arranged in two top and bottom 
layers. The second figure (Fig 2.7) shows an interior view of a side of the famous Glass 
Pyramid at the Louvre Museum in Paris. Every face of this pyramid is an inclined space tmss 
with bar elements on top and cable elements at the bottom layer. The web elements are a 
combination of bar elements (perpendicular to the planes o f top and bottom elements) and 
diagonal cable bracings.
The combination of bar and cable elements leads to the “tensegrity” structural systems, 
which are widely popular in today’s architecture. A tensegrity system is simply a 
combination of bar and cable elements, where cable elements are placed in positions under 
tension. Bar elements may be under both tension and compression. The grids used for the 
sides of the Glass Pyramid are good example of a tensegrity space truss system.
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There are different families of patterns that could be designed and used for various purposes 
in art and architecture. “Regularity” is an important characteristic that can be used to classify 
patterns. That is, graphical patterns used in different fields of art and architecture can be 
classified into two main groups of “regular patterns” and “irregular patterns”. The term 
regular pattern refers to a large family of patterns with a regular geometric order of 
elements (Fig. 12). There is another main family of patterns with random order of elements, 
which could be called “freehand patterns” (Fig. 13).
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Fig 2.13 Regular and irregular patterns
Finding suitable forms for different purposes is a common problem in various fields of 
human interest, from early simple drawings in school to elaborate architectural design. In the 
school, pupils are expected to think about forms and draw them in various subjects. These are 
first steps of understanding forms classically.
Now, consider a primary school pupil who needs to draw a hexagon on a piece of paper. One 
way for drawing hexagons is by using drawing equipment such as ruler and protractor. 
However, there is another more convenient way, which is using a grid paper as a base for 
drawing. The best grid for drawing hexagons and their combinations is a triangulated one, as 
shown in Fig 2.14.
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Fig 2.14 Using a base grid to draw a form
Suppose that pupil wants to draw some regular hexagons with different sizes. Again, the base 
triangulated grid would be useful. Fig 2.15 shows how it ean help. Choosing one unit (A lB l) 
and joining the relevant points by thicker lines help hexagon A IB IC ID IE IF I to be dr&wn 
that is the smallest one based on this grid. Each unit in this grid is the shortest piece of line 
limited to intersection points with other pieees. Therefore, similar hexagons can be drawn by 
choosing various lengths (number o f units) as the edge and following the same procedure.
Fig 2.15 Using a triangulated base grid for drawing different size hexagons
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Another advantage o f the base grid is convenience of drawing patterns by combining simple 
forms. For example, by putting some regular hexagons next to one another a honeycomb 
pattern can be shaped as shown in Fig 2.16a. In this pattern, all neighbouring hexagonal 
edges in central parts are overlapped. To draw this form, a regular hexagon is selected as a 
unit, replicated and arranged in a speeial order. As another example, two regular hexagons 
are combined to make a unit, which can create a new pattern as shown in Fig 2.16b. Figs 
2.16c and 2.16d show other patterns, which is generated by more eomplex units.
Fig 2.16 Using a triangulated base grid for drawing hexagonal patterns
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All these patterns are just the beginning of creativity. Changing sizes and positions of the 
forms and combining them on various regular bases, would lead to a variety of network 
patterns, all based on the first triangulated grid. Actually, a large number of various 
combinations could be designed in this way by using several other simple forms obtained 
from the basic grid. For example, consider the set of patterns shown in thick lines in Fig 2.17.
/ \ / \ /
Fig 2.17 Using a triangulated base grid for drawing hexagonal patterns
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All these patterns have been derived from the basic triangular pattern, shown in the 
baekground. The method of presentation here makes it easy to visualise how a variety of 
patterns may be obtained from a single, simple pattern. The objective o f the above examples 
is to brighten up the importance o f a common underlying pattern, which can serve as a 
starting point for design (pattern generation). Such a basic pattern is referred to as a 
“protomorph”. The term protomorph implies “basic pattern” and is derived from two Greek 
words proto meaning first and morph meaning “form”. Protomorphs ean be defined as 
the simplest basic patterns that more complicated patterns could be derived from by varying 
them in several different ways. The eoncept of protomorph is relevant to any diseipline 
where pattern generation is required. As in architecture on the whole, and in the field of 
space struetures, in particular, pattern generation is an important issue, the role of 
protomorphs would be meaningful.
So far, several methods of using a triangular protomorph (which can be named as “temate 
protomorph ) have been explained. Obviously, the temate protomorph is not suitable for 
drawing patterns with square units and their combinations. So, one may use another grid for 
this aim. The following example shows using a two-way grid as a protomorph and also 
would help to have a closer look at the concept of protomorphs. Consider Fig 2.18, which 
shows a two-way base grid, ealled binate protomorph”, and let it be required to design some 
patterns based on it.
Fig 2.18 The binate protomorph
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The simplest pattern that eould be drawn is one that is adoptable to the protomorph itself (Fig 
2.19a). To ereate more patterns, the best method is trying to remove some pieces of the 
protomorph, regularly. Because the field of discussion is mostly the space structures, pieces 
of lines in each pattern can be referred to as elements. So, the second pattern can be created 
by removing one o f every two elements o f the protomorph in one direction (Fig 2.19b).
L f j j I'
Fig 2.19 Patterns created by the binate protomorph
All other patterns o f the Fig 2.19 are generated by removing o f some elements of the base 
protomorph in different regular bases. But still there are other directions needed in a 
protomorph to draw patterns like the one shown in Fig 2.20. As it eould be seen in that 
figure, some diagonal lines must be drawn to form the pattern which is impossible by using 
the introduced binate or temate protomorphs. Therefore, another base grid is necessary to be
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considered as a protomorph for that kind of patterns. The pattern shown in Fig 2.21 is called 
“quadnate protomorph” and can serve as the base grid for creating four-way patterns such as 
the one shown in Fig 2.20.
Fig 2.20 A four-way pattern
Fig 2.21 The quadnate protomorph
A question arises here, that is, how many protomorphs can be found to serve as the base grid 
for designing patterns? As a matter o f fact, the three discussed protomorphs (binate, temate
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and quadnate protomorphs) are the only main ones. Binate, temate and quadnate 
protomorphs are called “primary protomorphs” (Fig 2.22).
Fig 2.22 Primary protomorphs
A large variety of patterns can be created on the base o f primer protomorphs, but experience 
has shown that some o f these derived pattems are more useful than others in various fields of 
design. Fig 2.23 shows some of the most useful pattems in praetiee, which have been derived 
from primer protomorphs. By convenience, these pattems ean be classified as “derivative 
protomorphs”.
As it can be seen in Fig 2.23, some derivative protomorphs are created just by rotating the 
primary ones. Although rotation does not change the main order o f the elements of the base 
configuration, it is convenient to define the rotated pattems as new protomorphs. This is 
useful, because sometimes derivative pattems are more practically used than the primer ones. 
For instance, by experience the rotated version of the binate protomorph, shown in Fig 2.23a, 
is more popular for architects and designers than its primer one. Therefore, it can be 
recognised as a derivative protomorph and called the “obnate protomorph”.
Other types o f derivative protomorphs may be created by removing some lines of the primary 
protomorphs. Examples o f this method are illustrated in Fig 2.23b and 2.23c. Removing 
some pieces o f lines o f a temate protomorph and leaving some, would lead to generate a 
hexagonal pattem, shown in Fig 2.23b.
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Fig 2.23 The family of protomorphs
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Are there any other protomorphs? Yes, but they may be not really useful for creating space 
structures, from structural and/or economic points of view. Fig 2.24 illustrates two pattems 
generated based on pentagonal modules. In the top figure, the base lines on which the pattem 
is created are also drawn. The bottom figure is the result o f another method of replicating 
pentagonal units. The answer for the question of probability o f using such pattems for space 
stmctures would most probably be negative.
Fig 2.24 Patterns generated on the basis of pentagonal modules
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2.4 Generating Pattems for Space Structures
After introducing types o f protomorphs, now it is time to introduce a practically efficient 
geometrical method to generate pattems to be used in space stmctures. Geometrical 
definition of stmctural elements has direct effects on their stmctural behaviour and the 
function of the whole stmcture, so it is important to have an exact definition of the 
arrangement of stmctural elements from geometrical point o f view.
An example would help the discussion. Consider a flat single layer grid with square units as 
shown in Fig 2.25a. The pattem of this grid is derived from the binate protomorph. Such a 
configuration might have various stmctural interpretations, based on the positions of “nodal 
points” ,some o f which are shown in Figs 2.25b, 2.25c, and 2.25d. Nodal points refer to the 
places of configuration where the elements actually intersect each other. In Fig 2.25b, every 
single piece of line is a stmctural element, like a beam element that is connected to other 
elements at its ends. The nodal points or “nodes” are shown by hollow circles in the figure.
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Fig 2.25 Different structural interpretations from a single graphical configuration
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The configuration shown in Fig 2.25c is different from the first one. This configuration is a 
combination o f line elements with various lengths and a new arrangement of nodal points. In 
this configuration, all small pieces of lines along the boundaries o f the form are considered as 
single beam elements in connection with others. So, the boundary lines o f the rectangular 
configuration are divided into pieces o f structural elements at the nodal points, shown by 
hollow circles. Flowever, the lines inside the boundaries o f the form, though they seem 
intersected in the figure, they are not really intersected beams from structural point o f view. 
They have just graphically crossed each other. That is, the internal lines have just crossed on 
top of each other, without intersecting and dividing other internal lines into piece of 
structural elements. That is why there is no nodal point inside the boundaries of Fig 2.25c. 
Comparing the positions and the numbers of nodal points in each case implied that they 
would have completely different structural behaviours.
Fig 2.25d shows another interpretation of the base pattem shown in Fig 2.25a. This 
configuration is completely different from the previous ones. This figure represents a “finite 
element mesh” consisting o f surface elements with square shapes and comer nodes. This is in 
contrast with all the configurations considered so far in which the elements were “two- 
nodded linear elements . Therefore, unlike the previous configurations, the line segments in 
this configuration represent the edges of the square finite elements rather than individual 
line elements. Such a configuration represents a flat shell stmcture. Finite element mesh for a 
shell stmcture is obtained by dividing the shell into a number o f “tiles” each of which is 
referred to as an element . Actually, subdivision o f a “surface” into an array of tiles 
provides an effective method of graphical visualisation o f the surface, which is commonly 
used in most mathematical and engineering soft wares.
The comparison among Figs 2.25b, 2.25c and 2.25d shows the importance of the stmctural 
interpretations o f a single form as well as the positions o f nodal points in a configuration. 
Actually the positions of nodes, determine the geometrical properties o f structural elements, 
such as the length of beams, which directly affects the behaviour of the stmcture. As a result, 
there are three different stmctures shown in Figs 2.25b, 2.25c, and 2.25d with different 
behaviours, all based on the unique “base pattem” on top.
For analysing these stmctures, the positions o f their elements and nodal points have to be 
exactly stated. One way to do so is numbering all the nodal points and creating a list of
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elements, based on these numbers to manually produce data input for analysis. This method 
might be used in structures with a limited number of elements. However, in spaee structures 
systems with possibly a large number of elements, it takes too much time and effort. Another 
serious problem is that by any simple mistake or unseen node anywhere, all this long process 
must be pursued again.
Therefore, there must be another efficient alternative to fix this problem. A progressive and 
more convenient method to deal with such a problem is using formex algebra, which is 
basically conceptualised to solve these problems in space structures configuration processing 
[1]. Formex functions can be efficiently used to formulate configurations based in their 
geometrical constitutions. In this method structural elements are specified by their nodal 
coordinates. By replicating these elements in a way that fit the required form, the whole 
geometry of the structure would be in hand. An advantage of using formex algebra and 
Formian is that all this information is collected within a “formex variable” in the formex 
formulation and will be available in details on request.
Another major advantage o f formex algebra is that the configurations can be formulated 
parametrically, so that by changing the parameters of the formulation the geometry of the 
configurations can be changed. This means all the geometrical information of the 
configuration that is represented by a formex variable can be changed at once by changing 
the formulation parameters, which means a significant saving of time and effort.
In addition, Formian provides the possibility to transfer the geometrical constitution of a 
configuration into other engineering computer software, which it can be analysed. During 
transfer process, the file format and extension would be changed to be readable in the aiming 
software, but the main date which includes the coordinates o f the nodal points and the 
relations between elements remains unchanged.
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2.5 Formulating Configurations in Formex Algebra
Back to examples of Fig 2.26, the configuration of Fig 2.26b contains 30 nodes and 49 beam 
elements connected together. To specify this configuration, it is possible to begin with 
considering a small portion o f the grid. This portion is chosen to contain the elements “ij” 
and “ik” at the bottom left comer of the grid. These elements are shown in Fig 2.26 together 
with a simple reference system that consists of two groups o f dotted lines. In terms of this 
reference system, the node “i” could be represented by a pair o f numbers inside square 
brackets as [0,0] , which are coordinates of the node “i” related to the reference system, since 
this node is at the intersection point of dotted line 0 of the first direction and dotted line 0 of 
the second direction. Similarly, the node “j ” could be represented by another pair o f numbers 
inside square brackets as [1,0].
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Fig 2.26 Configuration of Fig 2.25b in normal system
Because a line can be defined by its ends, the element “ij” can be represented by the 
constmct [0,0; 1,0] that is a combination of pairs o f coordinates o f the nodes “i” and “j ”. A 
graphical reference system that is used for the specification of a configuration in formex 
algebra is referred to as a “normal”. The reference system of the Fig 2.26 is an example of a 
normal consisting of “normal lines” that intersect at “normal points”. For convenience in 
drawing and processing the configurations, usually the distance between normal lines in each 
direction is considered as integers, which means every normal point has integer coordinates.
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However, conceptually there is no restriction in using real numbers in formex algebra. In 
addition, there are some functions defined in formex algebra that allow the user to modify the 
sizes of the drawn configuration to be adapted with practical needs. These formex functions 
will be discussed later.
Any information that can hold a value in formex algebra is called a “formex”. The constructs 
[1,0] (representing a node) and [0,0; 1,0] (representing a line) are simple examples of 
formex. Each digit inside the square brackets is called a “uniple” and represents a normat 
line. Each uniple pair such as [1,0] is called a “signet” and represents a normat point. Each 
signet pair such as [0,0; 1,0] is called a “cantle” and represents a piece of line. So uniple, 
signet and eantle are all various means of formex.
Applying variable names to “formices” (the plural of formex) is a method in formex algebra 
for formulating configurations conveniently and to reduce the length of formulations. For 
example an equation of the form 
E1=[0,0;1,0]
implies that E l is a “variable” whose value is the formex on the right-hand side of the 
equation. In this example E l is used to represent a piece o f line, which is the element ij in Fig 
2.24. Similarly, the element ik can be represented by 
E2= [0,0; 0,1] .
Also the combination o f elements ij and ik may be written as 
E3= {[0,0; 1,0], [0,0; 0,1]} 
which itself is a formex consisting of two cantles. The formex variable E3 may also be given 
as:
E3=E1 # E 2 .
The symbol # is referred to as the “duplus symbol” and acts as a “formex operator” 
indicating the “composition” of formices represented by E l and E2. Formex composition is a 
fundamental operation in formex algebra and is used to combine two or more formices.
Typically in the context o f structural configurations
• a signet represents a node,
• a cantle represents an element and
• a formex composed from a number of cantles represents a group of elements.
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Until now, the formex expressing style o f the beams ij and ik of the configuration of the Fig 
2.25b is explained. To achieve a useful expression of the whole configuration, some 
functions are necessary to be introduced. In this example functions will affect on the formex 
variables of the beams ij and ik to produce some similar beams and apply them in the right 
position of the reference system to form the configuration.
The formex formulation o f the grid o f Fig 2.25b can be written as a “long-hand” formex, 
which means writing out a formex containing the cantles of every single element of the 
configuration explicitly in detail. Such a formex for this configuration will contain 49 cantles 
each of which will represent an element of the grid. The formex may be o f the form 
F= {[0,0; 1,0], [1,0; 2,0], [2,0; 3,0], [3,0; 4,0], ..., [2,3; 2,4], [3,3; 3,4], [4,3; 4,4], [5,3; 5,4]} 
that is a long tedious formulation. In configurations that may contain thousands of elements, 
this style will be confusing and unhelpful.
2.6 Formex Functions
A much more convenient way o f approaching the formulation is to make use of “formex 
functions” that allow the generation of configurations taking advantage of their 
“regularities”. In other words, in “regular” configurations, functions defined in formex 
algebra would serve to transform and combine the elements to shape the configuration rather 
than mentioning every single element one by one.
For example, to shape the configuration of Fig 2.25b, the only attempt after defining the 
formices E l and E2 (which represent the elements ij and ik respectively), is to use the “rindle 
function” implying “translational replication” as shown in Fig 2.27.
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E l=  [0 ,0 ; l,0 ];
E2= [0 ,0 ;0 ,1 ];
F l=  r in id (5 ,5 ,l , l) |E l;  
F2= r in id (6 ,4 ,l/l) |E 2 ;  
Form= F I #  F2; 
clear; draw Form;
4  a
II
c
§
'ô
5 elements in the first direction (m = 5)
Fig 2.27 Formulating the configuration of Fig 2.25b in formex algebra
The effect of rindle function is to replicate its argument (which is a formex corresponding to 
an element) and then translate the new elements to the given destinations. The construct 
rinid (m,n+1,1,1)
is referred to as a “rinid function”, derived from rindle function, and is equivalent to the 
“composite function”
rin (2, n+1, 1) | rin (1, m, 1) 
which means double action in two directions. The suffix “id” in “rinid” implies a double 
action involving directions one and two. The arguments of both rinid functions in the formex 
formulation of Fig 2.26 are cantles ( E l  and E2 ), each of which represent an element ( ij and 
ik ) respectively. As a result, formices FI and F2 represent a number o f elements caused by 
replication and translation of the elements ij and ik. Finally, the formex “Form” is achieved 
by combining two formices FI and F2, as shown in Fig 2.28.
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Fig 2.28 Achieving “Form” by its components “F I” and “F2”
Formex functions are fully explained in a special edition of “International Journal of Space 
Structures” that contains “Formex Configuration Processing (parts 1, 2 and 3)” [1].
To understand the importance of the position of nodal points in formex formulation, it is 
helpful to formulate the configuration shown in Fig 2.25c and see its differences with the 
formulation of Fig 2.25b.
Fig 2.29 shows the formulation of the configuration shown in Fig 2.25c. By comparing the 
formulations shown in Figs 2.27 and 2.29, it can be seen that changing the arrangement o f 
nodal points, directly affects on the formex formulation o f the configurations, even if  they are 
derived from the same base pattem (Fig 2.25a).
In the formulation o f Fig 2.28, E l, E2, E3 and E4 are formex variables that represent the 
elements “ij”, “ik”, “kn” and “jm ” of the configuration respectively. Also, F I, F2, F3 and F4 
are formices containing groups of elements reproduced from E l, E2, E3 and E4 respectively 
by the effect of rindle function. Combining these groups o f elements shapes the final “Form” 
as shown in Fig 2.30.
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F l=  r in id (5 ,2 , l ,4 ) l [0 ,0 ; l ,0 ]  
F2= r in id (2 ,4 ,5 , l ) | [0 ,0 ;0 , l ]  
F3= r in ( 2 ,3 4 ) | [ 0 , l ;  5,1] 
F4= r in ( l , 4 , l ) | [ l , 0 ;  1,4] 
Form= FI #  F2 #  F3 #  F4
3
2
1
0
m
0 / ,2 J
Fig 2.29 Formulating the configuration of Fig 2.24c
5
First
direction
The most important point in this example is the position o f nodes that causes the difference 
among the lengths o f the elements. As it is shown in Fig 2.30, the element kn and its similar 
elements are five times longer than the element ij and other similar elements along the 
boundaries. Accordingly, the element jm  and its similar elements are four times longer than 
the element ik and similar elements. All these differences in formulations and the elements 
are just due to the fact that there are no nodal points in the internal part o f the configuration 
o f Fig 2.29.
#
FI #  F2 F 3 # F 4 Form
Fig 2.30 Combining formices to shape the final “Form”
Another useful example is formulation of the configuration of Fig 2.25d. As it is discussed 
before this configuration is a finite element mesh, which is an array o f square tiles. This 
means that in contrast to the configurations o f Figs 2.25b and 2.25c that consist o f linear
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elements, configuration o f Fig 2.25d is shaped by combination o f surface elements. 
Therefore, the formex formulation of this configuration must be different from the above 
ones. A formex formulation for this configuration may be written as shown in Fig 2.31.
S =  [0,0; 1,0; 1,1; 0 ,1]  
Form= r in id (5 ,4 , l , l ) |S
4- 
3- 
2 -  
1 • 
O'
^ /////,
j
First
direction
0 / 2  3  ^  5
Fig 2.31 Formulating the finite element configuration of Fig 2.25d in formex algebra
In this formulation, the formex E defines a square shape surface element, namely S, by its 
four comer nodes. The cantle representing the element S, that is 
E= [0,0; 1,0; 1,1; 0,1]
has four signets. The first signet that is “0,0” represents the node i in Fig 2.31. Also the 
second, third and fourth signets of the above cantle represent nodes j, m and k respectively. 
The equation
Form= rinid (5,4,1,1) | E 
In the above formulation defines the formex variable “Form” that represents all the elements 
of the mesh.
Studying the above examples shows the important role o f the arrangement of nodal points in 
defining stmctural systems. Configurations shown in Figs 2.25b, 2.25c and 2.25d were 
completely different from each other from stmctural point o f view, though they were similar 
in shape and all based on the same base pattem. This also shows the capability of 
protomorphs in deriving base pattems from and creating various stmctural systems.
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Another point in the above discussion is the convenience o f formulating configuration in 
formex algebra, using its functional features, which would save the structural objectivity of 
the configuration and help in data production and analysis. As it could be seen in all of the 
above formulations, the most important attempt in formex formulation o f a configuration is 
to find relations (such as translation, replication, rotation or multiple actions) among 
elements of the configuration and then apply suitable functions using those relations to 
construct the configuration.
In the examples discussed so far, configurations were based on fairly simple patterns in order 
to explain the use o f protomorphs. However, in practical architectural design, there are many 
situations where more complex patterns need to be generated. In such situations, some basic 
patterns need to be established and these may be used as springboards to create new 
configurations. The role o f protomorph is to help in generating the initial configuration, 
which may be modified in various ways to arrive at the required configuration.
Sometimes in configuration processing, there may be several stages o f transformations o f a 
pattern until a satisfactory solution is evolved. The modifications may involve changes to the 
initial patterns by adding and/or removing elements from configurations or combining 
different patterns to create new configurations. Formex algebra and its defined functions 
provide a convenient medium for these modifications that could be a complex process. In the 
following material, these methods of modifying patterns in formex algebra to evolve new 
configurations would be discussed with the help of a number of examples.
As the first example, consider a square shape area that needs to be covered by a grid 
structure. Fig 2.32 shows some options, all based on the binate protomorph. Fig 2.32a is the 
simplest pattern, which is just picked up from the binate protomorph as the base pattern. 
Removing some elements from the base pattern creates other options. In practice, this could 
happen to make variety in design, to let the skylight in the space below or to provide 
functional holes in the roof, etc.
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Fl=rinid(6 ,7 ,l , l) |[0 ,0; 1,0] 
F2=rinid(7,6,l,l)|[G,0; 0,1] 
Forma = FI #  F2;
(a)
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Formb=
lux([3,3])|Forma
E= {[2,3], [3,3], [4,3]}  
Formc= iux(E)|(Forma)# 
[3,2; 3,4]
Fl= r in ld(5 ,2 ,l , l) | [0 ,0;l ,0]  
F2= r in id (5 , l , l , l ) | [0 ,0 ;0 , l]  
Formd=rosad(3,3)l(Fl#F2#  
[3,1; 3,3])
Fl=rinid(3,4,2,2)|[0,0; 2,0] 
F2=rln!d(4,3,2,2)|[0,0; 0,2] 
Forme= FI #  F2
(e)
Fig 2.32 Various choices of pattern for a grid with square shape boundaries
Usually, transforming a configuration to produce another configuration requires new 
arrangement of elements or even new types o f elements in the new configuration. For 
example, configuration of Fig 2.32b is created by removing four elements around the point 1
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in central part o f the base pattern (Fig 2.32a). A formex function that can be used for this 
purpose is the luxum function . The luxum function works by deleting all the cantles of a 
formex that relate to a set of specified points. The specification o f points is provided through 
a formex as shown in the formulation of Fig 2.32b. Fig 2.32c shows a configuration that is 
derived from the base pattern by omitting 10 elements around three nodes (points 1 ,2  and 3) 
and replacing another longer element in the middle.
Fig 2.32d shows a configuration with omitted elements in the central part that are replaced by 
new elements two times longer than the previous ones. Despite this configuration could be 
seen as a modified version of the base pattern by removing some elements, it is more 
convenient to formulate the configuration by rotational replication of its components using 
the rosad function , as shown in Fig 2.32d. In this formulation, the element omission has 
not been considered as a method to derive the configuration from the base pattern. Fig 2.32e 
shows another option with elements two times longer than the elements o f the base pattern. 
This configuration could also be directly derived from the binate protomorph.
Configurations shown in Figs 2.33dl and 2.33el are designed by adding some elements to 
configurations o f Figs 2.32d and 2.32e, respectively.
Fo rm d l=  Formd #  
ro s a d (3 ,3 )|([0 ,0 ; 3,3])
(el)
Form el = Forme #  
r o s a d (3 ,3 ) | ( Ia m id ( l , l ) | [ l , l ;  2 ,2 ] 
#  t r a n id ( l , l ) | [ l , l ;  2 ,2 ]);
Fig 2.33 New configurations based on Figs 2.32d, 2.32e
In some situations that creating a new configuration by the base pattern consists of adding 
just a few new elements (like in Figs 2.33dl), it is normal to use the simplest possible 
protomorph that is the binate protomorph in this case. However, sometimes choosing simple 
protomorphs as the base pattern may cause a large number of new elements to be added to
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achieve a satisfactory design. In these cases, it is more convenient to choose the nearest 
protomorph to the pattern in designer’s mind and then try to remove some elements to reach 
to the final configuration. For example, to create the configuration o f Fig 2.33el, it would be 
more convenient to use the quadnate protomorph as the base pattern, rather than the binate 
protomorph (Fig 2.34).
Fig 2.34 Quadnate protomorph used as the base to create patterns
Also, “compound grids” can be shaped by designing some configurations as components of 
the main one and composing them by formex functions. Fig 2.35 shows a “cross-shaped” fiat 
grid configuration composed from five square-shaped smaller grids and four triangular 
comers around the central part. This configuration may totally be formulated as:
Formbl= rosad (3,3)| tran (1,6)| Formb;
T l=  rosad (3,3)|{[-2,0; -1,-1], [-1,-1; 0,-2], [-1,0; -1,-1], [-1,-1; 0,-1]};
Form= pex| (Formd # Formb 1 # Tl);
where “Form” represents the final configuration, “Formd” represents the central square­
shaped configuration (identical to Formd o f Fig 2.32d), “Formb” represents one o f four 
square-shaped configurations on the left-hand of the central square (identical to Formb of Fig 
2.32b). “Formb 1” represents a group of replicated “Formb” configurations set around the 
central square and finally “T l” represents four triangular configurations in comers. The 
constmct
tran(l,6)
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is a formex function that implies “translation” in the first direction by 6 units. The formex 
variable Formb in the above formulation is the argument of the translation function. This 
function is used in the above formulation to move the configuration correspondent to Formb 
to the left-hand border of the central square (Formd). The construct 
rosad(3,3)
is another formex function that implied the “rosette function”, which means rotational 
replication in first and second directions. The rosette function provides the mechanism for 
rotating a configuration as well as replicating it, parametrically [1]. In this formulation the 
rosette function is used for replicating the configurations Formb and T l, while rotating new 
created configurations around the point (3,3), that is the centre point o f the configuration.
U2
( 0 , 0 ) U 1
Formd tran(l,6)|Formb— Tl
Formbl= rosad(3,3)| tran(l,6)|Formb  
1 1=  ro sad(3 ,3 ) |{ [-2 ,0 ;  -1 ,-1 ] ,  [-1,-1; 0,-2],  
[-1,0; - 1,- 1], [-1, - 1; 0, - 1]}
Form= pex |(Form d#Form bl#T l)
Fig 2.35 A compound grid shaped by combining five square shape 
and four triangular configurations
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In this method of designing new configurations, normally designer may encounter a problem, 
which is having some doubly represented elements in the final configuration, because of 
overlapping the elements along the boundaries or other joint areas o f component 
configurations. In formex algebra and its correspondent computer software, “Formian”, the 
function “pexum” is used to avoid overlapped elements in combinational configurations. For 
example in the above configuration, the final line of formulation must be written as:
Forml = pex| (Formd # Formb 1 # T l); 
where “pex” stands for “pexum”. As a result, the configuration “Form l” has no superfluous 
cantles. This action is important specially when the final configuration is used for data 
production for structural analysis, where unseen overlapped elements could be confusing and 
cause to produce wrong data and mistakes in analysing results.
The pexum function, which is employed to “prune” the superfluous “doubles” of the 
elements, has the effect o f removing every cantle of a formex that has the same signets as 
another cantle o f the formex. This function works by examining the cantles o f a formex, one 
after another, and deleting any cantle that is found to have the same signets as a previous 
cantle of the formex.
Another method o f creating new configurations is by scaling patterns. Some examples of 
configurations created by this method are illustrated in Fig 2.36. Fig 2.36a shows an obnate 
pattern, which is derived from the obnate protomorph and is used as the base pattern for 
generating new configurations. There are number of formex functions, called “retronormic 
functions” or “retronorms”, which could help to modify the base pattern in various ways to 
achieve the ideal configuration, some of which are shown in Figs 2.36 and 2.37.
Fig 2.36 shows the effects of retronorms functioning on the base pattern within a plane (2D). 
The topology of the generated configurations by formex functions shown in Figs 2.36b, 
2.36c, 2.36d, 2.36e, remain the same as their base pattern. In the case of Fig 2.36f, the 
configuration may have the same topology as the base pattern, if  the pexum function is not 
used in its formulation. Otherwise, five overlapped elements around the centre point (node 
0 ) will be omitted, which means change in the topology o f the configuration in comparison 
with the base pattern.
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(a) m =(9) ; n=(6)
F= la m id ( l , l ) l [0 , l ;  1,0] 
Fa= rinid(m,n,2,2)|F
(b) Fb= bu(l .S )  I Fa
(0) Fc= m b ( l , l , l . l , 1 . 2 )  I Fa Fd= b b (l ,2 )  I Fa
P l= [1 0 ,1 5 ]
I®) P2=[25,25]
Fe= nov(3,l ,Pl,P2)|Fa
Ff= bp(1.5,10)|Fa
Fig 2.36 Creating various configurations by scaling a base pattern (Fa)
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Fig 2.37 shows the 3D effects of retronorms on the base pattern (Fig 2.36a). A hyperbolic 
paraboloidal configuration, a circular barrel vault, a lamella dome and a tower configuration 
are shown in Figs 2.37a, 2.37b, 2.37c and 2.37d, respectively, all created from the base 
obnate pattern by retronormic functions.
The topology o f the configuration may remain the same as the base pattern (as shown in Figs 
2.37a and 2.37b) or be changed (as shown in Figs 2.37c and 2.37d) by the effects of formex 
functions.
(a) Faa= bhp(0.8,0 .8 ,l ,0 .03)|Fa (b) Fbb= bc(10,6,l) |Fa
(C) Fcc= bs( l ,180/m ,6)|Fa (d) pdd= bc(5,20,3)|Fa
Fig 2.37 Creating various 3D configurations by a flat grid using formex retronorms
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3.1 Barrel Vaults
“A ‘barrel vault’ is obtained by arching a grid along one direction. The result is a cylindrical 
form that may involve one, two or more layers of elements” [4]. Barrel vaults have had a 
major role in architecture throughout the history of building industry. From a functional point 
of view, barrel vaults are usually used to cover spaces with elongated shapes. Barrel vaults 
are frequently used in the construction of churches and cathedrals, railway stations and sport 
centres. Barrel vaults are also used in places that function as architectural junction box, 
where there is a main elongated pathway and there may be other intersecting paths or spaces 
around it, Fig 3.1.
im m mhm mm  *
Fig 3.1 A schematic plan of an etangated space where barrel vaults are normally used to cover
Traditional barrel vaults were built using masonry material. In fact, arched masonry 
structures were the most efficient construction method to overcome the lack of modem 
materials like steel and reinforced concrete. As a result, masonry barrel vaults were the 
traditional solution for covering elongated spaces, while domes were used for concentrated 
spaces. These types of traditional solutions can be found almost all over the world, of course 
with different materials and construction techniques. Fig 3.2 shows two examples of 
traditional barrel vaults.
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Fig 3.2 Traditional masonry barrel vaults
Advances made in producing strong materials like steel, have had the effect of reducing the 
use of masonry materials and increasing the spans of structures. One of the best examples of 
this process in the history of construction is the building of the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, 
London in 1851. Crystal Palace was basically built to cover the great exhibition of British 
technological achievements at that time. It was important that the building used to showcase 
these achievements to be innovative. In fact. Crystal Palace itself was the symbol of this 
revolution in the building industry (Fig 3.3).
Crystal Palace involved both arched and flat roofs, as it is seen in the paintings of Fig 3.3. 
The arched parts of the roof were in fact, single layer barrel vaults with glass cladding to let 
the daylight in. The flat parts of the roof were shaped by truss beams, which was a 
revolutionary technique in covering large spans.
After the Great Exhibition closed. Crystal Palace was dismantled and moved from Hyde Park 
to Sydenham Hill in South London and reconstructed in what was, in effect, a 200 acre 
Victorian theme park. The new Crystal Palace Park at Sydenham was opened by Queen 
Victoria on June 10th, 1854. The Crystal Palace itself was destroyed by fire on November 
30th 1936, following which the area lost much of its focus and began to decline [38]. 
However, from that period, another iconic building remains, which though smaller in scale, 
retains almost the same characteristics of the Crystal Palace. The Palm House in the Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew, London, is a greenhouse, which was designed by Richard Turner and 
Decimus Burton and built between 1845 and 1848, Fig 3.4.
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Fig 3.3 Paintings o f the Crystal Palace, Hyde Park, London, 1851, by Sir Joseph Paxton 
(burnt down by a fire on 30* November 1936)
Crystal Palace and Palm House are two major examples of the first steps in a process, which 
led the building industry to move on from traditional methods and materials into modem 
composition of fabricated materials.
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Fig 3.4 The Palm House, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, London, 1845-1848 
by Richard Turner and Decimus Burton
These two examples are important to be mention at this stage, because they were both well 
known structures and both involved barrel vaults. However, may be the most significant 
point about theses two distinguished structures is that they both covered spaces that needed to 
let the daylight in. In Crystal Palace, there was a need to naturally light the space during 
daytime and the reason for the Palm House as a greenhouse is obvious. This need would not 
have been achieved by small openings over the roof, as was used in some traditional 
structures o f the time. In other words, both structures needed large areas of glazing over the 
roof. One could say that the Crystal Palace and the Palm House were the earliest major 
examples of lightweight structures.
Almost a century later, new materials, modem techniques and machinery together with a 
revolution in information technology paved the way for extensive use o f space stmctures, 
including modem barrel vaults (Figs 3.5 and 3.6).
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Fig 3.5 The New Parliamentary Building, Westminster, London, UK, 2001, by Hopkins Architects
i ^
Fig 3.6 A double layer barrel vault, Japan (courtesy of Tomoe Corporation)
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3.2 Cylindrical Surfaces
Consider the configuration of Fig 3.7, which is a curved grid with a cylindrical form. This 
configuration consists o f 246 straight beam elements that are connected together at 135 
nodes. Such a configuration is referred to as a “barrel vault” . Therefore, a barrel vault can be 
considered as a flat grid that has been curved to lie on a cylindrical surface. It must be 
noticed that defining the elements of this configuration as “straight beam elements” means 
that these elements are geometrically straight pieces o f lines, shaping a cylindrical form 
altogether. That is, if  a barrel vault is considered as a curved grid (which was basically flat), 
there is no need to curve every single piece of line of the configuration, the elements of the 
base grid remain straight.
Fig 3.7 Barrel Vault configuration
What is a cylindrical surface? How can it be shaped? According to a geometrical definition: 
“a cylindrical surface is a surface containing all the lines parallel to a given line, called the 
‘generator line’, that pass through a given ‘plane curve’ (Fig 3.8). This curve is referred to as 
a ‘generating curve’ for the cylinder” [39].
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Generating Plane Curve
Cylindrical Surface
Generator Line
Fig 3.8 Cylindrical Surface
Fig 3.9a shows a surface generated by a curve formed from 9 pieces o f lines. Fig 3.9b shows 
another surface with a generating curve consisting of 16 pieces o f lines. The overall forms of 
both these surfaces are similar to the surface shown in Fig 3.8. From geometrical point of 
view, a curve can be considered as a group of pieces of straight lines. The shorter the pieces 
of lines are considered, the nearer the overall form of the group would be to the main curve.
(a) (b)
Fig 3.9 Similar cylindrical surfaces with different generating curves
Each plane curve can be considered as a generating curve for a cylinder. Circle might be the 
simplest one that could be imagined. The cylinder generated by a circle would be a “circular 
cylinder” (Fig 3.10).
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Fig 3.10 A circular cylinder
3.3 Circular Cylindrical Barrel Vaults
As any other curve, a circle can be considered as a group o f tiny pieces o f straight lines. This 
group of lines shape a regular polygon, if  the lengths o f lines are identical. Fig 3.11a shows 
various regular polygons embedded in identical circles as their circumferences. The shorter 
the edges of the polygon are considered, the closer the overall form of the polygon would be 
to the main circle. A polygon (even an irregular one) could be considered as the generator for 
a surface, containing all the lines parallel to the generator line. Such a surface would be a 
prism. Fig 3.11b shows parts of prisms generated by three regular polygons. In these cases, 
the generator line is considered perpendicular to the base (while they can have any other 
angle in between).
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(a)
(b)
6 8 12
Fig 3.11 Plans and oblique views o f cylindrical surfaces generated by regular polygons
The circles o f Fig 3.11 are referred to as “circumferences” o f the embedded polygons. As 
well, the circular cylinder that embeds the prism is referred to as “circumcylinder”. Actually, 
a barrel vault is a part o f a prism that has been cut along the longitudinal axis.
To design and process such configurations conveniently, an efficient reference system is 
required. A convenient reference system for the formulation o f the configuration o f a barrel 
vault is a “cylindrical normat” as shown in Fig 3.12.
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Radial 
direction
Longitudinal 
direction U3
(b)Circumcylinder
Circumferential 
direction
Radial 
directionR= R adius=10  
H= Rise 
S =  Span
A= Sweep angle=13572= 67.5° 
m = unitangIe=135°/8= 16.875
Origin Circumferential 
direction
Circumcylinder
(C)
Fig 3.12 Cylindrical normat system
In this figure, the barrel vault is shown with its nodes lying on the circumcylinder. The 
“origin” of the normat is at the centre o f a cross section o f the circumcylinder. The first 
direction of the normat is along a “radius” o f the cross section. The second direction of the 
normat is along the “circumference” o f the cross section. The third direction of the normat is 
along the “longitudinal axis” of the circumcylinder. The first and third directions of the 
normat are “linear” and the second direction is “angular”.
Now let us have a look at the formex formulation of the configuration of Fig 3.12. A brief 
Explanation of the formulation will help to understand the cylindrical normat.
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m= 8 n= 14 A= 60 R= 10
B l= rin it(m ,n+ I,l,l) |[l,0 ,0 ; 1,1,0] # rin it(m + l,n ,l,l) |[l,0,0; 1,0,1]
B2= bc(R,2*A/m,2) |B1
BB= verad(0,0,90-A) |B2
The first line of this formulation consists of the values assigned to the variables that are used 
as parameters in the formulation. Using these variables makes the formulation parametric, 
which means the creator could modify the overall form of the configuration by changing the 
values of the parameters. The second line that is
B l=rinit(m ,n+1,1,1)1 [1,0,0; 1,1,0] # rinit(m+l,n, 1,1 )|[1,0,0; 1,0,1]
actually builds up the body of the configuration, using formex algebra. This line of 
formulation is formed by adding two statements, each of which replicates a cantle in 
directions two and three by “rinit function”. The formices [1,0,0; 1,1,0] and [1,0,0; 1,0,1] 
represent two cantles that are “ij” and “ik” as shown in Fig 3.13.
Until this step, the formex that is represented by “B l” has still no sign of being defined as a 
cylindrical configuration, so if  it is drawn in Formian, a fiat grid, parallel to YOZ plane in the 
Cartesian coordinate system will be displayed. Just after using “basicylindrical retronorm” 
(shown by “be”), the cylindrical form of the configuration will be seen that is dependant on 
the parameters of the retronorm. These parameters are “radius” of the circumcylinder and the 
“sweep angle” of the barrel vault, represented by R and A in the formulation, respectively. 
The last line of the formulation is written to rotate the configuration and adjust its view [1].
The cylindrical normat that is used to specify the cylindrical configurations is a type of 
“curvilinear normat”. These normats are actually curved reference systems, modified for 
design and processing curved configurations and consist of cylindrical, spherical, hyperbolic- 
paraboloidal, annular normat, etc, which will be discussed later. Fig 3.14 shows an example 
of a single layer barrel vault. Figs 3.15 and 3.16 illustrate some circular barrel vaults as well 
as their formex formulations.
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m =8 n=9 A =50 R=10  
E= l a m i t ( l , l ) | [ l , 0 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,1]
E l=  rinit(m,n,2,2)|E  
E2= r in it (m ,2 ,2 ,2 *n ) |[ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,2 ,0] #  
rinit(2,n,2*m,2)| [1 ,0 ,0; 1 ,0 ,2]  
F=E1#E2
Form=verad(0,0,90-A)l bc(R ,A/m ,l) |F
m = 6  n = 9  A =50 R=10  
E= l a m i t ( l , l ) | [ l , 0 , 0 ;  1, 1, 1]
E l=  rinit(m,n,2,2)|E  
E2= r in i t (2 * m ,2 , l ,2 * n ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,0] #  
r in i t (m + l ,n ,2 ,2 ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,0,2]  
E3= r in i t ( m ,n - l ,2 ,2 ) | [ l , l , l ;  1 ,1 ,3] #
r in i t (m ,2 ,2 ,2 * n - l ) | [ l , l ,0 ;  1, 1, 1] 
F=E1#E2#E3
Form=verad(0,0,90-A)| b c (R ,A /m ,l ) |F
m =6 n =9 A =50 R=10
E= la m i t ( l , l ) | { [ l , 0 , 0 ;  1 ,1 ,1 ] ,[1 ,1 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,1 ]}  
E l=  rinit(in,n,2,2)|E
E2= r in i t ( 2 * m ,2 * n + l , l , l ) | [ l , 0 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,0] #  
r in i t (m + l ,2 * n ,2 , l ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1,0,1] 
F= E1#E2
Form c=verad(0,0 ,90-A)| bc(R,A/m, 1 .2 ) | F
m = 6  n =9  A =50 R=10
E= la m it ( l , l ) | l a m it (0 .5 ,0 .5 ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,0 .5 ,0 .5 ]  
E l=  rinit(m,n,2,2)|E
E2= r i n i t ( 2 * m ,2 * n + l , l , l ) | [ l , 0 ,0 ;  1,1,0] #  
r i n i t ( 2 * m + l ,2 * n , l , l ) | [ l , 0 ,0 ;  1,0 , 1]
F= E1#E2
Form d=verad(0 ,0 ,90-A )|bc(R ,A /m ,1 .2) |F
Fig 3.15 Examples of single layer barrel vaults and their formex formulations
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m =9 n =9 A =50 R=8  
F= l a m i t ( l , l ) | [ l , 0 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,1]
B l=  rinit(m,n,2,2)|F  
B2= r in it (m ,2 ,2 ,2* n ) |[ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,2 ,0] #  
rin it (2 ,n ,2 *m ,2 ) |[ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,0,2]
N= r in it (5 ,5 ,3 ,3 ) |[ l ,3 ,3 ]
B= lux(N )l(B l#B 2)
Form a=verad(0,0 ,90-A)| bc(R ,A /m ,l) |B
m = 4  n=10  A =55 R=8 
F = la m it ( l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0; 1 ,1 ,1]  
B l=rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2) |F
B 2 = r in i t (2 * m ,2 , l ,2 * n ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,1,0] #  
r in i t (m + l ,n ,2 ,2 ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1,0,2]  
B 3 = r in i t ( m ,n - l ,2 ,2 ) | [ l , l , l ;  1 ,1 ,3] #
r in i t (m ,2 ,2 ,2 * n - l ) | [ l , l ,0 ;  1,1,1]  
N=rinit(2,3,4,6)l [1 ,2 ,4]  
B = lu x (N ) |(B l# B 2# B 3);
Form b=verad(0,0 ,90-A)| bc(R ,A /m ,l) |B
m =6 n = l l  A =50 R=10  
F = la m it ( l , l )K [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,1 ] ,[1 ,1 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,1 ]}  
Bl=rinit(m ,n,2 ,2) |F
B 2 = r in i t (2 * m ,2 * n + l , l , l ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,1,0] #  
r in i t (m + l ,2 * n ,2 , l ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1,0,1]  
N l=rin it(2 ,4 ,8 ,6)l [1 ,2 ,2 ]  
N 2 = r in (3 ,3 ,6 ) |( lam it (m ,5 ) |[ l ,5 ,4 ])  
B = lu x (N l# N 2 ) | (B l# B 2 )
Form c=verad(0,0 ,90-A)|bc(R ,A/m ,1.2) |B
m = 6  n = l l  A =55 R=10
F = la m it ( l , l ) | l a m it (0 .5 ,0 .5 ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,0 .5 ,0 .5 ]  
B l=rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2) |F
B 2 = r in i t ( 2 * m ,2 * n + l , l , l ) | [ l , 0 ,0 ;  1 ,1 ,0] #  
r in i t (2 * m + l ,2 * n , l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0; 1 ,0 ,1]  
N = rin it (3 ,5 ,4 ,4 ) | [ l ,2 ,3 ]
B = lu x(N )l(B l#B 2)
Form d=verad(0,0 ,90-A) |bc(R,A/m, 1 .2 ) | B
Fig 3.16 Examples of trimmed single layer barrel vaults and their formex formulations
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Latest developments in architecture and structural engineering involve using glass as a 
structural component. These developments have been employed in space structures, 
including barrel vaults in recent years. The new roof over the courtyard of the Maximillian 
Museum in Augsburg, Germany is a good example of this method. The single layer glazed 
barrel vault creates an extended exhibition space without impairing the view of the existing 
Renaissance building. Since glass can bear compression stresses better than tensile stresses, a 
shell barrel vault construction seemed to be the appropriate form for this 37-metre-long roof. 
A special connecting shoe was developed to ensure an optimum transmission of loads 
between the individual panes o f glass. The nodes between the panes are formed by four shoes 
secured by clamping plates. The structure is stabilised by diagonal cable stays fixed to the 
undersides o f the nodes. The network of steel cables is tensioned via a web-like node 
construction and anchored to the existing structure and along the edges o f the roof to a 
tubular eaves section [7]. Figs 3.17 and 3.18 show the cross-section and a photograph of this 
magnificent structure.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig 3.17 A cross-section of the barrel vault covering a courtyard in the Maximilian Museum, 
Augsburg, Germany, 2000, by Hochbauamt Augsburg [40]
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Fig 3.18 Maximilian Museum, Augsburg, Germany, 2000, by Hochbauamt Augsburg [8]
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3.4 Multilayer Circular Barrel Vaults
All barrel vaults considered so far consisted of a single layer of elements. A single 
eircumcylinder with a specific radius is sufficient for creating single barrel vaults. However, 
there are other types of practically useful barrel vaults that involve more than one 
eircumcylinder. Multilayer barrel vaults are a family of commonly used configurations that 
consist o f a more than one layer o f elements, Figs 3.19 & 3.20.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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(a) (b)
Yy y y y y y
sAs/^ nA^A\AsA
(c)
m=8; ( * )  Frequency in direction U2, top layer ( * )
n = 1 0; ( * )  Frequency in direction US, top layer ( * )
A =60; ( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
R t= 10 ; ( * )  Radius of top cylinder ( * )
D = l ;  ( * )  Depth of barrel vault ( * )
Rb=Rt-D; ( * )  Radius of bottom cylinder ( * )
L=25; ( * )  Length of barrel vault ( * )
T O P = rin it(m ,n + l,2 ,2 )l[R t,0 ,0 ; R t,2,0 ] #  
r in it(m + l,n ,2 ,2 ) |[R t,0 ,0 ;  R t,0 ,2 ]; 
W E B = rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2 ) |la m it( l,l) l[R t,0 ,0 ;  R b , l , l ] ;  
B O T = r in it(m -l,n ,2 ,2 ) |[R b ,l, l;  R b ,3 ,l]  #  
r in it (m ,n - l ,2 ,2 ) |[R b ,l , l ;  R b ,l,3 ];  
F1=T0P#W EB #B 0T;
F 2 = b c ( l,A /m ,L /(2 *n )) lF l;
Form =verad(0,0 ,90-A ) | F2; 
use c ( l ,1 2 ) ,  c (4 , l ) ,  c (5 ,7 ), v m (2 ), v t(2 ), 
v h (1 2 ,3 5 ,-1 5 , 0 ,0 ,10 , 0 ,1 ,10 ) ; 
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.21 Formex formulation of a double layer circular barrel vault
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Fig 3.21 shows an example o f a double layer barrel vault. Figs 3.21a and 3.21b show two 
elevations o f the barrel vault and Fig 3.21c shows its plan view. Fig 3.2Id shows the 
perspective view and underneath the formex formulation of the configuration for this view 
can be found. As it can be seen in this figure, the whole configuration consists o f two main 
layers of elements, namely the “top” and “bottom” layers that have been represented by 
“TOP” and “EOT” formex variables in the formulation. The variable “Rt” and “Rb” 
represent the radii o f the two circumcylinders for the top and the bottom layers, respectively. 
The variable “D” introduces the distance between the two layers. So the relationship between 
these variables is:
Rb=Rt-D;
These two layers are connected together by another group o f elements, called “web 
elements” that are represented by “WEB” formex variable in the formulation. All these three 
groups of elements are combined together in the assignment statement:
F l=  TOP# EOT# WEE;
F2 then is created by the effect o f basicylindrical retronorm on the formex FI in the next 
assignment statement, which is:
F2= be ((l,A/m,L/(2*n))|Fl; 
to form the double layer barrel vault and also transfer the coordinates o f elements of the 
configuration to the Cartesian reference system.
Fig 3.22 illustrates the detailed view of the Fig 3.21b as well as the cylindrical normat by 
which double layer barrel vault is designed. Fig 3.21b shows the real purpose o f the “depth of 
barrel vault” (“D” in the formulation), which is the distance between top and bottom 
circumcylinders o f the barrel vault. All nodal points of the top and bottom layers of the 
configuration are laid on their corresponding circumcylinders. As it can be seen in the figure 
D <E and D >F. E is the distance between a top node and the middle point of the bottom 
opposite element. F is the distance between a bottom node and the middle point of the top 
opposite element. Both E and F might be mistakenly considered as the depth o f the barrel 
vault.
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H (Rise)U1
U2
•Rb
Top eircumcylinder
U3, z into paper
(b) \B o tto m  eircumcylinder
Fig 3.22 Detailed view of Fig 3.24b
Fig 3.23 shows a cylindrical normat with some coaxial cylinders. An important aspect of a 
cylindrical normat is the possibility of creating multilayer cylindrical configurations such as 
multilayer barrel vaults. These barrel vaults are created by using a number o f various coaxial 
cylinders of a cylindrical normat as positions for arranging layers o f elements. These layers 
of elements then are coimected together by “web elements” to shape the whole configuration.
Fig 3.23 Circular cylindrical normat system for multilayer barrel vaults
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Actually, an infinite number of these cylinders are considered with the radius range from 0 to 
00  as the cylindrical normat for creating multilayer barrel vaults or single layer ones with 
various radii. The role of the first direction (Ui) is more emphasised here. In fact, the radius 
of a single layer barrel vault as well as the distance between layers o f a multilayer one is 
scaled by the first direction.
Now consider Fig 3.24 that shows cross-sections of two different types o f double layer barrel 
vaults. Fig 3.24a shows the cross-section o f the same barrel vault as the one shown and 
formulated in Fig 3.21. Fig 3.24b shows another type with some similar parameters, namely 
the sweep angles, spans and depths of barrel vaults, frequency of elements in both U2 and U3 
directions are identical.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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As another example, Fig 3.26 illustrates formex formulation as well as various views of a 
triple layer barrel vault.
(a) (b)
Ü I
w m
( c )
m =8; ( * )  Frequency in direction U2, bottom layer ( * )
n=10; ( * )  Frequency in direction US, bottom layer ( * )
A=45; ( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
D = l;  ( * )  Depth of barrel vault ( * )
L=25; ( * )  Length of barrel vault ( * )
Rb=15; ( * )  Radius of bottom cylinder ( * )
R l = Rb+D; ( * )  Radius of 1st top layer ( * )
R 2=R b+2*D ; ( * )  Radius of 2nd top layer ( * )
B = h n it(m ,n + l,2 ,2 )l[R b ,0 ,0 ; Rb,2,0] #  
r in it(m + l,n ,2 ,2 )|[R b ,0 ,0 ; Rb,0,2];
T l  = r in it (m - l ,n ,2 ,2 ) |[R l, l , l ;  R l ,3 , l ]  #  
r in it (m ,n - l ,2 ,2 ) |[R l, l , l ;  R l , l ,3 ] ;  
W l= rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2 )|la m it( l,l) |[R b ,0 ,0 ;  R l , l , l ] ;
L1=T1#W 1;
T 2 = r in it (m -2 ,n - l ,2 ,2 ) | [R 2 , l+ l , l+ l ;  R 2 ,3 + l , l+ l ]  #  
rin it(m -l,n -2 ,2 ,2 )|[R 2 ,2 ,2 ; R2,1 + 1 ,3 + 1 ];  
W 2 = rin it(m -l,n - l,2 ,2 ) lla m it( l +  l , 1+1)1 
[R l,0 + 1 ,0 + 1 ;  R 2 , l + l , l + l ] ;
L2=T2#W 2;
Form =verad(0,0,90-A)| b c (l,A /m ,L /(2 *n ))| (B#L1#L2); 
use vm (2), v t(2 ), vh (15,45,-15, 0 ,0 ,10 , 0 ,1 ,10 ) ; 
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.26 Formex formulation o f a triple layer barrel vault
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3.5 Elliptical Barrel Vaults
Cylindrical barrel vaults with elliptical cross-sections are an interesting family o f barrel 
vaults. Elliptic cross-sections are usually used when smoothing the roof shape is concerned. 
An elliptic form can be shape by scaling a circular form in on direction. So an elliptic barrel 
vault can be achieved by scaling a circular cylindrical barrel vault as well. Elliptic forms 
have been used both in traditional and modem architecture (Figs 3.27 & 3.28).
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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m = 25; (*)Circumferential frequency(*) 
n=10; (*)Longitudinal frequency(*) 
A=90; (*)Sweep angle(*)
R = 1 2 ;  (* )R ad iu s o f th e  circular barrel 
vault, B l(* )
L = 3 5 ;  (* )L ength  o f th e  barrel vau lt(* )
B a = r in it (m ,n + I, l , l ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,1,0] #  
n n lt (m + l,n ,l , l) | [ l ,Q ,G ;  1 ,0,1]; 
B b=bc(R ,2*A/m ,L/n)|Ba; 
B l=verad(0,0 ,90-A )|B b;
B l=  dil(2, 1) I B l;
B2= dil(2, 2) I B l;
B3= dil(2, 3 .2) | B l; 
use vm (2 ),v t(2 ),vs (15 ), 
vh(50,4*R ,-120, 0 ,0 ,10 , 0 ,1 ,10 ) ; 
clear; draw B1#B2#B3;
Fig 3.29 Scaling a circular barrel vault in Y direction to shape elliptic configurations
Fig 3.29 shows two barrel vaults with elliptic cross-section (B2 and B3) that have been 
created by scaling the basic circular barrel vault (B l) in the 2"^ direction (y direction). This 
figure demonstrates various possibilities for designing elliptic barrel vaults on the basis of a 
circular one by simple scaling action. Actually, there are an infinite number of possible 
choiees in this process, two of which are shown in Fig 3.29. Sealing the basic configuration 
is done by the “dilatation funetion”, which is of the form 
dil(d, f)
where the term “dilatation” implies “elongation and contraction” or increase and deerease in 
size [1]. The parameter “d” specifies the “direction of dilatation” and “f  ’ specifies the “faetor
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of dilatation”. The effect of this function is to scale the configuration in the direetion “d” by 
using scale faetor “f ’.
As it can be seen in the formex formulation of Fig 3.29, various “f  ’ factors have been used in 
shaping the group o f three barrel vaults. The part of the formulation referred to is:
B l= dil(2 , 1) |B1 
B2= dil(2, 2) I B l 
B3= dil(2, 3.2) | B l
In the above formulae, the factor f  is equal to 1, 2 and 3.2 to produce the configurations B l, 
B2 and B3, respectively. The first assignment statement includes two formex variables with 
similar names, namely B l. However, these two variables are not identical. That is, the right- 
hand one represents the basic circular barrel vault that is generated by the basicylindrical 
retronorm and rotated by “verad funetion” to be seen balanced. The left-hand variable B 1 is 
affeeted by the dilatation funetion. Such assignments with two similar variable names in two 
sides are possible to be stated in formex algebra.
For f=l the dimensions of the configuration corresponding to formex B l will be multiplied 
by 1 in the 2”^  direction (Y direction), which will result in no ehange in the configuration. So, 
this operation has no aetual effect on the eireular form of barrel vault B l and is added to the 
formulation just for showing the meehanism of dilatation function in Formian. The remaining 
two assignment statements have created the elliptie barrel vaults B2 and B3. The formex 
variable B2 represents the elliptic barrel vault that has been ereated by stretching the basic 
configuration B l in the Y direetion by the factor f=2. Similarly, the formex variable B3 
represents another elliptie barrel vault that has been created by stretching the barrel vault B 1 
in the Y direetion by the faetor f=3.2. The cross-seetions of the barrel vaults are shown in Fig 
3.29c. Obviously, there are other choiees for the designer to draw elliptic barrel vaults with 
cross-sections between the ones shown in Figlc that can be aehieved just by changing the 
factor f  in the dilatation function.
As it is seen in Fig 3.29a and 3.29b, sealing the basie configuration in one direction (Y 
direction in this example) to create a new configuration does not affect its dimensions along 
other directions (X and Z). In other words, the span S and the length L of the generated barrel 
vaults remain unchanged. Another important aspect of the configurations, which remains 
unchanged, is their compretic properties. Formex formulation of Fig 3.29 shows that all three
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barrel vaults, namely B l, B2 and B3 are created from a single formex, which is denoted by 
Ba. That is :
Ba=rinit(m,n+1,1,1)1 [1,0,0; 1,1,0] # rinit(m+l,n, 1,1 )| [1,0,0; 1,0,1]
For sealing the basic configuration B l to generate new ones (B2 and B3), there is no need to 
change the basic compret that is introduced by formex Ba. In other words, the eomprets of 
three barrel vaults shown in Fig la  are identieal. This is an important feature of configuration 
processing by formex algebra. Most of formex functions that are used to modify an existing 
configuration, do not affect the basie relations between the elements o f the configuration. 
That is, the main connections o f the elements that are situated on nodal points and also the 
order of the nodes are not changed by the effect of such formex functions, although some 
properties of the elements, like their lengths and the angles between them may be changed. 
As an example, it could be seen in Fig 3.29 that the main connections between the elements 
of the basic configuration as well as the number and order o f the nodal points remained 
unchanged in new elliptie configurations. The Cartesian coordinates of nodal points, the 
lengths o f some elements and the angles between them are changed by the effect of the 
sealing process.
Actually, the pattern o f the configurations that are shown in Figs 3.29 (as well as the 
subsequent figures), is not the main aim of the discussion. The pattern is used just as a 
“covering”, like a net, to cover the surface to show its geometrical form. Such a net is called 
a “tector”. So the compretic properties and the patterns o f the elements o f the configurations 
will not be discussed any more, although some significant alterations o f the elements, which 
could affect the overall design, will be noted.
Fig 3.30 shows the effects of scaling the circular barrel vault in the X direction. As it can be 
seen from the figure, the height H and the length L of the basic barrel vault remain 
unchanged by the effect of dilatation funetion along the X direetion.
In this example as well as the previous one, the compretic properties of the basie 
configuration remain unchanged by the effect of dilatation function, which stretches the 
barrel vault B l along the first direction (X direction) to generate the barrel vaults B2 and B3. 
That is, the barrel vaults B2 and B3 consist of the same number and order o f elements and
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the same number and order of nodal points as the basic barrel vault B l, although the lengths 
of some elements are changed.
(b)
m =25;(* )C ircu m feren tia l frequency(*) 
n= 15;(* )L on g itu d in a l frequency(*) 
A = 9 0 ;(* )S w e e p  an g le(* )
R = 1 2 ;(* )R a d iu s of the circular barrel vault B l(* )  
L = 3 5 ;(* )L en g th  of the barrel vault(*)
B a = r in it (m ,n + l,l/ l) |[ l/0 ,0 ;  1,1/0] #  
r in it (m + l,n , l , l) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1,0,1]; 
Bb=bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)|Ba; 
Bl=verad(0,0,90-A)|Bb;
B2= d il(l, 1.8) I B l;
B3= d il(l, 2.5) I B l; 
use vm (2), vt(2), vs(15), 
vh(60,6*R ,-80, 0,0,10, 0,1,10) ; 
clear; draw B1#B2#B3;
Fig 3.30 Scaling a circular barrel vault in X direction to shape elliptic configurations
A point that must be considered in both Figs 3.29 and 3.30 is the changes in the lengths of 
the elements in scaled configurations. The elements of the basic configuration are identieal 
along each direction. That is, the circumferential elements of the barrel vault B l are equal in 
length and so are the longitudinal elements (Figs 3.29b and 3.30b). By sealing the basic 
configuration in the Y direction (Fig 3.29), the circumferential elements on the sides are 
stretched more than those on the top of the configuration. In contrast, by scaling in the X 
direetion, (Fig 3.30), the circumferential elements on the sides of the configuration remain 
nearer to their basie lengths than the ones on the top that are stretched more. Therefore, the
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rate of change in the length of an element in the modified elliptic barrel vaults depends on its 
distance from the sides o f the configuration. The longitudinal elements in both figures remain 
unchanged, as no scaling function has affected them.
Another point is that in both Figs 3.29 and 3.30, the sweep angle that is used to create the 
basic and scaled barrel vaults, is A=90°. That is, the basic circular barrel vault would just 
covers an angle equal to 180°, namely half o f the eircumcylinder. Accordingly, the scaled 
elliptic barrel vaults of Figs 3.29 and 3.30 cover half of the circumferential elliptic cylinders. 
However, the sweep angle A=90° is just a single angle from hundreds o f choices that could 
be chosen by the designer. Fig 3.31 shows some other choices that can be considered.
(a)
A=60 A=90 A=120,
A=60 A=90 A=120
Fig 3.31 Elliptical barrel vaults with different sweep angles
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Fig 3.31a shows the effects of choosing various sweep angles for a barrel vault when it is 
scaled in Y direction. In three cases, the figure shows the angle A less, equal and more than 
90°. Fig 3.31b shows the effects o f the same changes in the sweep angle, when the 
configuration is stretched in X direction. These samples demonstrate the wide range of 
possibilities that can be achieved by changing just one parameter. Actually, this is the reason 
for presenting the formulations of Figs 3.29 and 3.30 in a parametric way, using m, n. A, R 
and L as parameters. This capability is another feature of configuration processing by formex 
algebra. That is, by formulating a configuration in a parametric method, it is convenient to 
modify it to achieve a suitable form by tolerating the parameters, which is possible in formex 
algebra and its corresponding software Formian. This method is called “generic 
formulation”.
3.6 Non-symmetric Elliptic Barrel Vaults
All examples of elliptic barrel vaults that have been shown so far have symmetric forms. Figs 
3.32 and 3.33 show non-symmetric barrel vaults with elliptic cross sections. Such 
configurations can be created by changing the rotation angle of the configuration in Formian, 
as it will be discussed.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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m = 25; n=15; A=75; R=12;
B l = rinit(m,n + I , l , l ) | [ l , 0 , 0 ;  1 ,1,0] #  
r in lt (m + l,n , l , l ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,0,1]; 
B 2= bc(R ,2*A /m ,3 .5 )lB l; 
B 3 = v era d (0 ,0 ,4 5 -A ) j B2;
B4= dil(2, 2 .1) I B3; 
use vm (2), v t(2 ), vs(15), 
vh(45 ,3 *R ,-80 , 0 ,0,10, 0 ,1 ,10) ; 
clear; draw B4;
m = 15; n = 12; A=70; R=12;
B l = r in i t (m ,n + I, l , l ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,1,0] #  
r in it (m + l,n ,l,l) | [ l ,G ,Q ;  1 ,0 ,1]; 
B 2=bc(R ,2*A /m ,6 )|B l; 
B 3 = v era d (0 ,0 ,6 0 -A ) | B2;
B4= d ii( l, 1.8) I B3; 
use vm (2), v t(2 ), vs(15), 
vh(50,4*R ,-85 , 0 ,0,10 , 0 ,1 ,10 ) ; 
clear; draw B4;
Fig 3.34 Formex formulations o f non-symmetric elliptic barrel vaults
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Fig 3.34 illustrates the method o f generating non-symmetric elliptic barrel vaults as well as 
their formex formulations. As it can be seen from the formulation of Fig 3.34a, the rotation 
angle of the configuration in the xoy plane is equal to “45-A”, which is reflected in the 
assignment statement
B3= verad(0, 0, 45-A) | B2 
The rotation angle is 45° less than the usual “90-A”. As a result, the corresponding circular 
configuration of Fig 3.34a is rotated in the counter-clockwise direction (by the above 
assignment statement) and then has been affected by the dilatation function in the next line of 
the formulation to find its elliptic form. As another example. Fig 3.34b shows a non- 
symmetric elliptic barrel vault with the longer axis o f the cross-section parallel to the first 
direction (ox direction).
(a)
(d )
Fig 3.35 Relativity between the cross-sections of scaled non-symmetric elliptic barrel vaults
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Fig 3.35 shows the relativity between the cross-sections o f scaled non-symmetric elliptic 
barrel vaults. Figs 3.35a and 3.35b demonstrate the results of single scaling action along the 
second and the first direction (Y and X directions), respectively. As it can be seen in these 
two figures, the scaling action does not affect the prolongation of the lines that the sides of 
the configuration are laid on. In each figure, the pair of lines that contain the side points of 
the configurations are parallel to the axis along which the dilatation function is effective. 
These lines could be used as sufficient guidelines to control the configuration during multiple 
modifications in the design process.
An aspect that would be important to notice, specially in designing compound configurations, 
is the span of the generated configuration. Fig 3.36 demonstrates the mathematical relations 
between the particulars o f the basic circular barrel vault and the generated elliptic one.
P
m =25; n = l;  A =75; R =12; k=2; 
B l= r in it (m ,n + lA , l ) l [ l /0 ,0 ;  1 ,1,0] #  
r in i t (m + l ,n , l , l ) | [ l ,0 ,0 ;  1 ,0 ,1]; 
B 2 = b c (R ,2 *A /m ,l) |B l;
B3=verad(0,0, 30-A)|B2;
B4= dil(2, k) I B3; 
use vm (2), v t(2 ),
vh (0 ,0 ,-1000000 , 0 ,0 ,10 , 0 ,1 ,10 ) ; 
clear; draw B3#B4;
Fig 3.36 Mathematical relations between the particulars o f the basic circular barrel vault 
and the generated non-symmetric elliptic ones
In the above figure. Si represents the span of the basic circular barrel vault whose cross- 
section is displayed and S2 represents the span of the scaled elliptic barrel vault. The 
following mathematical formulations and their explanations show the calculating method for 
the span o f the generated non-symmetric barrel vault,S2 .
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Qi = W i 
S 'i.sin 5  ;
P = SyZO%B\
=2.i?.sin A\
[Q\= 2.i?.sin A s in 5  
I f  = 2.J?.sin A c o s5
S ^ = 4 p U k \ Q ]
S', = 2.J?.sinÆa/cos^ S  + Æ^.sin^ B
Figs 3.37 and 3.38 illustrate some applications o f non-symmetric elliptic barrel vaults in 
architectural practice.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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3.7 Hyperboloidal Barrel Vaults
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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Consider the configuration of Fig 3.40. This configuration shows a “hyperboloidal barrel 
vault” with 424 elements connected together at 213 nodal points. These nodal points lie on a 
hyperboloidal circumsurface.
Fig 3.40 A hyperboloidal barrel vault with obnate pattern
What is a hyperboloidal surface? Fig 3.41a shows a hyperboloidal surface with its centre on 
the origin of the Cartesian X-Y-Z coordinate system. As it is seen from this figure, the 
generator curves by which the surface is shaped are hyperbolas. Fig 3.41b shows the 
longitudinal cross-section o f the surface. The general equation of a hyperboloid of one sheet 
is written as:
Such a hyperboloid would have elliptic cross-sections in planes perpendicular to its 
longitudinal axis (OZ). In the general equation o f hyperboloid, when a=b, the surface will be 
a “hyperboloid of revolution o f one sheet”. This means that the cross-sections perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of the surface will be circular. So, the equation o f a hyperboloid of 
revolution o f one sheet may be written as:
+y^ a 1 +
or
+y^
c
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(a)
R—3>/2~
Hyperbolic
generator
curve
R l= a
(b)
Fig 3.41 Hyperboloidal surface (a) and its longitudinal cross-section (b)
In the above equation, the parameters a and c play the key role in shaping the geometrical 
form of the hyperboloidal surface. The parameter a is the radius o f the circular cross-section 
of the hyperboloidal surface at its neck. This radius can be represented by R l, as shown in 
Fig 3.41b. The parameter c affects the ratio a^/c^. This ratio determines the curvedness of the 
hyperboloidal surface.
The equation of the intersection curve of a hyperboloid of revolution with the horizontal 
plane z=c, is written as:
=  2a'^
This equation represents a circle with radius R = a^^2 as seen in Fig 3.41b.
The ratio a^/c^ is referred to as the “pitch” and is denoted by p. This is the measure of 
“curvedness” of the hyperboloid and is given by:
P -  3  -  3
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The overall form of a hyperboloid depends on its pitch parameter. As it is seen from Fig 
3.42a, the bigger the value of the pitch, the more curved the hyperboloidal surface will be. 
When R = R l ^ O ,  which means /? = 0 , the surface will be a circular cylinder. When p<0, the 
surface turns into an ellipsoid.
W hen7^ 1 = 0, then the surface becomes a conical surface (Fig 3.42b). This conical surface is 
actually the asymptotic surface o f all hyperboloidal surfaces with the same pitch. When 
7?1 = 0 and p  = 0, which means i? = i?l = 0 , the hyperboloid becomes a circular cylinder of 
zero cross-section which is a line.
p=0.3 p=0.5
(a)
p=0
R=R1=0
p=0.3
R1=0
p=0.5
R1=0
(b)
Fig 3.42 The role o f pitch parameter in shaping the form o f a hyperboloidal surface
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The most convenient reference system for the formex formulation o f a barrel vault with 
hyperboloidal form is the “hyperboloidal normat”, Fig 3.43.
TV
U2
Ul ,  X AdU3, Z
(a) Side elevation (b) Front elevation
U3, z
OT
Rl
Ul ,  X
U3, Z
(c) Plan view
Ul ,  x ^  1 
(d) Perspective view
( * )  Formian sctieme for perspective view ( * )  
A= 90; ( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
L= 10; ( * )  Lengtli of barrel ( * )
R= 6; ( * )  Larger radius ( * )
R l=  3; ( * )  Smaller radius ( * )
m = 8; ( * )  Frequency in U2 direction
n= 6; ( * )  Frequency in U3 direction
P= (R '^2-R1'^2)/L^2; ( * )  Pitch ( * )
F= r in it(m ,n + l,1,1)1 [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1,1,0] #  
r in it (m + l,n , l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0,1];
Form= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh (R l, 2 * A/m , L/n, P)| F; 
use vm (2 ),v t(2 ),vh (20 ,35 ,-50 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,R ,0); 
clear; draw Form;
(*)
(*)
Fig 3.43 Hyperboloidal normat system
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This normat is similar to a cylindrical normat except that the normat surface is hyperboloidal 
rather than cylindrical. Fig 3.43 shows a hyperboloidal barrel vault with a binate pattern of 
elements as a simple example of formex formulation in hyperboloidal normat.
The element ij in Fig 3.43d is represented by the formex 
[1,0,0; 1,1,0]
Also the element ik is represented by 
[1,0,0; 1,0,1]
These elements can be replicated by a rinit function to form the barrel vault. The pitch of this 
barrel vault is specified in the formex formulation of Fig 3.43, based on the mathematical 
definition o f the pitch. As it is seen from the formulation, the value of pitch, shown by P, 
directly depends on the two radii, R and R l, and the length of the configuration, L. The value 
of the pitch in this example is:
3 6 - 9
100
= 0.27.
The construct
bh(Rl, 2*A/m, L/n, P)
is a “hyperboloidal retronorm” that transforms the formex U1-U2-U3 coordinates into 
Cartesian X-Y-Z coordinates [1]. In this example, the sweep angle A is 90° and therefore, the 
two sides of the barrel vault laid on the horizontal XOZ plane. However, these sides will not 
remain horizontal if  the sweep angle A is less or more than 90°, as it will be shown in next 
examples.
Fig 3.44 illustrated a hyperboloidal barrel vault with obnate pattern o f elements. Another 
difference between this configuration and the configuration o f Fig 3.43 is that its sweep angle 
is less than 90° (A=60°). So the sides of the barrel vault do not lie on a horizontal plane as it 
can be seen from Fig 3.44a.
In the formex formulation o f Fig 3.44, the formex FI, represents the set of elements that lie 
diagonally on the hyperboloidal surface and shape the main body o f the barrel vault. The 
formex F2, represents the elements shaping the borders of the configuration. The 
composition of these two formices, shape the whole configuration that is named “Form”.
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(a) Side view (b) Front view
(c) Plan view (d) Perspective
A = 60; ( * ) Sweep angle ( * )
L= 20; ( * ) Length of barrel ( * )
R= 10; ( * ) Greater radius ( * )
R l=  6; ( * ) Sm aller radius
m = 8; ( * ) Frequency in U2 direction ( * )
n= 10; ( * ) Frequency in US direction ( * )
P= (R ^ 2 -R 1 ^ 2 )/L ^ 2 ; ( * )  Pitch ( * )
F l=  rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2 )| la m it ( l , l ) l  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1 ];
F2= r in it(m ,2 ,2 ,2 *n )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2 ,0 ] #  
r in it(2 ,n ,2 *m ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0 ,2 ];
Form= verad (0 ,0 ,90 -A )| b h (R l, A /m , L /(2 *n ) , P)| (F1#F 2 );  
use v m (2 ),v t(2 ),v h (3 0 ,5 0 ,-5 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,R ,0); 
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.44 Hyperboloidal barrel vault with diagonal pattern of elements
Now consider the configuration o f Fig 3.45. The main differenee between this configuration 
and the configuration of Fig 3.44 is that in the latter case, the neck o f the barrel vault is in the 
middle of configuration. The neek means where the radius o f the circular cross-section of 
hyperboloidal circumsurface is minimum.
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(a) Side view (b) Front view
(c) Plan view (d) Perspective
A= 60;
L= 30;
R= 18;
R l=  8; 
m = 8; 
n= 12;
P= (R '^2-R 1'^2)/L^2;
( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
( * )  Length of barrel ( * )
( * )  Larger radius ( * )
( * )  Smaller radius ( * )
( * )  Frequency in U2 direction ( * )  
C^) Frequency in U3 direction ( * )  
( * )  Pitch ( * )
F l=  rin it(m ,n ,2,2)1 la m it ( l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1 ];
F2= rin it(m ,2 ,2 ,2 *n )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2 ,0] #  
rin it(2 ,n ,2 *m ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0 ,2 ];
F3= tran (3 ,-n )| (F1#F2);
Form= verad(0 ,0 ,90-A )| b h (R l, A /m , L /(2 *n ), P)| F3;
Fig 3,45 Hyperboloidal barrel vault with neck positioned in the middle
What makes the distinction between the configurations of Figs 3.44 and 3.45 is that the latter 
configuration is shifted in the negative direction of U3 axis by n normat units. The parameter 
n in this example is the frequency of units of the configuration in U3 direction. Each module 
of configuration in this example involves two normat units. This shift is affected by the 
Formian statement:
F3=tran(3,-n)| (F1#F2)
The translation function is used to shift the configuration before the application of the 
retronormic transformation. Further illustrations regarding the effect o f the translation of a 
hyperboloidal configuration are given in next example.
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(a) (b) (c) (d )
Fig 3.46 Shifting hyperboloidal barrel vaults on the normat surface
The configurations of Fig 3.46 lie on a hyperboloidal normat surface. The difference between 
the configurations is caused by shifting in the negative U3 direction. These shifts are effected 
by translation function, as it was discussed in the example o f Fig 3.45. In fact, the translation 
of the configuration along the hyperboloidal normat surface will change its form. After 
translation, the configuration assumes a shape that fits the form of the part of the normat 
surface it resides on. In this process, the lengths o f the elements and the angles between them 
may be changed, but the compret of the configuration remains unchanged.
As the Fig 3.46 illustrates, translation is an efficient method to create various forms on a 
hyperboloidal surface, using just one compret. These forms may be symmetric in one 
direction, such as the configurations o f Fig 3.46a, 3.46c and 3.46d, or symmetric in two 
directions as Fig 3.46b. In addition, the resulted configuration may contain the neck position 
of hyperboloidal surface (Fig 3.46a, b and c) or it may reside far from the neck (Fig 3.46d). 
Fig 3,47 shows perspective views of some configurations generated from one compret by a 
number of translations along the U3 direction.
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Fig 3.47 Various hyperboloidal barrel vaults created by the same compret 
on a single hyperboloidal circumsurface
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An important point that should be noted here is that the translation function, in the present 
context, must be employed before the use o f the hyperboloidal retronorm. This is because of 
the convenience o f changing the form of the configuration in the normat reference system. 
The retronorm will change the normat coordinates o f the configuration to the Cartesian 
coordinates. Although it is possible to change the form of the configuration after employing 
the retronorm, it will be rather difficult and may need some complicated mathematical 
process to do.
Using the translation function after applying the retronorm in the formex formulation, will 
just move the configuration without any changes in its overall form. Figs 3.49, 3.50 and 3.51 
show some more examples of forms created by hyperboloidal retronorm and translating the 
configuration along the normat system.
Fig 3.49 A hyperboloidal configuration created by hyperboloidal retronorm
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Fig 3.50 Hyperboloidal forms created by hyperboloidal retronorm
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Fig 3.51 Hyperboloidal forms created by hyperboloidal retronorm
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So far, the translation o f a configuration in U3 direction of the hyperboloidal normat system 
has been discussed. Translating a configuration in the U2 direction of a hyperboloidal normat 
will rotate the configuration around the U3 axis without any changes in the overall form of 
the configuration.
Translating a configuration laid on a hyperboloidal circumsurface in U1 direction will move 
the configuration to another hyperboloidal surface with the same pitch. Fig 3.52 shows parts 
of longitudinal cross-sections of a number of hyperboloidal surfaces with the same pitch. The 
central crossed lines illustrate the longitudinal cross-section o f a conical surface, which is the 
corresponding asymptote surface of the hyperboloidal surfaces shown. Actually, this conical 
surface can be considered as a member of the group of equal-pitch hyperboloidal surfaces, 
but with neck radius equal to zero.
U3O(N (N CO
inVO
Pitch= 0 .3
Fig 3.52 Cross-sections of hyperboloidal surfaces with the same piteh
The cross-sections of Fig 3.52 are drawn in a limited range o f U3, to show the characteristics 
of equal-pitch hyperboloidal surfaces. In this figure, the radius of the neck of the surface is 
increased in a constant rate. This means that the distances between surfaces at their necks are 
identical. However, the distance between every two surfaces along the longitudinal cross- 
section is not constant, namely it decreases by going away from the neck. In addition, the rate 
of change between different layers is not constant. As it can be seen from of the Fig 3.52, the
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average distance between different layers increases by considering layers with larger neck 
radii.
Fig 3.53 Hyperboloidal configurations with circular (left) and 
elliptic (right) cross-sections (scaled in X direction)
Fig 3.54 A hyperboloidal configuration with four-way pattern of elements
Finally, Fig 3.55 shows some forms generated by twisting the configuration on the 
hyperboloidal normat.
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(a)
(e) (0
Fig 3.55 Twisted hyperboloidal configurations
These forms are created by using the vertition function in U2 and U3 directions of their 
corresponding hyperboloidal normats, before employing hyperboloidal retronorms. The 
vertition function rotates the configuration on the hyperboloidal circumsurface before the 
effect of the retronorm, which changes the coordinates of the configuration into Cartesian 
coordinates. This method is another efficient way to create various forms by convenience. 
Using the vertition function after employing the hyperboloidal retronorm will just rotate the 
finally shaped configuration without any changes in its overall form. Figs 3.55a, 3.55b, 3.55c 
and 3.55d show some perspective views of twisted hyperboloidal configurations and Figs 
3.55e and 3.55f illustrate side views of two others.
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3.8 Ellipsoidal Barrel Vaults
Hyperboloidal retronorm can be used for creating ellipsoidal configurations as well. 
Ellipsoidal configurations are interesting as they are inflated forms in the middle, which 
makes them to be as useful in practice as rectangular forms, but with smoother overall 
shapes. Fig 3.56 shows an interior view of the Canary Wharf Underground Station Canopies 
in London, which is a modem example of an ellipsoidal barrel vault. An exterior view of this 
structure is illustrated in Fig 3.57.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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Figs 3.58 and 3.59 show two other examples of the use of ellipsoidal barrel vaults in modem 
architecture. The one in Fig 3.58 is a single layer barrel vault with triangular steel elements, 
supported by tension cable elements underneath. It should be mentioned that the overall 
ellipsoidal shape is slightly deformed at the gable end to satisfy the architect’s ideal form.
Now consider Fig 3.60 that shows parts o f longitudinal cross-sections o f a number of 
surfaces that are created by using hyperboloidal retronorm. As it is shown in this figure, 
some of these surfaces are parts hyperboloids with different pith values. One of the surfaces 
is a part of a circular cylinder. Others are parts of a number o f ellipsoids.
R5
R 4 -
- R 3
R2
R
Fig 3.60 Cross-sections of surfaces with the different pitch values
As it was discussed before, when the radius of the cross-section at the neck position (Rn) is 
more than the radius o f the cross-section at the end (R), namely when Rn>R, the pitch value 
will be less than zero because:
R ^ - R n ^
P =  Ï-----
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So when Rn>R, then p<0. In such situation, the surface turns into an ellipsoidal surface. The 
only condition in creating ellipsoidal forms by this method is:
+ pz" > 0
Because the main equation is written as:
+y^ = Rn  ^ + pz^
So the summation R^ + pz^ can not be less than zero.
(a) Side view (b) Front view
(c) Plan view
A= 60;
L= 25;
R= 10;
R l=  20; 
m = 12; 
n = 8;
P= (R ^ 2 -R 1 ^ 2 )/L '^ 2 ;
(d) Perspective view
( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
( * )  Length of barrel ( * )
( * )  Larger radius ( * )
( * )  Sm aller radius ( * )
( * )  Frequency in U2 direction ( * )  
( * )  Frequency in US direction ( * )  
( * )  Pitch {*)
F l=  r in it(m ,n ,2 ,2 )| ia m it ( l , l ) l  [1 /0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1 ];
F2= r in it (m ,n + l,2 ,2 ) l  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2 ,0 ] #  
r in it (m + l,n ,2 ,2 ) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0 ,2 ];
Form= v e rad (0 ,0 ,90 -A )| b h (R l, A /m , L /(2 *n ) , P)| (F 1 # F 2 );
Fig 3.61 Creating an ellipsoidal barrel vault by a hyperboloidal retronorm
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Fig 3.61 that shows an ellipsoidal barrel vault created by hyperboloidal retronorm. Because 
the neck radius (R l) o f the configurations is larger than the end radius, the form has turned 
into an ellipsoidal form. As it is discussed before, the hyperboloidal retronorm is capable of 
generating ellipsoidal forms, while the condition 
+ pz^ > 0
is true.
Fig 3.62 shows a symmetric ellipsoidal barrel vault created by hyperboloidal retronorm. The 
configuration is translated along the U3 direction of the normat system to position its middle 
part in the XOY plane.
(a) Side view (b) Front view
Y
(0) Plan view
U3,Z
(d) Perspective
m = 1 0 ; n = 1 2 ; L = 7 5 ; A = 4 5 ; R =5; R l= 4 0 ;
Form = v e ra d (0 ,0 ,9 0 -A )| b h (R l, A /m , L /(2 *n ) ,P ) |  t r a n (3 , -n ) | (F l# F 2 ) ;
Fig 3.62 Symmetric ellipsoidal barrel vault generated by a hyperboloidal retronorm and translation in
the U3 direction (The formex formulation of this configuration is mostly same as the configuration of 
Fig 3.61 Different parameters are shown in the figure)
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Figs 3.63 and 3.64 show some more examples of ellipsoidal forms generated by 
hyperboloidal retronorms.
Fig 3.63 Some examples of single layer ellipsoidal configurations with four-way pattern
created by hyperboloidal retronorm
(a)
m =26; n=7; L=50; A=80; 
R=3; R l=85;
(b)
m =20; n=10; L=90; A=30; 
R=0; R l=150;
Fig 3.64 Ellipsoidal forms with two-way patterns created by hyperboloidal retronorms
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Configurations of Fig 3.65 are also ellipsoidal ones. However, they are scaled in the U1 
direction by dilatation function [1]. Scaling the configurations is caused them to have elliptic 
cross-sections rather than circular. The configuration o f Fig 3.65b is translated in the U3 
direction to have a symmetric form. Fig 3.66 illustrates symmetric ellipsoidal barrel vaults 
with compound patterns (four-way + two-way & four-way + diagonal). Fig 3.67 shows 
another recent usage o f ellipsoidal configurations in architecture.
(a)
m =16; n=8; L=35; A =90; 
R=5; R l = 15;
(b)
m =25; n=8; L=60; A =90; 
R =0.5; R l= 2 5 ;
Fig 3.65 Ellipsoidal barrel vaults created by hyperboloidal retronorms and elliptic cross-sections 
(scaled in the U1 direction by dilatation function)
Fig 3.66 Ellipsoidal barrel vaults with compound patterns
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3.9 Multilayer Hyperboloidal Barrel Vaults
Fig 3.68 illustrates views and formex formulation of a double layer hyperboloidal barrel 
vault, as well as a longitudinal cross-section..
(a) Side view (b) Front view
Æa7f\A/l\7SZ^
(c) Pian view (d) Perspective
z s z x
(e) Longitudinai cross-section
A= 45; 
L= 100; 
m= 10; 
n= 14; 
Rtg=75; 
Rtn=45;
(* )  Sweep angle ( * )
( * )  Length of barrel ( * )
( * )  Frequency In U2 direction ( * )
( * )  Frequency in U3 direction (* )
( * )  Top radius at gable end ( * )
( * )  Top radius at neck ( * )
( * )  bottom radius at neck ( * )Rbc=Rtn-4;
P= (R tg^2-R tn^2)/L^2; ( * )  Pitch (* )
TO P=rin it(m ,n+l,2 ,2)|[R tn ,0 ,0; Rtn,2,0] #  
rin it(m +l,n ,2 ,2 )|[R tn ,0 ,0 ; Rtn,0,2]; 
B O T =rin it(m -l,n ,2 ,2 )|[R b c,l,l; Rbc,3,l] #  
r in it(m ,n -l,2 ,2 )|[R b c ,l,l;  Rbc,l,3];
WEB= rinit(m ,n,2,2)l la m it( l , l) l  [Rtn,0,0; R b c ,l,l];
Grid= TOP #  BOT #  WEB;
Form= verad(0,0,90-A)| b h (l, A/m, L /(2*n),P )| tran(3,-n)| Grid;
Fig 3.68 Views and formex formulation of a double layer hyperboloidal barrel vault
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The configuration o f Fig 3.68 consists of three main groups o f elements; top layer, bottom 
layer and web elements. The top and bottom layers of elements lie on two hyperboloidal 
circumsurfaces. These two hyperboloids have the same pitch value, which is calculated by 
the equation:
P= (Rtg^2-Rtn^2)/L^2
where Rtg and Rtn are the radii o f the cross-sections of the top hyperboloidal surface at the 
gable end o f the considered barrel vault and its neck, respectively. As it can be seen from the 
formex formulation o f Fig 3.68, this pitch value is used in the hyperboloidal retronorm for all 
groups of elements. This means that the same pitch value is used for the bottom 
hyperboloidal surface, namely both top and bottom hyperboloids belong to one family of 
equal-pitch hyperboloidal surfaces, as it was shown in Fig 3.52.
Now consider Fig 3.69 that shows cross-sections of two families o f hyperboloidal surfaces. 
As it can be seen from the figure, each family has a different pitch value for its all member 
surfaces. Comparing these families of hyperboloids shows that the rate of distance change 
between layers of hyperboloids depends on the pitch value of the group. The rate of change 
increases by growth of pitch value. In other words, the more the pitch value of the family, the 
more the rates of distance change between every two corresponding layers will be.
(a) Pitch = 0.15
\ \ \
Pitch = 0.45(b)
Fig 3.69 Longitudinal cross-sections of two families of hyperboloidal surfaces
Therefore, the rate of change in Fig 3.69a is less than that in Fig 3.69b. Parts of cross- 
sections of Fig 3.69 are rotated and shown in Fig 3.70. The rotation is made to make the
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figure more familiar and nearer to the position in which hyperboloidal barrel vaults may be 
seen. In Fig 3.70, the length o f both sections of hyperboloidal families are considered equal 
to 20 meters. In addition, the distances between all layers at their necks in both families are 
equal to 2 meters. The only difference between the two families is in their pitch values that 
are equal to the pitches shown in Fig 3.69, respectively.
L= 20m L= 20m
D^ b
D^ a
D^ a D,b
(a ) Pitch= 0 .15 (b) Pitch = 0 .45
Fig 3.70 Comparison between the distance change rates of corresponding layers 
of two families of equal-pitch hyperboloids
Choosing joint characteristics in the two families (length and distance at neck) makes the 
comparison between them easier to understand the role of the pitch value in distance change 
between layers along the longitudinal axis.
In Figs 3.70a and 3.70b, Dia and Dib are distances between the layers 2 and 3 of each family 
at their necks and
Dia= Dib= 2.00 m
Also, D%a and Djh are distances between the layers 2 and 3 o f each family at the end of 
section, respectively. In fact, the values Ü2 a and D2b are lengths of pieces of lines drawn 
from the end point of layer 2 in each group, perpendicular to the layer 3, respectively. 
Measuring these two values gives the following lengths:
D2 a= 1.54 m 
Ü2b= 1.07 m
Comparing the measurements o f Dia, Dib, Ü2 a and D2b shows the role of pitch increase in 
distance change between layers o f hyperboloids. In Fig 3.70a, in which pitch=0.15, the rate 
of distance change between the layers 2 and 3 in the area limited to the neck and end point of
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the section, is %23. In Fig 3.70b, in which pitch=0.45, the rate o f distance change between 
the layers 2 and 3 in the area limited to the neck and end point o f the section, is %46.5, that is 
more than two times larger than the rate of Fig 3.70a.
Another important point to be considered is the rate of length changes o f elements in double 
layer hyperboloidal barrel vaults with different pitches. Fig 3.71 illustrates longitudinal 
cross-sections of three hyperboloidal barrel vaults.
L= 20 m
2.001 - -
o
o
CM
I
(a) Pitch = 0 .00 2.00 2.00
2.001
in
2.001
(b) Pitch = 0 .15
(0) Pitch = 0 .45
2.012
iH
2.006
o
o
(N
Fig 3.71 Element length changes in double layer hyperboloidal barrel vaults
with different pitch values
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Fig 3.71a shows the arrangement of top, bottom and web layer elements of a zero pitch 
hyperboloidal barrel vault, which is actually, a circular cylindrical barrel, at its cross-section. 
Fig 3.71b and 3.71c are cross-sections of hyperboloidal barrel vaults with lengths and pitches 
same as the ones shown in Fig 3.71.
As it is seen from Fig 3.71a, the lengths of all elements in top, bottom and web layers are 
identical and equal to 2m. Results of measurements show that by considering the pitch=0.15 
in Fig 3.71b, little changes in the element lengths can be seen. When the pitch equals to 0.45 
in Fig 3.71c, severer changes are made. Comparing the three configurations show that the 
changes at the sides of the barrel vaults o f both Figs 3.71b and 3.71c are more considerable 
than the changes at their neck. In addition, comparison between top and bottom layer 
elements in both configurations show that the bottom layer elements are lengthened more 
than the ones o f the top layer and the change rate is increased by pitch increase. Oppositely, 
the vertical web elements of both configurations of Fig 3.71b and 3.71c are shortened in 
comparison with the web elements of the initial configuration o f Fig 3.71a. The larger the 
pitch value of the hyperboloidal circumsurfaces, the higher the rate o f shortening of the 
vertical web elements will be. Also the shortening rate increases by moving from the neck to 
sides of the barrel vault.
As a result, the changes in the element lengths at all positions of a hyperboloidal barrel vaults 
will increase by considering larger pitch values. Some elements will be lengthened, while 
others shortened. Finally, the initial configuration with identical top, bottom and web 
elements turns into a configuration with a range of elements with various lengths.
Fig 3.72 shows the longitudinal cross-section of a double layer hyperboloidal barrel vault 
with diagonal web elements between the top and bottom layers. This configuration has the 
same pitch and length as the configuration o f Fig 3.71c that is also shown by dotted pieces of 
lines.
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Pitch= 0 .4 5
Fig 3.72 Irregularity in element lengths in the longitudinal 
cross-section of a hyperboloidal barrel vault
Fig 3.72 is created to clarify the image of the cross-section of a usual double layer barrel 
vault 'with diagonal web elements rather than vertical ones. This figure shows the rate of 
irregularity of elements when large pitch values are considered in hyperboloidal barrel vaults.
Fig 3.73 shows a hyperboloidal barrel vault that consists of a combination of single layer 
parts with two-way pattern and space trusses laid on equal-pitch hyperboloidal surfaces.
o -
0
0
/
sz\7
0
o
o
Z\
0
Fig 3.73 View of a hyperboloidal barrel vault with a compound pattern of elements
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3.10 Double Layer Ellipsoidal Barrel Vaults
Consider Fig 3.74 that shows a double layer ellipsoidal barrel vault, created by a 
hyperboloidal retronorm with the same formex formulation of the configuration of Fig 3.68.
(a) Side view (b) Front view
(c) Plan view
A = 50;
L= 85; 
m =  10; 
n= 14; 
R tg=5;
Rtn= 4 0 ;  
Rbc=R tn-3;
U l ,  X
(d) Perspective
( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
( * )  Length of barrel ( * )
( * )  Frequency in U2 direction ( * )  
( * )  Frequency in U3 direction ( * )  
( * )  Top radius at gable end ( * )  
( * )  Top radius at neck ( * )
( * )  bottom radius at neck ( * )
P= (R tg ^ 2 -R tn ^ 2 )/L ^ 2 ; ( * )  Pitch ( * )
Fig 3.74 A double layer ellipsoidal barrel vault created relative to a hyperboloidal normat
The difference between the overall forms of the two configurations o f Figs 3.68 and 3.74 are 
because of changes in radii o f the cross-sections. The radius of the top circumsurface of the 
configuration of Fig 3.74 (Rtn=40) is considered larger than the radius of the end of the
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configuration (Rtg=5). This change is caused the pitch to be negative and the configuration to 
be shaped as a part o f an ellipsoid.
Both top and bottom layer ellipsoidal circumsurfaces have the same pitch value. Therefore, 
similar irregularities in element lengths as it is discussed in double layer hyperboloidal barrel 
vaults may be occurred in double layer ellipsoidal barrel vaults, but in different directions.
Fig 3.75 shows two other double layer ellipsoidal configurations with the same formulation, 
but different parameters (shown in the figure).
(a)
A = 4 5 ; L = 1 00 ; m = 2 0 ; n = 1 5 ;  
R tg =3; R tn= 8 5 ; R bc=R tn-2;
use v h (1 2 0 ,1 5 0 ,-9 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,1 ,0 );
(b)
A = 5 0 ; L = 85; m = 1 0 ; n = 1 4 ;  
R tg = 5; R tn = 40 ; R bc=R tn-3;
use v h (5 0 ,1 1 0 ,-6 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,1 ,0 );
Fig 3.75 Two other samples of double layer ellipsoidal barrel vaults
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Figs 3.76 illustrates perspectives and plan views of two other ellipsoidal configurations. The 
top configuration is a part of a symmetric double layer barrel vault, which can be used to 
cover grandstands. The bottom configuration is a symmetric ellipsoidal barrel vault with 
double layer parts around the boundaries and a single layer part in the middle. The middle 
part with rigid joints, would allow better day lighting, while the double layer parts provide a 
suitable space for mechanical and electrical services. Another example is shown in Fig 3.77.
Fig 3.76 Examples of double layer ellipsoidal barrel vault configurations
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3.11 Compound Hyperboloidal Barrel Vaults
Consider Fig 3.78 that shows a compound configuration created by combining three single 
layer hyperboloidal barrel vaults.
(a) Perspective view of 
the Initial barrel vault
(b) Side view of the 
cam paund farm
(c) Perspective view of 
the com pound form
A =90; L=16; m =10; n=10; R=12; R l= 5  ;
P= (R ^ 2-R 1^ 2 )/L ^ 2 ;
F l=  rlnit(m ,n,2,2)1 la m it ( l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1];
F2= r ln it(m ,n + l,2 ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2,0] #  
rin it(m + l,n ,2 ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0,2];
F3= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh (R l, A/m , L /(2 *n ), P)| 
tran (3 ,-n )| (F1#F2);
Form= pexj rin(3,3,L)| F3;
use vm (2 ),v t(2 ),vh (35 ,80 ,-60 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,R ,0);
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.78 A compound single layer hyperboloidal barrel vault
The initial barrel vault that is shown in Fig 3.78a is a hyperboloidal configuration with the 
neck in the middle. This barrel vault is replicated by rindle function in the U3 direction to 
shape the compound barrel vault. The distance o f replication is the length of the initial barrel 
vault (L). As it can be seen from the figure, some side elements of each of three initial barrel
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vaults are joint in the final form. So to avoid having overlapped elements, the pexum 
function must be used in the formex formulation.
Fig 3.78b shows the side view of the compound barrel vault. It is seen from this figure that 
the longitudinal side o f the final form is horizontal. This is because the sweep angle of the 
initial hyperboloidal barrel vault is considered equal to 90°. This means that the barrel vault 
covers half of its hyperboloidal circumsurface and so its longitudinal sides would lay on the 
XOZ plane as it is shown in Fig 3.78c.
Fig 3.79 shows a perspective view as well as the side view of another compound barrel vault, 
which is obtained from the combination of two hyperboloidal barrel vaults a perspective 
view of which is shown in Fig 3.79a. The main difference between this form and the 
configuration o f Fig 3.78 is that the initial barrel vault in the latter is non-symmetric along its 
longitudinal axis. That is, its neck is not at the middle of the configuration. In addition, the 
sweep angle of the initial barrel vault is less than 90°. So, the longitudinal sides of both the 
initial and final forms are not horizontal.
Another point that should be noticed relates to the method of replicating the initial 
configuration. That is, finding the precise position of the reflection plane that will contain the 
joined elements o f two reflected configurations. To elaborate, the replication is done using 
the assignment statement:
Form= pex| lam (3, L+ (T*L)/ (2*n))| F3 
Here, F3 represents the initial configuration of Fig 3.79a, L represents the length of this 
configuration and T is the length that the configuration represented by ‘F1#F2’ is shifted in 
the U3 direction to form the initial configuration (represented by F3). The initial 
configuration is reflected by a lambda function in the OZ direction to shape the final form. 
The position of the reflection plane on the OZ axis is given by:
L+(T*L)/(2*n)
This position o f the reflection plane (which contains the gable end of the configuration), 
depends on the initial length (L) and the shifting length (T) o f the configuration. However, 
the length L is introduced in the Cartesian coordinate system as a default in Formian, while 
the parameter T that is used in the translation function before employing the hyperboloidal 
retronorm is introduced in normat coordinates. Therefore, to add these two parameters (L and
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T) to find the position o f the reflection plane, the parameter T must be translated into the 
Cartesian coordinate system. This is done by multiplying T in 
L/(2*n)
That is the length o f each square-shaped unit of the configuration along the OZ direction. 
This parameter is used in the hyperboloidal retronorm to translate the U3 coordinates of the 
configuration into the Cartesian Z coordinates. The pexum function is also used in 
formulating this configuration to ignore overlapped elements along the joined sides of two 
reflected configurations.
(a) P e rsp ec tiv e  view  of 
th e  initiai b a rre l vau lt
(b] Plan v iew  o f th e  
initial barre l vau lt
R eflec tio n
p la n e
T L /2 n
(c) S ide view  o f th e  c o m p o u n d  
b arre l vau lt
(d) A p e rsp e c tiv e  view  of th e  
c o m p o u n d  barre l vau lt
u i ,x
T=-7; (*) Shifting length in U3 direction (*)
A=45; L=35; m=10; n=12; R=35; R l=18;
P= (R^2-R1^2)/L^2;
F l=  rinit(m,n/2,2)| la m it( l , l ) l  [1,0 ,0; 1,1,1];
F2= rinit(m,n+l,2,2)i [1,0,0; 1,2,0] #  
rinit(m+l,n,2,2)i [1,0,0; 1,0,2];
F3= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(Rl, A/m, L/(2*n), P)| 
tran(3,T)| (F1#F2);
Form= pex| lam(3,L+(T*L)/(2*n))| F3;
Fig 3.79 A compound barrel vault shaped by non-symmetric hyperboloidal barrel vaults
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Fig 3.80 shows another example of compound hyperboloidal barrel vaults shaped by the 
combination o f non-symmetric hyperboloidal barrel vaults. A difference between this sample 
and the configuration o f Fig 3.79 is that the two replicated barrel vaults of Fig 3.80 are 
intersected. This means that the reflection plane contains tow orbits of the main bodies of the 
configurations, rather than their sides. The position of the reflection plane can be precisely 
specified as it is explained for the example of Fig 3.79 with some differences. The Formian 
scheme of the figure shows the method to specify the position of the reflection plane.
R eflection
plane
U l ,  X
(a) Side view (b) A perspective view
( * )  Formian scheme for perspective view ( * )
A =40; L=35; m =10; n=12; R=40; R l= 2 0 ; T = -5 ; K=2;
P= (R ^ 2 -R 1^ 2 )/L ^ 2 ;
F l=  hn it(m ,n ,2 ,2)| la m it ( l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1,1];
F2= r in it(m ,n + l,2 ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2 ,0] #  
h n it(m + l,n ,2,2)1 [1,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0,2];
F3= verad(0,0 ,90-A )| b h (R l, A /m , L /(2 *n ), P)| 
tran(3, T )| (F1#F2);
Form= pexj la m (3 ,L + ((T -2 *K )*L )/(2 *n ))l F3; 
use &, vm (2 ),v t(2 ),vh (120 ,100 ,-50 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0,R ,0); 
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.80 A sample of a intersecting compound hyperboloidal barrel vault
Fig 3.81 illustrates a configuration which consists of two hyperboloidal parts with different 
pitch values. These two components, both with diagonal patterns are combined together at 
their smaller circular ends with identical radii.
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(a) Side view (b) Front view
(c) Plan view
U l ,  X
(d) Perspective view
m = 1 4 ; n = 8 ; L =35; A =90;
R a= 34; R la = 1 5 ;  Pa= (R a ^ 2 -R la ^ 2 ) /L ^ 2 ;
R b =22; R lb = 1 5 ;  Pb= (R b ^ 2 -R lb '^ 2 )/L ^ 2 ;
F l=  rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2 )| la m it ( l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1 ];
F2= tra n (3 ,2 *n ) | r in (2 ,m ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2 ,0 ] #  
r in lt(2 ,n ,2 *m ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0 ,2 ];
F 3= F 1# F 2 ;
F a= ve rad (0 ,0 ,9 0 -A )| b h (R la , A /m , L /(2 *n ) , Pa)| F3 ; 
F b = re f(3 ,0 )| v e ra d (0 ,0 ,90 -A )l b h (R lb , A /m , L /(2 *n ) , Pb)| F3; 
Form = Fa#Fb;
use &, v m (2 ),v t(2 ) ,v h (7 0 ,9 0 ,-8 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,1 ,0 );  
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.81 A compound barrel vault created by combination of 
two hyperboloidal configurations with different pitches
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3.12 Compound Ellipsoidal Barrel Vaults
Fig 3.82 shows a compound barrel vault created by the combination o f two ellipsoidal 
configurations. These configurations are generated by a hyperboloidal retronorm.
(a) Side elevation (b) Front elevation
(c) Plan view (d) Perspective view
(*)
A= 35;
L= 25;
R= 12; 
R l=  20; 
m = 8;
(*)Formian sctieme for perspective view 
{*) Sweep angle ( * )
Length of barrel ( * )  
Smaller radius ( * )
Larger radius ( * )  
Frequency in U2 direction 
Frequency in U3 direction
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)n= 12;
P= (R ^ 2 -R 1^ 2 )/L ^ 2 ; ( * )  Pitch ( * )
F l=  rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2)l la m it ( l , l ) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1];
F2= rin it(m ,n + l,2 ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2,0] #  
r in it(m + l,n ,2 ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0,2];
F3= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(R l, A /m , L /(2 *n ), P)| (F1#F2);
Form= pex| lam (3,L)| F3;
use vm (2 ),v t(2 ),vh (50 ,90 ,-40 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,R ,0);
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.82 A compound single layer barrel vault created by non-symmetric ellipsoidal configurations
Fig 3.83 shows another compound barrel vault. The configuration o f this barrel vault is 
created by combining three symmetric ellipsoidal barrel vaults. Views of two other 
compound ellipsoidal configurations are shown in Fig 3.84.
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(a) Side view (b) Front view
U 3 ,Z
(d) Perspective view(c) Plan view
( * )  Formian scheme for perspective view ( * )
A= 45;
L= 35;
R= 6;
R l=  22; 
m = 10; 
n= 12;
P= (R ^ 2 -R 1^ 2 )/L ^ 2 ;
( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
( * )  Length of barrel ( * )
( * )  Smaller radius ( * )
( * )  Larger radius ( * )
( * )  Frequency in U2 direction 
( * )  Frequency in U3 direction 
(») Pitch ( * )
(*)
(*)
F l=  rin it(m ,n ,2 ,2)| la m it ( l , l) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1,1];
F2= r in it(m ,n + l,2,2)1 [1,0 ,0 ; 1,2,0] #  
r in it(m + l,n ,2 ,2 )| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,0,2];
F3= verad(0,0,90-A )| bh(R l, A /m , L /(2 *n ), P)| 
tran (3 ,-n )| (F1#F2);
Form= pex| rin(3,3,L)| F3;
use v m (2 ),v t(2 ),vh (40 ,90 ,-40 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,R ,0);
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.83 A compound single layer barrel vault created by symmetric ellipsoidal configurations
Fig 3.84 Compound ellipsoidal configurations
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3.13 Compound Barrel Vaults (Hyperboloidal + Ellipsoidal)
Fig 3.85 shows views o f a compound configuration consisting o f an ellipsoidal part in the 
middle and two hyperboloidal parts at two sides. These parts are called the “base 
components o f the compound configuration. To succeed in shaping a compound form, the 
base components should have some joint characteristics to be compatible. Through this 
example a method will be explained, which would be helpful to make the base components 
of similar configurations, compatible. The patterns of elements o f the base components in 
this particular case are similar to express the visual unity of the final form, while they could 
also be different.
(a) Side view (b) Front view
U3,Z
(c) Pian view (d) Perspective 
view
Fig 3.85 A compound configuration consisting o f an ellipsoidal part 
and two hyperboloidal parts
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A formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 3.85 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation of the configuration of Fig 3.85 (*)
(*) Joint parameters (*)
A=60;
m=18;
(*) Parameters o f the Hyperboloidal parts (*) 
nh=5;
Lh=15;
Rh=35;
Rlh=27 ; 
q=-3;
Ph= (Rh^2-Rlh^2)/Lh^2;
Lxh= -q*Lh/(2*nh);
Rxh= sqrti ((Lxh/Lh)^2*(Rh^2-Rlh^2)+Rlh^2);
(*) Parameters o f the Ellipsoidal part (*) 
ne=12;
Le=45;
Re=Rxh;
Rle=40 ;
Pe= (Re^2-Rle^2)/Le^2;
(*) Sweep angle (*) 
(*) Frequency in U2 direction (*)
(*) Frequency in U3 direction (*) 
(*) Length of configuration (*) 
(*) Radius of the gable end (*) 
(*) Radius of the neck (*) 
(*) Translation parameter (*) 
(*) Pitch (*) 
(*) Length of translation (*) 
(*) Radius of the joint end (*)
(*) Frequency in U3 direction (*) 
(*) Length o f configuration (*) 
(*) Radius of the gable end (*) 
(*) Radius in the middle (*) 
(*) Pitch (*)
(*) Formex formulation o f the configuration (*)
Flh=rinit(m ,nh,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [1,0,0; 1,1,1];
F2h=rinit(m,nh+l,2,2)| [1,0,0; 1,2,0] # rinit(m+l,nh,2,2)| [1,0,0; 1,0,2];
Fh= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(Rlh, A/m, Lh/(2*nh), Ph)| tran(3,q)| (Flh#F2h); (*) Hypr (*)
Fle=  rinit(m,ne,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [1,0,0; 1,1,1];
F2e=rinit(m,ne+l,2,2)| [1,0,0; 1,2,0] # rinit(m+l,ne,2,2)| [1,0,0; 1,0,2];
Fe= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(Rle, A/m, Le/(2*ne), Pe)| tran(3,0)| (Fle#F2e); (*) Ellp (*)
Form= pex| lam(3,0)| (Fe# tran(3,Le+Lxh)| Fh); (*) Final form (*)
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The Formex formulation o f Fig 3.85 shows the geometrical characteristics o f both ellipsoidal 
and hyperboloidal configurations. Some of the parameters must be identical to allow the 
configurations to be combined. These parameters are the sweep angle (A) which is equal to 
60° and the frequency o f modules in U2 direction (m) which is equal to 18 in this example. 
The other parameters are separated to let the designer modify the forms and density of the 
elements of configurations to achieve the best result. In fact the configuration of Fig 3.85 is 
created by the replication of one hyperboloidal and one ellipsoidal configurations joined 
together. The replication is done by a lambda function along the U3 direction in the last 
assignment statement o f the formex formulation, that is :
Form= pex| lam(3,0)| (Fe# tran(3,Le+Lxh)| Fh)
Where Form is the formex representing the overall configuration, Fe represents one of the 
ellipsoidal configurations. Le is the length of the ellipsoidal configuration, Lxh is the length 
of translation of the hyperboloidal configuration, and Fh represents one o f the hyperboloidal 
configurations.
An important feature of this example is developing a method to find the radius of the arch 
containing the end radial row of elements of configurations along the U2 direction. These 
end arches of elements will join to form the joint borders of configurations. A closer view of 
the two configurations is shown in Fig 3.86.
Rle
Lxh
Fig 3.86 Closer view of the link line between two hyperboloidal and ellipsoidal parts
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Rh
U3,Z
(a) The hyperboloidal configuration 
before translation
Lxh=3L/2n
Rxh
U3,Z
(b) The hyperboloidal configuration 
after translation
0
Fig 3,87 A hyperboloidal component of the configuration o f Fig 3.86, 
before and after translation (to fit the ellipsoidal part)
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The required radius o f the end cross-section o f the hyperboloidal configuration, which will 
join to the ellipsoidal one, is represented by Rxh. The radius of the smaller end of the 
ellipsoidal configuration that must be identical to Rxh is represented by Re. The reason Rxh 
and Re must be identical is that by considering same radii, same sweeps angles and same U2 
frequencies in two configurations, the corresponding elements of the end neighbouring 
arches will conform one to another. Fig 3.87 shows the hyperboloidal configuration before 
and after being translated in U3 direction.
Now the problem is the calculation of the radius o f the end cross-section o f the hyperboloidal 
configuration after being translated that is represented by Rxh. Considering the hyperboloidal 
pitch being constant the following relations exist:
_ Rh^-R\h'^r  —
also
„  Rxh^-RW
r  = ---------------- :---------
Lxh
so
Rh^-R\h^ _ Rxh^-Rlh^
Lh^  ~ Lxh^
as a result
Rxh^  = {rH'^  -  R\h  ^)+ R\h^
SO finally Rxh can be calculated by the following formula:
= [r H'^  - R\h^)+R\h^
which is assigned in the formex formulation of Fig 3.85 as: 
Rxh= sqrtj ((Lxh/Lh)^2*(Rh^2-Rlh^2)+Rlh^2)
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By considering Re=Rxh and translating the hyperboloidal configuration by Le+Lxh in the U3 
direction, the ends of the two configurations will join together. If it is not necessary for the 
designer to modify the frequency of configurations along U3 direction, it is possible to use 
same assignment statements as a part of formex formulation of both hyperboloidal and 
ellipsoidal configurations. That may be written as :
F l=  rinit(m,n,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [1,0,0; 1,1,1];
F2=rinit(m,n+l,2,2)| [1,0,0; 1,2,0] # rinit(m+l,n,2,2)| [1,0,0; 1,0,2];
Therefore, for the hyperboloidal component:
Fh= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(Rlh, A/m, Lh/(2*nh), Ph)| tran(3,q)| (F1#F2) 
and for the ellipsoidal part:
Fe= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(Rle, A/m,Le/(2*ne),Pe)| (F1#F2)
In this case, the formex formulation o f the configuration would be shorter.
By using this method to combine hyperboloidal and ellipsoidal barrel vaults, various 
compound forms can be created. Fig 3.88 illustrates a photograph of an iconic project for a 
music arts centre in Gateshead, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK by Foster & Partners.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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(a) Side view (b) Front view
(c) Plan view (d) Perspective
view
m =10; A=50;
nh=8; Lh=35; Rh=30; R lh =20  ; q=-nh; U1,X
Ph= (R h ^ 2-R lh ^2)/L h ^2;
Lxh= -q *Lh /(2 *n h );
Rxh= sqrtj ((L j< h /Lh )^2*(R h ^2-R lh^ 2)+R lh ^2);  
ne=7; Le=35; Re= Rxh; R le=30;
Pe= (R e^2 -R le^2 )/L e^ 2 ;
F lh =  rinit(m ,nh,2,2)| la m it ( l , l) |  [1 ,0 ,0; 1,1,1];
F2h= rin it(m ,n h + l,2,2)1 [1,0 ,0; 1 ,2,0] #  
rin it(m + l,n h ,2,2)1 [1,0 ,0; 1 ,0,2];
Fh= verad(0,0,90-A)l bh(R lh, A/m, Lh/(2*nh), Ph)j 
tran(3,q)l (F lh#F2h);
F le =  rinit(m ,ne,2,2)l la m it ( l , l) l  [1 ,0 ,0; 1,1,1];
F2e= rin it(m ,n e+ l,2,2)1 [1,0,0; 1,2,0] #  
rin it(m + l,n e ,2 ,2 )l [1 ,0 ,0; 1,0,2];
Fe= verad(0,0,90-A)l bh(R le, A/m, Le/(2*ne), Pe)j 
tran(3,0)l (F le#F2e);
Form= pexj (lam (3,Le+Lh/2)l Fe# tran(3,Le+Lxh)j Fh); 
use &, vm (2),vt(2 ),vh (100,200,-160 , 0,0,0, 0 ,1 ,0); 
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.89 A compound configuration generated by combining a hyperboloidal 
and two ellipsoidal base components
Figs 3.89 and 3.90 illustrate two other compound barrel vaults, created by the same method 
of generating compound configurations, discussed in the example o f Fig 3.85. Fig 3.91 
shows a compound configuration generated by Formian and rendered by AutoCAD. Fig 3.92 
shows two photographs of a well known project called “Weald & Downland Open Air 
Museum”, UK. The photographs show the exterior and interior views o f this project which its 
geometry is created by combining a number o f ellipsoidal and hyperboloidal configurations 
[32].
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q=-nh;
m =12; A=65;
nh=7; Lh=30; Rh = 30; R lh = 20 
Ph= (R h ^ 2-R lh ^2)/L h ^ 2 ;
Lxh= -q *L h /(2 *n h );
Rxh= sqrtI ((L x h /L h )^ 2 *(R h ^ 2 -R lh ^ 2 )+ R lh ^ 2 );  
ne=6; Le=30; Re= Rxh; R le= 30 ;
Pe= (R e ^ 2 -R le ^ 2 )/L e ^ 2 ;
F lh =  rinit(m ,nh,2,2)| la m it ( l , l) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1,1,1];
F2h= rin it(2 ,nh ,2*m ,2)| [1 ,0 ,0; 1 ,0,2];
Fh= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(R lh, A/m , Lh/(2*nh), Ph)| 
tran(3,q)| (F lh #F 2h );
F le =  rinit(m ,ne,2,2)| la m it ( l , l) |  [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,1 ]#  
rin it(2 ,ne ,2*m ,2)| [1 ,0 ,0; 1 ,0,2];
Fe= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(R le, A/m , Le/(2*ne), Pe)| F ie;
F2e= lam (3,3*Le+1.5*Lh )| verad(0,0,90-A)|
bh(R le, A/m , Le/(2*ne), Pe)|rin(2,m ,2)| [1 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,2,0]; 
Form= pexj rin(3,3,2*Le+Lh)| (lam (3,Le+Lh/2)| Fe# 
tran(3,Le+Lxh)| Fh)# F2e; 
use &, vm (2),v t(2 ),vh (250 ,350 ,-160 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,1,0); 
clear; draw Form;
U l ,  X
Fig 3.90 Formex formulation o f a compound barrel vault
ill
Fig 3.91 A compound configuration generated by Formian and rendered by AutoCAD
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig 3.92 Downland Gridsheli, West Sussex, UK, by Edward Cullinan Architects, 2002 
(top: exterior view, under construction; bottom: interior view)
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3.14 Multi-layer Compound Hyperboloidal Barrel Vaults
Figs 3.93 and 3.94 show various views and a cross-section of a double layer compound 
hyperboloidal barrel vault. The important point in this example is the method of linking the 
replicated double layer configurations at their gable ends. A few modifications have been 
made in the formex formulation of the initial hyperboloidal barrel vault to make the linking 
possible. In fact, a number of “link elements” are added to the base configurations to connect 
them together. These link elements and their positions are shown in Fig 3.93b. The formex 
formulation for the configuration of Fig 3.93 is presented in the sequel.
(a) Perspective
Link elements
U l, X
2SZSZSZ S2SZSZSZ
(b) Cross-section
Fig 3.93 A double layer compound hyperboloidal barrel vault 
(perspective view and longitudinal cross-section)
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(*) Formex formulation of the configuration o f Fig 3.93 (*)
A=50; L=90; m=10; n=12; (*) Geometric characteristics (*)
Rtg=75; Rtn=45; Rbc=Rtn-4; (*) Geometric characteristics (*)
P= (Rtg^2-Rtn^2)/L^2; (*) Pitch (*)
TOP=rinit(m,n+l,2,2)| [Rtn,0,0; Rtn,2,0] # rinit(m+l,n,2,2)| [Rtn,0,0; Rtn,0,2]; 
BOT=rinit(m-l,n,2,2)| [R bc,l,l; Rbc,3,l] # rinit(m,n-l,2,2)| [R bc,l,l; Rbc,l,3] #
rinit(m,2,2,2*n-l)| [Rbc,l,0; R bc,l,l] # rinit(m-l,2,2,2*n)| [Rbc,l,0; Rbc,3,0]; 
WEB= rinit(m,n,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [Rtn,0,0; R bc,l,l] # rinit(m,2,2,2*n)| lam (2,1)| 
[Rtn,0,0; Rbc,l,0];
Grid= TOP # BOT # WEB; (*) Base double layer grid (*)
Form= pexj rin(3,3,L)| verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(l, A/m, L/(2*n),P)|
tran(3,-n)| Grid; (*) Final compound form (*)
The added linking part consists of a number o f bar elements in the web and bottom layers of 
the neighbouring barrel vaults to fill the gap between them. These additional elements are 
represented by
rinit(m,2,2,2*n-l)| [Rbc,l,0; R bc,l,l] # rinit(m-l,2,2,2*n)| [Rbc,l,0; Rbc,3,0]
in the formulation o f bottom layer (BOT) and
rinit(m,2,2,2*n)| lam (2,1)| [Rtn,0,0; Rbc,l,0]
in the formulation o f web elements (WEB). The additional web elements are on the vertical 
planes that also contain the joined top layer elements between the neighbouring 
configurations.
Fig 3.94 shows side, front and plan views of the configuration o f Fig 3.93.
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(a  S id e  v iew (b) F ron t v iew
^A7W
(c) P ion v iew
Fig 3.94 Side, front and plan views of the configuration of Fig 3.93
Fig 3.95 shows another method of linking double layer hyperboloidal configurations together 
to create a compound barrel vault. The formex formulation of this configuration is similar to 
the one for the configuration of Fig 3.93, apart from the changes shown in the sequel. The 
method in this example involves adding a row of horizontal elements to link the bottom layer 
nodes of the neighbouring segments, at their gable ends.
U3,Z
(a) Perspective view
Link e le m e n ts
(b) Detailed view c Side view
d Cross-sectionLink e lem en t
Fig 3.95 Another method of linking double layer hyperboloidal configurations
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(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 3.95 (*)
(*) Geometric characteristics are same as Fig 3.93 (*)
Q=2; (*) Frequency o f replication (*)
TOP= rinit(m,n+l,2,2)| [Rtn,0,0; Rtn,2,0] # rinit(m+l,n,2,2)| [Rtn,0,0; Rtn,0,2];
BOT= rinit(m-l,n,2,2)| [R bc,l,l; Rbc,3,l] # rinit(m,n-l,2,2)| [R bc,l,l; Rbc,l,3]; 
WEB= rinit(m,n,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [Rtn,0,0; R bc,l,l];
Grid= TOP # BOT # WEB; (*) Base double layer grid (*)
Barrel= bh(l, A/m, L/(2*n),P)| tran(3,-n)|Grid; (*) Hyperboloidal config. (*)
Links= lib(i=l,m)| tig| lam(3,L/2)| bh(l, A/m, L/(2*n),P)| [Rbc,2*i-l,n-l];
(*) Link elements (*)
Form= verad(0,0,90-A)| (rin(3,Q,L)| Barrel # rin(3,Q-l,L)| Joints); (*) Final form (*)
The added link elements are shown in Fig 3.95b and 3.95d. Adding a number of horizontal 
elements parallel to the longitudinal axis of a hyperboloidal configuration (U3 direction in 
this example) is the main point of this example.
An efficient method to create the required horizontal link elements is to begin by generating 
the end nodal points of these elements. Some of these nodal points are shown by n%, nj, n g ,... 
and ng in the detailed view. Fig 3.95b. A formex representing the two opposite nodes 
indicated by ni and ri2 in Fig 39b may be written as follows (this formex is not assigned in 
the formulation o f Fig 3.95 and is mentioned here to clarify the steps o f formulation):
Nodes= lam(3,L/2)| bh(l. A/m, L/(2*n),P)| [Rbc,l,n-1] 
where the part
[Rbc,l,n-1]
represents one o f the nodes indicated by ni relative to the hyperboloidal normat. The part 
bh(l, A/m, L/(2*n),P)
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is a basihyperboloidal retronorm [1] that transforms the normat coordinates to the Cartesian 
coordinates. The parameters A, m, L, n and P have been defined in the Formian scheme of 
Fig 3.68. The part
lam(3,L/2)
is a “lambda function” [1] that is used to reflect the initial node n% and make a formex 
representing a pair o f nodes n% and n2 .
Now, the problem is how to make a cantle to represent an element (a piece of line in the 
configuration) with each pair of corresponding nodes as its ends. This problem can be solved 
by using a formex function, namely “tignum function” [1]. The effect o f tignum function is 
to produce a cantle from the signets of its argument. In the formex formulation o f Fig 3.95, 
the tignum function is used in the assignment statement:
Links= lib(i=l,m)| tig\ lam(3,L/2)| bh(l. A/m, L/(2*n),P)| [Rbc,2*i-l,n-l]
Here, the formex “links” represents the horizontal joint elements. The argument o f tignum 
function in this example is a pair o f corresponding nodal points. Each pair of nodes is 
specified by replication of a single node from the side row of the bottom layer of the initial 
configuration by employing the lambda function. For the nodes to lie on the bottom layer 
hyperboloidal circumsurface, the hyperboloidal retronorm is used. After the new elements 
being created by the effect o f tignum function, they need to be replicated alongside the 
neighbouring configurations to joint them together. This replication carmot be done by using 
the rindle function [1] in the U2 direction, because the rindle function must have taken 
precedence over the hyperboloidal retronorm and tignum function as well. In such situation, 
the tignum function would create a cantle with the signets o f all the nodes replicated by 
rindle function, rather than pairs of nodes, respectively. Such a cantle would not represent a 
piece of line (element). To solve this problem, “libra function” [1] is used as the technique of 
replicating the elements after the representing cantles being created by tignum function. So, 
the formex
[Rhc,l,n-1]
which represented the node ni is now replaced by formex
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[Rbc,2*i-l,n-l]
to fit in with the libra function. By making this formex parametric, it represents all the nodal 
points that are ends o f the link elements on the initial configuration, namely ni, ns, n$,... and 
n(2i-i). The upper limit o f the libra function m is the frequency o f modules of the 
configuration in U2 direction. The term
2 * i - l
in the formex representing a node, is to specify the positions of the nodal points of side row 
of the bottom layer, each module of which involves two units of normat coordinates in the 
U2 direction.
Figs 3.96 to 3.98 illustrate sequence of generating a double layer compound configuration 
consisting of two double layer hyperboloidal parts and an ellipsoidal part in the middle.
Ellipsoidal part
Hyperboloidal part
Nodal points 
to be linked
(a) Different parts next together
(b) Link elem ents
(e) Longitudinal cross-section
Fig 3.96 Linking different parts of a double layer compound configuration consisting of 
two double layer hyperboloidal parts and an ellipsoidal part in the middle
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(a) Side view
(b) Pian view
N I
U3,Z
U2
U1,X
(c) Perspective
Fig 3.97 A double layer compound barrel vault generated by a combination of
two double layer hyperboloids and an ellipsoidal configuration in the middle
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(*) Formex formulation of the configuration of Fig 3.97 (*)
Joint geometric characteristics (^)
m=25; (*) U2 frequency (*)
A=90; (*) Sweep angle (*)
C^ ) Geometric characteristics o f the hyperholoidal part
nh=7; (*) U3 frequency (*)
Lh=25; (*) Length (*)
Rtgh=30; (*) Radius of the gable end (*)
Rtnh=22; (*) Radius of the neck (*)
Ph= (Rtgh^2-Rtnh^2)/Lh^2; (*) Pitch (*)
Dh= 2.8; (*) Depth (dist. between top & bottom layers) (*)
Rbnh=Rtnh-Dh; (*) Radius of the bottom layer neck (*)
q=-7.5; (*) Translation parameter (*)
Lxh= -q*Lh/(2*nh); (*) Length of translation (see Fig 3.86) (*)
Rxh= sqrtj ((Lxh/Lh)^2*(Rtgh^2-Rtnh^2)+Rtnh^2); (*) Radius of the joint end
(see lug 3.86) (*)
(^) Formulation o f  the hyperholoidal part (*)
WEBh= rinit(m,nh,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [Rtnh,0,0; R bnh,l,l]; (*) Web elements (*) 
TOPh=rinit(m,nh+l,2,2)| [Rtnh,0,0; Rtnh,2,0] # rinit(m+l,nh,2,2)|
[Rtnh,0,0; Rtnh,0,2]; (*) Top layer (*)
BOTh= rinit(m-l,nh,2,2)| [R bnh,l,l; Rbnh,3,l] # rinit(m,nh-l,2,2)|
[Rbnh, 1,1; Rbnh, 1,3] ; (*) Bottom layer (*)
Hyper= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(l, A/m, Lh/(2*nh), Ph)| tran(3,q)|
(TOPh # WEBh # BOTh); (*) Hyperholoidal part (*)
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(^) Geometric characteristics o f ellipsoidal part (*)
ne=12; (*) U3 frequency (*)
Le=45; (*) Length (*)
Rtge= Rxh; (*) Top layer radius at the gable end (*)
Rtme=35; (*) Top layer radius in the middle (*)
De=2; (*) Depth (*)
Rbne= Rtme-De; (*) Bottom layer radius in the middle (*)
Pe= (Rtge^2-Rtme^2)/Le^2; (*) Pitch (*)
Formulation o f  the ellipsoidal part (*)
WEBe= rinit(m,ne,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [Rtme,0,0; R bne,l,l]; (*) Web elements (*) 
TOPe= rinit(m,ne+l,2,2)| [Rtme,0,0; Rtme,2,0] # rinit(m+l,ne,2,2)|
[Rtme,0,0; Rtme,0,2]; (*) Top layer (*)
BOTe=rinit(m-l,ne,2,2)| [Rbne,l,l; Rbne,3,l] # rinit(m,ne-l,2,2)|
[Rbne, 1,1; Rbne, 1,3]; (*) Bottom layer (*)
Ellip= verad(0,0,90-A)| bh(l. A/m, Le/(2*ne),Pe)|
(TOPe # WEBe # BOTe); (*) Ellipsoidal part (*)
Formulation o f  the link elements (*)
LinkEH= verad(0,0,90-A)| lib(i=l,m)| tig| (bh(l. A/m, Le/(2*ne),Pe)|
[Rbne,2*i-l,2*ne-l] # tran(3,Le+Lxh)| bh(l. A/m, Lh/(2*nh), Ph)| 
tran(3,q)| [Rbnh,2*i-l,l]); (*) Linking Hyp. & Ellip. parts (*)
LinkEE= verad(0,0,90-A)| lib(i=l,m)| tig| lam(3,0)| bh(l. A/m, Le/(2*ne), Pe)|
[Rbne,2*i-l,l]; (*) Linking 2 Ellip. parts (*)
Formulation o f the compound configuration (*)
Form= pex| lam(3,0)| ((Ellip # tran(3,Le+Lxh)| Hyper) # LinkEH) # LinkEE;
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i
Fig 3.98 Rendered configuration of Fig 3.97
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3.15 Conical Barrel Vaults (Created by Libra Function)
Fig 3.99 shows a cylindrical barrel vault with a circular cross-section. This barrel vault is 
generated by using a “libra function” [1]. As it is seen from the formex formulation, the libra 
function is used here just to indicate two types of elements and replicate them in U3 direction 
instead of using “rinit function” [1] as it is normally used in formulating circular barrel 
vaults.
A= 60; ( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
L= 40; ( * )  Length of barrel vault ( * )
R=15; ( * )  Radius of barrel vault ( * )
m = 10; ( * )  Frequency in U2 direction ( * )  
n= 15; ( * )  Frequency in US direction ( * )
F= l ib ( i= 0 ,n ) lr in (2 ,m ,l) |[ lA i;  lA , i ] #  
l ib ( i= 0 ,n - l ) | r in ( 2 ,m + l , l ) | [ lA i ;  1 ,0 , i+ 1 ];
Form= verad(0,0 ,90-A )| bc(R ,2*A /m ,L/n)|F; 
use vm (2), v t(2 ),
vh (20 ,70 ,-50 , 10,0 ,30, 10,1 ,30); 
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.99 A circular cylindrical barrel vault created by libra function
This example is given just to imply the role that libra function can play in formulating 
configurations in formex algebra. In the assignment statement:
F= lib(i=0,n) | rin(2,m ,l) | [l,0,i; l,l,i]  # lib(i=0,n-l) | rin(2,m +l,l) | [l,0,i; l,0 ,i+l]
The libra index (i) assumes a sequence of integer values starting from the “initial” value o f 0 
to the “final” value ( n and n-1 in the formulation of Fig 1), in the steps o f 1. In the above 
assignment statement the formices “[l,0,i; 1,1,i]” and “[l,0,i; l,0 ,i+ l]” when i=0, represent 
the elements “ij” and “ik” respectively. The elements ij and ik are then replicated in U2 
direction by the effect o f functions “rin(2,m,l)” and “rin(2 ,m +l,l)” and in U3 direction by 
the effect of functions “lib(i=0,n)” and “lib(i=0,n-l)”, respectively. Another role of libra 
function is to compose all the similarly produced elements that form two families of 
elements. These two families are then composed together by composition operator # to shape 
the whole configuration. The following example explains another useful feature o f the libra
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function. Consider Fig 3.100 that shows views and the formex formulation of a conical barrel 
vault with circular cross-section.
U3,Z
X into 
outR2
Horizon plane R1
(0 ) Side elevation ^
U3,Z
paper
(b) Front elevation
(0) Plan view
U 3,z
U2
U1
(d) Perspective view
A= 60; ( * )  Sweep angle ( * )
L= 25; ( * )  Lengtii of barrel ( * )
R l=  15; (*) Greater radius
R2= 5; ( * )  Smaller radius ( * )
m = 12; ( * )  Frequency in U2 direction ( * )
n= 16; ( * )  Frequency in US direction ( * )
t=  (R l-R 2 )/n ; ( * )  Decrement of radius ( * )
F =  lib ( i= 0 ,n ) |r in (2 ,m ,l) |[R l- t* i,0 ,i;  R l - t * i , l , i ]  #
lib ( i= 0 ,n - l) |r in (2 ,m + l, l ) | [R l - t * i ,0 , i ;  Rl-t*( i+l) ,0 ,i+l];
Form= v era d (0 ,0 ,90 -A )|b c (l,2 *A /n i,L /n )|F ;
use vm(2), v t(2 ), v h (5 0 4 5 0 ,-5 0 , 10,0 ,30, 10 ,1 ,30);
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.100 Views and formex formulation of a conical barrel vault generated by libra function
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This barrel vault is created by replication of elements that lie on a conical surface as the 
circumsurface. This conical surface is generated by the effect o f libra function, which 
involves the production and composition of two groups of elements, each o f which is similar 
to the elements ij and ik (Fig S.lOOd). These two groups of elements lie on arches with 
decremented radii within the range Rl=15 to R2=5.
Conical barrel vaults can be used as the “base components” to create compound forms. The 
geometrical form of a conical barrel vault associates with both radial and axial combinations 
to create compound configurations. Fig 3.101 shows an example o f a radial configuration 
created by a combination o f four conical barrel vaults.
U3,Z
Fig 3.101 Compound conical barrel vaults in a radial arrangement
To generate such configurations, the vertex angle of the conical barrel vault (angle E) as well 
as the length of the radius of radial replication (line 0 0 ’) is needed to be calculated. The 
geometrical method for these calculations is shown in Fig 3.102. The angle E is the angle 
between two lines drawn by mapping the two longitudinal sides of a conical barrel vault on 
the horizon plane XOZ (one of which is P ’O’ in Fig 3.102b). From Figs 3.102a and b:
E = 2D
and from triangle P ’P IQ ’
tanD  =
sin -  i?2 sin X _ -  Ri) sin A
So, angle E would be calculated by
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£  = 2 a r c t a n f ( t i 2 ^
Knowing the exact measure o f the angle E would be also useful in any kind of planning in 
architectural design where conical barrel vaults are used.
(a)
R2sinA
U l,  X RlsinA
R lsinA
R2sinA
U3,Z
01
(R l-R 2 )s in A
(b)
Fig 3.102 Geometric characteristics of a conical barrel vault
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The length of line 0 0 ’ in Fig 3.102b, which is the distance between the base and vertex point 
of the conical barrel vault is necessary to be calculated. So, as a method, from Fig 3.102b:
00 '=  L +
On the other hand, from triangle O’P ’Ol 
sin A
Zi -
tanZ)
and from triangle P ’P IQ ’
_ i?, sin^-i?2 sin^ (i?,-J?2)sinyftanZ) = —   = — ----- —-------
L L
As a result
7^ 0 sin  ^ i?oSin^ , L R .sm A  R. ^00 '=  L + '  = Z +  _  :  =L+  = L 1 +
tan Z) (i?i 7 2^ ) sin ÇR^  ~ -^2 ) sitt A I (i?j —7 2^ )
Finally, given the radii (Ri and R2) and length (L) o f the conical barrel vault, the distance 
between its base and the vertex point of the conical circumsurface would be calculated by
00' =
So, having the equations for angle E and radius 0 0 ’, the formex formulation for 
configuration o f Fig 3.101 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 3.101 (*)
A= 45; (*) Sweep angle (*)
L= 30; (*) Length (*)
Rl=15; (*) Larger radius (*)
R2= 5; (*) Smaller radius (*)
m= 8; (*) U2 frequency (*)
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n= 8; (*) U3 frequency (*)
t= (Rl-R2)/n; (*) decrement (*)
E= 2*atan| ((Rl-R2)*(sin| A)/L); (*) Vertex angle (*)
LL1= L*R1/(R1-R2); (*) Radius for radial replication (*)
F l=  lib(i=0,n)| rin(2,m ,l) |[Rl-t*i,0,i; R l-t*i,l,i] # lib(i=0,n-l)| rin(2,m +l,l)|
[Rl-t*i,0,i; R i-t*(i+ i),o ,i+ i];
F2= verad(0,0,90-A)| bc(l,2*A/m,L/n)| FI; (*) A conical barrel vault (*)
Form= pex| ros(l,3,0, L L l, 4, E)| F2; (*) Final form (*)
*****
Now, it is time to explore other features of conical barrel vaults and their combinations. Fig 
3.103 illustrates two examples o f compound barrel vaults each of which has been created by 
combining two conical barrel vaults. These combinations are achieved by “reflection 
function” [1].
The nodal points along the curved sides of two parts of each configuration in Fig 3.103 are 
accurately fitted. This is simply achieved since both curved sides of the conical barrel vaults 
lie in vertical planes as may be seen in the side elevations in Fig 3.103 (as well as Fig 
3.100a). These vertical planes contain all the elements and nodal points o f the curved sides of 
the conical barrel vaults. To avoid having overlapped elements in the final configuration, the 
“pexum function” [1] must be used in the formex formulation to remove the repeated 
elements.
The compound configurations of Fig 3.103 can be replicated to shape larger compound barrel 
vaults. The only feature of such barrel vaults that may cause practical problems in some cases 
is their angular sides. As it can be seen in the elevations o f Fig 3.103, the sides o f the 
configurations are not horizontal. This is because the initial barrel vault is a part of a conical 
circumsurface and in a conical surface with a horizontal axis, the generator lines would not 
be horizontal, unless they both lie on the same plane as the axis, which for a conical barrel 
vault means the sweep angle A=90°.
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A = 6 0 ;  L = 25; R l  =  15; R 2 = 6 ;  m = 1 2 ;  n = 1 0 ;  t = ( R l - R 2 ) /n ;
F l =  lib(i=0,n)l r in (2 ,m ,l) l  [R l-t* i,0 ,i;  R l - t * i , l , i ] #
Lib(i=0,n-l) l  r in ( 2 ,m + l , l ) l  [R l-t* i,0 ,i;  R l - t * ( i+ l ) ,0 , i + l ] ;  
F2= v e ra d (0 ,0 ,9 0 -A ) l  b c ( l ,2 * A / m ,L /n ) |  FI;
F o rm = p ex |  ( r e f (3 ,0 ) |  F2 #  F2);
u s e  v m ( 2 ) ,  v t (2 ) ,  v h ( 3 0 , 1 0 0 , - 6 0 ,  1 0 , 0 ,3 0 ,  1 0 , 1 ,3 0 ) ;
d e a r ;  draw Form;
(b)
F o rm = p ex |  r o s ( l ,3 , 0 ,L , 2 ,1 8 0 ) |F 2 ;
(The rem ainder o f  form ex  form ulation is th e  
sa m e as th e  ab ove o n e)
Fig 3.103 Compound conical barrel vaults
In all other situations, the straight sides of a conical barrel vault would have inclined edges. 
In combination to shape compound configurations, these inclined sidelines would shape 
jagged edges in replication. To avoid such non-horizontal edges it is possible to have the 
sweep angle A=90°. However, this method would not always be a practical solution. 
Because, for instance, the height o f the larger circular side o f the conical barrel vault may be 
unacceptable from architectural point of view.
To solve this problem, one method is to scale the conical barrel vault (with A=90°), which 
means stretching it in the direction perpendicular to the axis, to have elliptical cross-section, 
rather than circular. Fig 3.104 illustrates examples of using this method. In this way, the 
cross-section would have elliptic shape with adjustable proportions. Scaling process can be 
done and modified by “dilatation function” [1].
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Fig 3.104 Compound conical barrel vaults with elliptic cross-sections
Another method to deal with the inclined sidelines o f conical barrel vaults is to calculate the 
angle between the sidelines and the horizon and rotate the whole form to have horizontal 
edges. To discuss this point, consider the views of two conical barrel vaults shovm in Fig 
3.105. First barrel vault shown in Figs 3.105a and 3.105b has a sweep angle A equal to 45° 
and its longitudinal sides (like PQ) are not horizontal. The angle between the plane 
containing the two sides of the barrel vault (like PQ) and the horizontal plane XOZ is called 
“angle B”.
The angle B can be used to rotate the barrel vault in the YOZ plane to put the plane 
containing its sides in a horizontal position. Bringing the two longitudinal sides o f a conical 
barrel vault to the horizontal position would be useful when sides are needed to be horizontal 
from architectural point of view. It is also important for facilitating the design o f compound 
forms, as will be discussed later. Therefore, it is worth finding a general calculation for the 
angle B based on the geometrical parameters used for formulating the conical barrel vault in 
formex algebra. Such a method can be used to calculate the rotation angle B for any conical 
barrel vault to put its sides on the horizontal plane.
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Fig 3.105 Geometric characteristics of a conical barrel vault
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As it is seen in Figs 3.105a and 3.105b, the angle B is the angle between lines PM and PN (or 
lines PM and P ’S). From triangle PMN in Fig 3.105a,
tanB  = —
and
MN = M S -N S  
From triangle OQQ’
MS = QQ' = OQ. cos A = cos A 
and from rectangle NSP’P and triangle OiPP’
NS = PP' = O^P cos A = Rj cos A
So
MN = MS -  NS = cos A - R 2 cos A = (R^~ 7 2^ ) cos A 
As a result, the angle B can be calculated by the following equation: 
^{R^ -R 2)cosA ^B = arctan
As it is shown in Figs 3.105c and 3.105d, when the sweep angle A is equal to 90°, the linear 
sides of the conical barrel vault lie on the horizontal plane XOZ and the angle B would be 
equal to zero.
Knowing the angle B, it is possible to rotate the conical barrel vault to achieve a horizontal 
base as shown in Fig 3.106. Such a rotation makes it convenient for creation of compound 
forms such as configurations shown in Fig 3.107.
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O' ! V H orizonta l  
O  M l  P la n e  XOZ
LI
( L + L l ) c o s B
Fig 3.106 A conical barrel vault rotated to have horizontal sidelines
(b) Plot of Form (Perspective view)
(a) PlotofF3#F4
(c) Plot of Form (Plan view)
A =  6 0 ;
L= 3 0 ;
R l =  1 5 ;
R 2 =  5;  
m =  1 2 ;  
n =  1 0 ;
t =  ( R l - R 2 ) / n ;
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
(*)
S w e e p  a n g l e  ( * )
L ength  o f  barrel ( * )
G r e a te r  rad ius  ( * )
S m a l l e r  rad ius  ( * )
F r e q u e n c y  in U 2 d irec t io n  
F r e q u e n c y  in U3 d irec t io n  
D e c r e m e n t  o f  rad ius  ( * )  
B = a t a n | ( ( R l - R 2 ) * ( c o s | A ) / L ) ;
( * )  R ota tion  a n g l e  t o  h o r izo n ta l  p o s it io n  ( * )
F l =  l i b ( i = 0 ,n ) |  r i n ( 2 , m , l ) l  [ R l - t * i , 0 , i ;  R l - t * i , l , i ] #
l ib ( i= 0 , n - l ) I  r i n ( 2 , m + l , l ) l [ R l - t * i A i ;  R l - t * ( i + l ) , 0 , i + l ] ;
F 2 =  v e r a d ( 0 , 0 , 9 0 - A ) |  b c ( l , 2 * A / m , L / n ) |  FI;
F 3 =  v e r ( 2 , 3 , R l * c o s ] A ,  0 , - B ) |  F2;
F 4 =  t r a n ( l , ( R l + R 2 ) * s i n | A ) |  t r a n ( 3 ,  L / c o s |B ) |  v e r ( l , 3 , 0 , 0 , 1 8 0 ) 1  F3; 
F o r m =  p e x i  ( r i n ( l , 3 , 2 * ( R l + R 2 ) * s i n | A ) |  F3 #  
r i n ( l , 2 , 2 * ( R l + R 2 ) * s i n | A ) |  F4);  
u s e  v m ( 2 ) ,  v t ( 2 ) ,  v h ( 5 0 , 1 0 0 , - 4 0 ,  1 0 , 0 , 3 0 ,  1 0 , 1 , 3 0 ) ;  
c le a r ;  d ra w  Form;
Fig 3.107 Compound configurations formed by fitting conical barrel vaults with horizontal sides
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Because the longitudinal sides o f a conical barrel vault are not generally horizontal (unless 
when the sweep angle A=90°), it is not convenient to fit the sides of a number of barrel vaults 
to shape compound forms. However, after rotation by the angle B, the corresponding nodal 
points of longitudinal sidelines of configurations can be accurately fitted by some 
transformations as shown in Fig 3.107a. In this figure, two conical barrel vaults are 
composed together to shape a unit that can form a larger configuration by a number of 
replications (Fig 3.107b). The configuration of Fig 3.107a (assigned as F5 in the formex 
formulation) consists o f a basic conical barrel vault with horizontal edges (assigned as F3) 
and a rotated version of the basic barrel vault by 180°. This rotated barrel vault (assigned as 
F4) is then moved by two translation functions in the first and third directions to be fitted 
with the basic barrel vault. The unit (assigned as F5) is created by composition of these two 
barrel vaults (F3 and F4). Fig 3.107b shows the final configuration generated by replicating 
the basic unit in the OX direction. To avoid having overlapped elements in the final form, the 
“pexum function” has been used in the last assignment statement o f the formex formulation 
of Fig 3.107.
As another example, consider Fig 3.108. There is a little difference between the formex 
formulation of configurations of Figs 3.107 and 3.108, so the formex formulation is not 
totally mentioned again in Fig 3.108 as similar formices’ names are used to show the 
assignment statement that makes the difference. The configuration shown in Fig 3.108a is 
shaped from two conical barrel vaults with longitudinal edges on a horizontal plane. Bringing 
these edges to a horizontal position is made by rotating the basic conical barrel vault (F3) in 
the YOZ plane by the angle -B , which is calculated earlier. Then after creating the second 
barrel vault as explained in Fig 3.107a, it is reflected by “reflection function” with the plane 
of reflection containing longitudinal sides of both barrel vaults. The assignment statement 
that causes this transformation is shown under the plots o f Fig 3.108 as well as the 
parameters used in formex formulations. The final configuration o f Fig 3.108b is created by 
replicating the initial barrel vaults of Fig 3.108a in the OX direction by rindle function.
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U3,Z
(b) Plot of Form (Perspective  vievr)
(a) PlotofF3#F4
(c) Plot of Form (Plan view)
A = 45; L= 25; R l=  15; R 2= 5; m =  8; n=  10;
F4= re f(2 ,R l*c o s lA )| t r a n ( l , - (R l+ R 2 )* s ln |A ) |  tra n (3 , L /cos|B )| v e r ( l ,3 ,0 ,0 ,180 )1  F3; 
Form = pex| (rin (l,3 ,2*(R l+R 2)=< ^s in |A )| F3 #  rin (l,2 ,2 *(R l+R 2)=+=s in |A )l F4);
Fig 3.108 Compound wavy configurations formed by fitting conical barrel vaults with horizontal 
sides (the remainder of formex formulation is the same as the one shown in Fig 3.107)
Another important feature of a conical barrel vault that would be useful to be calculated is the 
angle between two longitudinal sides. This feature is shown by the angle G in Fig 3.109. The 
use of this angle will again be discussed later in designing radial compound forms. In Fig 
3.109
G = 2F  
And from triangle PTO'
Tt  R^smA
tan F  =
TO'
On the other hand
R. sin A
cosB
=
tanD
And also
tanD  =
_ sin A - R 2 sm A _ (Fj - F ^ )  sin A
L
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As a result
_ 7^ 2 s i n c o s ^  _ (i?, - i?2 )sin^cos5ta n F  = ^ —— :— -—  = co s^ tan D  = — ----- —--------------
R2 sin A L
tanZ)
So the angle F can be calculated by
-i? 2 )s in ^ c o s 5 ^F  = arctan
V
And finally for the angle G
G  =  2 a r c t a n f f ^ L : A Ç l i £ ^
When the conical barrel vault covers half of its conical circumsurface, namely A=90°, the 
angle B would be equal to zero and so the two longitudinal sides are horizontal. In this 
situation, the angles G and E are identical.
R2
R2sinA
O
Fig 3.109 Calculating the angle G
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The following two figures show a number o f examples o f using angle G to create radial 
compound forms. All the base conical barrel vaults used in these configurations have been 
rotated by the angle B in the YOZ plane to have horizontal sides. As it is seen from the 
formex formulations o f Fig 3.114, the radius used for rotational replication is “LLl/cosB”. 
The reason is explained by Fig 3.114c. In fact, after rotating the initial barrel vault to the 
horizontal situation, the length MG' would be used as the radius and the point O' as the centre 
point o f radial replication.
3-113 Some radial compound forms created by combinations of conical barrel vaults
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U3,Z
(a) Plot of Form (Perspective)
A = 4 5 ; L = 3 0 ; R l =  15; R 2= 5 ; m = 6 ; n = 8 ;  
G = 2 *a ta n |( (R l-R 2 )* (c o s |B )* (s in |A ) /L ) ;
F 3 = v e r (2 ,3 ,R l*c o s |A ,0 ,-B ) iF 2 ;  
Form =pex| ro s (l,3 ,0 ,L L l/c o s iB ,5 ,G )|F 3 ;
U3,Z
(b) Plot of Form (Perspective)
A = 4 5 ; L = 3 0 ; R l =  15; R 2= 5 ; m = 6 ; n = 8 ;  
G = 2 *a ta n |( (R l-R 2 )* (c o s |B )* (s in |A ) /L ) ;
F 3 = v e r (2 ,3 ,R l*c o s | A ,0 ,-B )| F2; 
F 4 = re f(2 ,R l*c o s |A )| v e r ( l ,3 ,0 ,L L l/c o s |B ,G )| F3; 
F orm =pex| ( ro s ( l,3 ,0 ,L L l/c o s |B ,3 ,2 *G ) | F3 #  
ro s ( l,3 ,0 ,L L l/c o s |B ,2 ,2 *G )| F4);
0 ' ! V Horizontal 
O M l Plane XOZ
(L+Ll)cosB
(c) Calcultaing the radius of rotation
Fig 3.114 Two radial compound forms created by combinations of conical barrel vaults
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3.16 Other Types of Barrel Vaults (Created by Libra Function)
Another example o f using libra function for formulating configurations is shown in Fig 
3.116. This figure illustrates a saddle-shape barrel vault. The configuration shown in this 
figure consists o f line elements laid on a concave circumcylinder that is generated by rotating 
a parabola around the U3 (z) axis. The equation of the parabola is y=ax^+bx+c.
(a)
S = 6 0 ;  (*) Sw eep  angle of barrel vault (*)
L=30; (*) Length of barrel vault (*)
L l= 2 5 ;  (* ) Length to the neck of barrel vault (*)  
m = 1 4 ;  (*) Frequency in U2 direction (*) 
n = 1 6 ;  (*) Frequency in U3 direction (*)
R=15; (*) Greater radius (*)
R l=  7; (*) Smaller radius (*) 
a = (R -R l) /L 1 ^ 2 ;  b = -2 * a * L l;  c=R; d= iyn;
F = r in (2 ,m ,l)  | lib(i=0,n) I
[a * (d * i)^ 2 + b * d * i+ c ,0 , i ;  a * (d * i )^ 2 + b * d * l+ c , l , i ]  #  
r in ( 2 ,m + l , l ) | l i b ( i= 0 ,n - l )  |
[a* (d* i)A 2+b *d *i+ c ,0 , i;  a * ( d * ( i + l ) ) ^ 2 + b * d * ( i + l ) + c , 0 , i + l ] ;  
Form= verad (0 ,0 ,90 -S ) i  b c ( l ,2 * S /m ,d ) |F ;  
use  vm (2 ) ,v t(2 ) ,vh (5 *R ,1 3* R ,-1 20 ,  1 0 ,0 ,3 0 ,  1 0 ,1 ,3 0 );  
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.116. A hyperholoidal barrel vault created by libra function
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Fig 3.117 shows a convex barrel vault and Fig 3.118 and 3.119 illustrate compound 
configurations, generated by combining various configurations created by using libra 
function.
(c)
U3,z
(d )
S =60; ( * )  Sweep angle of barrel vault ( * )
L=30; ( * )  Length of barrel vault ( * )
m =10; ( * )  Frequency in U2 direction ( * )
n=15; ( * )  Frequency in U3 direction ( * )
R=5; ( * )  Smaller radius ( * )
R l = 10; ( * )  Greater radius ( * )  
a = 4 * (R -R l)/L ^ 2 ;  b=-a*L ; c=R; d = L/n;
F= rin (2 ,m ,l) |lib (i= 0 ,n )|
[a * (d * i)^ 2 + b *d * i+ c ,0 ,i;  a * (d * i )^ 2 + b *d * i+ c , l, i]  #  
r in (2 ,m + l, l) l l ib ( i= 0 ,n - l) |
[a *(d *i) '^ 2 + b *d *i+ c ,0 ,i; a * (d * ( i+ l ) ) ^ 2 + b * d * ( i+ l ) + c ,0 , i+ l ] ;  
Form =verad(0,0,90-S)| b c (l,2 *S /m ,d )|F ; 
use vm (2 ), v t(2 ), v h (6 *R l,1 3 *R l,-1 0 0 , 10,0 ,30, 10,1 ,30); 
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.117 A convex barrel vault created by libra function
b) c)
Fig 3.118 Compound barrel vaults created by libra function
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Fig 3.119 Compound configurations created by libra function
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Fig 3.120 Sine (a & b), Parabolic (c, d & e) and Hyperholoidal (f) 
barrel vaults created by libra function
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Another interesting feature o f libra fonction is the possibility o f generating parabolic 
configurations ( Fig 3.120c, d and e). Formex formulations for some o f the configurations of 
Figs 3.119 and 3.120 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 3.119a (*)
P=90; L=25; m=8; n=10; Rla=10; R lb = 7 ;
al=4*(Rla-Rlb)/L^2; bl=-al*L ; c l= R la; dl=L/n;
F l= rin(2 ,m ,l)| lib(i=0,n)| [al*(dl*i)^2+bl*dl*i+cl,0,i; 
al* (d l* i)^2+ bl*d l* i+ cl,l,i] # rin(2,m+l,l)|lib(i=0,n-l)| 
[al*(dl*i)^2+bl*dl*i+cl,0,i; a l* (d l* (i+ l))^2+ b l*d l* (i+ l)+ d ,0 ,i+ l];
Form 1 =verad(0,0,90-p) | bc(l,2*p/m ,dl)|Fl;
R2a=7; R2b= 10;
a2= 4*(R2a-R2b)/L^2; b2=-a2*L; c2=R2a; d2=L/n;
F2=rin(2,m ,l)| lib(i=0,n)| [a2*(d2*i)^2+b2*d2*i+c2,0,i; 
a2*(d2*i)^2+b2*d2*i+c2,l,i] # rin(2,m +l,l)| lib(i=0,n-l)| 
[a2*(d2*i)^2+b2*d2*i+c2,0,i;a2*(d2*(i+l))^2+b2*d2*(i+l)+c2,0,i+l];
Form2= ref(2,0)| tran(I,Rla+R2a)| verad(0,0,90-p)| bc(l,2*p/m,d2)| F2;
Form=ver(2,3,0,0,90)1 pex| d il(l,l) | (rinis(3,l,2*(Rla+R2a),L)| Forml # 
rinis(2,l,2*(Rla+R2a),L)| Form2);
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 3.119b (*)
P=90; L=35; m=12; n=6; Rla=8; Rlb=6; R2a=8; R2b=10; 
a l=  4*(Rla-Rlb)/L^2; b l= -a l* L ; cl= R la; dl=L/n;
F la=rin(2 ,m ,l)| lib(i=0,n)| [al*(dl*i)^2+bl*dl*i+cl,0,i;
al*(d l* i)^2+ bl*d l* i+ cl,l,i] # rin(2,m +l,l)|lib(i=0,n-l)| 
[al*(dl*i)^2+bl*dl*i+cl,0,i; a l* (d l*(i+ l))^2+ bl*dl*(i+ l)+cl,0 ,i+ l]; 
F lb=  verad(0,0,90-p)| bc(l,2*p/m,dl)| F la;
F lc=  tran(3,L)| tran(l, Rla+R2a)| F ib;
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a2=4*(R2a-R2b)/L^2; b2=-a2*L; c2=R2a; d2=L/n;
F2a= rin(2,m,l)|lib(i=0,n)| [a2*(d2*i)^2+b2*d2*i+c2,0,i;
a2*(d2*i)A2+b2*d2*i+c2,l,i] # rin(2,m +l,l)|lib(i=0,n-l)| 
[a2*(d2*i)^2+b2*d2*i+c2,0,i; a2*(d2*(i+l))^2+b2*d2*(i+l)+c2,0,i+l];
F2b= verad(0,0,90-p)| bc(l,2*p/m,d2)| F2a;
F2c= tran(3,L)| F2b;
F2e= tran(l, Rla+R2a)| F2b;
FormA= rin(3,3,2*L)| F ib  # rin(3,2,2*L)| F2c;
FormB= rin(3,2,2*L)| F lc  # rin(3,3,2*L)| F2e;
Form= pex| dil(l,2)| (rin(l,3,2*(Rla+R2a))| FormA # rin(l,2,2*(Rla+R2a))| FormB);
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 3.120a (*) 
p=9; m=360/p; n=25;
A= lib(i=-p,p-l)| [i,sin| (i*m),0; (i+1), sin| ((i+l)*m), 0];
B={[-1 AO; 1,0,0], [0,-l,0; 0,1,0]};
D= rinax(0,0,0, 0,0,-1, n) |A;
Dl=verat(0,0) | (D # B);
MM= lib(i=-p,p)| [i,sin|(i*m),0; i,sin| (i*m),-l];
NN=rinax(0,0,0, 0,0,1, 1) | MM;
N 1 = verat(0,0)|NN;
N2=rin(2,n-1,1)|N1;
Form= D1 # N2;
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 3.120d (*) 
m=3; n=8;
A= lib(i=-2*m,2*m-l)| [i/m, (i/m)^2, 0; (i+l)/m, ((i+l)/m)^2,0];
B= ver(2,3,0,0,-90 )| rin(3, n, 1)| A;
C= lib(i=-2*m,2*m)| [i/m, (i/m)^2, 0; i/m, (i/m)^2, 1];
D= ver(2,3,0,0,-90)| rin(3, n-1, 1)| C;
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F= lib(i=-2*m,2*m-l)| [i/m,(i/m)^2,0; (i+l)/m, ((i+l)/m)^2,l];
G= ver(2,3,0,0,-90)| rin(3, n -l,l) | F;
Form= B # D # G;
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 3.120d (*)
H=30; HI =20; R=12; Rl=5; m=14; n=16; 
a=(R-Rl)/H1^2; b=-2*a*Hl; c=R; d=H/n;
F l=  rin(2,m,2)| lib(i=0,n-l)| {[a*(d*i)^2+b*d*i+c,i,i;
a*(d*(i+l)r2+b*d*(i+ l)+c,i-l,i+ l], [a*(d*ir2+b*d*i+c,i,i; 
a*(d*(i+l)r2+b*d*(i+ l)+c,i+ l,i+ l], [a*(d*(i+l)r2+b*d*(i+l)+c,i-l,i+ l; 
a*(d*(i+l))^2+b*d*(i+l)+c,i+l,i+l]};
F2= rin(2,m,2)| [R,-2,0; R,0,0];
F3= rin(2,m,2)| lib(i=0,n-l)| [a*(d*i)^2+b*d*i+c,i-2,i;
a*(d*(i+l))"^2+b*d*(i+l)+c,i-l,i+l];
Form= bc(l,180/(2*m),d)| (FI # F2 # F3);
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig 3.121 Berliner Bogen Office Building, Hamburg, Germany, by Bothe, Richter & Teherani, 2000
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3.17 Hyperbolic Paraboloidal Barrel Vaults
Fig 3.124 shows some pictures o f a double layer hyperbolic paraboloidal structure.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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Hyperbolic paraboloidal surface is an interesting geometric form for architects, engineers, 
and artists. Various applications o f such surfaces with different characteristics can be found 
in architectural works. To help architects and engineers create hyperbolic paraboloidal 
surfaces conveniently, the “hyperbolic paraboloidal normat surface” and its corresponding 
retronorm are developed in formex algebra and Formian. The related retronorm is called 
“basihyperbolic paraboloidal retronorm” that is used to transform hyperbolic paraboloidal 
coordinates o f a configuration to the Cartesian coordinates [1]. Fig 3.125 shows a part of a 
hyperbolic paraboloidal normat system (positive directions).
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(a) Plan view
(b) Perspective view
Fig 3.125 Hyperbolic paraboloidal normat system
The equation o f this surface with respect to the indicated XYZ coordinates system is 
z= 2pxy
where p is referred to as the “pitch” o f the surface. The curvedness o f a hyperbolic 
paraboloidal surface depends on its pitch. The pitch o f a hyperbolic paraboloidal surface is 
given by
p = H / L ^
where H is the height o f the point A in Fig 3.125 (or the length o f AAq line) and L is the 
length o f a side of the square shown in that figure. Therefore, the larger pitch for a hyperbolic 
paraboloidal surface is considered, the larger H and so the more curved the surface. As a
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result, there may be an infinite number of hyperbolic paraboloidal normat surfaces depending 
on their pitches.
Now consider a square shaped configuration with a binate patter of elements, residing on the 
hyperbolic paraboloidal normat of Fig 3.125. The views of Figs 3.125a and 3.125b can also 
be considered as the plan and a perspective view of such a configuration. The formex 
formulation o f this configuration may be written as:
m=10
n=10
P=0.015
F=rinid(m,n+1,1,1)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0] # rinid(m+l,n, 1,1 )| [0,0,0; 0,1,0]
Form= bhp(l,l,l,P )| F
where m and n are parameters for frequencies o f elements in U1 and U2 directions, P is a 
parameter for the pitch value of the corresponding hyperbolic paraboloidal normat surface, F 
is a formex representing the configuration in hyperbolic paraboloidal normat system. Form is 
a formex representing the hyperbolic paraboloidal configuration in the Cartesian coordinates 
system and b h p (l,l,l,P ) is a basihyperbolic paraboloidal retronorm.
It is also shown in Fig 3.125a that the plan of a square shaped configuration residing on a 
hyperbolic paraboloidal normat, will remain unchanged. This means, the plan view of any 
hyperbolic paraboloidal configuration will not be deformed by changing the pitch value of 
the normat surface.
Fig 3.126 shows a hyperbolic paraboloidal configuration, a single layer grid with binate 
pattern, which can also be considered as the top layer of elements o f the structure shown in 
Fig 3.124. As it can be seen from this figure, the point B has a height equal to H from XOY 
plane in the negative direction o f Z-axis.
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(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
(d) Side view 2(c) Side view 1
(e) Side views 3 and 4 
Fig 3.126 A hyperbolic paraboloidal configuration with binate pattern
Also points C and D have heights equal to points A and B respectively. However, Fig 3.126a 
shows that the plan o f the configuration is still remained square shaped.
Although in the previous examples the comers of the configurations have the largest heights 
in both positive and negative directions (which are the most famous samples), it is not a 
necessary aspect o f hyperbolic paraboloidal configurations. Formex hyperbolic paraboloidal 
normat system makes it convenient to create other types o f configurations by changing the 
angle and also the pattern of the elements lied on the surface. Fig 3.127 shows a square 
shaped configuration with a binate pattern rotated by 45° around the Z axis before being 
affected by basihyperbolic paraboloidal retronorm. The main part o f the formex formulation
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of configuration of Fig 3.127 is the same as formex formulation o f the configuration of Fig 
3.125. The only differences appear in the last assignment statement o f the formulation that is:
Form= bh p (l,1,1,0.06)1 verad(0,0,45)| tranid(-m/2,-n/2)| F
where the tranid function is used to bring the central node o f the configuration to the origin O 
and the verad function is used to rotate the configuration around the origin in the XOY plane. 
This rotation makes two pairs o f nodes on the middle points o f the sides of the configuration, 
highest and lowest points o f the configuration. That is, the nodes A and B are the highest 
points of the configuration and the nodes C and D are the lowest ones. This aspect makes the 
configuration look like a saddle. The pitch value for this configuration is equal to 0.06.
U3,Z
> Ç
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective view
C,D
(c) Side view 1
A,B
C D
(d) Side view 2
Fig 3.57 A saddle shape hyperbolic paraboloidal configuration
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Figs 3.128, 3.129 and 3.120 show methods to generate compound forms by replicating a 
number of hyperbolic paraboloidal barrel vaults. As the first step, it is necessary to modify 
the initial form (a hyperbolic paraboloidal barrel vault) the way its boundaries are joinable to 
other ones. For example, if  a hyperbolic paraboloidal configuration with a square-shaped 
plan is considered (as the configuration of Fig 3.128a), it is more convenient to replicate it 
after being rotated about the origin to put its sides parallel to the OX and GY axes as shown 
in Fig 3.128b. Although it is also possible to replicate the configuration in its basic position 
using the rinax function, rotating it will cause to get different views of the final configuration 
more easily, which would be helpful in modifying the configuration.
U2,Y
i
(a )
4
U1,X
Fig 3.128 Rotating a hyperbolic paraboloidal configuration 
to prepare an initial to create a compound form
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(a) Side view
(d) Perspective 
view
(b) Front view
m =15; ( * )  Frequency in U1 direction ( * )
n=15; ( * )  Frequency in U2 direction ( * )
P=0.02; ( * )  Pitch value ( * )
F l=  rin id(m ,n,2,2)| la m id ( l, l) l  [0 ,0 ,0 ; 1 ,1 ,0 ]#  
rin id (m ,2 ,2 ,2*n )| [0 ,0 ,0 ; 2 ,0 ,0] #  
rin id (2 ,n ,2*m ,2)| [0 ,0 ,0 ; 0 ,2 ,0 ];
F2= b h p ( l , l , l ,P ) |  verad(0 ,0 ,45)j tran id(-m ,-n)| F I;  
F3= verad(0 ,0 ,45)| F2;
Form= pexl r in (2 ,3 ,2 *m )| F3;
use &, v m (2 ),v t(2 ),v h (-3 0 ,-60 ,90 , 0 ,0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ,1 );
clear; draw Form;
Fig 3.129 Compound form formed by hyperbolic paraboloidal barrel vaults
(a) Side view
(b) Front view Perspective
view
Form= pex| r in ( l,3 ,2 *n )| F3;
Fig 3.130 Another compound form formed by hyperbolic paraboloidal barrel vaults
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4.1 Domes
Domes are an important family of structural forms with a long history. Domes are normally 
used to cover centralised areas in terms of architectural function, form, or most probably by a 
combination of forms and functions. A good example for this type of areas is the intersection 
point of two or more passageways (Fig 4.1). Domes may also be used as monuments to show 
the significance o f the objects below (like tombs and religious relics), or as urban symbolic 
buildings to give character to an area (like city halls).
Domes with their usually circular or polygonal forms, visually highlight the spaces they 
cover. This visual highlighting is normally achieved by the curved form of the dome, which 
is usually in contrast with the surrounding forms, by its height that is normally higher in 
comparison, by support system of the dome such as column arrangements, by possible day 
lightings provided on top of it, etc.
%
Fig 4.1 A schematic plan of a centralised space where domes are normally used to cover
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An ancient example o f the usage o f domes in architecture is the Soltanieh Dome, Zanjan, 
Iran. This dome with 24.4m span, was built around 1200 AD, and is one o f the world’s 
largest brickwork dome. Soltanieh Dome was built and artistically decorated by glazed tiles 
to act as a tomb-to-be for a king and also to demonstrate the power of the kingdom in his 
capital, Soltanieh. This dome is registered as a world’s cultural heritage by UNESCO.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Figs 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate two contemporary domes. The first one with an unconventional 
form is built by interconnected concrete ribs. This dome is the monument o f the tomb o f a 
Persian poet in Neyshaboor, Iran. Fig 4.4 shows a lamella dome [I].
Formex algebra provides a number o f functions to generate various types o f domes in one or 
more layers of elements. The simplest types are the group of spherical domes, which can be 
created by basispherical retronorm [1]. Other types of domes can also be created by formex 
functions. (Fig 4.5).
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Fig 4.5 Various types of domes generated by formex algebra
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4.2 Multiradial Domes
The exploration of domes in this research includes the study of forms, called “multi-radial 
domes . Multi-radial domes normally consist of a number of circular forms with various 
radii. The first group of multi-radial domes that will be discussed are traditionally popular in 
Eastern parts of the world, from East Europe to Malaysia.
A typical example of these domes is illustrated in Fig 4.6. These domes may be built by 
different materials in various sizes, but they share same geometric characteristics. They are 
all circular in plan, but they are not spherical.
In fact, in cross-section they consist of two or more parts with different radii, tangentially 
linked together. A modern example o f a multi-radial dome is shown in Fig 4.7. Also, typical 
cross-section of a multi-radial dome is shown in Fig 4.8.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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There is a wide range of dome configurations that can be generated by combining a number 
o f compatible configurations. The compatibility between different parts o f a multi-radial 
domes from geometrical point of view. The material in this section contains the description 
of a number of multi-radial domes created by combining spherical and/or ‘annular parts’ [1]. 
These are parametrically formulated in formex algebra, where changing the geometric
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parameters of the formulation o f a multi-radial dome allows a large number o f other similar 
multi-radial domes to be generated.
4.2.1 Onion Domes
Fig 4.8 shows the geometric characteristics of the general cross-section of a family of multi­
radial domes, called “onion domes”, as they normally involve a point on top of the form that 
characterises this type o f multi-radial domes. As it can be seen from the figure, it is created 
by a combination o f two annular parts, so the upper part o f the dome has a larger radius R1 
and the bottom part has a smaller radius R2. An important point in designing multi-radial 
domes is arranging the spherical and/or annular parts to join together in a position so that 
their connecting parts are tangential to each other.
A3=90-(A+P)+B
Ra2Ral
Fig 4.8 General geometric relations in onion domes
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It can be seen from Fig 4.8 that a number of geometric parameters (such as angles A, B, P 
and lengths R l, R2, R al and Ra2) need to be specified for the base components to achieve 
the final compound form. Fig 4.9 illustrates some examples o f onion domes created by the 
above procedure.
a) b)
c) d)
Fig 4.9 Examples of onion domes with the same formex formulation
Both top and bottom parts of the domes in Fig 4.9 have diagonal patterns o f elements, while 
their patterns can also be different, as these parts have different formulations. In fact, due to 
the curvature o f both top and bottom parts, using triangular patterns would be a good idea, 
considering the cladding by flat panels. In addition, the elements around the central point of 
the top part can be trimmed, in case it is too packed.
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A Formian scheme for the configuration of Fig 4.9b can be written as follows (geometric 
parameters are given for the rest of configurations):
(*) Formex formulation for configuration of Fig 4.9b (*)
(*) Geometric parameters, see Fig 4.8 (*)
Ral=12; Rl=40; R2=15; A=45; B=30; m=30; nl=6; n2=3; S=360;
P= asinj (R al/R l);
Ra2= Ral-(R1-R2)*sin| (A+P);
H= (Rl-R2)*cos| (A+P);
A1=90-(A+P)+B;
(*) Formulation of the bottom annular part (*)
El=rinic(2,4,m ,nl,2,-2)| lamic(2,4,l,-l)| [1,1,1,0; 1,0,1,-1];
E2= tran(4,-2*nl*P/A)| E l;
EE= pexl dep(4)| ba(Ral,s/(2*m),Rl,A/(2*nl))| E2;
(*) Formulation o f the top annular part (*)
Fl=rinic(2,4,m,n2,2,-2)| lamic(2,4,l,-l)| [1,1,1,0; 1,0,1,-1] # 
rin(2,m,2)| [l,l,l,-2*n2; l,3,l,-2*n2];
F2= tran(4,-2*n2*(A+P)/Al)| FI;
FF= tran(3,H)| pexj dep(4)| ba(Ra2,s/(2*m),R2,Al/(2*n2))| F2;
Dome= EE # FF; (*) Final configuration (*)
Other configurations of Fig 4.9 can be achieved from the same scheme by changing the 
parameters of the formex formulation, as follows:
• (*) Geometric parameters for Fig 4.9a (*)
Ral=18; R l=40; R2=15; A=45; B=10; m=30; nl=8; n2=2; S=360;
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• (*) Geometric parameters for Fig 4.9c (*)
Ral=8; R l=45; R2=10; A=45; B=35; m=30; nl=7; n2=3; S=360;
• (*) Geometric parameters for Fig 4.9d (*)
Ral =5; R l=60; R2=10; A=30; B=35; m=50; nl=6; n2=3; S=360;
4.2.2 Lentil Multi-radial Domes
Fig 4.10 shows the general geometric characteristics o f another type of multi-radial domes, 
called “lentil domes”. The information of geometric relationship between the spherical and 
the annular parts are also shown in the figure.
tH
lA+B
Ra=(Rl-R2)sinA
Fig 4.10 General geometric relations in lentil multi-radial domes
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In this family o f multi-radial domes, two parts are tangentially linked together; a spherical 
part in the middle and an armular part around it. To have a harmonious final form the patterns 
of these base components are normally similar, but they can also have different patterns in 
case the designer wishes to demonstrate the distinction between the two parts.
Some examples o f lentil multi-radial domes are shown in Fig 4.11 and a formex formulation 
for the configuration o f Fig 4.11 as well as geometric parameters for the rest of 
configurations follow the figure. The range of the convexity o f domes can be easily modified 
by changing the parameters o f the formulation.
a)
z
b)
c) d)
Fig 4.11 Examples of lentil multi-radial domes
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(*) Formex formulation for configuration of Fig 4.11 a (*)
(*) Geometric parameters and formulation of the central part, see Fig 4.10 (*) 
md=10; nd=6; A=120; Rl=50;
D l= g en it(l,m d ,l,l,0 ,l) | {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D2= bd(Rl,360/nd,A/md)| D l;
Dome= pex| rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| D2; (*) Central spherical dome (*)
(*) Geometric parameters and formulation of the annular part, see Fig 4.10 (*)
mv=md; nv=l; A 1=360/nd; A2= 30; R2= 20;
Ra= (Rl-R2)*sin|A;
H= (Rl-R2)*cos|A;
Vl=rinic(2,4,m v,nv, 1,1)1 [1,0,1,0; 1,0,1,1];
V2=rinic(2,4,mv,nv, 1,1)1 [1,0,1,1; 1,1,1,1];
V3= lam(2,mv/2)| rinic(2,4,5,nv,l,l)| [1,0,1,0; 1,1,1,1];
VV=V1# V2# V3;
Vault= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,H)| dep(4)| ba(Ra,Al/mv,R2,A2/nv)|
tran(4,A*nv/A2)| VV; (*) Surrounding annular part (*)
DDome= Vault # Dome; (*) Final configuration (*)
Fig 4.12 illustrates perspective views of a number o f other types of multi-radial domes 
generated by a similar process as discussed above. All these domes are created by combining 
parts of diamatic domes [1] with one or more annular [1] configurations.
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Fig 4.12 Examples of various types of multi-radial domes
Fig 4.13 shows a cross-section of a multi-radial dome with one spherical part in the middle 
and two surrounding annular parts supported by a radial arrangement of inclined columns, 
two of which are shown in the figure.
Fig 4.13 A cross-section o f a multi-radial dome supported by inclined columns
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4.2.3 Scallop Multi-radial Domes
Figs 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate configurations that are members of the family of multi-radial 
domes, which have been modified to have wavy edges. These types o f domes are called 
“scallop multi-radial domes”.
The base form o f the configuration is shaped by the same method as explained for pointed 
and lentil multi-radial domes. That is, two or more base components are tangentially linked 
together. The central part is a spherical dome itself, which is connected with one or more 
surrounding annular parts. Again, the patterns of these base components could be either 
similar or different, depending on designers ideas.
To achieve the wavy edges of scallop multi-radial domes, the novation function is employed 
[11]. Mode 3 novation function that is used for this purpose is explained further in chapter 6, 
freeform configurations.
Configurations shown in Fig 4.14 have circular plans, a typical form of which is shown at the 
bottom of the figure. In each case, the novation function has affected a certain number o f 
points of the edge of the dome in the vertical direction, so the plan o f the configuration 
remains unchanged. The number o f the affected points by the novation function equals the 
sectional frequency o f the central diamatic dome. The novation function (mode 3) that is 
used to generate these domes has an adjustable overall effect on all nodal points of the 
configuration. Therefore, the effect of applying this function to a configuration creates a 
smooth and harmonic modification rather than sharp local changes. A disadvantage of using 
novation function would be the irregularity o f elements lengths and nodal positions due to the 
overall changes in the form.
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Fig 4.14 Examples of scallop multi-radial domes with circular plans 
together with a typical circular plan (bottom configuration)
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A formex formulation for a scallop multi-radial dome with circular plan can be written as:
(*) Formex formulation for a typical scallop multi-radial dome with circular plan (*)
m=8; nd=8; A=40; R l=70; mv=m/2; nv=5;
A 1=360/nd; B=A; A2=A+B; R2=20;
Ra= (Rl+R2)*sin|A 
H= (Rl+R2)*cos|A;
D l= g en it(l,m ,1,1,0,1)1 {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D2=bd(Rl,360/nd,A/m)| D l;
Dome= pex| rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| D2; (*) Central spherical part (*)
Vl=rinic(2,4,m ,nv, 1,1)1 [1,0,1,0; 1,0,1,1];
V2=rinic(2,4,m,nv, 1,1)1 [1,0,1,0; 1,1,1,0];
V3= lam(2,m/2)| rinic(2,4,4,nv,l,l)| [1,1,1,0; 1,0,1,1]; VV=V1# V2# V3;
V aultl= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,H)| dep(4)| ba(Ra,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)|
tran(4,(l 80-B)*nv/A2)| VV; (*) 1 annular part (*)
R al=  (Rl+3*R2)*sin|A;
H l=  (Rl-R2)*cos|A;
Vault2= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,Hl)| dep(4)|ba(Ral,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)|
ref(4,0)| tran(4,-nv/2)|VV; (*) 2"  ^annular part (*)
L= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,Hl)| dep(4)| ba(Ral,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)| 
tran(4,-nv/2)| [1,0,1 ,nv] ;
(*) Fixed points (to be used in novation function), see Ref. [11] (*) 
Fl=rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,Hl)| dep(4)| ba(Ral,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)|
tran(4,-nv/2)| [l,m /2,l,nv]; (*) Initial points, see Ref. [11] (*)
F2= tran(3,15)| F I; (*) Target points, see Ref. [11] (*)
DDome= Nov(3,l, L# F I, L# F2)| (Dome# Vaultl# Vault2); (*) Final form (*)
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Fig 4.15 illustrates some examples of another family of scallop multi-radial domes with wavy 
plans (right column o f configurations). In these cases, the novation function has affected the 
target points of the edge o f each dome in three dimensions, causing wavy plans. A typical 
formex formulation for this type of scallop multi-radial domes may be written as follows. In 
fact, the main difference between this formulation and the one for Fig 4.14 is the positions of 
the “target points” (bold lines), which will be used in the novation function to shape the wavy 
edges.
(*) Formex formulation for a typical scallop multiradial dome with wavy plan (*) 
m=10; nd=8; A=30; Rl=75;
D l=  gen it(l,m ,l,l,0 ,l) | {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D2= bd(Rl,360/nd,A/m)| D l;
Dome= pex| rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| D2; (*) Central spherical part (*)
mv=m/2; nv=5; A 1=360/nd; B=A; A2=A+B; R2= 15;
Ra= (Rl+R2)*sin|A; H= (Rl+R2)*cos|A;
V l = rinic(2,4,m,nv, 1,1)1 [1,0,1,0; 1,0,1,1];
V2=rinic(2,4,m ,nv,l,l)| [1,0,1,0; 1,1,1,0];
V3= lam(2,m/2)| rinic(2,4,5,nv,l,l)| [1,1,1,0; 1,0,1,1];
VV=V1# V2# V3;
Vault 1= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,H)| dep(4)| ba(Ra,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)|
tran(4,(l 80-B)*nv/A2)| VV ; (*) annular part (*)
R al=  (Rl+3*R2)*sin|A; H l=  (Rl-R2)*cos|A;
Vault2= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,Hl)| dep(4)| ba(Ral,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)|
ref(4,0)| tran(4,-nv/2)| VV; (*) 2""^  annular part (*)
L= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,Hl)| dep(4)| ba(Ral,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)|
tran(4,-nv/2)| [1,0,1 ,nv] ; (*) Fixed points (*)
Fl= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,Hl)| dep(4)| ba(Ral,Al/m,R2,A2/nv)|
tran(4,-nv/2)| [l,m/2,l,nv]; (*) Initial points (*)
F2= rosad(0,0,nd,360/nd)| tran(3,Hl)| dep(4)| ba(Ral,Al/m,R2+10,A2/nv)|
tran(4,-nv/2)| [l,m/2,l,nv]; (*) Target points (*)
DDome= N ov(3,l,L#Fl, L#F2)| (Dome# Vaultl# Vault2); (*) Final form (*)
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Fig 4.15 Examples of seallop multi-radial domes with wavy plans (right hand side configurations)
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4.2.4 Double layer Multi-radial Domes
The purpose of this section is to exemplify a double layer multi-radial dome configuration. 
Fig 4.16 shows a perspective view of a CAD rendered model of a double layer multi-radial 
dome.
Fig 4.16 A CAD model o f a double layer dome proposed for a multi-purpose underground railway 
station in Heathrow Airport Terminal 5, London (part of a multi-disciplinary project in civil 
engineering, University of Surrey, UK. Dome configuration generated by the author)
Fig 4.17 A perspective view of the double layer multi-radial dome (of the above project)
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Fig 4.18 A perspective view of the double layer multi-radial dome (of the above project) from below
an
Fig 4.19 Naked structure of the underground railway station
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A Schematic cross-section o f the multi-radial dome of Fig 4.16 is illustrated in Fig 4,20 
(layers not shown).
A+ B
Fig 4.20 Schematic cross-section and geometrical characteristics of a multi-radial dome 
(the type that is used for the configuration of Fig 4.16)
The multi-radial dome o f Fig 4.16 can be created by a combination of two base components. 
As it can be seen from the figure, the central part o f the configuration is a spherical double 
layer dome that can be generated by a basispberical retronorm [1]. The concave 
circumferential part is a part of double layer armular configuration, which can be created by a 
basiannular retronorm [1]. The larger central arc in Fig 4.16 shows a part o f the cross-section 
of the top layer circumsphere of the configuration while the two smaller side circles show the 
cross-section of the top layer circumsurface of the armular form. Plan, perspective and side 
view of the multi-radial dome of Fig 4.16 are shown in Fig 4.21. Fig 4.22 shows an exploded 
perspective of the component parts of the configuration.
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a) Side view
(dl Perspective view
(c) Pian view
Fig 4.21 Plan, perspective and side view of the double layer multi-radial dome of Fig 4.16
(a) Spherical part
(b) Annuiar part
Fig 4.22 Exploded perspective of the base components of the multi-radial dome of Fig 4.16
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A formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 4.16 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 4.16 (*)
M=22; Nd=6; Rtd=40; D=2; Rbd=Rtd-D; P=15; A=45; Al=360;
G=asin|(P/(2*Rtd));
b=(A-G)/(2*Nd);
Hd= Rtd*cos|A;
Sd= 2*Rtd*sin|A;
TOPd= rinit(M,Nd+l,2,2*b)| [Rtd,l,G; Rtd,3,G] # rinit(M,Nd,2,2*b)|
[Rtd,l,G; Rtd,l,G+2*b];
BOTd= rinit(M,Nd,2,2*b)| [Rbd,2,G+b; Rbd,4,G+b] #
rinit(M,Nd-l,2,2*b)l [Rbd,2,G+b; Rbd,2,G+3*b];
WEBd= rinit(M,Nd,2,2*b)| lamit(2,G+b)| [Rtd,l,G; Rbd,2,G+b];
Dome= bs(l,A l/(2*M ),l)| (TOPd# BOTd# WEBd); (*) Central dome (*)
Pd= bs(l,A l/(2*M ),l)| [Rbd,2,G+(2*Nd-l)*b];
RT=22; R B = 20;T 1=A 1; T2=90; M=M; N=7;
Sb= 2*RB*sin|(T2/2);
R= (Sd+Sb)/2;
Hb= RB*cos|(T2/2);
TOPb=rinic(2,4,M,N,2,2)| [1,0,RT,1-N; 1,2,RT,1-N] # 
rinic(2,4,M,N-l,2,2)| [1,0,RT,1-N; 1,0,RT,3-N];
BOTb= rinic(2,4,M,N+l,2,2)| [1,1,RB,-N; 1,3,RB,-N] # 
rinic(2,4,M,N,2,2)| [1,1,RB,-N; 1,1,RB,2-N];
WEBb= rinic(2,4,M,N,2,2)| lamic(2,4,l,l-N)| [1,0,RT,1-N; 1,1,RB,2-N];
VAULT= tran(3,Hd+Hb)| ref(3,0)| dep(4)| ba(R,Tl/(2*M),l,T2/(2*N))|
(TOPb # BOTb # WEBb); (*) Armular part (*)
LINK= lib(i=l,m)| tig| (bs(l,A l/(2*M ),l)| [Rbd,2*i,G+(2*Nd-l)*b] # 
tran(3,Hd+Hb)| ref(3,0)| dep(4)| ba(R,Tl/(2*M),l,T2/(2*N))|
[l,2*i,RT,l-N]); (*) Link elements (*)
DDOME= DOME # VAULT # LINK; (*) Final form (*)
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The main challenge in generating compound forms is to modify the base configurations to 
prepare them to fit together. The first necessary modification in this example is to bring the 
annular part to the position where it can he connected to the spherical part. This is done by 
formex reflection and translation functions. Fig 4.23 shows the initial position of the 
component parts and their positions after modification.
S d
(a) Cross-section of the clrcumsurfaces
S bS d
R = (S b + S d )/2
(b) Cross-section of the circumsurfoces
in their initiai position after translation
Fig 4.23 Modifying the positions of the base components of the configuration of Fig 4.16
Another interesting part o f the formulation is finding a method to join the bottom layer nodal 
points of the neighbouring sides of the two component configurations along their ribs. Fig 
4.24 shows two views of the cross-section of the multi-radial dome. Fig 4.24a illustrates the 
position of the link elements that connect the central dome to the circumferential annular 
configuration. Fig 4.24h shows the cross-section of the completed configuration after linking.
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Annular port Spherical part
Link e lem en tsz
(a) Linking two components 
(Haif of cross-section)
(b) Completed cross-section
Fig 4.24 Linking the two component configurations (spherical and annular parts)
Fig 4.25 shows the schematic cross-section of another example of a double layer multi-radial 
configuration (without considering the arrangement of elements).
Fig 4.25 A schematic cross-section o f a typical double layer multi-radial dome
with three base components
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5.1 An Introduction to Compound Forms
Sophisticated needs o f today’s societies leads architects to design “compound forms”, not 
only to manage the functional requirements, but also to satisfy the visual appeals of the 
modem built environment. Professional and common human activities are well mixed 
nowadays and so, for instance, a high-tech research centre, a greenhouse or the main hall o f a 
university, may be considered as regular parts of the urban space. Therefore, the architectural 
volumes, which cover these activities, are expected to be visually impressive and 
comprehensively functional at the same time.
Space stmctures have the capability of providing innovative architectural creations to 
impress the modem society. The elegant appearances of space stmctures, which are normally 
combinations o f intercoimected thin elements with stylish claddings such as glass panes or 
translucent membranes, attract public visions. One of the best examples for this claim is the 
Glass Pyramid of the Louvre Museum, Paris (Fig 5.1), which after being built in the middle 
of the Napoleon Court at late 80’s, actually functionalised the 800 years old palace for its 
modem life as a world class museum. This Pyramid, which covers a distribution junction of 
underground routs to the Museum, critically attracts the attention of people as well as 
architectural critics, mainly because of the simplicity of its form. This pyramidal form and its 
light stmctural system are in contrast with the classic well-decorated facade o f the old palace. 
This deep contrast is actually the main reason for its visual charm. The feeling of simplicity 
and lightness as well as stability and intercoimection between elements is the general sense 
that space structures usually create as modem designs.
However, not all activities can be covered by basic stmctural forms like cube, pyramid or 
sphere (Fig 5.2). The first reason is that combinations of these basic forms (called “base 
components” of the compound form) can be more attractive if  they are well designed. The 
more the human civilisations develop, the more the public expectations from their built 
environment raise. In some cases, simple forms caimot satisfy these expectations. In addition, 
usually there are architects and engineers who look for new design challenges, which 
sometimes, leads the design team into compound form design. Therefore, exploring the 
methods of creating compound forms in space structures is an important field for research.
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However, there are infinite number of possibilities and so, this area could not be covered in 
one research project. In this chapter, first a number of existing compound structures will be 
presented as the examples. Then the discussion will be focused on the generating methods of 
compound forms, specially compound domes. Finally, the methods of creating compound 
barrel vaults will be explained through some examples.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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5.1.1 Expo 67, An Exhibition of Space Structures
The US Pavilion in the Expo 67, was a stunning dome (Fig 5.2), however, it was just one of 
samples o f modem architecture at that time. Expo 67 was a great exhibition for architects and 
engineers to show their power and creativity by designing pavilions to represent their nations. 
These pavilions were mostly built by space structures in various exciting forms. In contrast to 
the US pavilion which was a double layer spherical stmcture, some o f other attractive 
exhibition areas were covered by compound forms o f space stmctures, including the 
Netherlands Pavilion (Fig 5.3). The Netherlands pavilion was an engineering triumph for its 
time, a space stmcture consisting of 52,120m (57,000 pieces, each 90cm long) o f aluminium 
tubing. The exhibition room was suspended inside. The technique had its advantages in that 
if  the building needed to expand, the builders could just add more pieces. It was a very 
flexible approach to building design and gave the structure a feeling o f lightness. Other 
pavilions were also demonstrations o f stunning structures, most of which could be considered 
as compound forms (Fig 5.4 and 5.5) [42].
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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5.1.2 Eden Project, A Recent Example of Compound Forms
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
The Eden Project is actually a gigantic greenhouse in Cornwall, UK, with over 100,000 
plants representing 5,000 species from many of the climatic zones o f the world. Many of 
these can grow in the mild conditions of Cornwall, others demand greenhouses and that is 
where Eden's two huge conservatories come in. The Humid Tropics Biome (the world's 
largest greenhouse) is home to the plants of the rainforest such as bananas, rubber, cocoa, 
coffee, teak and mahogany. The Warm Temperate Biome is filled with the plants of the 
Mediterranean regions o f the world. South Africa, California and the Mediterranean itself. 
Outside sunflowers, hemp, wheat and a host of other plants from local region grow.
The Biomes are made up of hexagons that are approximately 9m across. The frame is 
galvanised tubular steel glazed with a triple layer of ETFE (Ethylene Tetra Fluoro Ethylene 
Co-Polymer) foil. ETFE is a transparent, recyclable foil and should last for at least 30 years. 
It is self cleaning as it is anti static. It is very strong, transparent to UV light and is not 
degraded by sunlight. The whole structure is guaranteed maintenance free for at least 25 
years.
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How big are the Biomes?
Humid Tropics Biome:
15,590 metre square (1.55 hectares)
55 metres high 
100 metres wide 
200 metres long
b) Warm Temperate Biome:
6,540 metre square (0.65 hectares)
35 metres high 
65 metres wide 
135 metres long
Climatic control uses computerised systems for automatic ventilation and heating. This is 
assisted by having good insulation to conserve heat and therefore energy. The three layers of 
ETFE foil within the hexagons are blown apart by air forming an insulating pillow. The 
conservatories are designed as lean to greenhouses. The back wall acts as a heat sink 
absorbing heat in the day and releasing it at night.
The plants themselves help to control the climate (eg, when it gets hotter they give off more 
water and cool the air). The more plants there are, the easier it is to control the climate. 
Heating is provided by a combined heat and power unit. Renewable sources will replace 
fossil fuels when Eden can afford to implement the sustainable systems.
Water collected from run off (from the roofs of the Biomes) is used both to water the plants 
and create the humidity in the Humid Tropics Biome. An automatic watering system is also 
used. Potable water will o f course be used for drinking and cooking requirements. A 
waterfall in the Humid Tropics Biome will help to create high humidity [15 & 43].
Photographs o f two other examples of compound forms (Biosphere 2 in the USA [44] and 
Yume-no-shima Tropical Greenhouse in Japan [45]) are also presented in the sequel.
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Fig 5.12 Eden project (courtesy o f Dr Fan Feng, Harbin Institute of Technology, China)
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Fig 5.13 Biosphere 2, Arizona, USA
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Fig 5.14 Yume-no-shima Tropical Greenhouse Dome, Tokyo, by Ohune Architects & 
Engineers, 1987 (exterior view. Courtesy o f Tomoe Corporation)
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Fig 5.15 Yume-no-shima Tropical Greenhouse Dome, Tokyo 
(interior view. Courtesy of Tomoe Corporation)
a) Plan view
b) Side view (flat side)
Fig 5.16 Plan and sides views o f the Yume-no-shima Tropical Greenhouse Dome
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5.2 Compound Domes
An interesting family o f compound forms in architecture is the family o f intersected domes. 
Perhaps, one of the most famous examples in this field is the Eden project. An attractive 
feature o f this project is its geometry and the way its base components are combined 
together. These base components are in fact parts of spherical surfaces with various radii, 
with all centre points positioned on a horizontal plane (Fig 5.8). These domes are combined 
in a curved arrangement in plan (Fig 5.6 and 5.7). The exterior view o f the Biomes has a 
regular hexagonal pattern, however, near the link lines (where spherical base components are 
connected together) some irregularities can be seen. That is because the spherical parts are 
linked by using arched space trusses in between (Fig 5.17) and so, some elements needed to 
be trimmed to make linking possible. In fact, the base spherical components of each Biome 
can be considered as independent double layer domes with trimmed sides. Although this is a 
solution for linking problem, it undermines the connectivity and overall singularity of the 
compound form. The spherical base components of the Eden Project could be designed 
without need for trimming the elements. This method could increase the overall regularity of 
the pattern and form.
The family o f intersected domes is an important field of space structures to be considered as 
a research subject. They are interesting for architects and engineers as a design challenge and 
they are visually attractive for people as they may be seen as urban landmarks. In addition, 
interconnected domes are practically useful forms to host functions, which need huge spans 
as well as great appearance, such as greenhouses, exhibition centres and shopping malls. 
Finally, this group o f structural forms are less explored from architectural point o f view and 
there are no many technical sources about their design methods. Therefore, it is worth to 
explore the possible design methods of this attractive family o f structures.
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5.3 The Colligation Process
As the first example, consider two identical diamatic domes to be combined together to shape 
a twin dome. Fig 5.18 illustrates the plan and perspective views o f the base component (Fig 
5.18a) and the desired compound configuration. The method by which the compound 
configuration will be created is called “colligation process”. The term “colligation” is used to 
refer to the process of combining configurations, where this process may involve removal of 
some parts of the configurations and/or distortion o f them. In other words, the colligation 
process is simply an approach that is employed to make base components compatible and 
combine them to shape a compound form.
Various methods can be used for a colligation process. At this stage the approach will be 
focused on the simplest ways to combine configurations by removing some parts and fitting 
the remaining parts together. Other examples of combining a number o f domes in various 
combinations by colligation process, using different methods and formex functions will be 
discussed later in this chapter.
The steps of the colligation process for creating the twin dome o f Fig 5.18 are shown in 
Fig5.19. Fig 5.19a shows the plan view of the overall form of the required configuration 
before colligation. Each base component has been fixed in position in accordance with the 
requirements o f the project and/or the designer’s ideas. Fig 5.19b shows the excess parts of 
one of the base component. These excess parts need to be removed
As the first step in the colligation process in this example, the excess parts need to be 
removed before combining the base components. In this example, removing the unwanted 
elements is done by specifying a list o f nodal points to be used with luxum function, which 
causes every element connected to these nodes to be removed (Fig 5.19c).
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(a) Plan view of the base 
component ot the twin dome
(b) Rian view ot the twin dome
(c) Perspective view ot the base component and the twin dome
Fig 5.18 The base component and the compound configuration 
(to be achieved by a colligation process)
As it can be seen from Fig 5.19, the process o f removing the excess parts is only done on one 
of the base components. This is because the overall form is symmetric and so there is no need 
to repeat these steps for the other base component. The final form may be achieved by 
reflecting the base component.
The next step is to determine the linking position bet^veen the two modified base 
components. Fig 5.19c shows the position of the reflection plane in dash-dotted line. As it 
can be seen from this figure, the reflection plane goes through two nodal points on the 
modified side o f the base component. So these two nodes, will be shared by the two base 
components (Fig 5.19d).
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(a) Plan view of the overall form 
before colligotion
E x ce ss  parts
(b) Excess ports to be removed 
(shown In doshed lines)
R eflection  p lan e
N odal p o in ts  
sp ec ified  
for luxum  
fu nction
(c) Dome ofter removing 
the excess ports
R eflection  p lan e
(d) Replicoting the bose component to 
shope the bose of the twin dome
(e) Adding new link elements
(f)A perspective view of the finol 
configurotion ofter colligotion
Fig 5.19 Combining two diamatic domes to create a twin dome
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For joining other nodes that do not lie on the reflection plane, additional link elements would 
be necessary. These link elements are shown by thick lines in Fig 5.19e. These link elements 
are created by specifying the coordinates of the corresponding nodal points at their ends, 
respectively, to be used with the tignum function [2], which can create a line element using 
the coordinates of its ends. Fig 5.19f shows a perspective view o f the final configuration.
A formex formulation for generating the configuration of Fig 5.19f may be written as 
follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.19f (*)
R==30; A=50; m=4; n=6; (*)Geometric characteristics o f the base component(*) 
E = gen it(l,m ,l,l,0 ,l) | {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
F= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| E;
D l=  pex| rosad(0,0,n,360/n)| F;
P= pex| bd(R,360/n,A/m)| ([1,0,3]# lam(2,0)| rin(2,3,l)| [l,0,m]);
D2= lux(P)| D l;
Pl=bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [1,-1,m-1]; 
Plx=1.716146E+001;
P2= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,0,m-2]; 
P3= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,-2,m -l]; 
P4= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,-3,m]; 
D3= lam (l,P lx)| D2;
L l= tig | lam (l,P lx)| P2;
L2= lam(2,0)| tig| lam (l,P lx)| P3; 
L3= lam(2,0)| tig| lam (l,P lx)| P4; 
DDome= D3 # LI # L2 # L3;
(*) x-coordinate o f node PI (*)
(*) Link element (*) 
*) Link elements (*) 
(*) Link elements (*) 
(*) Final twin dome (*)
In the above formulation:
• D l represents the base diamatic dome;
• P represents the list o f nodal points to be used by the luxum function;
• D2 represents the base component after removing the unwanted elements;
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• PI represents the node whose coordinates is used to specify the position of the 
reflection plane;
• P 1X represents the x coordinate o f the point P 1 ;
• P2, P3 and P4 are nodes to be connected by link element. The link elements are 
created by the tignum function.
• D3 represents the base of bidome after the base component being reflectionally 
replicated (Fig 5.19d). The reflection plane intersects the OX axis perpendicularly at 
x=Plx;
• L I, L2 and L3 represent link elements;
and
• DDome represents the final configuration after adding the link elements.
The final colligated twin dome of Fig 5.19f, is called a “bidome” with triangular pattern of 
elements. During the colligation process, the pattern of the bidome has been mainly kept 
triangular. Adding the link elements has been done in a way to avoid changing the triangular 
pattern. However, it can be seen from Fig 5.19f that there are two exceptions, which are the 
four-sided polygons at the sides o f the joining area between the two base domes. These four- 
sided polygons are generated as the result o f adding link elements. Practically, having a 
number of four-sided polygons at some parts o f the structure does not cause any problem for 
cladding nor for functionality. Moreover, such polygons can even be used as the main 
entrance, which will be shown later. However, from visual conformity point of view, it 
would be preferred to have a triangulated pattern all over the structure. In the next example, a 
solution for this problem is explained.
Fig 5.20 shows the steps o f generating a bidome with triangular pattern. The main difference 
between this bidome and the one in Fig 5.19 is the positions of the two side linking points. 
Fig 5.20b shows that the reflection plane again involves two nodal points on the modified 
side of the base component. The linking points (shown by circles) are also translocated, side 
ones are positioned on the reflection plane and the middle one is moved to a closer position 
to the reflection plane to avoid having a long link element, in order to keep the overall form 
harmonic. All these translocations are done by using mode 1 novation function (sharp 
novation) [8], which has local effects on the nodal points and their corresponding line
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elements that are shown in dashed lines in the figure. This type o f novation function does not 
affect other elements of the base component.
(a) Base component after 
removing thie excess parts
R eflection  p lan e
N ew  p o s it io n s  o f  
linking n o d e s
(b) Cflanging the positions 
of the iinking nodes
Link elementReflection plane
(c) Reflecting a base component (d) Adding link elements
(e) Completed configuration 
Fig 5.20 A modified version o f a bidome with triangular pattern
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After bringing the linking points to their required positions, the base component can be 
reflectionally replicated, using lambda function, to form the base o f the bidome (Fig 5.20c). 
As two linking points are now on the reflection plane, they can join their corresponding 
nodes from the other base component and so there is no need to generate line elements to 
joint them. As a result, the four-sided polygons at two sides o f the joining area o f the bidome 
(in the example of Fig 5.19) are now changed to two triangles. So now, the overall pattern of 
the elements of the final configuration is triangular as it is shown in Fig 5.20e. There are only 
three line elements are needed to be generated to join the three pairs o f linking points of two 
base components together (thick lines shown in Fig 5.20d). This can be done by tignum 
function as it is seen in the formex formulation bellow:
(*)Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.20e. The initial part 
is the same as the formulation of Fig 5.19 (*)
P2=bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,0,m-2];
Pn2=tran(l,1.2)|P2;
P3= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,-3,4];
P3x= 1.625026E+001;
Pn3= lam(2,0)| tran(l,Plx-P3x)| P3;
Dome= nov(C,0.01,P2# lam(2,0)| P3,Pn2# Pn3)| D2;
D3= lam (l,P lx)| Dome;
L l = tig| lam (l,P lx)| Pn2;
L2= lam(2,0)| (tig| lam (l,P lx)| bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,-2,m -l]);
DDome= D3# LI# L2;
In this formulation:
• P2 represents the middle linking point;
• Pn2 represents the position of point P2 after translocation by novation function;
• P3 represents one of the side linking points to be translocated;
• P3x is the x coordinate of P3;
• Pn3 represents the new position of side linking points on the reflection plane;
• Dome represents the modified base component (one o f diamatic domes) after 
applying the novation function to translocated linking points;
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Comparing Figs 5.20d and 5.19e shows that two link elements at the two sides of the latter 
configuration are removed in the second approach, by linking the side opposite nodes, using 
novation function.
In both formex formulations of examples o f Figs 5.19 and 5.20, in order to specify the 
position o f the reflection plane, it was necessary to find the x-coordinate of node PI. PI in 
both examples represents the joint node between the two base components. This means that 
node PI is on the reflection plane. Choosing the position o f the reflection plane in a 
symmetric form is done by the designer, which means that it could be positioned at any point, 
where the designer finds suitable. In these two examples the reflection plane is a vertical 
plane, perpendicular to the OX axis, which contains two nodal points o f the base component 
(like PI). So, the x-coordinate o f point PI is sufficient to specify the position of the plane. 
Fig 5.21 shows the use of node PI in specifying the position o f the reflection plane. In the 
formex formulation of Fig 5.19, P lx  represents the x-coordinate o f node PI, which is given
as
Plx=1.716146E+001
OY axis
Reflection plane
OX axis
Node P I
Fig 5.21 Specifying the position o f the reflection plane 
by using the x-coordinate of node PI
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5.3.1 Uniple Function
In the example o f Fig 5.19f, P lx  is obtained by using a “give” statement [2] involving node 
PI. This causes the coordinates of node PI to be shown on the drawpad of the Formian 
screen. Then these coordinates can be copied or directly echoed to the editory of Formian. In 
this particular case, the x-coordinate of node PI is assigned by the user to a new formex 
variable called “P lx ”. This formex variable then can be used in other parts of the 
formulation. There is another similar situation in the formulation of Fig 5.20, where the x- 
coordinate of node P3 is assigned to a formex variable P3x as
P3x= 1.625026E+001
In general, there are many situations in which one or more o f the Cartesian coordinates of 
some points need to be obtained. In such cases, when some coordinates o f points are needed 
to be used in other parts o f the same formex formulation, it will be helpful if  a function is 
defined to assign the required coordinates to variables. This new formex function can be 
called “uniple function”, as the term “uniple” is the interpretation of the Cartesian 
coordinates in formex algebra.
For instance, for the examples of Fig 5.19, a “uniple function” can be used as follows:
P lx  = unip(l) I PI
Here, unip(l) represents “uniple function” that assigns the first uniple o f its argument, which 
is a signet (representing node PI in this example) to the variable P lx .
As another example, the following assignment shows using the same function to assign the 
second uniple (y-coordinate) of PI to the variable Ply:
P ly  = unip(2) | PI
This is an important function as it will allow formex formulations to be “parametric”, when 
the coordinates of some points are among the “parameters” o f the formulations. The benefit
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of this function would be much clearer when it is necessary to work with the points whose 
positions may be changed due to modifications in the formex formulation. For instance, the 
position of node PI is specified by the following statement in the formex formulation of the 
example of Fig 5.19:
PI =bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,- l,m -l]
As it can be seen from this statement, the position of node PI depends on the geometric 
characteristics of the configuration it belongs to.
It is usual in an architectural design process to modify the geometry o f a form a number of 
times to find the desired final form. So, in the architectural design of space structures by 
Formian, the parameters of the formex formulation of the base components of the design may 
be changed. As a result, in the current example for instance, any modifications in the 
parameters R, n, A and/or m of the base diamatic dome, would cause changes in the 
coordinates of node P I. As node PI is the guide node for the position of the reflection plane, 
any changes in its position (in order to have a proper form) also affects the position of the 
reflection plane. That is, the reflection plane should always involve node PI in this particular 
design. However, without defining a function that obtains and assigns the required 
coordinates o f node PI to a variable to be applied in specifying the position of the plane, the 
process is done manually, which nullifies the benefits of parametric formex formulation. Fig 
5.22 shows the effects o f changes in parameters R or A on the final configurations. The 
initial values of these parameters in the example of Fig 5.20 were:
R =30
and
A= 50°.
The positions o f node PI are also shown in these configurations. Because the x-coordinate of 
node PI is not assigned to a variable, it is not possible to formulate the configurations in a 
way that the reflection plane (shown in dash-dotted line) parametrically involve node PI at 
all times. Therefore, the reflected base components in Fig 5.22a have some overlapped parts 
and the linking nodes are not connected in Fig 5.22b. So, neither o f these configurations is 
an acceptable bidome.
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(a)R=33 (b)A=45
Fig 5.22 Problematic configurations generated by 
non-parametric use of the position o f node PI
In Figs 5.19 and 5.20, reflectional replication of the base component is done by using a 
lambda function in the formex formulation, namely through the statement
D3= lam (l, P lx)| Dome;
So, if  P lx  is a variable holding the value of the x-coordinate of node P I, the lambda function 
will correctly specify the position of the reflection plane parametrically, which will result in 
the accurate reflection of the base component, without any overlapping parts or non­
connectivity (like the problems shown in Fig 5.22).
The example of Fig 5.20 is one of the many situations where the coordinates of some points 
are involved in the formex formulations. In such cases where the positions of the points may 
be changed parametrically, the need to obtain their coordinates makes the parametric 
formulation impossible, because it involves a manual process to get the coordinates by the 
“give” statement and then copy them into the required positions in the formex formulation. 
So, it is important to define a function (uniple function) to assign the coordinates of points to 
variables. This function in a general sense, assigns the uniples o f signets to variables. Using 
the uniple function, by changing the position o f the point, its new coordinates would 
automatically be assigned to the variables, so there would be no need to get and copy the new 
coordinates manually. For instance, in the case of Fig 5.22a, when R =33, then
PI = [18.9, -6.9, 26.2] 
represents the Cartesian coordinates of point PI.
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Now,
F lx = u n ip (l) I PI 
represents the x-coordinate of point PI. The construct 
unip(l)
represents the “uniple function” that assigns the uniple o f the signet PI to the variable 
P lx. Therefore
P lx=  unip(l) I P l=  18.9 
As another example (Fig 5.22b), if 
A = 45°
then
P lx=  unip(l) I P l=  15.7
There are lots o f situations where the uniple function would be of a great use in formex 
formulations such as using the function in association with cardinal and pro vial functions [2]. 
A general definition of the uniple function and its applications is given in chapter 7, though it 
is not yet implemented in Formian.
The next example shows that in generating a symmetric bidome, the position of the reflection 
plane does not depend on the positions of nodal points. In this example (Fig 5.23), the 
reflection plane does not basically involve any nodal points, which means its position is 
specified independently. In order to combine two base components with minimum number of 
new link elements and to achieve a harmonious form, it would be a good idea to replace the 
linking nodes from their initial positions onto the reflection plane (Fig 5.23a). To do so, the 
nodal points at the modified side of the base component can be projected on the reflection 
plane using “projection function” [2] in association with novation function [11]. The final 
form would illustrate a stretched version of bidome (Fig 5.23b and 5.23c).
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Y a x is
X a x is
R eflection  p lane
N ew  p o s itio n s o f  
linking n o d es
(a) Changing the positions 
of the iinking nodes
(b) Plan view of the compieted bidome
(c) A perspective view of the compieted bidome
Fig 5.23 A bidome with a larger distance between the base components
Moving the positions o f the linking nodes (shown in Fig 5.23a), is done in two steps. First the 
new positions of the nodal points are found by projecting them on the reflection plane. Then 
the nodal points are moved to their new positions by a novation function. The middle linking 
node is also translated in the first direction to bring it to a closer position to the reflection 
plane in order to harmonise the final form.
The modified part o f formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.23 may be written as 
follows (the initial part is the same as the formulation o f Fig 5.19):
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(*) The modified part of the formex formulation for configuration of Fig 5.23 (*)
22; (*) Position of the reflection plane on X direction (*)
P l=  bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [1,-1,m-1]; (*) linking node (*)
P2= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,-3,4]; (*) 2"  ^linking node (*)
Pn=lam (2,0)|proj(l,Px)| (P1#P2); (*) Target positions for f  ' and 2""^  linking nodes (*)
P3= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,0,m-2]; (*) Middle linking node (*)
Pn3= tran(l,2)|P3; (*) Target position for middle linking node (*)
Dome= nov(l, lam(2,0)| (P1#P2)# P3, Pn# Pn3)| D2; (*) Base component (*)
Bidome= lam( 1, Px)| Dome; (*) Final bidome (*)
In the above formulation:
• Px specifies the position o f the reflection plane that can be changed by the designer;
• P I, P2 and P3 are linking nodes in their initial positions;
• Pn and Pn3 are the target positions for nodes P I, P2 and P3;
• Dome is the final form of a base component ready to be reflected;
• Bidome is the final form of the bidome.
The next example is about making use of the four-sides openings at the two sides of the 
linking area of bidome o f Fig 5.19. After making a few modifications, the openings can be 
used as the entrances o f the structure (Fig 5.24a) or to provide natural light at the linking area 
(Fig 5.24b). The linking area of a bidome is the best position for functional junction between 
the two combined domes from architectural point of view. So, putting the entrance at this 
position would help to have a better functional circulation within the space. Also, having 
natural roof light sources in this part using transparent materials for cladding would 
emphatically attract the attention to the junction and the feeling o f division between the two 
base domes.
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(a) A bidome with entrance 
provided at the linking area
(b) Using the linking area 
of a bidome as skylight
Fig 5.24 Tiled bidomes with the entrance/ skylight provided at the linking area
The configuration o f Fig 5.24a is generated by changing the positions o f the comer nodes of 
each opening (at two sides), so that each group of four nodes are on a vertical plane. This 
would make it possible to provide a suitable entrance for the bidome.
Fig 5.25 illustrates a rendered configuration of a bidome with modified link line. In addition. 
Fig 5.26 shows a view o f another type of bidome, which is an “ellipsoidal bidome”. This 
configuration is created by applying a dilatation function [2] to a bidome with spherical base 
components. The dilatation function would stretch the configuration in the defined direction 
to shape ellipsoidal base components by the spherical ones.
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Fig 5.25 A bidome with a modified linking area
CM^
2 'V'
Fig 5.26 Perspective view of an ellipsoidal bidome
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The previous examples show a number o f the possible relative positions of the base 
components. Fig 5.27a shows some other possibilities with the same base components. In 
each case, the excess parts (the overlapped parts between two base components) are different 
and so the nodes and elements to be removed vary from case to case.
(a) Various alternatives ot the relative positions 
ot domes to be combined
(b) Determining the linking positions ot domes 
using levels ot elements in plan and side view
Fig 5.27 Determining the excess parts and the link lines of the base components
The relative positions of the base components o f the example of Fig 5.20 is seen in Fig 5.27b. 
Because the base components are identical, the height level of the elements could be of a 
great help in specifying the positions of the nodes to be removed. More importantly, these 
levels that are shown in different graphics in the plan view of the Fig 5.27b, can be used to 
specify the desirable positions of the linking nodes. Having the side view can also help the 
designer to have a better sense of the geometrical relationship between the base components.
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By summarising the discussions about the generation o f bidome configurations so far, it can 
be said that the colligation process for a bidome involves the following steps:
1. Specifying the relative positions of the base components;
2. Determining the excess parts of the base components;
3. Removing the excess parts;
4. Checking and modifying the positions of the linking nodal points;
5. Modifying the final compound configuration.
An important point in every type of colligation, which can make the process look successful, 
is that the base components and the linking parts have to be compatible. The term 
“compatibility” is used in tow main concepts in this research:
1- Pattern compatibility;
2- Form compatibility;
The meaning of the first concept, element pattern compatibility, is that the base components 
o f a compound forms should be of the same pattern of elements with the same scale as long 
as possible. In addition, the linking elements or structural parts used to link the base 
components have to be of the same pattern. This is o f a great value in combining structural 
forms, because it will make the base components to keep the connectivity and visual unity 
and the final compound form to look harmonic.
The second term, form compatibility, means the base components have to be geometrically 
modified and adjusted to be ready to be connected together either directly or by using link 
elements. That is, the geometric characteristics of the base components must be either 
initially adaptable or they must be modified to adapt each other. The range of modifications 
could be from “minor” (such as modifying the neighbouring areas o f the base components 
which will join together) to “major” (for instance, modifying the whole form of the base 
components in order to make them geometrically compatible).
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5.4 Tridomes
A similar process can be used to combine more than two domes together. For instance, three 
spherical base components may be combined together through a colligation process. The 
result is called a “tridome”.
A tridome may involve identical or different spherical base components. Following figures 
illustrate two examples o f tridomes. Fig 5.28 shows steps of shaping a tridome by colligation 
process, which involves three identical diamatic [2] domes.
Fig 5.28 Steps of colligating process for a tridome
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A formex formulation for the colligation process of the tridome o f Fig 5.28 may be written as 
follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the tridome of Fig 5.28 (*)
R=30; m=4; n=6; A=50; (*) Geometric characteristics of the base components (*)
mir= 1.716146E+001 ; (*) Position of the reflection plane on X direction (*)
E= gen it(l,m ,l,l,0,1)1 {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D l=  pex| rosad(0,0,n,360/n)| bd(R,360/n,A/m)| E; (*) Base component (*)
P= bd(R,360/n,A/m)|([l,0,3] # [1,3,3] # rin(2,9,l)| [l,-2,m]); (*) Excess nodes (*)
D2= lux(P)| D l ; (*) Base component after removing the excess parts (*)
P l=  bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,-3,m]; (*) Link node, initial position (*)
Pnl=  tran(l,mir-1.625026E+001)| PI; (*) Link node, target position (*)
P2= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,0,m-2]; (*) Link node, initial position (*)
Pn2= tra n (l,l .5)1 P2; (*) Link node, target position (*)
P3= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [1,2,2]; (*) Link node, initial position (*)
Pn3= tranad(0,0,l,sqrt|3,1.5)1 P3; (*) Link node, target position (*)
P4= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,m+3,m]; (*) Link node, initial position (*)
Pn4= tranad(0,0,l,sqrt|3,mir-l .625026E+001)! P4; (*) Link node, target position (*)
D3= no v (l,l, P1#P2#P3#P4, Pnl#Pn2#Pn3#Pn4)| D2; (*) Base component
after moving the link nodes to target positions (*) 
D4= D3 # lamad(4,0,3,sqrt| 3)| (tig| lam(l,mir)| Pn2 #
tig| lam(l,mir)| bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,-2,3]); (*)Base component + link elements (*)
Tridome= D4# ref(l,mir)| D4 # refad(0,0,mir/2,mir*(sqrt|3)/2)| D4; (*) Final form (*)
The next example (Figs 5.29 to 5.33) is about a tridome which involves three different 
spherical base components. This compound form is designed by the author as the roof o f a 
visitors centre for a project by an architecture student o f Guildford College, UK (Ms Louise 
Hill under supervision o f Dr Janina Disney). The proposed plan consists of three intersected 
circles (shown by dashed line in Fig 5.29). Fig 5.30 shows the proposed combination of three 
diamatic domes (base components), before the process o f colligation. Figs 5.31 to 5.33 show 
the plan view and perspectives of the wire frame and rendered versions of the tridome.
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Fig 5.29 Basic plan of the visitors centre (educational project for Guildford College, Surrey, UK, 
courtesy of Ms Louise Hill, under supervision of Dr Janina Disney)
Fig 5.30 Initial combination pattern of the base components
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A formex formulation for the tridome configuration o f Fig 5.31 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.31 (*)
(*).......................................... First Dome........................................(*)
81=31; H l=6; m l=7; n=6;
Al=2*atan| (2*H1/S1);
R l= S l/(2*sin | A l);
E l= g e n it( l,m l,1,1,0,1)1 {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D10= pex| rosad(0,0,3,360/n)| bd(R1,360/n,A1 /m 1 ) | E l;
D ll= re l(U (2 ,l)<  1.236240E+001)| DIO;
PL la=bd(R l,360/n ,A l/m l)| {[l,4,m l], [1,2,6]};
D 12= L ux(P L la)|D ll;
PN la=bd(R l,360/n ,A l/m l)| {[1,5,7], [1,4,6], [1,3,6], [1,2,5], [1,1,5], [1,0,5]};
PN lb= bd(R l,360/n,A l/m l)| [1,-1,5];
PLl=rosad(0,0,17,60/m l)| bd(Rl,360/n,A l/m l)| [l,21,m l] # 
rosad(0,0,5,-60/6)| bd(Rl,360/n,A l/m l)| [l,-3,6] # 
rosad(0,0,4,-60/5)| bd(Rl,360/n,A l/m l)| [l,-2,5] ;
D13= Lam(2,0)| D12;
Dom el= Lux(PLl)| D13; (*) base component-large dome (*)
(*)...................................... Second Dome.......................................(*)
82=27; H2=6; m2=6;
A2=2*atan| (2*H2/82);
R2= 82/(2*sin| A2);
E 2= gen it(l,m 2 ,l,l,0 ,l)| {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D20= pex| rosad(0,0,3,360/n)| bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| E2;
H12=(R1-H1)-(R2-H2)-1;
D21= tranis(21.3,H12)| D20;
D 22=rel(U (2 ,l)>10)| D21;
PN2a= tranis(21.3,H12)| bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)|
{[1,13,6], [1,14,6], [1,12,5], [1,13,5], [1,11,4], [1,12,4]}; 
PN2b=tranis(21.3,H12)| bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [1,13,4];
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D23= n o v (l,l, PN2a, PNla)| D22;
D24= n o v (l,l, PN2b, PN lb)| ref(2,0)| D22;
D 25=D 23#D 24;
PL2=tranis(21.3,H12)| (rosad(0,0,14,-60/m2)| bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [l,0,m2] # 
rosad(0,0,6,-60/5)| bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [1,-8,5] # 
bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [1,12,4] # bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| {[1,-8,4], [l,-9,4]}); 
D26= Lux(PL2)| D25;
PN23a=tranis(21.3,H12)| (bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [l,-7,5] # 
rosad(0,0,2,-6074)1 bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [l,-6,4] # 
rosad(0,0,2,-60/3)| bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [l,-6,3] # 
bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [1,-10,4]);
PN23b= PN lb  # rosad(0,0,4,-60/4)1 bd(Rl,360/n,A l/m l)| [1,-1,4] U 
bd(Rl,360/n,A l/m l)| {[l,-6,5], [l,-8,6]};
(*)........................................Third Dome........................................ (*)
S3=22; H3=3; m3=5;
A3=2*atan| (2*H3/S3);
R3= S3/(2*sin| A3);
E 3= gen it(l,m 3 ,l,l,0,1)1 {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D30= pex| rosad(0,0,6,60)1 bd(R3,360/n,A3/m3)| E3;
D31= tranid(12.27,-8.43)| D30;
SI 1=2* R l* sin| (6*A l/m l);
H13= SI 172 * tan| (6*(A17ml)72);
HH13=H13-H3-(R1-R3);
D32=tran(3,-HH13)| D31;
PL3=tranax(0,0,0, 12.27,-8.43,-HH13)|
(rosad(0,0,18,6075)1 bd(R3,3607n,A3/m3)| [1,-I,m3] # 
rosad(0,0,13,60/4)1 bd(R3,3607n,A37m3)| [1,0,4] # 
rosad(0,0,3,6073)| bd(R3,360/n,A37m3)| [1,2,3]);
D33= Lux(PL3)| D32;
PN3a= tranax(0,0,0,12.27,-8.43,-HH13)|
bd(R3,360/n,A37m3)| {[l,-2,m3], [1,-1,4] ,[1,0,3], [1,1,3], [1,1,2], [1,2,2]};
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PN3b= tranax(0,0,0, 12.27,-8.43,-HH13)|
(rosad(0,0,5,60/3)| bd(R3,360/n,A3/m3)| [1,5,3] # 
bd(R3,360/n,A3/m3)| {[1,13,4], [1,17,5]});
Dome2= n o v (l,l, PN23a, PN3a)| D26; (*) 2"*^ base component-medium dome (*)
Dome3= n o v (l,l, PN3b, PN23b)| D33; (*) 3^  ^base component-small dome (*)
Tridome= pex| (Domel # Dome2 # DomeS); (*) Final form
(*)
An overall study o f the compound forms presented so far and their formex formulations 
shows that the methods of colligation process needs to be simplified and more efficient to 
achieve more accurate results by less effort. For example, the formex formulation for the 
configuration o f Fig 5.31 looks too extensive, time-consuming and complicated, while it is 
actually a combination o f a number of simple formex functions. In fact, the length of this 
formulation is partly due to the repetition of similar functions for three base components with 
some differences, which could be avoided by improving the Formian performance. Another 
reason for the lengthiness o f this formulation is because o f the need to get and input data (for 
instance some nodal coordinates), which again could be avoided by an interactive user- 
interface of Formian. Some useful suggestions about the new Formian user-interface and 
performance as well as new formex functions that can help to improve Formian functionality 
are presented in chapter 7.
Another outcome o f studying the previous examples o f using colligation process in 
generating compound forms like bidomes and tridomes is that usually the resulted compound 
form needs some modifications to be practically finalised. For instance, the drainage problem 
along the link lines could be a potential issue that needs to be fixed. Pattern regularity, 
support arrangements, form and function compatibility, etc. are other issues o f compound 
form design. Obviously, not all o f these subjects can be discussed in this research. However, 
the subsequent parts o f this chapter are mainly focused on finding methods to apply the 
colligation process in a more convenient and efficient way. These methods will help to 
overcome some o f the mentioned issues in the architectural design of compound forms.
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5.5 Colligation Process for Bidome Configurations (Using Reiection,
Projection and Novation Functions)
So far, the colligation process is introduced and used as a basic way to combine forms 
together. Now, it is time to expand the concept and use more efficient formex functions and 
design techniques to involve more practical methods in the colligation process, which will be 
capable of dealing with more complicated forms. These methods, which are explained 
through the subsequent examples, can be efficiently employed in architectural design of 
compound forms.
Consider Fig 5.34 that shows a bidome with two diamatic domes as its base components. The 
following discussion is about the preparation process of the base components of this 
configuration.
Fig 5.34 A bidome consisting of two diamatic domes
This bidome is a symmetric configuration, consisting of two identical base components. So, 
preparing one of them would be sufficient. In fact, as the base components are both eight
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sector diamatic domes, preparation o f a single sector is enough for producing the required 
configuration.
In any colligation process, some parts of the base components may need to be removed to 
make them “combinable”. For instance, in this example, the overlapping parts of the base 
components must be removed to make linking possible (Fig 5.35). Removing the excess parts 
of the base components is one o f the main challenges in the colligation process. One of the 
efficient methods for removing some parts of a configuration is to use the “relection 
function” [2].
Fig 5.35 Base components of the bidome in their positions before colligation
R eflection p lane
Fig 5.36 A base component of the bidome to be prepared
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A relection function effects curtailment of its argument, as dictated by a condition. For 
example, consider one of the base components shown in Fig 5.36. The elements of the 
diamatic dome that are wholly or partly on the right-hand side o f the reflection plane in Fig 
5.36a should be removed. As it is a symmetric eight-sector diamatic dome, the discussion can 
be carried on for half o f the dome shown in Fig 5.36b.
Now that the position of the reflection plane is specified, its x-coordinate can be used as the 
mathematical condition for the relection function to remove the excess elements.
(a) Plan of half of the 
base component
Reflection
plane
R1 = R sInA
Sw eep Angle
Circumspher
\ /
(b) Side view
Fig 5.37 Specifying the geometric position of the reflection plane
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As it can be seen from Fig 5.37a, the reflection plane is positioned between the origin and the 
boundary node of the dome on the X-axis. The horizontal radius o f the dome (the radius that 
is seen in the plan view) can be calculated as
R l=  R sinA
where, R l is the horizontal radius, R is the radius of the circumsphere and A is the sweep 
angle of the dome (Fig 5.37b). The reflection plane could be anywhere between
x= -R sinA
and
x= R sinA.
So, if q is a parameter representing the x-coordinate of the reflection plane, then 
-Rl < q < R 1 .
• If -R l < q < 0, then the base component will be less than a half dome. An example of 
this case will be discussed later;
• If q=0, then the result o f the colligation process will be a configuration same as the 
original dome;
• If 0 < q < R l, then the final configuration will be a bidome, subject to the current 
example;
• Also, if  q= R l , then the result of the colligation will be two neighbouring domes.
In the example under consideration, the parameters are assumed to be as follows:
R= 35m 
A=70°
So
R l=  R sinA= 32.89
In order to achieve a bidome configuration, the position of the reflection plane should be 
somewhere between the origin and the point with x =R1, which means
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0 < q < 32.89
In the configuration o f Fig 5.34, the parameter q is chosen to be equal to 27m. The reflection 
plane is a boundary where all the elements of the base component crossing this boundary will 
be removed. This means that, every element with one or both end points having the x- 
coordinate larger than q, will be removed by the relection function. The formex formulation 
of the configuration o f Fig 5.34 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex Formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.34 (*)
m=10; (*) Frequency of elements (*)
n=8; (*) Number of sectors (*)
A=70; (*) Sweep angle (*)
R=35; (*) Radius (*)
q=27; (*) X-coordinate of the reflection plane (*)
E= gen it(l,m ,l,l,0 ,l)| {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D l = pex| rosad(0,0,n/2,360/n)| bd(R,360/n,A/m)| E; (*) Half dome (*)
D2= rel(U (l,l)<  q && U(2,l)< q)| D l; (*) Trimmed half dome (*)
PP= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| {[l,0,m-3], [1,1,m-3], [l,2,m-3], [l,3,m-3], [l,4,m-2],
[l,5,m-2], [l,6 ,m -l], [l,7,m -l], [l,8,m]}; (*) New boundary nodes (*)
Pn= proj(l ,q)| PP; (*) New boundary nodes after projection (*)
D3= no v (l,l, PP, Pn)| D2; (*) Completed half dome (*)
Bidome= pex| lamid(q,0)| D3; (*) Final bidome configuration (*)
In this formulation, m, n, A and R represent the frequency of the elements, the number of 
sectors, sweep angle and the radius of the base diamatic dome, respectively. This example is 
based on a specific diamatic dome as the base component, with these particular parameters as 
its geometric characteristics. So changing any one of these parameters will cause changes in 
the geometry of the base component as well as the relative positions of the base component 
and the reflection plane. Therefore, the final form of the bidome will be changed.
In the above formex formulation, the parameter q shows the position o f the reflection plane, 
normal to the X-axis. E represents the triangulated grid of a sector, D l represents half the
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dome and D2 represents half dome after the excess parts have been removed by the relection 
function. The construct
rel(U (l,l)<  q && U (2,l)< q)| D l
is a relection function that affects its argument D l by removing some o f its elements. The 
condition
U (l,l)< q & &  U (2 ,l)< q
is the canonic parameter of the function, which will be TRUE, if the uniples of the and 
2"  ^ signets o f the cantles of its argument are less than q and will be FALSE otherwise. In 
other words, the x-coordinate of both ends of the elements in the resulting configuration must 
be less than q to satisfy the condition of the relection function. So, by applying the relection 
function with this condition to D l, all the elements with one or both ends at the right-hand 
side of the reflection plane will be removed.
Fig 5.38a shows half o f the dome, which is used as the base component as well as the 
reflection plane. Fig 5.38b shows the result o f applying the relection function to the half of 
the base component. It can be seen that all the elements with one or both ends to the right of 
the reflection plane (x> q) are removed. In Fig 5.38b the nodal points along the new 
boundary line are indicated by hollow circles. These nodes are represented by PP in the 
formex formulation.
Then, the “projection function” [2] is used to project these nodes onto the reflection plane to 
find the target positions for the link points (Fig 5.38c). The projected nodes (target points 
shown in Fig 5.38c) on the reflection plane will be used as the link nodes between the two 
base components in the final configuration. These link nodes are represented by Pn in the 
formex formulation.
A novation function is used to move the nodes on the new boundary line (Fig 5.38b) to their 
corresponding target nodes on the reflection plane. Fig 5.38d shows half of the base 
component after applying the projection and novation functions, represented by D3 in the 
formex formulation.
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The next step is a double replication of the prepared half dome to shape the bidome. This is 
done by a lambda function in first and second directions (lamid function [2]). A pexum 
function [2] is also used to remove overlapped elements. The formex variable “Bidome” 
represents the final bidome configuration (Fig 5.39).
(a) Plan of half dome (base component) (b) Plan of half dome after 
removing the excess parts
IMMMM
(c) Plan of half dome after projecting 
link points onto the reflection plane
(d) Plan of half dome after moving boundary 
nodes and elements to their new positions
Fig 5.38 Removing the excess parts and projecting the link points 
o f the base component onto the reflection plane
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sz
0 3
(a) Plan of bidome
(b) Side view of bIdome
Fig 5.39 Plan and side view of the bidome configuration
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In the current example, if 
-R l<  q < 0
or if  the condition o f the relection function is defined as following 
U (l,l)> q & &  U (2 ,l)> q
then the remaining configuration which will be used as the base component will be smaller 
than a half dome. Fig 5.40 shows the resulting configuration o f the above conditions and the 
steps of a colligation process to create a compound configuration. This configuration is called 
an “edged dome” as it has an arched edge line on top, which makes it different it from 
regular spherical domes.
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R e f le c t io n  
P la n e
C e n tr e  
p o in t  
o f  d o m e
(a) Plan of the base component 
after removing the excess parts
(c) Plan after applying the novation function
(b) Plan o f the base component 
showing projected link nodes
(d) Plan o f the final foim 
Fig 5.60 Steps of the colligation process in designing an edged dome
Fig 5.40a shows the base component after removing the excess elements as well as the link 
nodes along the new boundary line (shown by hollow circles). In Fig 5.40b the target points 
are shown on the reflection plane. These points are achieved by projecting the link nodes 
onto the plane. Fig 5.40c illustrates the base component after moving the link nodes to their 
corresponding target positions on the reflection plane, using a novation function. The plan 
view of the final configuration is shown in Fig 5.40d, which is the result o f double 
reflectional replication of the base component, with respect to the reflection plane and the X- 
axis.
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(a) S id e  v iew (b) S id e  v iew
(c) P la n  v iew (d) P e r s p e c t iv e
Fig 5.41 Plan, side views and a perspective view of an edged dome
Fig 5.42 A rendered perspective view of a tiled edged dome
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5.6 Regularising the Link Lines
Considering the perspective view o f the bidome in Fig 5.34, it is seen that the “link line” 
between the two base components consists of a number o f straight pieces of lines, some of 
which are horizontal (shown by thick lines in Fig 5.43). From a practical point o f view, this 
may cause problems with drainage and snow load. In addition, these irregularities along the 
link line might be visually unpleasant. Fig 5.43 shows two views of the base component of 
the bidome of Fig 5.34. In this figure the link nodes are indicated by hollow circles.
Link
nodes
(a) Side view o f  the base component 
and the boundary nodes
Horizontal 
link elements
(b) Perspective view o f  the 
base component
Fig 5.43 Views o f the base component o f the bidome o f Fig 5.34
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In what follows an attempt is made to solve the problem regarding the form of the link line of 
the bidome under consideration. In the formex formulation for the bidome of Fig 5.34, a 
novation function is used to move the boundary nodes into their new positions on the chosen 
reflection plane. These nodes in their new positions are called link nodes, because they link 
the two parts o f the bidome.
The new positions of the nodes are specified by projecting the boundary nodes onto the 
reflection plane. However, if  there is a method to regularise the new positions of the nodes on 
the reflection plane, then the novation function can be used to move the boundary nodes to 
these new positions without a need for projection. Therefore, the problem would be to define 
a set o f nodes in a regular geometric arrangement as the target set for the novation function. 
The positions of the nodes of the target set must be in a one to one correspondence with the 
positions of the new boundary nodes.
Fig 5.44 shows two views of the existing and the required positions o f the link nodes 
between the two base components o f the bidome. The goal is to generate a set of nodes, 
which are arranged on a circular arc on the reflection plane. In Fig 5.44, the boundary nodes 
are shown by solid circles and the required target link nodes by hollow ones.
The intersection o f a sphere and a plane shapes a circle. So, the intersection o f the spherical 
base component and the reflection plane will have a circular shape as well. As a result, the 
target link nodes should ideally be placed on a circular line. To specify the target link nodes, 
the geometric characteristics o f this circle must be found. If the radius of this circle is 
denoted by R l, then R1 is given by
Rl^=R^-q^
where R is the radius of the spherical dome and q is the distance between the reflection plane 
and origin (Fig 5.44a).
A more accurate method to calculate the radius of the circular link line is to use the 
coordinates o f a nodal point like PI (shown in Fig 5.44b). This is because the position of the 
reflection plane (and the target link nodes) may not necessarily fit the position of the 
boundary nodes.
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In this way, R l is given by
R l^=Ply^ + P l z l
Where P ly  and P lz  are y-coordinate and z-coordinate of the point PI.
By using this method, the angle B can also be calculated. This angle is necessary to 
determine the positions of the link nodes on the circular link line. The angle B is given by
B= atan(PlyZPlz).
The number of link nodes is equal to the number o f boundary nodes, which is 9 in the current 
example. So the next step is to find the angle between these 9 link nodes on the circular line 
(angle C in Fig 5.44b). The angle C is given by
C= B/8.
A formex formulation for a bidome with a circular link line (Figs 5.45 and 5.46) may be 
written as follows:
(*) Formex Formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.46 (*)
(*) The initial part of the formulation is similar to the one for Fig 5.34(*)
Pl=bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,8,m]; 
P ly=  19.33;
P lz=  11.97;
R l=  sqrtj (Ply^2+Plz^2);
B= atanj (P ly/Plz);
C= B/8;
(*) A node chosen to specify Rl and B (*) 
(*) y-coordinates of node PI (*)
(*) z-coordinates of node PI (*)
(*) Radius of the circular link line (*) 
(*) Sweep angle of the link nodes (*)
(*) Control angle between two nodes (*)
Pn= verat(0,0,90-B)| tran(l,q)| verad(0,0)| verat(0,0)|
bp(l,C)| rin(2,9,l)| [R 1,0,0]; (*) Link nodes on the circular link line (*)
D3= nov(l, PP, Pn)| D2; (*) Completed base component (*)
Bidome= pex| lamid(q,0)| D3; (*) Shaping bidome configuration (*)
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Boundary
nodesGreat circle o f 
the circumsphere
Link . 
nodes
Circular 
link line
(a) Perspective
Circumsphere
Circular 
link line
(b) Side view
Fig 5.44 Regularising the link line between the two base components of the bidome
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Fig 5.45 shows a side view of the base component of the bidome, which illustrates the 
arrangement of the target link nodes on the circular link line. The link elements between the 
link nodes are the elements o f the base component (basically horizontal or inclined), which 
are now arranged on a circular line. As the final bidome configuration is shaped by 
reflectional replication of the base component, these link elements will be replicated as well. 
So, the excess ones should be removed by using a pexum function in the formex formulation.
Circular 
link line
Link
nodes
Fig 5.45 Side view of the base component of a bidome with a circular link line
By creating a circular link line between the two base components o f the bidome, the practical 
and visual problems o f having some horizontal parts will be solved. Fig 5.46 illustrates the 
difference between the two versions of bidomes. The top figure is created by the first method 
(using projection function for boundary nodes) and the bottom one is generated by the second 
method (creating a circular link line by a novation function).
Colligation process for a dome with surface elements to be used as the base component of a 
bidome is a little different from a dome shaped by bar elements. The difference is in the way 
of removing the excess tiles from the base component.
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Fig 5.46 Comparing the results of the first method (using projection function-top figure) and 
the second method (with circular link line-bottom figure) in colligation process for bidomes
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C ircu m feren ce  o f
th e b ase  co m p o n en t
R eflec tio n  
, / P l a n e
(a) The sector in its initial situation
Circumference o f  
the base component
Reflection
Plane
Boundary
nodes
(b) The sector after removing the excess tiles
Link
nodes
(c) The sector after moving the boundary 
nodes onto the reflection plane
(d) The prepares base component
Fig 5.47 Steps of preparing a sector of a tiled diamatic dome 
to be used as the base component for a bidome
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Fig 5.47 shows the steps o f preparing a sector of a tiled diamatic dome as the base 
component. Removing the excess tiles can be done by using a relection function. However, 
as the configuration is shaped by triangular tiles, the condition of the relection function in the 
formex formulation must be modified as follows:
D2= rel(U (l,l)<  q && U (2,l)< q && U(3,l)< q)| D l
In the above assignment statement
U (l,l)<  q && U (2,l)< q && U(3,l)< q
is the condition o f the relection function. This condition means that the x-coordinates of all 
vertices o f a triangular tile must be less than q for the relation to be TRUE. So, all triangular 
tiles with this vertex condition will be kept while the others will be removed. Fig 5.47a 
shows the relative positions of the sector of the base component and the reflection plane. Figs 
5.47b and 5.47c illustrate the sector after removing the excess tiles and after moving the link 
nodes to their target positions, respectively. The prepared base component is shown in Fig 
5.47d.
5.7 Using Mode 2 Novation Function in Creating Bidomes
Until now, all bidome examples have been created using mode 1 novation ftmctions. The 
following examples o f bidome configurations are generated by using mode 2 novation 
function [11]. The result would be more harmonious
Fig 5.48 illustrates a comparison between plan views of the bidome configurations generated 
by applying modes 1 and 2 novation function. The configuration of Fig 5.48a is created by 
novation mode 1 (NM=1) just as previous example. Figs 5.48b and 5.48c show two bidome 
configurations created by novation mode 2 (NM=2) with different control parameters (CP) 
used in the novation functions. It can be seen from these figures that the smaller the CP is, 
the further the novation function would affect the configuration. The position of the origin is 
shown by a black spot to help the visual comparison between the effects of various novation 
modes.
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(a) NM *= 1
(b )N M = 2 ; CP **=2
(c)N M = 2 ; C P -0.1
* N o v a t i o n  M o d e  
* *  C o n tr o l  P a r a m e t e r
Fig 5.48 Comparing the results of applying modes 1 and 2 
novation function in generating bidome configurations
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The next group of examples show a number of bidome configurations in which the reflection 
plane is moved from its initial position in the X direction. So, the final configurations may 
seem to be stretched in the X direction. It should be noted that in these examples, a half dome 
cannot be considered as the initial configuration to shape the base component. This is 
because some irregularities that happen during the reflectional replications and cause some 
sectors of the base component to be separated. Therefore, the whole dome is used as the base 
component. Fig 5.49 shows the initial and new positions of the reflection plane and its effect 
in shaping the base component of the bidome. In this figure, NM =1.
m
(a) x= 0 (b) x= 1 X = 1
Fig 5.49 Moving the reflection plane of the bidome in the X direction
Fig 5.50 shows a number o f stretched bidome configurations in which x= l, where x is the 
distance between the initial position of the reflection plane and its new position, along the X- 
axis. In the configuration o f Fig 5.50a, the novation mode is 1. This figure is considered as 
the starting configuration. To harmonise this configuration, novation mode 2 with various 
control parameters is examined.
Figs 5.50b to 5.50j show the stretched bidome configurations with the novation control 
parameter in the range between 0.1 and 25. No fixed points have been used in the novation 
function for generating these configurations.
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(a) NM= 1
(b)NM =2 ; CP- 2 5
(c)NM =2 ; C P -2 0
I
(f)N M -2  ; C P -5
(g )N M -2  ; C P -2
i
(h )N M -2 ; C P -1
i
(d)N M -2 ; CP -  15 (i)N M -2  ; CP- 0 .5
(e)N M -2  ; C P - 10 (j)NM =2 ; CP- 0.1
Fig 5.50 Stretched bidome configurations generated by novation modes 1 and 2 (x=l)
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Parametric formex formulation o f the bidome under consideration provides the possibility of 
generating many alternative configurations and modifying them conveniently by changing 
the values o f the parameters in the formulation. For instance, among the bidome 
configurations of Fig 5.50, the most satisfactory configuration may be the one shown in Fig 
5.50e from visual point o f view. In this configuration, the element irregularities are reduced. 
Configurations o f Figs 5.50b to 5.50d and Figs 5.50f to 5.50g may also be considered as 
acceptable results. However, the remaining configurations cannot be practically proposed as 
the final architectural design. That is because in these configurations, the element 
irregularities around the link line have not been sorted out effectively, which can be seen as 
sparse elements around the link line in some cases and dense sets o f elements in others.
The configurations of Fig 5.51 are examples of stretched bidomes with x= 4 for the left 
column and x= 6 for the right one. The idea of creating stretched bidomes provides the 
possibility o f covering wider areas by bidome configurations without the need to add more 
structural components. However, harmonising the stretched configuration is of great 
importance.
The configurations of Fig 5.51 have been generated without using any fixed points in the 
novation function. This means that the novation function will affect the whole configuration, 
specially with smaller values o f the control parameter [11]. It can be seen from Figs 5.51c 
and 5.5I f  that by considering CP=1, the whole base components in both cases have moved 
towards the link line (reflection plane). The black points show the initial positions of the 
crown points o f domes.
Fig 5.52 shows the effect of using fixed points in the mode 2 novation function around the 
boundary of the base component of the stretched bidome with x= 6. The fixed points are 
positioned on the end nodes o f border lines between sectors o f the half base component, far 
from the link line (shown by hollow circles in Fig 5.52). Fig 5.52a, in fact, shows the 
displacement o f the base component of a stretched bidome, which is created by mode 2 
novation function “without” using fixed points on border lines. It can be compared with the 
result of using fixed points in Fig 5.52b.
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I
I#
(a) x=  4 ; N M - 2 ; C P - 10 ( d ) x - 6  ; N M - 2 ; C P - 10
(b )x = 4  ; N M - 2 ; C P - 5 ( e ) x - 6  ; N M - 2  ; C P - 5
(c ) X - 4 ; N M - 2 ; C P - 1 (f) X -  6 ; N M - 2 ; C P - 1
Fig 5.51 Stretched bidome configurations
Initial positions o f  
sector end points
Reflection  
plane
(a) Base component without fixed points (b) Base components with fixed points
Fig 5.52 The effect of novation function mode 2 on the base component 
of the stretched bidome (x= 6), with and without fixed boundary points
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It can be seen from Fig 5.52a that the whole base component is affected by the novation 
function, so that it is moved towards the reflection plane. This means that the span of the 
base component (along the X-axis) has been decreased. In contrast, in Fig 5.52b, the X-span 
has remained unchanged due to fixed points around the configuration. So, the X-span in this 
configuration may be given by:
Sx= R+ q+ X
where Sx is the space o f the base component along the X axis, R is the radius of the initial 
dome, q is the distance between the origin and the initial position o f the reflection plane (in X 
direction) and x is the distance between the initial position o f the reflection plane and its final 
position (in X direction). Therefore, the overall span of the stretched bidome can be modified 
by changing the values o f the above parameters.
In order to restore the element regularity in part o f the base component, it is also possible to 
fix all boundary nodes, or even all nodal points on the half dome, far from the reflection 
plane. However, to achieve a harmonious configuration, the fixed points should not be 
distributed in a way that the difference between the affected and non-affected parts of the 
base component (by the effect o f mode 2 novation function) could be visually noticeable.
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5.8 Bidomes with Different Base Components
By applying the colligation process used to generate bidome configurations so far, other 
types o f configurations can be also created. Fig 5.53 shows the plan and side view of a 
bidome created by combining two domes with different sizes as base components.
(a) Plan view
(b) Side view
Fig 5.53 Plan and side view of a non-uniform bidome
In creating a bidome configuration by domes (base components) with different sizes, it is 
better to have domes with different element frequencies and different number of sectors to 
have almost similar element densities in both base components. As it can be seen from Fig 
5.53, the larger dome has 8 sectors with the element frequency equal to 10, while the smaller 
dome has 6 sectors with the element frequency equal to 8. In this way, finding a proper 
solution for colligating the base components and achieving a harmonised final form would be 
easier.
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The first problem in dealing with different base components is to place them in the correct 
relative positions. To elaborate, when the base components are being generated in Formian, 
the centre o f the circumsphere o f each dome (base component) will be at the origin of the 
coordinate system. Consequently, the base components will be at different levels, as shown 
in Fig 5.54. Therefore, the smaller base component (on the right) should be moved down by 
AH.
/ XX</ / / / / \ \V / / / / \ \
V / / / \ NNkj/ / \ \
/ / \ V
HI
A l ^ — ^ 5 ^
Fig 5.54 Calculating AH for the base components of the bidome
Considering the geometrical characteristics of the domes, shown by parameters in Fig 5.54, 
the difference between the heights of the domes (AH) can be calculated as follows:
where
and
so
AH=H1-H2
H 1= R 1-H il
H il=  R l.tan  (A 1/2). sin A1
H l=  R l- R l.tan  (A 1/2). sin A1
Similarly, for the smaller dome, one may write 
H2= R2- R2.tan (A2/2). sin A2 
Therefore
AH= R l.( l-  tan (Al/2). sin A l)- R2.(l- tan (A2/2). sin A2)
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AH can now be used to place the base components on the same plane. A formex formulation 
for the bidome of Fig 5.53 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the bidome of Fig 5.53 (*)
(*)..........................Larger Dome............................. (*)
m l=10; nl=8; A l=70; Rl=35; q=30; (*) Geometric characteristics (*)
E l= g en it( l,m l,1,1,0,1)1 {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D10= pex| rosad(0,0,4,360/nl)| bd(R l,360/nl,A l/m l)| E l; (*) Dome (*)
D l 1= rel(U (l,l)<  q && U(2,l)< q)| DIO; (*) Removing the excess parts (*)
P P l= bd(R l,360 /n l,A l/m l)| (rin(2,4,l)| [l,0,m l-2] #
rin(2,2,l)| [l,4 ,m l-l]#  [l,6,m l]); (*) Boundary nodes (*)
Pn= proj(l,q)| PP l; (*) Link nodes (*)
D 12= nov( 1, P P l, Pn)| D l l ;  (*) Larger base component (*)
(*)....................... Smaller Dome........................... (*)
m2=8; n2=6; A2=50; R2=25; (*) Geometric characteristics (*)
E 2= genit(l,m 2,l,l,0 ,l)| {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]}; 
D20=verad(0,0,120)| pex| rosad(0,0,3,-360/n2)| bd(R2,360/n2,A2/m2)| E2;
(*) Dome (*)
H H =R l*(l-tan | (Al/2)*sin| Al)-R2*(l-tan| (A2/2)*sin| A2);
(*) Calculating AH (*)
D21= tranis(44,HH)| D20; (*) Moving smaller dome to its position (*)
D22= rel(U (l,l)>q && U(2,l)>q)| D21; (*) Removing the excess parts (*)
PP2= tranis(44,HH)| bd(R2,360/n2,A2/m2)| (rin(2,3,-l)| [l,15,m2-3] #
rin(2,2,-l)| [l,15,m2-2]# [l,16,m 2-l]# [l,18,m2]); (*) Boundary nodes (*)
D23= n o v (l,l, PP2, Pn)| D22; (*) Smaller base component (*)
(*)....................Final Configuration................... (*)
Bidome= pex| lam(2,0)| (D12 # D23); (*) Final configuration (*)
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Figs 5.55 and 5.56 show the perspective views o f non-uniform bidomes generated hy
projection and novation functions, respectively. The Bidome o f Fig 5.56 has a circular link 
line.
Fig 5.55 Bidome generated by projection function
Fig 5.56 Bidome generated by novation function with circular link line
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5.9 Tridomes
By combining more than two domes together, other interesting types of compound forms can 
be generated. For instance, combining three domes, using colligation process will result in 
compound configurations called “tridome”. Two examples o f tridomes created by three 
identical diamatic domes are shown in Fig 5.57. The top tridome with irregular link lines is 
created by projection function, while the bottom one has circular link lines which have been 
regularised be using novation function.
Fig 5.57 Tridomes with irregular (top) and circular (bottom) link lines
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5.10 Regular Multidomes
By widening the scope o f the colligation method used for generating bidome configurations, 
it is possible to create a large number o f various compound configurations. For instance, in 
the examples of Figs 5.34 and 5.53, two sectors of eight-sector diamatic domes are involved 
in the colligation process. Replicating these two sectors in different positions will result in a 
number of various configurations of eight-sector domes. Fig 5.58, shows two “tridome” 
configurations that are created by combinations of three dome-shaped base components.
(a)
Vertical
reflection
line
Horizontal
reflection
line
Inclined
reflection
line
Fig 5.58 Tridomes created by rearranging some parts of the base components of Fig 5.34
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The side domes in both configurations of Figs 5.58a and 5.58b are the same as the base 
component of the bidome of Fig 5.34. However, the middle domes in both configurations are 
modified to suit their positions. These domes have been obtained by changing the order of 
the sectors involved in the colligation process (link sectors). As these link sectors provide the 
link lines between the base components, changing their positions can lead to create new 
configurations to be used as the base components in compound forms. For instance, in Fig 
5.58a, the link sectors are reflectionally replicated (around a vertical reflection line) and 
combined with four regular sectors to shape the middle base component of the tridome. 
Alternatively, as this configuration has a horizontal symmetry line, it is possible to arrange 
the half of the tridome and then replicate it to shape the final configuration. A formex 
formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.58a can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 5.58a (*)
(*) Initial parts o f the formulation are the same as the one for Fig 5.34 (*)
m=10; n=8; A=70; R=35; q=27;
E = gen it(l,m ,l,l,0 ,l) | {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D l=  bd(R,360/n,A/m)| E;
D2= rel(U (l,l)<  q && U(2,l)< q)| D l;
PP= bd(R,360/n,A/m)| {[l,8,m], [l,7 ,m -l], [l,6 ,m -l], [l,5,m-2], [l,4,m-2],
[l,3,m-3], [l,2,m-3], [1,1,m-3], [l,0,m-3]};
Pl=bd(R,360/n,A/m)| [l,8,m];
P ly=  19.33181; P lz=  11.97071;
R2= sqrtj (P1 y^2+P 1 z^2);
B= atan| (P ly/P lz);
P= verat(0,0,90-B)| tran(l,q)| verad(0,0)| verat(0,0)| bp(l,B/8)| rin(2,9,l)| [R2,0,0];
D3= lam(l,0)| lam(l,q)| nov(l,l, PP,P)| D2; (*) Link sectors (*)
D4= verad(0,0,45)| rosad(0,0,2,45)|
bd(R,360/n,A/m)| E; (*) Regular sectors of the middle dome (*)
D5= lam( 1,0)1 tran(l,2*q)| rosad(0,0,3,45)|
bd(R,360/n,A/m)| E; (*) Regular sectors o f the side domes (*)
Tridome= pex| lam(2,0)| (D3 # D4 # D5); (*) Final configuration (*)
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In Fig 5.58b, the reflection line in the middle base component is an inclined one, which 
causes the link sectors of the middle dome to be reflectionally replicated by an angle of 225° 
with respect to their initial positions. This means that the link sides of the middle dome, 
where it can be connected to other compatible configurations, have an angle equal to 45°. 
This form of the middle base component makes it possible to create a rotated tridome. A 
formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.58b may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 5.58b (*)
(*) Initial parts o f the formulation are the same as the one for Fig 5.34 (*)
D3= lamid(q,0)| n o v (l,l, PP,P)| D2; (*) Preparing link sectors (*)
D4= D3 # verad(0,0,225)| D3; (*) Link sectors (*)
D5= verad(0,0,45)| rosad(0,0,3,45)| D l # verad(0,0,-90)| D l;
(*) Regular sectors o f the middle dome (*) 
D 6=tran(l,2*q)| verad(0,0,-135)| rosad(0,0,6,45)| D l;
D7= D6 # verad(0,0,225)| D6; (*) Regular sectors o f the side domes (*)
Tridome= pex| (D4 # D5 # D7); (*) Final configuration (*)
By rearranging the positions of the sectors of the same initial diamatic dome, it is possible to 
generate a family o f “base configurations”, which can be used in various combinations to 
shape compound forms. For instance, in the tridomes o f Fig 5.58, three different 
configurations are used as the base components. These configurations are shown in Fig 
5.59a, 5.59b and 5.59c. By applying transformations like rotation and replication, these base 
components can be placed in suitable positions to shape the various compound forms. It can 
be seen from Fig 5.59 that the base configurations are generated by combinations of two base 
sectors, shown in Figs 5.59d and 5.59e.
Two approaches can be specified in creating compound forms by base components such as 
the ones in the above examples;
• The first approach is to generate suitable base sectors such as the ones shown in Figs 
5.59d and 5.59e in Formian and replicate and arrange them in suitable positions to 
shape the final required configuration;
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• The second way is to export the base sector configurations to graphical software like 
AutoCAD®. Then, after arranging the replicated base sectors next to one another in 
suitable positions, a group of base configurations (such as the ones in Figs 5.59a, b 
and c) can be created. These can be used as the base components for generation of 
various forms.
mil
(a)
(d) (e)
Fig 5.59 Base configurations of the tridomes of Fig 5.58 and the base sectors
It is important to note that in both above approaches, the overlapping elements should be 
removed. In the first method (total formex formulation), a pexum function can remove all the 
repeated elements. But, in the second approach (formex-graphical method), the overlapping 
elements must be removed before replicating the base sectors in the graphical environment; 
otherwise it would be inconvenient to find and remove them accurately after combination. It 
may be interesting to know that in both cases of Fig 5.58 there are 260 repeated elements that 
cannot be seen graphically removed after combination. Fig 5.60 shows all possible base 
configurations that can be created by combining base sectors o f Fig 5.59 in different 
arrangements.
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Fig 5.60 Multidome base configurations derived from a diamatic dome
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Figs 5.60b to 5.60h show the group of configurations that are generated by reordering the 
sectors of the initial dome of Fig 5.60a. By changing any geometric characteristic of the 
initial dome or by repositioning the reflection/link plane, a new family of base configurations 
will be produced. Any of these families of base configurations may be used as a set of 
architectural design tools which are also combinable with other configurations. Therefore, by 
generating a family o f base configurations, a new range of compound forms will be 
achievable with a large number of possible varieties.
Here, the base configurations can be modified easily by changing the formex parameters of 
the configurations. For instance, by changing the radius, sweep angle, element frequency or 
number of sectors in the base diamatic dome, the whole set o f base configurations will be 
changed. In addition, the position o f the cutting plane (referred to as the reflection plane in 
bidome examples) is important in specifying the degree o f overlapping o f domes. This 
change of position will have a major effect in shaping the base configurations.
Figs 5.61 and 5.62 illustrate some examples of compound configurations that are created by 
combining the base configurations of Fig 5.60 in different ways. Some of these 
configurations may be suitable for covering corridors and pathways in various forms, while 
others may be useful for wide surface coverings. In addition, these compound forms can be 
combined together and shape more interesting forms.
From practical point o f view, it is beneficial to have the possibility of constructing various 
structures by the base configurations with major similarities. The convenience is that it is 
remarkably sensible to put on a number of prefabricated sectors o f domes with groups of 
similar elements to build a compound structure.
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L .
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Fig 5.61 Compound configurations generated by the base configurations of Fig 5.60
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a
é
Fig 5.62 Another set of compound configurations generated by base configurations of Fig 5.60
Figs 5.63 and 5.64 illustrate plan views of the wire frame and perspective views of the tiled 
multidomes created by a 6-sector diamatic dome, using colligation process. The base 
configurations for these multidomes are shown on top o f Fig 5.63. The number o f sectors of 
the base configuration, which is 6 in the current example, affects the overall shapes of the 
multidomes and the angles between their components (60° and 120° in this case). Fig 5.65 
shows rendered perspective views of multidomes created by combining different size domes.
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Fig 5.63 Plan views of multidomes derived from a 6-sector diamatic dome
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Fig 5.64 Perspective views of multidomes generated by combinations o f 6-sector diamatic domes
Fig 6.65 Perspective views of multidomes created by combining two types 
o f different size diamatic domes
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5.11 Double Layer Bidomes
Consider Fig 5.66 that shows views of a double layer bidome configuration with a single 
base component. The initial base component is a six sector double layer diamatic dome a 
plan o f which is shown in Fig 5.66a. Figs 5.66b and 5.66c illustrate steps o f preparing the 
base component for the colligation process, including removing the excess elements and 
moving the link points and the ends o f the corresponding elements onto the reflection plane.
R e f l e c t io n
p la n e
(a) Plan view of the 
base component
1iii
iii
1
' ^ m
(b) Base component after 
removing excess parts
(c) Base component after 
moving link points onto 
the reflection plane
A d d e d  l in k  e le m e n t s
(d) Plan view o f the bidome
Fig 5.66 Plan views of the steps of the colligation process 
for creation of a double layer bidome
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It should be noted that in a colligation process for a multi-layer configuration, removing the 
excess elements o f the base components can be done by the relection function for the overall 
configuration. To achieve better result in the removing process, which means having a 
relatively convenient edge for the base component, the position o f the reflection plane must 
be chosen carefully.
Of course, other parameters like the number of sectors and the element frequency affect the 
shape of the configuration edge after removing the excess parts. Normally, the best results 
can be achieved by considering a combination o f all these parameters. For instance, in the 
example under consideration, the position of the reflection plane and the geometric 
characteristics o f the base component are chosen in a way that the result o f the colligation 
process is achieved conveniently.
An ultimate goal in designing compound space structure forms is to create visual harmony as 
well as structural coordination. These features should be seen in the arrangement of the 
elements o f the final compound form. In designing compound forms by colligation process, 
where the base components are normally prepared by removing some excess parts of the 
initial configurations, harmony and compatibility between the remaining parts are essential. 
Accordingly, when it comes to multilayer compound form design, harmonisation of the 
modules o f the patterns o f elements in each layer is a key character.
In multilayer base configurations, the patterns may be different in different layers of 
elements. This makes the harmonising of the patterns to achieve a desirable compound form 
much more complicated. However, changing the available parameters including the 
geometrical properties of the initial configurations and the positions o f the cutting/reflection 
planes would enable the designer to find acceptable solutions by a number o f tries. 
Obviously, the experiences of the colligation process for single layer compound 
configurations would be of great help in multilayer compound form design.
A formex formulation for the double layer bidome of Fig 5.66 may be written as follows:
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(*) Formex formulation for double layer bidome o f Fig 5.66 (*)
Rt= 35; (*) Radius of the top layer (*)
Rb= 33; (*) Radius of the bottom layer (*)
m= 4; (*) Element frequency, top layer (*)
n= 6; (*) Number of sectors (*)
A=45; (*) Sweep angle (*)
q=l 8.3; (*) Position of the reflection plane on the X-axis (*)
Creating the initial configuration
Top= genit(l,m ,3,3,0,l)| {[Rt,0,0; Rt,0,3], [Rt,0,0; Rt,3,3], [Rt,0,3; Rt,3,3]};
(*) Top layer grid (*)
Web= genit(l,m ,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb,l,2; Rt,0,0], [Rb,l,2; Rt,0,3], [Rb,l,2; Rt,3,3]}# 
genit(l,m -l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb,2,4; Rt,3,6], [Rb,2,4; Rt,0,3], [Rb,2,4; Rt,3,3]};
(*) Web elements (*)
Bot= genit(l,m -l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb,2,4; Rb,l,2], [Rb,2,4; Rb,l,5], [Rb,2,4; Rb,4,5]} # 
rin(3,m,3)| [Rb,l,2; Rb,-1,2]; (*) Bottom layer grid
(*)
D= pex| rosad(0,0,n,360/n)| bd(l,360/n,A/(3*m))| (Top # Web # Bot);
(*) Initial base component (*)
Colligation process (^)
D l=  rel(U (l,l)<  q && U(2,l)< q)| D; (*) Removing the excess elements (*)
P=lam(2,0)| bd(l,360/n,A/(3*m))| {[Rt,-9,3*m], [Rb,-7,11],
[Rb,-5,10], [Rt,-3,9], [Rb,-1,8]}; (*) Boundary nodes (*)
Pn= proj(l,q)| P; (*) Link nodes (*)
Dome= nov(l, P, Pn)| D l ; (*) Moving the boundary nodes onto the reflection plane (*)
E l=  tigi lam(l,q)| bd(l,360/n,A/(3*m))| [Rt,0,6]; (*) Centre additional link element (*)
E2= lam(2,0)| tig| lam(l,q)| bd(l,360/n,A/(3*m))| [Rt,6,9];
(*) Side additional link elements (*)
Bidome= pex| lam(l,q)| dome # E l#  E2; (*) Final bidome configuration (*)
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To move the link points o f the prepared base components onto the reflection plane, it would 
be more convenient to consider each layer o f elements separately. For instance, in Formian it 
is possible to make one layer o f elements of the base component (like top layer) “visible” and 
make others (bottom layer and web elements) “invisible”. That is because each layer is 
represented by a formex variable in the formulation. Obviously, this is a manual operating 
process in Formian which cannot be seen in the above formulation.
In this situation, specifying the suitable link points along the new boundary of the 
configuration (after removing the excess elements) will be easier. Because the designer deals 
with the elements o f different layers, separately. Then, the top layer can be made invisible 
and the bottom layer be prepared for the colligation process. As the web elements connect the 
top to the bottom elements, by preparing top and bottom layers, normally web elements will 
be ready as a result, unless an unpredictable irregularity occurs. Finally, the harmony 
between the solutions for different layers will be thoroughly checked by the designer to make 
sure that the best result is achieved.
Back in the current example. Fig 5.66c shows the prepared base component in which both 
top and bottom layers o f one base component are ready to be linked to the corresponding 
layers of the other one. However, in some parts of the base component, close to the reflection 
plane, there are some gaps that may need additional link elements. By reflectional replication 
of the base component about the axis of symmetry, which creates the bidome, the positions 
of the gaps will be more evident. Because of these gaps, the top layer o f the final bidome 
configuration is not connected completely. So, it is necessary to add some elements to link 
the top layers of the two parts o f the configuration. These additional link elements are shown 
by thick lines in Fig 5.66d.
Fig 5.67 shows views o f the final bidome configuration and its different layers. A side view 
of the prepared base component is shown in Fig 5.67a. A side view and two perspective 
views (a wire frame and another tiled one) of the bidome are illustrated in Figs 5.67b and 
5.67c. Different layers o f the elements of the bidome are also shown in Figs 5.67d to 5.67f. a 
rendered perspective view o f the configuration is also shown in Fig 5.68.
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(a) Side view o f the base component
(b) Side view of the double layer bidome
(c) Perspective views
(f) Bottom layer (pers.)(d) Top layer (pers.) (e) Web elements (pers.)
Fig 5.67 Views of a double layer bidome and its layers of elements
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Fig 5.68 A rendered perspective view of a double layer bidome
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As another example, consider the bidome configuration of Fig 5.69. The main difference 
between the bidomes o f Figs 5.67 and 5.69 is that the latter has a larger sweep angle A, as 
can be seen by comparing the side views of the bidomes. Also, the element frequency m in 
the bidome of Fig 5.69 is 5 as compared with 4 in the bidome of Fig 5.67. Furthermore, the 
position of the reflection plane in the current example is moved further in the positive 
direction o f the X-axis and so the parameter q is equal to 27. These changes lead to some 
modifications in the number and positions of the boundary nodes along the edge of the base 
component after removing the excess elements, which can be done in the same way as it was 
explained in the previous example. However, the main difference between the generation 
methods of two bidomes is in the way that the link elements are added to connect their parts, 
where they are needed.
(a) Side view of the double layer bidome
(b) Perspective view
Fig 5.69 A double layer bidome configuration
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In the example o f Fig 5.67, the additional link elements were three horizontal top layer 
elements, which were added by the formex formulation (represented by formex variables E l 
and E2). Another method to add link elements where they are needed is the graphical 
method. This method is used in the example of Fig 5.69. In some engineering computer 
software like AutoCAD® it is possible to add bar or surface elements, using the coordinates 
of the end points. Therefore, adding needed link elements to the configuration under 
consideration can be done in this way, which is a combinational method involving Formian 
and AutoCAD.
That is, the bidome configuration is formulated using formex algebra by Formian and then, 
the 3D graphical file which contains all geometrical characteristics of the configuration is 
transferred to AutoCAD as a “d x f ’ file. Within AutoCAD, all views o f the configuration can 
be explored and searched for possible problems. By focusing on the link line o f the two parts 
o f the bidome, the positions of the needed link elements can be found. By snapping the curser 
on the end points of the specified bar/ surface elements, the new link elements can be added. 
So, the final configuration will be fully connected. Fig 5.70 shows the plan view of the 
bidome as well as a detailed view of the positions of additional elements.
Additional link elements in this example include two top layer horizontal elements and four 
inclined web elements. As the configuration is symmetric, the new link elements can be 
added in one side and then they will be reflectionally replicated about the XZ plane. The 
detailed view o f Fig 5.70a shows the top layer additional element by dashed blue line and the 
two additional web elements by dashed red lines. In this figure, the rest o f the top layer of 
elements, the web elements and the bottom layer are shown by continuous blue, red and 
green line, respectively.
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(a) Detailed view of 
part of link line
Reflection plane
Added web elements
Added top layer 
element
(b) Plan view of the bidome
Fig 5.70 Linking the base components of a double layer bidome
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Fig 5.71 shows another example o f a double layer bidome configuration, involving two 
different size domes as the initial base components. The colligation process for this bidome 
involves preparing each initial base component separately, considering relative positions and 
geometric relationships o f the domes.
To understand the steps o f the colligation process for this configuration, the formex 
formulation is explained as follows (more information about the parameters refer to the 
formex formulation o f Fig 5.66):
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 5.71 (*)
(^) Larger Dome (1st base component) (^ *)
R tl=  36; R bl=  34; m l=  7; n l=  6; Al=70; (*) Geometric parameters
of the dome (*)
q=28.25; (*) Position of the link plane on the X-axis (*)
T l= genit(l,m l,3 ,3 ,0 ,l)| {[Rtl,0,0; Rtl,0,3], [Rtl,0,0; Rtl,3,3],
[Rt 1,0,3; Rtl,3,3]}; (*) Top layer (*)
W l=  genit(l,m l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rbl,l,2; Rtl,0,0], [R bl,l,2 ; Rtl,0,3],
[R bl,l,2 ; Rtl,3,3]}# genit(l,m l-l,3 ,3 ,0 ,l)| {[Rbl,2,4; Rtl,3,6],
[Rb 1,2,4; Rtl,0,3], [Rb 1,2,4; Rtl,3,3]}; (*) Web elements (*)
B l=  genit(l,m l-l,3 ,3 ,0,1)1 {[Rbl,2,4; R b l,l,2 ], [Rbl,2,4; R b l,l,5 ],
[Rb 1,2,4; Rb 1,4,5]} # rin(3,ml,3)| [R bl,l,2 ; Rbl,-1,2]; (*) Bottom layer (*)
D10= pex| rosad(0,0,nl,360/nl)| bd(l,360/nl,A l/(3*m l))| (T l#  W l# B1 );
(*) Initial dome (*)
D l 1= rel(U (l,l)<  q && U(2,l)< q)| DIO; (*) Removing the excess elements (*)
P lt= bd(l,360 /n l,A l/(3*m l))| ([Rtl,0,15]# lam(2,0)| (rin(2,2,3)|
[Rtl,3,15]# [Rtl,9,18]# [R tl,12,21])); (*) Boundary nodes of the top layer (*)
Pnlt=  proj(l,q)| P it; (*) Link nodes of the top layer (*)
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Plb=lam (2,0)| bd(l,360/nl,A l/(3*m l))| {[Rbl,2,16], [Rbl,4,17],
[Rbl,8,19], [Rb 1,10,20]}; (*) Boundary nodes of the bottom layer (*)
Pnlb=  proj(l,q)| P lb ; (*) Link nodes o f the bottom layer (*)
D l=  nov(2,10,Plt# Plb,  Pnlt#  Pnlb)| D l 1; (*) 1st base component (*)
 Smaller Dome (2"^ base component) (^)
Rt2= 28; Rb2= 26.5; m2= 6; n2= 5; A2=60; (*) Geometric characteristics of
the 2"^  dome (*)
T= 47.25; (*) Position of the centre point of the 2"^  dome on the X-axis (*)
T2= genit(l,m2,3,3,0,l)| {[Rt2,0,0; Rt2,0,3], [Rt2,0,0; Rt2,3,3],
[Rt2,0,3; Rt2,3,3]}; (*) Top layer (*)
W2= genit(l,m2,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb2,l,2; Rt2,0,0], [Rb2,l,2; Rt2,0,3],
[Rb2,l,2; Rt2,3,3]}# genit(l,m 2-l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb2,2,4; Rt2,3,6],
[Rb2,2,4; Rt2,0,3], [Rb2,2,4; Rt2,3,3]}; (*) Web elements (*)
B2= genit(l,m 2-l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb2,2,4; Rb2,l,2], [Rb2,2,4; Rb2,l,5],
[Rb2,2,4; Rb2,4,5]} # rin(3,m2,3)| [Rb2,l,2; Rb2,-1,2]; (*) Bottom layer (*)
D20= pex| rosad(0,0,n2,360/n2)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| (T2# W2# B2);
(*) Initial 2"^  dome (*)
H= R tl *(l-tan| (Al/2)*sin| A l)- Rt2*(l-tan| (A2/2)*sin| A2); (*) AH between two
domes (*)
D21= rel(U (l,l)>  q && U(2,l)> q)| tranis(T, H)| D20; (*) Removing the excess
elements (*)
P2t=tranis(T, H)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| ([Rt2,30,12]# lam(2,0)|
([Rt2,27,12]# [Rt2,24,12]# [Rt2,30,15]# [Rt2,33,18])); (*) Boundary nodes
of the top layer (*)
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P2b=tranis(T, H)| lam(2,0)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| {[Rb2,31,13],
[Rb2,32,14], [Rb2,34,16], [Rb2,35,17]}; (*) Boundary nodes of
the bottom layer (*)
D22= nov(l, P2t # P2b, Pnlt#  Pnlb)| D21 ; (*) 2"^  base component (*)
(*) Modifications.......
P2=tranis(T, H)| lam(2,0)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| [Rb2,33,17];
P2n=tranis(T, H)| lam(2,0)| tran(2,1.5)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| [Rb2,33,17];
D2= nov(l,P2, P2n)| D22; (*) Element modification in the 2"^  base component (*)
 Shaping the Final Compound Form....... (^)
Bidome= pex| (D l# D2); (*) Final double layer bidome
(*)
Regarding the above formex formulation, it should be noted that first o f all, the larger initial 
base component, which is a double layer diamatic dome, is created. Formex variable DIO in 
the formex formulation represents the larger initial base component. Then, after specifying 
the position of the cutting/link plane by parameter q, the excess elements of the first initial 
base component are removed to make it ready for colligation with the second base 
component. This is done by a relection function and the resulting base component is 
represented by D l l  in the formex formulation.
After this step, each layer of the base component should be dealt with separately to make the 
necessary modifications convenient. For instance, the boundary nodes of the top layer o f the 
first base component are identified (represented by P it  in the formex formulation) and then 
projected onto the cutting/link plane to be specified as the top layer link nodes (represented 
by Pnlt).
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(a) Plan view
w m m m m Ê m m m M i
(b) Side view
(c) Longitudinal cross-section
(d) Perspective
Fig 5.71 Views o f a double layer bidome with different base components
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Fig 5.72 A rendered perspective view of a double layer bidome with different base components
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Also, the bottom layer boundary nodes (Plb) are identified and projected onto the 
cutting/link plane (represented by Pnlb). As the final step of the colligation process for the 
first base component, the top and bottom layer boundary nodes are moved to the positions of 
their corresponding link nodes on the cutting/link plane, using a novation function.
In a colligation process, the relative positions of the base components are important factors 
which directly affect the resulting compound form. In this example, the centre of the larger 
dome (1®^ base component) is on the origin as a default in Formian. The smaller dome (2"^ 
base component) is moved in the positive direction o f X-axis. The distance between the 
centre points o f two domes is controlled by parameter T. Changing this parameter helps the 
designer to modify the distance between the base components considering the functional 
requirements. The role o f the position of the cutting/link plane is also significant in the 
colligation process.
The choices of the relative positions of two domes and the cutting/link plane in creating a 
bidome mainly depend on the visual and harmonic aspects o f the overall form from 
architectural point o f view. However, as explained in the previous examples, careful 
selection of the relative positions of the initial base components and the position of the 
cutting/link plane will result in achieving regular edges o f the base components, which 
ultimately makes the colligation process more convenient. To further explain, consider Fig 
5.73 that shows various choices in selecting the relative positions o f the dome (left column 
figures) and the position of the cutting/link plane (right column figures). The middle 
configurations in both left and right columns show the current positions of the domes and the 
plane in the example o f Fig 5.71.
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(a) q=24
m)^ XXXXKKK
(b) q=28.25
M^DXXXXKKKK^
mXXXXKK^
(d) T=26
ra)^ XXXXKKM
(e) T=47.25
TO)^XXXXKKK
(c) q=33 (f) T=59
Fig 5.73 Choosing the relative positions o f the base components o f a bidome 
and the position o f the cutting/link plane
The configurations o f this figure show that good choices of positions for domes and the 
cutting/link planes will have a significant effect in the colligation process and achieving 
desirable overall forms.
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5.12 Regular Double Layer Multidomes
Fig 5.74 shows a “double layer multi-dome”, which consists o f a large double layer diamatic 
dome in the middle and two smaller ones in two sides. The arrangement of these three base 
components is in a way that the final configuration has a symmetric form. So, it can be called 
a “regular double layer multidome”.
(a) Perspective view o f the tridome
(b)One o f 2 sectors o f  the tridome (plan view)
(c) Side view
Fig 5.74 A double layer tridome generated by replicating the sectors o f the bidome of Fig 5.71
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The multidome o f Fig 5.74 is generated by using the prepared sectors of the base components 
of the bidome of Fig 5.71. The only difference between the two mentioned configurations is 
in the way of arranging the complete sectors and the sectors involved in linking sides. That 
is, the middle large base component of the tridome in the current example is a 6-sector 
double layer diamatic dome, just the same as the large base component o f Fig 5.71. Two 
sectors out o f six are involved in the colligation process and are used to link the base 
components. These two sectors as well as one complete sector and additional link elements 
are shown in Fig 5.74b. This figure in fact, shows one of two identical parts of the tridome. 
By a rotational replication of this part about the origin the final compound form will be 
created.
(a) Perspective view of the tridome
MmmmMÊwmmm
(b) Sectors of the tridome (plan view)
Fig 5.75 A double layer tridome generated by replicating the sectors o f the bidome o f Fig 5.71
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Fig 5.75 shows a rotated tridome created by a similar approach, using the sectors of the 
bidome of Fig 5.71. Two complete sectors of the larger dome are shown separately in the 
plane view o f Fig 5.75b. The link sectors of the large dome as well as the smaller domes and 
the additional link elements are shovm in this figure at two sides.
Figs 5.76 and 5.77 illustrate a double layer multidome, consisting o f a larger dome in the 
middle and three smaller ones around it. Fig 5.76a shows two link sectors of the larger dome 
connected to one smaller dome, using the same method as for the bidome of Fig 5.71. By 
rotational replication o f three o f these parts, the final multidome configuration is generated. 
A formex formulation for creating this multidome may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 5.76 (*)
 Central Larger Dome........
R tl= 36 ; R b l= 34 ; m l= 7 ; n l=  6; Al=70; (*) Geometric parameters (*)
q=28.25; (*) Position of the link plane on the X-axis (*)
T l=  genit(l,m l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rtl,0,0; Rtl,0,3], [Rtl,0,0; R tl,3,3], [Rtl,0,3; Rtl,3,3]};
(*) Top layer (*)
W l= genit(l,m l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rbl,l,2; Rtl,0,0], [R bl,l,2 ; Rtl,0,3],
[R bl,l,2 ; Rtl,3,3]} # genit(l,m l-1,3,3,0,1)| {[Rbl,2,4; Rtl,3,6],
[Rbl,2,4; Rtl,0,3], [Rbl,2,4; Rtl,3,3]}; (*) Web elements (*)
B l=  genit(l,m l-l,3 ,3 ,0 ,l)| {[Rbl,2,4; R b l,l,2 ], [Rbl,2,4; R b l,l,5 ],
[Rbl,2,4; Rbl,4,5]} # rin(3,ml,3)| [R bl,l,2 ; Rbl,-1,2]; (*) Bottom layer (*)
D10=pex| verad(0,0,-60)| rosad(0,0,2,360/nl)| bd(l,360/nl,A l/(3*m l))|
(T1 # W l# B l); (*) Initial dome (*)
D 11= rel(U (l,l)<  q && U(2,l)< q)| DIO; (*) Removing the excess elements (*)
P lt=bd(l,360 /n l,A l/(3*m l))| ([Rtl,0,15]# lam(2,0)| (rin(2,2,3)| [Rtl,3,15] #
[Rtl,9,18]# [Rtl, 12,21])); (*) Boundary nodes of top layer (*)
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Pnlt=  proj(l,q)| P it; (*) Link nodes of top layer (*)
P lb=  lam(2,0)| bd(l,360/nl,A l/(3*m l))| {[Rbl,2,16], [Rbl,4,17], [Rbl,8,19],
[Rb 1,10,20]}; (*) Boundary nodes of bottom layer (*)
Pnlb= proj(l,q)| P lb ; (*) Link nodes of bottom layer
(*)
D l=  nov(l. P i t  # P lb , P n lt # Pnlb)| D l l ;  (*) Prepared central dome (*)
 Side Smaller Dome ("*)
Rt2= 28; Rb2= 26.5; m2= 6; n2= 5; A2=60; (*) Geometric parameters (*)
T= 47.25; (*) Position of the centre point of the side dome on the X-axis (*)
T2= genit(l,m2,3,3,0,l)| {[Rt2,0,0; Rt2,0,3], [Rt2,0,0; Rt2,3,3], [Rt2,0,3; Rt2,3,3]};
(*) Top layer (*)
W2= genit(l,m2,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb2,l,2; Rt2,0,0], [Rb2,l,2; Rt2,0,3],
[Rb2,l,2; Rt2,3,3]}# genit(l,m 2-l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb2,2,4; Rt2,3,6],
[Rb2,2,4; Rt2,0,3], [Rb2,2,4; Rt2,3,3]}; (*) Web elements (*)
B2= genit(l,m 2-l,3,3,0,l)| {[Rb2,2,4; Rb2,l,2], [Rb2,2,4; Rb2,l,5],
[Rb2,2,4; Rb2,4,5]} # rin(3,m2,3)| [Rb2,l,2; Rb2,-1,2]; (*) Bottom layer (*)
D20= pex| rosad(0,0,n2,360/n2)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))|
(T2 # W2 # B2); (*) Initial dome (*)
H= R tl*(l-tan | (Al/2)*sin| A l)- Rt2*(l-tan| (A2/2)*sin| A2); (*) AH between two
domes (*)
D21= rel(U (l,l)>  q && U(2,l)> q)| tranis(T, H)| D20; (*) Removing the excess
elements (*)
P2t= tranis(T, H)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| ([Rt2,30,12] # lam(2,0)|
([Rt2,27,12] # [Rt2,24,12] # [Rt2,30,15] # [Rt2,33,18])); (*) Boundary nodes
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of top layer (*)
P2b= tranis(T, H)| lam(2,0)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| {[Rb2,31,13],
[Rb2,32,14], [Rb2,34,16], [Rb2,35,17]}; (*) Boundary nodes of bottom layer (*)
D22= nov(l, P2t # P2b, Pnlt#  Pnlb)| D21 ; (*) Moving boundary nodes
to target positions (*)
 Modifications.......
P2= tranis(T, H)| lam(2,0)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| [Rb2,33,17];
P2n=tranis(T, H)| lam(2,0)| tran(2,1.5)| bd(l,360/n2,A2/(3*m2))| [Rb2,33,17];
D2= nov(l, P2, P2n)| D22; (*) Nodal Modification (*)
 Shaping the Final Compound Form.......
Multidome= pex| rosad(0,0,3,120)| (D1 # D2); (*) Final double layer multidome (*)
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Bottom layer 
link elements
(a)One of 3 sectors of the multidome 
(plan view)
(b) Perspective view of the multidome
Fig 5.76 A multidome generated by replicating the sectors o f the bidome of Fig 5.71
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Fig 5.77 A rendered perspective view o f the multidome o f Fig 5.76
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5.13 Compound Barrel Vaults
There are situations in architectural design where barrel vaults need to be connected together. 
For example, Fig 5.78 shows schematic plan views of a number o f forms in which barrel 
vaults are connected. These forms are called “compound barrel vaults”. To achieve these 
forms various ways o f colligation process can be employed. When barrel vaults are being 
colligated to shape compound barrel vaults, the base components may or may not have 
identical characteristics like radii, sweep angles, lengths, patterns o f elements, density of 
patterns and number o f layers. The colligation process for multi-barrel vaults with identical 
characteristics is easier than the cases when the base components are different. In addition to 
the convenience o f the colligation process, from visual and practical points o f views, it is 
preferable to use base components with as much similarities as possible. In particular, the 
patterns o f elements, density and the number o f layers play significant roles in the 
compatibility o f the base components in a colligation process.
(a) (b)
I X
( d H -
(f)
Fig 5.78 Schematic plan views of various forms of compound barrel vaults
For the base components to be connected together, some preparation steps must be taken to 
make them compatible with each other. These steps include removing the excess elements of 
each base component and bringing the remaining boundary nodes to the required linking 
positions. The following example illustrates the steps o f the colligation process for a 
particular compound barrel vaults. Fig 5.78a may be one o f the simplest compound barrel
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vaults in which two identical barrel vaults (base components) with perpendicular axes are 
connected together. An instance o f this situation is shown in Fig 5.79. As this configuration 
has a symmetric form, preparing one base component is sufficient to make the connection 
possible (Fig 5.80).
A xis o f  
symmetry
(a) Plan view (b) Perspective
Fig 5.79 Plan and perspective views o f a simple multi-barrel vault
Excess parts
Axis o f  
symmetry
(a) Base components
(H a tc h e d  p arts s h o u ld  b e  r e m o v e d )
(c) Reflectional replication
(b) A  rotated base component 
( E x c e s s  part to  b e  r e m o v e d )
(d) Final configuration 
Fig 5.80 Steps o f colligation process for the configuration o f Fig 5.79
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The base component will be reflectionally replicated about the axis of symmetry to shape the 
final configuration. To prepare the base component of this configuration, the elements of one 
of its comers should be removed, as shown in Fig 5.80. The removal is done by using a 
relection function. However, as it is not convenient to define a mathematical condition for 
relection function which involves inclined removing area, it will be easier to rotate the base 
component by 45° and use a regular condition for the relection function.
Fig 5.80 illustrates the steps of the colligation process for the configuration o f Fig 5.79. Fig 
5.80a shows the base components. Fig 5.80b shows one of them which is rotated by a verad 
function [2] to match the condition of the relection function for removing the excess 
elements. Fig 5.80c shows the prepared base component, reflectionally replicated around the 
symmetry axis and Fig 5.8Od shows the final configuration.
The figures illustrate just the schematic view of what is needed to be done to achieve the 
configuration of Fig 5.79. However, in practice, the colligation process for this configuration 
needs more detailed work, as will be described in the sequel. One major challenge is finding 
a method to bring the boundary nodes to proper positions on the reflection/link plane. The 
normal way of doing this, which is used in many cases o f colligation throughout this 
research, is setting all boundary nodes in a formex and then, projecting them onto the link 
plane.
The resulting points of projection function will then become the target set o f a novation 
function, by which the boundary nodes are taken onto the plane. However, in this particular 
case, using ordinary projection function will cause some problems in the form of the base 
component. For instance, in Fig 5.81 that shows the preparation steps o f a base component of 
Fig 5.79, using ordinary projection function (perpendicular projection) has caused 
irregularities in the element arrangement along the link line. Fig 5.81c, shows two top and 
bottom elements in circle, which are not at the same direction as the rest of similar elements 
of the configuration. This is because the projection function projects the chosen points onto 
the reflection plane perpendicularly, rather than in the same direction as the rest o f the side 
elements. A detailed view of this problem is shown in Fig 5.8 Id.
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(a) Base component 
(before removing the 
excess elements)
Boundary
nodes
(b) Base component 
(after removing the 
excess elements)
Reflection
lDet-1
Plane
Link
nodes
(c) Positioning link nodes by 
perpendicular projection 
( d e c l in e d  m e t h o d )
(d) Positioning link nodes 
by inclined projection 
(a c c e p t e d  m e th o d )
(d) Det-1
Dashed line shows the initial elements;
Dotted line shows the direction of side elements; 
A is a boundaiy node;
A l is a proper link node corresponding to A;
A2 is a projection of A on the reflection plane;
A2
Fig 5.81 Preparation steps o f a base component for colligation 
(problematic link nodes are shown by hollow circles, Det-1)
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In Fig 5.8 Id, point A2 is the projected position o f node A on the reflection plane, while the 
proper position for the corresponding point o f node A on the plane is point A l. Point A l is 
the intersection o f the direction of side elements of the base component and the reflection 
plane. To find the position of point A l, an “inclined projection” should be applied to the 
node A, indicating the direction of the side elements as the direction o f the projection vector. 
For this purpose, a “tractation function” can be used.
5.13.1 Tractation function
Tractation function is a Formian function that enables projection o f configurations onto a 
number of different surfaces. Also, it allows three fundamental modes of projection to be 
carried out. In particular, the tractation function allows inclined parallel projection onto a 
plane which is needed in the current example. There are some parameters involved in a 
tractation function which determine how a configuration (a list o f nodes in the current 
example) is projected. These parameters include:
• Surface code and parameters which specify the form and the position of the surface 
on which a configuration will be projected. In the current example, the surface is a 
vertical plane perpendicular to the X-axis. The code for a plane (as the projection 
target) in the tractation function is 18. Also, to determine the position and the 
orientation of the plane it is necessary to specify a vector which is normal to the 
plane. This vector, for the current example is given as [0,0,0, q-0.4,0,0]. The reason 
for choosing this vector is explained later.
• Projection code which specify the mode of projection (whether it is central, parallel or 
axial projection). In the current example, parallel projection is needed and so, the 
projection code 2 is used in the tractation function;
• Projection parameters that specify the details required for the projection. In this case, 
they are coordinates o f the end points of a vector which determines the direction of 
the parallel projection.
Further explanations about various aspects o f tractation function can be found in reference 
[12].
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The details of the colligation steps for the configuration of Fig 5.79 are explained through the 
formex formulation, as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.79 (*)
m=14; (*) Frequency of elements of the base component in the 2"^  direction (*)
n=24; (*) Frequency in the 3'^  ^direction
(*)
A=60; (*) Sweep angle of the base component (*)
R=8; (*) Radius of the base component (*)
L=25; (*) Length of the base component (*)
q=-4.85; (*) Position of the cutting plane on the X-axis (*)
B=rinit(m/2,2,2,n)| [1,0,0; 1,2,0] # rinit(2,n/2,m,2)| [1,0,0; 1,0,2] #
rinit(m/2,n/2,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [1,0,0; 1,1,1]; (*) Grid (*)
Barrel= verad(0,0,90-A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| B; (*) Initial barrel vault (*)
B l=  verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| Barrel; (*) Positioning the initial barrel
vault for the removal step (*)
B2= rel(U (l,l)<  q && U(2,l)< q)| B l; (*) Removing the excess elements (*)
P= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)|
lib(i=0,m)| [ 1 ,i, 14-i]; (*) Boundary nodes (*)
P l=  verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| [1,0,14];
Give P I; (*) Getting the coordinates of the end point PI of the projection vector (*)
P2= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| [1,0,16];
Give P2; (*) Getting the coordinates of the end point P2 of the projection vector (*)
Pn= trac(18, [0,0,0, q-0.4,0,0],2, [-6.89, -16.68, 4.00; -5.41, -15.21, 4.00])| P;
(*) Projecting boundary nodes onto the reflection plane (*) 
B3= nov(l, P, Pu)I B2; (*) Moving boundary nodes to target positions (*)
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CBV= lam (l, q-0.4)| B3; (*) Shaping the final form (*)
In the above formulation:
• m, n, A, R and L are the geometric parameters of the initial barrel vault [2] which is 
used as the base component;
• q specifies the position of a vertical plane parallel to YZ plane on the X-axis, which is 
used as an indicator to specify the elements that need to be removed in colligation 
process to prepare the initial configuration for connection. So, this plane is called the 
cutting plane.
• B and Barrel are formex variables representing the grid and the initial barrel vault;
• B 1 represents the rotated initial barrel vault which is ready for removing the excess 
elements;
• B2 represents the initial barrel vault after removing the excess parts, which is done by 
using a relection function (removing all elements with the x-coordinates of one or 
both ends larger than q);
• P represents a list o f nodes along the new boundary o f the initial barrel vault. This 
new boundary is formed as a result o f removing the excess elements;
• PI and P2 represent the end points of a horizontal element o f the barrel vault whose 
coordinates are used to specify the direction vector for the tractation function;
• Pn represents the list o f points on the reflection plane, which is created by projecting 
the boundary nodes P onto the reflection plane by using a tractation function. These 
points are used as the target points in a novation function;
• B3 represents the base component which is created by moving the boundary nodes 
onto the reflection plane by a novation function;
• CBV represents the final configuration (Compound Barrel Vault).
The boundary nodes represented by P are specified by formex formulation:
P= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| lib(i=0,m)| [l,i,14-i];
It can also be done by using a “pick function” (after being implemented in Formian), which 
enables the user to pick sets of nodes/lines/surfaces graphically by using mouse on the 
Formian drawpad (see chapter 7).
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In addition, the coordinates of points PI and P2 are obtained by “give statements” [2] as it is 
seen in the fbnnex forrmikitioii. give süitenient disphrys die particulars c)fa jiinnex cm die 
Formian screen or copies them in the Formian editory. A disadvantage of using give 
statenierits in foime:K forrniihitioiis is thait it rnakes jiararnetric ibniiulaticin irucom/enierit, 
because applying a give statement to a formex is a manual process. Therefore, in the current 
example, for instance, it is impossible to use the coordinates of points PI and P2 as 
parameters in the tractation function as they should be manually copied into the function. 
Using “uniple function” would solve this problem (see chapter 7).
Fig 5.82 illustrates a rendered perspective of a square-shaped compound barrel vault. This 
configuration is generated by using the method explained in Fig 5.81.
Fig 5.82 Perspective views of a compound barrel vault with and without a central dome
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Fig 5.83 shows a perspective view of another example of a compound barrel vault. This 
configuration is created by combing 6 barrel vaults with angles equal to 120° between their 
axes. A colligation process similar to the one used for the example o f Fig 5.81 is employed 
here too. It can be seen from the figure that a triangular pattern perfectly responds to the 
required angles between the base components, which results in a harmonious form.
a
Fig 5.83 Perspective and plan views of a compound barrel vault 
with 120° angle between the axes of the base components
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Now, consider Fig 5.84 that illustrates a cross-shape compound barrel vault. Having a 
symmetric form, preparing a half of one base component is sufficient to shape the whole 
configuration. Fig 5.85a shows the plan view of this base part, which is a half of one of four 
branches o f the configuration.
Also, shown in this figure are the excess elements that should be removed (shown by dashed 
lines) and the vertical plane LI with respect to which the excess elements are specified. The 
configuration is rotated from its initial position to have a 45° angle with Y-axis. In this 
position removing the excess elements by applying a relection function (cutting plane LI) 
will be easier.
Fig 5.84 A cross-shape compound barrel vault
The rest o f Fig 5.85 show the steps of colligation process for preparing and connecting the 
base components. Fig 5.85b shows the base component after removing the excess elements 
by using a relection function. Boundary nodes (nodes that connect this part to other parts) are 
also shown in this figure. Fig 5.85c shows the base component after moving the boundary 
nodes to their new positions (target points). Target points are located on the vertical 
reflection plane L2. The positions of these points are specified by projecting the boundary 
nodes onto the plane L2, using a tractation function.
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Fig 5.85 Colligation process for a cross-shape compound barrel vault
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This is an inclined projection, parallel to the axial direction o f the base component. The 
projection direction is specified by a vector whose end points are, in fact, end points of an 
element parallel to the axis o f the barrel vault (PI and P2 in the formex formulation below). 
The position o f the reflection plane L2 is chosen closer to the boundary nodes to prevent the 
neighbouring elements being stretched. This implies that the position o f the reflection plane 
L2 does not completely depend on the position of the cutting plane L I. There is a certain 
amount of freedom in choosing the position o f the reflection plane. So, the designer can 
decide its best position, though it cannot be too far from the boundary nodes.
In order to move the boundary nodes to the target positions (Fig 5.85c), both modes 1 and 2 
of the novation function were tried. With mode 1 (sharp novation, [11]), the elements 
connected to the boundary nodes were stretched after moving these nodes to the target 
positions. This causes an unpleasant irregularity in element arrangement along the link line. 
However, the advantage of this approach is that other parts of the base component remain 
unchanged.
Alternatively, the mode 2 novation (exponential decay novation [11]) can be used to reduce 
the irregularity along the link line. This mode of novation function creates a harmonious 
distribution of the effect o f nodal translocations. The disadvantage o f this approach is that all 
the lengths o f the elements and the angles between them are changed, which may cause 
practical difficulties. To prevent distorting all the elements, the majority o f them (that are far 
away from the reflection plane) are fixed, by considering the corresponding nodes as fixed 
points in the novation function (Pf in the formex formulation below). These fixed points are 
shown by hollow circles in Fig 5.85c.
In the next step of colligation process, the base component is reflectionally replicated with 
respect to the axis o f symmetry along its larger side (shown in Fig 5.85d). For this purpose, x 
and y coordinates o f two nodes on the axis of symmetry are needed to be used in a lamad 
function [2]. The resulting configuration of the reflection is one o f four branches o f the final 
compound barrel vault. This branch then is rotationally replicated by a rosad function [2], to 
shape the final configuration (Fig 5.85e). The centre for this rotational replication is the 
intersection point o f the axis of symmetry and the reflection plane L2, so its x and y 
coordinates are both equal to the x-coordinate of plane L2 (q2). This is because the x- 
coordinate of plane L2 (which is parallel to YZ plane) is equal to q2 and due to the angle
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between the axis of symmetry and the Y direction (45°), y-coordinate of the center point 
would be equal to q2, too. A formex formulation for the compound barrel vault of Fig 5.84 
may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.84 (*)
m=8; n=24; A=30; R=8; L=25; (*) Geometric parameters of the base component (*)
q l=  0.7; (*) Position of cutting plane LI on X-axis (*)
q2= -0.4; (*) Position of reflection plane L2 on X-axis (*)
B=rinit(m /2,n/2+l,2,2)1 [1,0,0; 1,2,0] # rinit(m/2+l,n/2,2,2)| [1,0,0; 1,0,2] # 
rinit(m/2,n/2,2,2)| lam it(l,l)| [1,0,0; 1,1,1];
Barrel= verad(0,0,90-2*A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| B; (*) Base component (*)
B l=  verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| Barrel; (*)Base component in position (*)
B2= rel(U (l,l)<ql && U (2,l)<ql)| B l; (*) Removing the excess elements (*)
P= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-2* A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)|
([1,0,6] # lib(i=2,8)| [l,i,8-i]); (*) Boundary nodes
(*)
P l=  verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-2*A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| [1,0,10];
Give P I; (*) end of projection vector (*)
P2= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-2*A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| [1,0,8];
Give P2; (*) 2"*^ end of projection vector (*)
Pn= trac(18, [0,0,0, q2,0,0],2, [-2.47, -12.26,4.00; -0.99, -10.79, 4.00])| P;
(*) Target points (*)
Pf= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-2* A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)|
rinit(m/2+l,8,2,2)| [1,0,10]; (*) Fixed points (*)
B3= nov(2, 1, P f # P, P f # Pn)| B2; (*) Moving boundary nodes to target
positions on the reflection plane L2 (*) 
P3= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-2*A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| [l,0,n];
Give P3; (*) end of reflection vector (*)
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P4= verad(0,0,-45)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,90-2*A)| bc(R,2*A/m,L/n)| [l,m,n];
Give P3; (*) 2"^  end of reflection vector (*)
BB= pex| lamad(-12.78, -22.58, -17.68, -17.68)| B3; (*) Reflectional replication
of the base component (*)
Form= pex| rosad(q2, q2)| BB; (*) Final configuration (*)
Note that in this formulation the coordinates of the end points o f the inclined projection 
vector (points PI and P2) that is used in the tractation function are achieved by applying 
“give statements” in Formian. These coordinates that are shown by bold characters within the 
tractation function statement, could be achieved more conveniently by applying “uniple 
function”, which assigns the required coordinates of a certain point to a formex variable (for 
more explanation about uniple function see chapter 7). In that way, the whole formulation 
would be completely parametrical and so, the user would not need to get the coordinates of 
the required points by give statements. Same problem with getting the nodal coordinates 
happens with finding the coordinates o f the end points of reflection vector for the lamad 
function (shown in bold in the formulation). Fig 5.86 illustrates a compound configuration 
created by combining cross-shape barrel vaults.
Fig 5.86 A compound configuration created by combining cross-shape barrel vaults
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Fig 5.87 illustrates plan and perspective view of a compound barrel vault (Figs 5.87a and 
5.87b) and a hexagonal compound configuration that is created by combining these 
compound barrel vaults together (Fig 5.87c).
The method for generating the compound barrel vault o f Fig 5.87a is the same method as the 
one used in the previous example. The main difference is the angle between the base 
component and the reflection plane, which is 60° in this example.
Fig 5.87 A hexagonal compound configuration created by combining compound barrel vaults
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Another difference between the methods used for generating the compound barrel vaults of 
Figs 5.84 and 5.87 is that in the latter, mode 1 novation function is used to move the 
boundary nodes to the target positions. It can be seen from the plan and perspective views in 
Figs 5.87a and 5.87b that the elements along the link lines are stretched. Although in some 
practical cases this kind o f problem may be not so noticeable, to solve this problem the 
method used for the configuration of Fig 5.84 can be employed in this case as well.
5.14 Compound Annular Barrel Vaults
Annular barrel vaults [2] can interestingly be used as base components to generate compound 
barrel vault. An example of these configurations is shown in Fig 5.88. This compound 
configuration with a circular concave part in the middle, which characterises it as an annular 
barrel vault, has 6 branches around. These branches can be used as the linking parts with 
other configurations. Fig 5.89 and the subsequent formex formulation explain the colligation 
process employed to generate one of 6 branches o f the configuration of Fig 5.88.
Fig 5.88 A perspective view of a compound annular barrel vault
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Fig 5.89 Colligation process for a compound barrel vault (central angle= 30°)
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Fig 5.89a shows a part o f an annular barrel vault with a four-way pattern and the central 
angle S equal to 30°. This configuration is the base component for the compound annular 
barrel vault o f Fig 5.88, before applying the colligation process. Other geometric 
characteristics o f this configuration, including the and 2"'' radii R1 and R2, sweep angle A 
and the 1 and 2 circumferential frequencies m and n are shown in the formex formulation 
below (for more information about the geometry of annular barrel vaults, see reference [2]).
To make the connection between the base components possible, some elements of the 
configuration of Fig 5.89a should be removed. For this purpose, the cutting vertical plane LI 
is used. The parameter q l=  90.15 specifies the x-coordinate o f the plane LI. The excess 
elements are shown by dashed line in Fig 5.89a.
Fig 5.89b illustrates the base component after removing the excess elements. Also shown in 
this figure are the new boundary nodes (by hollow circles) that after moving to their new 
positions will be the linking points between two base components. A point that should be 
noted here is that the first 6 boundary nodes (represented by PI and P2 in the formex 
formulation) are “perpendicularly” projected onto the reflection plane L2, in order to find the 
target points (as shown in Fig 5.89b). However, because the top boundary node P4 is on the 
top inclined link line (shown in Fig 5.89c), projecting it perpendicularly would cause an 
unwanted gap between the base components. Therefore, for this particular node (P4), an 
inclined projection is needed to be done along the direction o f the link line. A tractation 
function is employed for this purpose. Nodes P3 and P4 specify the end points and the 
direction of the vector for the inclined projection.
As it can be seen in Fig 5.89c, the positions o f the target points are on the plane L2, which is 
different from the cutting plane LI. The reason for choosing different positions for cutting 
and reflection planes is the same reason that was discussed in the example of Fig 5.85. That 
is, to prevent major irregularities in the pattern of elements along the link lines, the designer 
may have to adjust the position o f the target points, which reside on the reflection plane. In 
case of this example (Fig 5.89c), like the example of Fig 5.85, the position o f the reflection 
plane L2 is closer to the boundary nodes comparing to the position o f the cutting plane LI.
Figs 5.89d, 5.89e and 5.89f show the prepared base component, its relative position with 
respect to other base components and the resulting configuration by reflectional replications.
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A formex formulation for the compound barrel vault o f Fig 5.88 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 5.88 (*)
Rl=90; R2=40; A=100; m=10; n=16; S=30; (*) Geometric characteristics
of the base component (*)
ql=90.15; (*) Position of cutting plane LI on X-axis (*)
q2= ql-1.5; (*) Position of reflection plane L2 on X-axis (*)
E l=  dep(4)| ba(Rl,S/m,R2,A/n)| (tran (4,-n/2)| (rinic(2,4,5,8,2,2)| lam(2,l)| 
lam(4,l)| [1,0,1,0; l,l,l,l]# rin ic(2 ,4 ,5 ,9 ,2 ,2 )| [1,0,1,0; 1,2,1,0] # 
rinic(2,4,6,8,2,2)| [1,0,1,0; 1,0,1,2]));
E2= re l(U (l,l)< q l && U (2,l)<ql)| E l; (*) Removing the excess elements (*)
P l=  dep(4)| ba(Rl,S/m,R2,A/n)| rin(2,4,2)| [1,0,1,0]; (*) Boundary nodes (*)
P2= dep(4)| ba(Rl,S/m,R2,A/n)| lib(i=0,l )| [l,7+ i,l,l+ i]; (*) Boundary nodes (*)
Pnl=  proj(l, q2)| (PI# P2); (*) Target points (*)
E3= n ov (l,P l#P 2 , Pnl)| E2;
P3= dep(4)\ ba(Rl,S/m,R2,A/n)\ [1,10,1,0]; (*) T‘ end of projection vector (*)
Give P3;
P 4= dep(4)\ ba(Rl ,S/m,R2,A/n)\ [1,10,1,2]; (*) 2”^* end of projection vector and
the top boundary node (*)
Give P4;
y/Z.P#, #5.00, #0.00; ^5.##, #9.55, #200/)!
(*) Inclined projection (*)
Give Pn; (*) Top target point
(*)
Pnx— 88.65; (*) x-coordinate of Pn (*)
Pny= 51.18; (*) y-coordinate of Pn (*)
E4= nov(l, P4, Pn)| E3; (*) Base component (*)
E5= lam (l, q2)| E4; (*) Replicating the base component (*)
F=pex\ rosad(Pnx, Pny, 3, 120)\ E5; (*) Shaping a branch (*)
Form= pex| rosad(0, 0, 6, 60)| F; (*) Final configuration (*)
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By implementing the “uniple fonction” in Permian, the statements of the above formex 
formulation that are written in italic can be replaced by the following statements:
P3= dep(4)\ ba(Rl,S/m,R2,A/n) \ [1,10,1,0];
P4= dep(4)\ ba(Rl,S/m,R2,A/n)\ [1,10,1,2];
Pn= trac(18, [0,0,0, q2,0,0],2, [unip(x)\ P3, unip(y) \ P3, unip(z) \ P3; 
unip(x)\ P4, unip(y)\ P4, unip(z)\ P4])\ P3;
F=pex\ rosad(unip(x) \ Pn, unip(y) \ Pn, 3, 120)\ E5;
Mode 1 novation function is used in this example to move the boundary nodes into the target 
positions. So, there is no need to specify fixed nodes on the configuration. The compound 
annular configurations can be combined together to shape other compound forms like the 
configurations shown in Figs 5.90 and 5.91.
Fig 5.90 Plan views of a number of compound annular barrel vaults
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Fig 5.91 Perspective views of compound annular barrel vaults
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Fig 5.92 illustrates the annular base component (a)and two compound annular barrel vaults (b 
and c) generated by combinations o f this base component. A difference between these 
configurations with the ones in Figs 5.88 to 5.91 is that the central angle S o f the base 
component is equal to 45°.
Fig 5.92 Plan views of compound annular barrel vaults 
(central angle of the base component= 45°)
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Another major difference, which is the main point o f this example, is that the base 
component itself consists o f two parts:
• One annular part, which is closer to the centre (shown in Fig 5.93a);
• A flat radial part, which is located around the larger side o f the annular part (shown 
in Fig 5.93b).
These two parts are shown together in Fig 5.93c, before applying the colligation process. The 
reason for adding a flat radial part to the annular part in the base component is that the 
descending side o f the annular part would be located around the cutting/reflection plane LI. 
This means that if  the annular part itself was used as the single part o f the base component, 
an unwanted concave part would have been appeared in the middle part of the base 
component. Other steps o f the colligation process are similar to the previous examples.
a) b)
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Fig 5.93 Colligation process for a compound barrel vault (central angle S= 45°)
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Fig 5.94 A perspective view of compound annular barrel vault (central angle= 45°)
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An interesting field in compound space structure forms is the family of forms that can he 
created hy comhining domes and barrel vaults. In fact, this family o f compound forms 
involve large number o f possibilities configurations that are practically valuable, from 
functional as well as visual points of view. For instance, various types of barrel vaults can 
connect spaces covered by domes/multidomes together.
Fig 5.95 illustrates an example o f a compound configuration, which consists of two diamatic 
domes and a hyperboloidal barrel vault in the middle. Fitting the edges of the base 
components (domes and barrel vaults), their heights, their patterns, the form of the link lines 
and the pattern irregularities around the link lines, etc. are issues that should be considered 
and fixed in colligation process of such forms.
\
7^
Fig 5.95 A perspective view of a compound configuration, consisting of 
two diamatic domes and a hyperboloidal barrel vault in the middle
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The middle sketch in Fig 6.1 represents a curvier form in comparison, but still can be built by 
combinations of curved beam-columns and/or shells. This sketch may symbolize an 
intermediate approach between the top and the bottom approaches in architecture. That is, a 
lattice grid of bent beams and columns too, can be considered as a space structure as it 
structurally performs in 3 dimensions. Figs 6.2 to 6.5 demonstrate practical examples of that 
sketch in real world.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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For instance, the main covering structure o f the “Sage Gateshead” is built by a grid o f bent 
normal steel sections. The curved girders hold the main beams lying along the longitudinal 
axes o f the building. The secondary beams that hold the cladding are then fixed on the main 
beams. Cable bracings have been also used to stabilise the structure against the side loads.
The arrangement o f the external cladding and the glazing also show the pattern o f structural 
elements underneath. The architecture o f the Sage Gateshead can be considered as a sample 
o f freeform design as it demonstrates a harmonious wavy form, though the form may not be 
easily analysed into regular geometrical forms.
Other examples in this range have similar visual impressions, though they may have been 
built by different materials and structural systems.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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The bottom sketch of Fig 6.1 shows another possible approach, which is different from the 
first ones. This sketch is drawn based on the idea o f using a suitable type of curved lattice 
grid. This grid can be built in one or more layers o f structural elements with various options 
of patterns. These structures that are usually regarded as space structures are typically built 
by large numbers o f structural elements connected together.
This particular aspect (being built by large number of joined elements) provides more 
flexibility in designing the overall form and gives more possibilities to the designers from 
both architectural and structural points o f view. Although, “the decision whether to use a 
three-dimensional space grid or a one-way spanning structure is often influenced by the plan 
form of the building and the location o f the supporting structure” [3], in projects where 
modernism and technology are aimed to be exposed, space structures are often a typical 
choice. Various pleasant patterns and the connectivity between the elements as well as the 
feeling o f lightness, in addition to the possibilities of using combinations o f natural and 
artificial lighting, make space structures one o f the top choices in freeform design.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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As the first example o f using formex algebra in freeform design, consider Figs 6.9 and 6.10, 
which show the base grid (a triangulated single layer grid with a rectangular boundary shape) 
and two freeform configurations generated based on it.
Fig 6.9 The base grid for the freeform configurations of Fig 6.10
Fig 6.10 Two freeform configurations created by a single layer triangulated grid
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The rectangular boundary shape is chosen as the first example as it may be considered as one 
of the simplest and most popular forms in architecture. As it can be seen from Fig 6.10, the 
freeform configurations in this figure are created by raising some parts of the base grid of Fig 
6.9. For instance, the top configuration in Fig 6.10 is generated by raising two parts (one in 
the middle and one along the longer boundary near the far comer) and fixing some parts of 
the boundary. The bottom configuration is created be raising two parts along the two longer 
boundary lines and having other nodes of the base grid along the boundary, fixed. Many 
other configurations can be created using the same base grid. However, the important issue 
regarding freeform design is the method, which might be suitable to generate these kinds of 
forms. In fact, there are a number of approaches in formex algebra that can be used for this 
aim. For instance, various capabilities of pellevation function, tractation function and 
novation function can be used in freeform generation. Configurations of Fig 6.10 
particularly, are created by “novation function”.
6.1.1 Novation Function
“Configuration processing activities are performed through a variety of conceptual tools. 
These tools include a number of families o f transformations that allow the body of a 
configuration to be deformed in various ways. One such family o f tools is the novational 
transformations.
The term ‘novational transformation’ is used to refer to a particular kind of geometric 
transformation that allows the shape of a configuration to be modified by specifying one or 
more movements” [11]. The effects of these movements may be limited to certain parts of the 
configuration or they may affect the overall form.
The “novation function” is the mechanism through which novational transformations are 
carried out in Formian. Novational transformations may cause a number of new forms to be 
generated on the basis o f a single “base configurations”. So, the term “base configuration” is 
used to refer to an initial configuration that other configurations can be generated by 
deforming it.
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Novational transformations are o f great value in configuration processing. These 
transformations include a number of different approaches, some o f which are explained in a 
paper titled “Novational Transformations” [11]. “Novational transformations may be divided 
into two basic types, namely,
• ‘sharp novations’ and
• ‘conformity novations’” [11].
In the case o f sharp novation, the process simply consists of specified movements in the base 
configuration. For example. Fig 6.11a shows a sample of applying a sharp novation to two 
nodal points o f a single layer grid (base configuration). Moving two nodal points in opposite 
directions (upwards and downwards) by a sharp novation has changed the form of the flat 
base configuration to the form shown in the figure, but has not affected other parts of it. This 
type of novational translocation is referred to as “mode 1 novation”.
Fig 6.11 The effects of three modes of novation function 
on a binate grid (base configuration)
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In contrast, a conformity novation involves harmonic changes to the initial form of the base 
configuration within a certain area. The shapes of changes and the domain o f the area, which 
is affected by a conformity novation, follow some rules and can be controlled by control 
parameters in a novation function.
Figs 6.11b and 6.11c illustrate two examples of applying conformity novation to the same 
single layer grid. The effected nodes are also the same nodes used in Fig 6.11a. It can be seen 
from both figures that moving two nodal points has affected the surrounding area as well. But 
the domains of these effects in each case are different. That is because the values o f the 
parameters that control the effect area in the novation function, are different for these 
configurations. This type o f conformity novation that seems to stretch the configuration 
according to the direction o f the nodal translocation is called “exponential decay novation” 
and is normally referred to as “mode 2 novation” [11].
Fig 6.1 Id shows an example of the application of another type o f conformity novation. 
Comparing the difference between this configuration and the ones generated by mode 2 
novation (Figs 6.11b and c) implies that this type creates smooth wavy effects on the base 
configuration, rather than stretching it. This type of novational translocation is referred to as 
“mode 3 novation”.
In mode 3 novation specified translocations applied to certain points affect all nodal points of 
the base configuration, unless that are fixed. The mode of the novation, the domain limits of 
the effects and the sets o f fixed and free nodal points are specified in the novation function.
Mode 3 novation involves transformations based on a cubic decay function. To explain, 
consider the 2D configuration shown in Fig 6.12 and let it be required to apply a mode 3 
novation to the configuration. A specified translocation is also indicated in the figure, which 
is required to move the point ‘i ’ into point ‘i„’. In fact, points ‘i’ and ‘in’ are two end points of 
a vector, which specifies the amount and the direction of translocation. Points ‘i’ and ‘in’ are 
called “initial point” and “target point”, respectively. In general, a specified translocation 
(initial and target points) does not necessarily need to be positioned on the nodal points o f the 
base configuration. In the current example (Fig 6.12) the specified translocation is on non- 
nodal position.
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Fig 6.12 A 2D configuration with a specified translocation
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By applying mode 3 novation, the positions of all nodal points o f the configuration are 
changed due to the effect of the specified translocation. That is, every single node of the base 
configuration is considered one by one and they are moved from their initial positions. The 
amount of movement for each node depends on its distance from the initial point of the 
specified translocation (point /).
The coordinates of a typical node ‘j ’ in the U1 and U2 directions will be changed by 
novation. The quantity ‘Tjt”, which is the amount that is added to the coordinate of node 
‘j ’ by novation, is calculated by the following equation:
where
• ^ is either 1 or 2, indicating the or 2"  ^coordinate direction;
• Tsk is the component o f the specified translocation, that is, Tsi or Ts2 as shown in
Fig 6.12b. The subscript S  indicates that Tsi and Ts2 are components o f a “Specified” 
translocation;
• RDJ is the “Relative Distance” of node j  from the position of the specified 
translocation.
Relative distance is given by 
RDj = Dj/D
where
• D is the length of the diagonal of the “box frame” of the configuration (shown by 
dashed line rectangular area in Fig 6.12a). The box frame o f a configuration is 
defined as the smallest rectangle that contains the configuration and whose edges are 
parallel to the coordinate axes;
• Dj is the distance o f node j  from the initial point of the specifies translocation (point 
0;
• C is referred to as the “Control parameter”, which controls the domain of the 
novational effects on the base configuration.
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Fig 6.13 illustrates a plot o f the quantity of Tk against RDj , in the range RDj = 0 Xo RDj = 1, 
for different values of C. This figure shows how a component o f a specified translocation 
affects the coordinates o f a typical node j.
The curves in Fig 6.13 are achieved by different values of the control parameter C. It is seen 
that the Tsk decreases with decreasing RDj. That is, the farer nodes o f the base component 
would be less affected by the specified translocation.
On the other hand, choosing larger values for the control parameter C increases the 
descending curvature of the graph. This means that the parameter C can be used to measure 
the rate o f “decay” o f the curve. In other words, the larger the value o f C, the less the Tsk will 
affect the initial positions o f the nodes of the base configuration.
C -2.0
C=0.5
C=0.7
0.0
1.0 RDj0.8 0.90.70.60.4 0.5030.0
Fig 6.13 A graph of Tsk-RDj relations in a cubic decay novation 
(courtesy of Professor H. Nooshin, SSRC, UniS, UK)
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6.1.2 Exploring the Effects o f  Mode 3 Novation Function
Before starting to use mode 3 novation function for creating freeform configurations, it 
would be useful to explore the effects of applying this mode o f novational translocations into 
sample 2 dimensional configurations. This exploration will help to experience some methods 
of employing mode 3 novation and the related tools and control parameters in practice and to 
understand the real outcomes o f the explained equation and graph.
Consider a straight 2D line with the length S, which itself consists o f 20 pieces of shorter 
straight lines (Fig 6.14). Let it be required to apply mode 3 novation function into this line, 
considering a specified translocation. The vector of this specified translocation (with length 
Hn) as well as initial and target points (/ and /„) are shown in Fig 6.15. Using this novational 
translocation moves the line upwards and changes its initial form into a curved line (Fig 
6.15). No points of the initial line are fixed in this example.
■ O
Fig 6.14 A 2D line consisting of 20 shorter pieces
Target point,
a
O O O O O O O O O q O © 0 0 ® 0 0 ® ° 0 °
i
Initial point
Fig 6.15 A 2D line affected by mode 3 novation function
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Fig 6.16 illustrates a number o f cases where the same 2D line has been affected by the same 
specified translocation, however, in all these cases, there are two fixed points at two sides, 
which are shown by filled in circles. This example, in fact, examines the effect o f changing 
the positions of fixed points on the final form of the 2D configuration after applying a mode 
3 novation flmction.
It can be seen from the figure that except in Fig 6.16a, where the fixed points are located at 
the ends of the initial configuration, in all other cases, applying novation has caused the end 
points of the line to move downwards. This is in fact, an interesting feature of mode 3 
novation that moves the parts o f the initial configuration outside the fixed limits, downwards.
To find the relationship between the positions of the fixed points and the amount of 
downward translocations o f the end points, the following ratios are calculated by measuring 
the related parameters as explained in the sequel:
R l =  ^
6'/2
and
R 2 ^  ^
where
• Z is the distance between the end point of the line and the fixed point;
• S/2 is the half length o f the line;
• /z is the distance between the end point after translocation and its initial position;
• H„ is the length o f the vector of the specified translocation.
These parameters are shown in Fig 6.16b.
The ratio R1 determines the relationship between the horizontal movements of a fixed point 
with the half length o f the initial line. The ratio R2 determines the relationship between the 
vertical translocations o f an end point of the line with the length o f the vector of the specified 
translocation. Fig 6.17 illustrates a graph of R2 against R1 for 6 cases shown in Fig 6.16. It 
shows that changing the positions of the fixed points in a 2D line, affected by mode 3 
novation, has regular effects on the translocations of the end points o f the line.
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a)
c)
e)
F ix e d '
p o in t
F ix e d
p o in t
f)
Fig 6.16 The effect of changing positions of a pair of fixed points on a 2D line 
(consisting of 20 lines) affected by mode 3 novation function
R2
1.61521.6
1.0974
'0.71512
0.6 -
).423560.4 -
0.2 U909
0.60.50.3 0.40.20.10
Fig 6.17 A graph of R1-R2 relation for a 2D line with two fixed points
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Fig 6.18 shows the results of using four fixed points (two pairs with symmetric positions at 
two sides) for the same initial line o f Fig 6.14. In this case, two fixed points are located at 
two ends of the line and the positions of two other fixed are changed in each example, 
moving step by step towards the middle point of the initial line. The vector of the specified 
translocation as well as other related parameters are shown in Fig 6.18f.
It can be seen from the figure that by applying mode 3 novation, in all cases except Fig 
6.18a, the areas outside the central part (limited between fixed points) are moved downwards. 
In the case o f Fig 6.18a, these areas consist of lines with two fixed end points, so they could 
not be moved.
a) b)
c)
e)
d)
H,
h
F ix e d
p o in t s F ix e dF ix e d
p o in t p o in t
Fig 6.18 The effect of changing positions of two pairs of fixed points on a 2D line 
(consisting of 20 lines) affected by mode 3 novation function
Comparing the effects o f novation on the examples of Fig 6.18 shows that the more two 
middle fixed points are getting close to the middle point, the more the side parts o f the line 
move downwards. This relationship is illustrated by a graph (Fig 6.19) that is plotted the 
ration R2 against the ratio R1 for the examples o f Fig 6.18. The equations for R1 and R2 and 
the definitions of the parameters are the same as the ones used in the example of Fig 6.16.
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R2
0.3
0.29262
0.25 -
0.2
0.1694
'0.09088
0.05
104406
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
-0.05
Fig 6.19 A graph 0ÏR1-R2 relation for a 2D line with two fixed points
Where the downward translocations o f the side parts o f the base configuration (the parts 
outside the fixed limits) are not desired, these parts can be generally fixed by fixing their 
nodal points in the novation fimction as shown in Fig 6.20 (n= number o f fixed points).
a) n=2 b) n=4
c) n=6 d) n=8
e) n=10 f)n=12
Fig 6.20 A 2D line (consisting of 20 lines) with fixed sides affected by mode 3 novation
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Fig 6.21 shows the difference between the effects o f simultaneous (a) and separate (b) 
applications o f mode 3 novation on with two specified translocations. That is a camparison 
between the case where the initial and target points of both translocations are specified in a 
single novation function (a), with the case where they are specified in two successive 
novation functions (b). The vectors for these translocations and the positions of fixed, initial 
and target points are shown in the figure.
a)
Fixed
points
b)
Fig 6.21 a) The effect of simultaneous application of mode 3 novation function 
on 2 target points on a 2D line; 
b) The effect of separate application of mode 3 novation function on 
2 target points for a 2D line;
These explorations are in fact, the bases for some o f the methods for generating novational 
freeform configurations, which will be explained later in this chapter.
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6.1.3 Practical Use o f  Novation in Freeform Design
Back in the examples of Fig 6.10, first a single layer triangulated grid is generated and then, 
it is deformed by applying novation function with two different set of parameters to create 
the freeform configurations. The formex formulation for the top configuration of Fig 6.10 
may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the top configuration o f Fig 6.10 (*)
m= 15; (*) Element frequency in the X direction (*)
n= 15; (*) Element frequency in the Y direction (*)
q= 2.5; (*) Height of target point (*)
a= sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2= rinid(m-l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n, m, a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Base grid (*)
L= rinid(m+l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,2*n-l,a)| [0,a,0] #
rin(2,n-l,a)| [m,a,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
F l=  [m/2,n*a/2,0] # [m,1.5*n*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
F2= [m/2,n*a/2,q] # [m,1.5*n*a,q+1.5]; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, L # F I, L # F2)| EE; (*) Final freeform configuration (*)
Novation function provides the possibility to fix the position(s) of single nodal points or a set 
of them represented by a formex variable (L in the above formulation) to prevent their 
positions to be changed under the effect of novational transformation.
The user will also specify the position(s) of the “initial points” and the “target points”, where 
the base grid is expected to be raised.
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In the above formex formulation, formex variable FI represents the set o f initial nodes and 
formex variable F2 represents the set o f target nodes. It is important to notice that in this 
particular case, two initial points and two target points have been used in one novation 
function.
Now, consider the bottom configuration of Fig 6.10 that has been generated by a few changes 
in the formex formulation o f the top configuration that have been made in the positions of the 
fixed and target points as follows:
L= rinid(m+l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,n-l,a)| [0,(n+l)*a,0] # 
rin(2,n-l,a)| [m,a,0];
F l=  [0,n*a/2,0] # [m,1.5*n*a,0];
F2= [0,n*a/2,q] # [m,1.5*n*a,q];
(*) Fixed points (*) 
(*) Initial points (*) 
(*) Target points (*)
Fig 6.22 shows the positions of the fixed and target points in both configurations of Fig 6.10.
Target
Fixed points
Fig 6.22 Fixed points and target points in freeform configurations of Fig 6.10
Fig 6.23 illustrates some more alternatives of the two configurations of Fig 6.10 with the 
corresponding changed parts of formex formulations given below. The left hand side column 
of configurations (that includes a l, a2 and a3) are other alternatives for the top configuration 
of Fig 6.10 with one target point along the longitudinal boundary and another in the middle 
of the grid.
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The right hand side column o f configurations (that includes h i, b2 and b3) shows other 
alternatives for the bottom configuration of Fig 6.10 with both target points along the 
boundary, at two opposite sides o f the base grid.
al)
L= rinid(m+l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,2*n-l,a)| [0,a,0] # 
lam(2,n*a)| rin(2,(n-l)/2,a)| [m,a,0];
F l=  [m/2,n*a,0] # [m,l*n*a,0];
F2= [m/2,n*a,q] # [m,l*n*a,q];
a2)
L=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,2*n-l,a)| [0,a,0] #rin(2,n,a)| [m, n*a,0]; 
F l=  [m/2,3*n*a/2,0] # [m, n*a/2,0];
F2= [m/2,3 *n*a/2,q] # [m, n*a/2,q+1.5];
a3)
L=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,2*n-l,a)| [0,a,0]; 
F l=  [m,l*n*a,0];
F2= [m,l*n*a,q+l];
bl)
L=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,n,a)| [0,n*a,0] # rin(2,n,a)| [m, n*a,0]; 
F l=  [0,n*a/2,0] # [m, n*a/2,0];
F2= [0,n*a/2,q] # [m, n*a/2,q];
b2)
L= rinid(m+l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0]# rin(2,n-l,a)| [0,a,0] # rin(2,n,a)| [m, n*a,0]; 
F l=  [0,3*n*a/2,0] # [m, n*a/2,0];
F2= [0,3*n*a/2,q] # [m, n*a/2,q];
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b3)
L=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # lam(2,n*a)| rin(2,(n-l)/2,a)| [0,a,0] # 
lam(2,n*a)| rin(2,(n-l)/2,a)| [m,a,0];
F l=  [0,n*a,0] # [m, n*a,0];
F2= [0,n*a,q] # [m, n*a,q];
Configurations o f Fig 6.23 and their formex formulations show that they are created by 
changing the positions o f the fixed and target points on the base triangulated grid of Fig 6.9.
Fig 6.23 Freeform configurations generated based on a triangulated grid
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6.2 Inclined Novation
Having the possibility o f modifying configurations by changing the parameters and specified 
nodal positions in novation functions, many possible choices are available for freeform 
generation in Formian. Fig 6.24 shows views of another two freeform configurations using 
the base triangulated grid o f Fig 6.9. In both configurations, some nodes along the two sides, 
as well as all the nodes along the longer sides of the base grid are fixed and the rest of them 
are free to displace. The fixed nodes are shown by hollow circles and the initial and target 
points by hollow and filled in squares, respectively, in the figure. The difference between the 
configurations is that in Fig 6.24b, the “rise vector” (the vector that indicates the specified 
translocation), which connects the initial and target point is inclined, rather than vertical.
The following parameters and statements show the parts of the formex formulation of Fig 
6.10 that have been modified to shape the configuration o f Fig 6.24b:
m=14;
n=12;
q=3.5;
L= lam(l,m/2)| rinid(2,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0];
P l=  lam(2,n*a)| [m/2,0,0];
P2=lam(2,n*a)| [m/2,-2,q];
As it can be seen from plan and side view of Fig 6.24b, the target points have moved 
outwards the boundary lines o f the base grid and this has caused the whole grid to be 
stretched sideward in opposite directions. Fig 6.25 illustrates a rendered view of the final 
freeform under consideration with cladding.
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Rise point
S i d e  v i e w
R ise point 
Fixed pointsP e r s p e c t i v e
P la n  v i e w
Rise point
S id e  v i e w
Rise point 
Initial point 
Fixed points
P e r s p e c t i v e
P la n  v i e w
Fig 6.24 Freeform configurations with vertical (a) and inclined (b) novation vectors
Fig 6.25 A rendered perspective view of the configuration of Fig 6.24b with cladding
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Figs 6.26 and 6.27 illustrate a number o f freeforms created by a single layer triangulated base 
grid with rectangular boundaries, using mode 3 novation.
Fig 6.26 Freeform configurations generated by a single layer triangulated base grid
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Fig 6.27 Sequences of freeform design by single layer base grids
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6.3 Different Boundary Shapes
One of the first issues in any architectural design project is the shape o f the boundaries of the 
project. The boundaries shapes may be different depending on the requirements, existing 
constraints, visual and functional necessities, etc. The project site may be surrounded by 
other buildings or it may be on a free ground. Designing a freeform does involve all the 
above aspects and considerations of the architectural design.
On the other hand, designing a freeform may be part o f an overall design project, which 
includes all phases of architectural design, or it may be just about designing for a limited part 
of a project such as a roof that covers a part o f an existing building. In the first case, the 
designers will have more freedom to enjoy various types o f freeform design. In the second 
case, the design limitations are more significant as the shape of the existing parts directly 
affects the form. The architectural designs o f the Sage Gateshead and the Eden Project are 
good examples for the first case. Also, the evolution of the ideas for the architecture of the 
new roof o f the Great Court in the British Museum has an interesting story [46 & 47], which 
makes it a fine instance for the second approach. In the subsequent part, the ways of creating 
some freeform configurations with different boundary shapes and the considerations about 
them will be explored through examples.
6.3.1 Freeforms with Straight Boundary Lines
Fig 6.28 shows a number of possibilities of freeform design by a “T-shaped” base 
configuration, which is a single layer triangulated grid. The boundary shape of this base grid 
is the result o f the combination of two rectangular grids. This is an interesting shape as the 
large rectangular part can be considered as the roof of the main space, while the smaller 
rectangle may cover the entrance. Having such an idea in mind, many choices can be 
sketched by the designer, considering various possibilities for overall form, functional 
priorities, ventilation and day lighting, etc.
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Parametric formex formulation of the base grid provides a helpful medium to modify the
form conveniently and to create a number of configurations. A formex formulation for the
configurations of Fig 6.28a can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for configuration o f Fig 6.28a (*)
(*) Preparing the large grid (*)
m l =34; (*) Element frequency of the large part in the X direction (*)
nl=12; ; (*) Element frequency of the large part in the Y direction (*)
a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
E= rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0]; (*) Base triangle (*)
E l=  rinid(m l,nl,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2= rin id(m l-l,n l,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,nl,ml-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0]; 
E3= rinid(2,2*nl,ml,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
E E =E 1#E 2#E 3; (*) Large grid (*)
Preparing the small grid (^)
m2=12; (*) Element frequency o f the small part in the X direction (*)
n2=4; (*) Element frequency o f the small part in the Y direction (*)
F l = rinid(m2,n2,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
F2= rinid(m2-l,n2,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n2,m2-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0]; 
F3= rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
FF= FI # F2 # F3; (*) Small grid (*)
(■¥) Preparing the base grid and specifying the fixed, initial and target points (^)
G= tran(2,2*n2*a)| EE# tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| FF; (*) Base grid (*)
PEE=tran(2,2*n2*a)| (rinid(2,nl*2+l,m l,a) | [0,0,0] #
lam (l,m  1/2)1 rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [1,0,0] # r in ( l,m l-l,l) | [l,2*nl*a,0]);
(*) Fixed points around the large part (*) 
PFF=tran(l,(m l-m 2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0] # rin (l,m 2-l,l) | [1,0,0]);
(*) Fixed points around the small part (*) 
P= PEE # PFF; (*) All fixed Nodes (*)
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P l=  [ml/2, n2*a,0] # [ml/2, (2*n2+nl)*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
P2= [ml/2, n2*a,2] # [ml/2, (2*n2+nl)*a,4.5]; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3, 1, PI # P, P2 # P)| G; (*) Final form (*)
In this example (Fig 6.28a) to create the final form from the base grid, two initial points and 
two target points have been chosen to be used in one novation function. The lengths of the 
rise vectors for each corresponding initial-target pair o f points are different. This can be seen 
in “P2” assignment statement, which represents both target points:
P2= [ml/2, n2*a,2] # [ml/2, (2*n2+nl)*a,4.5];
It can be seen that the vertical rise height for the first target point, which is the one for the 
small part of the base grid, is equal to 2, while the rise height for the second target point, 
which is the one for the large part, is equal to 4.5. This shows an important capability of the 
novation function which makes it possible to use various target points with different rise 
vectors at the same time. This capability is of a great value in freeform design, as it provides 
many possible choices for the designer to modify the configuration with reasonable time and 
effort.
Fig 6.29 shows the side and front view o f the configuration of Fig 6.28a, which clearly 
illustrates the effect o f using different rise vectors for two target points in this configuration. 
If the vertical rise vectors of the two target points were identical, P2 could be formulated as:
P2= tran(3, q)| PI
where q is the length o f the vertical rise vector and PI represents the initial points.
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Fig 6.28 A sequence of freeform configurations created 
by a single layer base grid with T-shaped boundaries
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T arget p o in ts.
a) Side view
b) Front view
Fig 6.29 Side and front view of the freeform configurations of Fig 6.28a
All other configurations of Fig 6.28 are generated by the same base grid with some changes 
in the positions of fixed, initial and target points that are shown below:
b)
P l=  [ml/2, n2*a,0] # lam (l,m l/2)| [(ml-m2)/2, (2*n2+nl)*a,0];
P2= [ml/2, n2*a,2] # lam (l,m l/2)| [(ml-m2)/2, (2*n2+nl)*a,4];
c)
P l=  [ml/2, n2*a,0] # rin(l,2,2*ml/3)| [ml/6, (2*n2+nl)*a,0];
P2= [ml/2, n2*a,2] # rin(l,2,2*ml/3)| [ml/6, (2*n2+nl)*a,4];
d)
P l=  [ml/2, n2*a,0] # rin(l,2,2*ml/3)| [ml/6, (2*n2+nl)*a,0];
P2= [ml/2, n2*a,2] # rin(l,2,2*ml/3)| [ml/6, (2*n2+nl)*a,4];
G l=  nov(3,l, P # P I, P # P2)| G; (*) Novation function (*)
P3= [ml/2, (2*n2+nl)*a,4]; (*) Secondary initial point (*)
P4= [ml/2, (2*n2+nl)*a,2.5]; (*) Secondary target point (downwards) (*)
Form= nov(3,l, P # P3, P # P4)| G l; (*) 2"^ Novation fimction(*)
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e)
PEE=tran(2,2*n2*a)| (lam (2,nl*a)| rinid(2,3,ml,a) | [0,0,0] #
lam (l,m  1/2)1 rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [1,0,0] # rin ( l,m l-l,l) | [l,2*nl*a,0]); 
PFF=tran(l,(m l-m 2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)|[0,0,0] # lam(l,m2/2)| [1,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2, 0,0] # rin(l,2,m l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,0]; (*) Set of initial points (*)
q= 4; (*) Overall rise (*)
P2= tran(3, q)| P I; (*) Set of target points with identical rise vectors (*)
f)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| (rinid(2,4,ml,a)| [0,0,0] #
lam (l,m  1/2)1 rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [1,0,0] # rin ( l,m l+ l,l) | [0,2*nl*a,0]);
PFF= tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0] # lam(l,m2/2)| [1,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2, 0,0] # rin(l,6,m l/5)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,0]; (*) Set of initial points (*)
q= 3; (*) Overall rise (*)
P2= tran(3, q)| P I; (*) Set of target points with identical rise vectors (*)
g)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| (rinid(2,nl*2+l,m l,a) | [0,0,0] #
lam (l,m l/2)| rin(l,(ml-m2)/2,l)| [1,0,0] # [ml/2,2*nl*a,0]); 
PFF=tran(l,(m l-m 2)/2)| rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0];
P= PEE# PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2, 0,0] # lam (l,m l/2)| [m l/4,2*(n2+nl)*a,0]; (*)Set of initial points (*)
P2= [ml/2, 0,q+1.5] # lam (l,m l/2)| [ml/4, 2*(n2+nl)*a,3.5]; (*) Target points (*)
h)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| (rinid(2,nl*2+l,m l,a) | [0,0,0] #
lam (l,m l/2)| rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [1,0,0] # r in ( l,m l-l,l) | [l,2*nl*a,0]); 
PFF=tran(l,(m l-m 2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0] # [m2/2,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  lam (l,m  1/2)1 [10,0,0]# rin(l,2,2*ml/3)| [ml/6,(2*n2+nl)*a,0];(*) Initial points (*) 
q= 3.5; (*) Overall rise (*)
P2= tran(3,q)| P I; (*) Set of target points with identical rise vectors (*)
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An interesting point in the formex formulation of the configuration of Fig 6.28d is that a 
fourth pair of initial-target points is used in the middle of the large part of the base grid to 
push that part of the form downwards. Another novation function with a negative rise vector 
(downwards) is used for this purpose. This is because the effect o f the first novation function 
is such that rising two target points at sides of the larger part of the grid, makes the whole 
part to be risen, with small difference in nodal heights. This effect can be seen in the 
configuration of Fig 6.28c. So, to create the wavy form of Fig 6.28d, another novation 
function is applied to push down the central area of the large part o f the base grid. That is, 
combinations o f specified translocations (with vectors in various directions) can be employed 
to achieve smooth wavy freeforms.
Another example o f a base configuration with straight boundary lines is shovm in Fig 6.30. 
In this case, the base configuration is a single layer triangulated grid with a cross-shaped 
boundaries. Fig 6.30 illustrates the shaping process of the base grid, which consists of a 
rectangular main part in the middle and two smaller parts at two opposite sides. This 
boundary shape is generally an interesting form in architecture as it implies crossing of two 
perpendicular pathways or a main hall with two entrances/spaces at opposite sides, etc. This 
type of roof plans can be seen frequently in traditional bazaars, which were normally built by 
masonry material and now, in shopping malls and modem bazaars covered by light 
stmctures, allowing the interior space to have pleasant natural daylight. Therefore, trying to 
create some configurations that belong to this family of freeforms would be of value as an 
album of different choices for architects and stmctural engineers.
Side parts
a) Different parts o f the base grid b) Completed base grid
Fig 6.30 Shaping the base grid for the freeform configurations of Fig 6.31
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All freeform configurations of Fig 6.31 have been generated on the basis of a single 
parametric formex formulation. These forms are achieved by changing the geometric 
parameters o f the base grid as well as the positions of the fixed, initial and target points. The 
main formex formulation is presented for the configuration o f Fig 6.31a and for the rest, the 
modified part of the formulation will be given. A formex formulation for the configuration of 
Fig 6.31a can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for configuration o f Fig 6.31a (*)
Shaping the Main part (*)
m l =36; (*) Element frequency of the large part in the X direction (*)
nl=12; ; (*) Element frequency of the large part in the Y direction (*)
a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
E= rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0]; (*) Base triangle (*)
E l = rinid(m l,nl,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E 2=rin id (m l-l,n l,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # 
rinid(2,nl,ml-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3=rinid(2,2*nl,m l,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
E E =E 1#E 2#E 3; (*) Central grid (*)
Shaping the Side parts (*)
m2=l 6; (*) Element frequency o f the small part in the X direction (*)
n2=5; *) Element frequency o f the small part in the Y direction (*)
Fl=rinid(m 2,n2,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
F2=rinid(m 2-l,n2,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n2,m2-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0]; 
F3= rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
FF= FI# F2# F3; (*) Side grid (*)
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f*J Preparing the base grid and specifying the fixed, initial and target points
G= tran(2,2*n2*a)| EE # tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| FF;
(*) Base grid (*)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| (rinid(2,nl*2+l,m l,a) | [0,0,0] #
lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)| rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [1,0,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,0]; (*) Initial point (*)
q= 5; (*) Length of rise vector (*)
P2= tran(3, q)| P I; (*) Target point (*)
Form= nov(3,l, P# P I, P# P2)| G; (*) Final form (*)
The modified parts o f the formex formulation for other configurations o f Fig 6.31 are as 
follows:
b)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| (rinid(2,nl*2+l,m l,a) | [0,0,0] #
lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)| rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [1,0,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| [ml/2, n2*a,0] # rin(l,2,2*m l/3)| [ml/6, (2*n2+nl)*a,0];
(*) Initial points (*)
q= 3.5; (*) Length of rise vector (*)
P2= tran(3, q)| P I; (*) Target points (*)
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Fig 6.31 A number of freeform configurations created 
by a single layer base grid with cross-shaped boundaries
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c)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| (rinid(2,nl*2+l,m l,a) | [0,0,0] #
lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)| rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [1,0,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2,m2,a)| [0,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| [ml/2, n2*a,0] # rin(l,2,2*m l/3)|
[ml/6, (2*n2+nl)*a,0] # [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,0 ]; (*) Initial points (*)
q= 3; (*) Length of rise vector (*)
P2= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| [ml/2, n2*a,q]# rin(l,2,2*m l/3)|
[ml/6, (2*n2+nl)*a, q]# [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a, q+2.5 ]; (*) Target points (*)
d)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)|
(rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [0,0,0] # [0,a,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)|
(rinid(2,2*n2+l,m2,a)| [0,0,0] # rin (l,m 2-l,l) | [1,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,0] # rin(l,2,m l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q= 4; (*) Length of rise vector (*)
P2= [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a, q+1.3 ] # rin(l,2,m l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a, q];
(*) Target points (*)
e)
PEE=tran(2,2*n2*a)| lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)| (rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [0,0,0] #
[0,a,0] # [0,2*a,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (lam(l,m2/2)| [1,0,0] # 
rinid(2,2*n2+l,m2,a)| [0,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,0 ] # rin(l,2,m l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,0] #
lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| [ml/2,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q= 4; (*) Length o f rise vector (*)
P2= [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,q+2] # rin(l,2,m l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,q] #
lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| [ml/2,0,q]; (*) Target points (*)
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f)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)l lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)| (rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [0,0,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2+l,m2,a)| [0,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,0 ] # lam (l,m l/2)| rin(l,12,l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,0] #
lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| rin(2,15,a)| [ml/2,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q= 4; (*) Length of rise vector (*)
P2= [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,q] # lam (l,m l/2)| rin(l,12,l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,q] #
lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| rin(2,15,a)| [ml/2,0,q]; (*) Target points (*)
g)
PEE= tran(2,2*n2*a)| lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)| (rin(l,(m l-m 2)/2,l)| [0,0,0] #
[0,a,0] # [0,2*a,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (lam(l,m2/2)| [1,0,0] # 
rinid(2,2*n2+l,m2,a)| [0,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,0] # rin(l,2,m l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,0] #
lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| [ml/2,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q= 4; (*) Length of rise vector (*)
P2= [ml/2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a,q+2] # rin(l,2,m l)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,q+l] #
lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| [ml/2,0,q]; (*) Target points (*)
h)
PEE=tran(2,2*n2*a)| lamid(ml/2,(nl/2)*2*a)| (rin(l,(ml-m2)/2,l)| [0,0,0]);
PFF= lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| tran(l,(ml-m2)/2)| (rinid(2,2*n2+l,m2,a)| [0,0,0]);
P= PEE # PFF; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l= rin (l,2*m l+ l,0 .5 )| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,0] # lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| rin(2,15,a)|
[ml/2,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q=4.5; (*) Length o f rise vector (*)
P2=rin(l,2*m l+ l,0 .5)| [0, (2*n2+nl)*a,q] # lam(2,(nl/2+n2)*2*a)| rin(2,15,a)|
[ml/2,0,q-L5]; (*) Target points (*)
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Fig 6.32 shows side and front views o f Figs 6.31 g and 6.3 Ih. The point of this figure is to 
display the possible choices and various approaches in freeform design and the visual 
differences they can cause from a human view.
a) Side view
b) Front view
c) Side view
d) Front view
Fig 6.32 Views of configuration of Figs 6.3 Ig and 6.3 Ih
Fig 6.33 shows an interior view o f the Bugis Junction, Singapur, which is covered by a 
structure with an interesting form at the intersection point between two perpendicular 
pathways. It is an example of the use of freeforms like the ones shown in Fig 6.28 and 6.31 in 
practice.
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Fig 6.33 Bugis Junction, Singapore, by DP Architects, 1995 [24]
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6.3.2 Freeform Configurations with Openings
Fig 6.34 shows a number o f freeforms with rectangular base grids. The base grid also has a 
rectangular opening in the middle. The methods of creating this type of freeforms as well as 
the considerations about the arrangements o f the initial, fixed and target points and other 
control parameters in novation are the subjects of the current part.
Fig 6.34 Freeforms with rectangular base grids and openings in the middle
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Now consider Fig 6.35 that shows a freeform configuration with square-shape exterior 
boundary and a circular void in the middle. This configuration is another example of 
freeform configurations with opening. This configuration is also been generated by applying 
novation function on a single layer triangulated base grid. However, due to the interior and 
exterior boundary shapes, some preparatory steps should be taken to shape the base grid, 
before raising it. The generation process of the configuration is explained after the 
corresponding formex formulation. In the following formex formulation, mode 2 novation is 
used twice to shape the base grid (assignment statements regarding E5 and E7).
Plan v iew Perspective
Side v iew
Fig 6.35 Views of a freeform configuration with compound boundary shape 
A formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.35 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for configuration of Fig 6.35 (*)
Shaping the base grid (*)
m=6; (*) Element frequency in the X direction (*)
n=5; (*) Element frequency in the Y direction (*)
a= sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)| [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
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E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Basic rectangular grid (*)
E4= bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| tran(l,4)| EE; (*) Basic radial grid (*)
PF1= bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| tran(l,4)| (rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [0,0,0] #
rin(l,m -1,1)1 [1,0,0]); (*) set of fixed points (*)
P l=  bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| tran(l,4)| rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [m,0,0]; (*) set o f initial points (*)
Pn= trac(18, [0,0,0, 10,0,0],2, [0,0,0; 1,1,0])| [1,1,0]; (*) Highest target point (*)
give Pn;
Pn = {[10, 10, 9.00E-005]}; (*) Contents of give box (*)
Pny= 1 .OOOOOOE+001 ; (*) y-coordinate of Pn by give function (*)
y= Pny/(2*n); (*) Distance between the set o f target points (*)
P2= tran(l,4)| rin(2,2*n+l,y)| [m,0,0]; (*) set of target points (*)
E5= nov(2,1, PF l#  P I, PF l# P2)| E4; (*) Shaping the grid boundary (*)
E6= verad(0,0,45)| E5; 
q l= 0 ; q2=5; q3= 13;
P3= med| rel(U (l,l)<  q l && U(2,l)< q l && U(l,2)> q2 && U(2,2)> q2 &&
U (l,2)< q3 && U(2,2)< q3)| E6;
P4= proj( 1,0)1 P3;
PF2= verad(0,0,45)| (PFl # P2);
E7= nov(2,l, PF2# P3, PF2# P4)| E6;
E8= verad(0,0,-45)| pex| rosad(0,0)| lam(l,0)| E7;
(*) 2"^ set of initial points (*) 
(*) 2"^ set o f target points (*) 
(*) 2"^ set o f fixed points (*) 
*) Shaping the grid boundary (*) 
(*) Base grid (*)
(^ *) Raising the base grid (*)
PF3=pex| (bp(l,5)| tran(l,4)| rin(2,72,l)| [0,0,0] # 
lamax( 1,1,0, 0,0,0)| lamid(0,0)| P2);
Pnl=  bp(l,10)| rin(2,36,l)| [7,0,0]; 
p=1.25;
Pn2=tran(3, p)| Pnl;
(*) 3*^  ^set of fixed points (*) 
(*) 3”^^  set of initial points (*) 
(*) Rise (*) 
(*) 3"^  ^set of target points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF3 # Pn l, PF3 # Pn2)| E8; (*) Final form (*)
The configuration processing steps for the freeform of Fig 6.35 are illustrated in Fig 6.36.
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Fig 6.36 Configuration processing steps for the freeform of Fig 6.35
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• Fig 6.36a shows the basic rectangular grid with triangulated pattern o f elements;
• Fig 6.36b shows the same grid after applying a basi-polar function, which generates 
the basic radial grid;
• Fig 6.36c shows the grid after moving the set o f initial points to their 
corresponding target points by applying a mode 2 novation function;
• Fig 6.36d shows the prepared part, which has been rotated to modify one side of it, 
which has been affected by the novation ftmction (left side in the figure). To 
elaborate, the problem is that the nodes along this side are not on a straight line. This 
irregularity is caused by the conformity transformation o f the novation ftmction. This, 
in turn, will cause a problem for the compatibility of different parts, when they are 
arranged together to shape the final base grid. So essentially, the out of line nodes 
should be moved onto a straight line. To this end, the nodes are selected by applying a 
combination of medulla function [2] and a relection ftmction [2], specifying the 
needed limits, as seen in the figure (this process can be done more conveniently by a 
“pick function", see chapter 7). These nodes are the second set of initial points in the 
formex formulation. Then, the target points are specified by projecting the initial 
points onto the Y-axis. A mode 2 novation ftmction then moves the nodal points onto 
the Y-axis;
• Fig 6.36e shows a prepared part of the base grid after being reflectionally replicated 
about the Y-axis by using a lambda ftmction. As the desired shape of the base grid in 
this example is symmetric, this part will then be rotationally replicated around the 
origin to shape the base grid. Overlapping elements are eventually removed by using 
a pexum function.
• The plan view o f the base grid is shown in Fig 6.36f, together with the fixed points 
around the interior and exterior boundaries (shown by solid circles) and the 3*^  ^ set of 
target points (shown by hollow circles). These target points are arranged around the 
origin in a radial shape. The raising of the freeform is controlled by parameter p in the 
formex formulation.
The next example is about a similar freeform configuration, with rectangular exterior 
boundaries. Fig 6.37 shows views of this configuration. The main point in this example is the 
method used for shaping the rectangular boundaries. Formex formulation for the 
configuration is given bellow.
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F i x e d  p o in t s
F i x e d
p o in t s
Q  F ix e d  
p o in t s
F i x e d
p o in t s
F i x e d  p o in t s
Fig 6.37 Freeform configuration with rectangular exterior boundary 
and a circular void in the middle
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(*) Formex formulation for configuration o f Fig 6.37(*)
f*J Shaping the base grid (*)
m =14; (*) Element frequency in the X direction (*)
n = l 8; (*) Element frequency in the Y direction (*)
a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
E = rosad (0 .5 ,a /3 ,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Basic rectangular grid (*)
E4= bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| tran(l,10)| EE; (*) Basic radial grid (*)
PF= bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| tran(l,10)| (rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [0,0,0] #
rin (l,m -l,l) | [1,0,0]); (*) set of fixed points (*)
P l=  bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| tran(l,10)| rin(2,n,a)| [m,0,0]; (*) set of initial points (*)
P2= tran(l,10)| rin(2,n,l.l)| [m,0,0]; (*) set of target points (*)
P3= bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| tran(l,10)| rin(2,n+l,a)| [m,n*a,0]; (*) 2"'* set of initial points (*) 
P4= tran(2,20)| rin(l,n+l,-(10+m)/n)| [10+m,0,0]; (*) 2"*^ set of target points (*)
E5= nov(2,l, PF# PI# P3, PF# P2# P4)| E4; ;
q l= 0 .5 ; q2= 10.5; q3= 19.5; ■
P5= med| rel(U (l,l)<  q l && U (2,l)< q l && U(l,2)> q2 && U(2,2)> q2 &&
U(1,2)< q3 && U(2,2)< q3)| E5; (*) 3’*^ set of initial points (*)
P6= proj( 1,0)1 P5; (*) 3"^  set of target points (*)
E6= nov(2,l, PF# P2# P4# P5, PF# P2# P4# P6)| E5; (*) Shaping the boundaries (*)
F= pex| lamid(0,0)| E6; (*) Base grid (*)
(*) Raising the base grid (*)
PF2=pex| (bp(l,90/(n*a))| tran(l,10)| rin(2,4*n,a)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,41,48,l)|
[-24,-20,0] # rinid(47,2,1,40)1 [-23,-20,0]); (*) 4* set of fixed points (*)
Pnl= pex | lamid(0,0)| (rin(2,14,1.02)| [17,0.5,0] #
rin(l, 17,1.03)1 [0.5,15,0]); (*) 4* set of initial points (*)
p=3; (*) Rise (*)
Pn2= tran(3, p)| Pnl ; (*) 4* set of target points (*)
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Form= nov(3,l, PF2 # P n l, PF2 # Pn2)| F; (*) Final form (*)
The main difference between the configurations of Figs 6.35 and 6.37 is that for latter, 
preparing a quarter o f the configuration must be done in two sub-steps. That is, the initial 
points along the outer boundary of the radial grid should be moved into the target points in 
two different groups. This is because the distances between the groups o f the target points to 
the origin, are not identical, which means, the neighbouring edges of the final form have not 
the same distances to the origin, at the centre o f the form. Fig 6.38 illustrates the steps of 
configuration processing for generating the base grid o f the freeform under consideration.
Target points (2 set) 
o o o o o o o
Opomts
0 (1 “ set)
Fixed points
Target
points
(3"set)
Symmetry
c) d) !
Fig 6.38 Configuration processing steps for the base grid o f the freeform of Fig 6.37
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• Fig 6.38a shows the basic radial grid, which is generated by applying a basipolar 
function to a rectangular triangulated grid. Also shown in this figure, are the set of 
fixed nodal points along the radial and linear edges of the grid, as well as two sets of 
target points. The initial points along the outer edge o f the grid, are divided into two 
sets, the P* set to be moved into the set of target points and the 2""* set to be moved 
into the 2 set o f target points. The number of points and distances between each pair 
of both sets o f target points are specified according to the number o f initial points and 
the X and Y distances needed to move the initial points into their new positions.
• Fig 6.38b shows the same grid after moving the two sets o f initial points to their 
corresponding target points. Here, the basic grid has three straight edges and a curved 
one. However, the form of the fifth edge near the Y-axis, whose nodes are marked as
initial points” in the figure, has been affected by the conformity translocation effect 
o f the novation function that is used to move the and 2""^  sets of initial points to 
their corresponding target points. As a result, the nodal points along this edge are not 
on a straight line. Therefore, another novation function is used to move these nodes 
onto a straight line. For this purpose, these replaced nodes need to be considered as a 
set o f initial points (3^  ^ set o f initial points in the formex formulation). A medulla 
function and a relection function with combined conditions are used to identify the 
replaced nodes. These set o f initial points are represented by formex variable P5. To 
find the corresponding target points, these nodes are projected onto the Y-axis by a 
projection function. Then a novation function is used to move the replaced nodes onto 
the wanted position along the Y-axis.
• Fig 6.38c shows a quarter o f the base grid, after moving the S’’"' set o f initial points to 
their corresponding target points that are shown with hollow circles in the figure. This 
part will shape the base grid after being reflectionally replicated with respect to the X 
and Y-axis.
• Fig 6.38d shows the completed base grid. The overlapping elements are removed by 
applying a pexum function.
As it can be seen from Fig 6.37a, the final freeform is created by raising the 4*^  set o f initial 
points into their corresponding target points, just above them. The 4*^  sets o f initial and target 
points have a rectangular arrangement, with the target set on top with a vertical distance 
(rise) that can be changed by parameter “p” in the formex formulation. Raising this set of
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points has conformity translocation effect on all the nodes o f the base grid, except those on 
the outer rectangular boundary and the inner circular boundary, which have been fixed. So, 
the whole base grid will assume an inflated shape by applying the mode 3 novation function, 
except for the outer and inner fixed boundaries.
The idea of creating the configurations o f Figs 6.35, and 6.37 is inspired by the structure of 
the roof o f the Great Court at the British Museum, London, designed by Foster and Partners. 
A brief introduction to the structure and its features comes next.
6.3.3 The R oof o f  the Great Court, British Museum
“The British Museum’s Great Court, completed in 2000, is one o f the most stunning and 
technically challenging solutions to the problem of making historical buildings meet modem 
demands. By the beginning o f the twenty-first century, the British Museum was feeling 
cramped in its 150 year-old buildings. The solution was to transform the previously unused 
central courtyard into a covered area that provided access to the galleries on each side.
The simple idea of a covered courtyard was harder to realise than it looked. In the middle of 
the square yard stands the round Reading Room. The proposed roof had to cover the space 
between a square and a circle - it had to be shaped like a doughnut with comers. To let in lots 
of natural light, the curvy roof was to be made o f flat glass panels, with tiny green ceramic 
dots on one side to filter out the glare, and supported by a steel frame” [46].
Figs 6.39 to 6.42 show the schematic plan view and some exterior and interior views of the 
roof of the Great Court of the British Museum, under constmction and after completion [47 
&48].
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Fig 6.39 The Great Court roof, British Museum, London, UK, 
by Foster and Partners, 2000, (Plan view)
Fig 6.40 The Great Court roof, British Museum, London, UK, by Foster and Partners
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Fig 6.41 The Great Court roof, British Museum, London, UK, by Foster and Partners 
(top: under construction; bottom: interior view)
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The configuration of the next example is created on the basis of the same base grid as the one 
in Fig 6.37. By changing the arrangement and the positions o f the fixed, initial and target 
points (4^  ^ sets that shape the final form), the configuration of Fig 6.43 is generated. The plan 
view, a perspective of the wire frame configuration and a perspective view of the 
configuration with cladding are shown in Figs 6.43a, 6.43b and 6.43c. The formex 
formulation for this configuration is similar to the one for Fig 6.37, except for the 
specifications of the 4 sets of the fixed, initial and target points, which are formulated as 
follows:
(*) Specifications for the 4^  sets of fixed, initial and target points of Fig 6.43 (*)
PF2= pex|(bp(l,90/(n*a))|tran(l,10)| rin(2,4*n,a)|[0,0,0] # rinid(2,41,48,1)|[-24,-20,0]
# rinid(47,2,1,40)1 [-23,-20,0] )# lam(l,0)| [17,0,0]; (*)Fixed points(*)
Pnl — lamid(0,0)| [15,12,0]; (*) Initial points(*)
p= 4.5; (*) Rise (*)
Pn2— tran(3, p)| Pnl ; (*)Target points(*)
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The next example is about another freeform configuration with circular outer boundary and a 
square-shape void in the middle. Fig 6.45 shows a perspective view o f this configuration.
Fig 6.45 A freeform configuration with circular outer boundary 
and a square-shape void in the middle
As this configuration has a symmetric form, generating a quarter o f the form will be 
sufficient to create the whole body. The following discussion is about the method for 
generating o f a quarter o f the grid, which eventually leads to the creation o f the final form. 
First, the formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.45 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for configuration o f Fig 6.45(*)
Shaping the base grid (^)
(*) Element frequencies (*) 
(*) Numerical factor (*)
m=16; n=20; 
a= sqrt|3/2;
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)| [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l=  rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Basic rectangular grid (*)
E4= bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| tran(l,10)| EE; (*) Basic radial grid (*)
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Pfl=bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| (rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [26,0,0] # rinid(m-1,2,1,2*n*a)| [11,0,0]);
(*) U* set of fixed points (*)
P il— bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [10,0,0]; (*) p* set of initial points (*)
b— (10*sqrt| 2/ (2*n)); (*) Distance between the target points (*)
P tl— verad( 10,0,45)1 rin(2,2*n+l, b)| [10,0,0]; (*) p ’ set of target points (*)
E5= nov(2,l, Pfl # P il, Pfl # P tl)| E4;
F= pex| rosad(0,0)i E5; (*) Base grid (*)
(^ *) Shaping the final form (*)
Pf2=pex| (bp(l,5)| rin(2,72,l)| [26,0,0] # lamid(0,0)| verad(10,0,45)|
rin(2,15,0.95)1 [10,0,0]); (*) 2"^  set of fixed points (*)
Pi2— bp(l,10)| rin(2,36,l)| [18,0,0]; (*) set of initial points (*)
<î ~2.5; (*) Rise (*)
Pt2— tran(3, q)| Pnl ; (*)2"‘* set of target points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, Pf2 # Pi2, Pf2 # Pt2)| F; (*) Final form (*)
The configuration processing steps for the generation o f the freeform of Fig 6.45 are shown 
in Fig 6.46;
• Fig 6.46a shows the basic radial grid, which is generated by applying a basipolar 
function to a basic rectangular grid. Also shown in this figure are the sets of fixed, 
initial and target points.
• Fig 6.46b illustrates a quarter of the base grid, after moving the set o f initial points 
to their corresponding target points, on an inclined straight line. The distance between 
every two target point (parameter “b” in the formex formulation) is calculated by 
dividing the length o f the straight target line into the number o f initial points, which is 
2*n.
• Fig 6.46c shows the plan view of the base grid, after the basic quarter being 
reflectionally replicated about two symmetry lines. The overlapping elements along 
the neighbouring borders o f each quarter grid are removed by using a pexum function 
in the formex formulation. In addition, 2"^  ^ sets of fixed, initial and target points are 
shown in this figure.
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Fig 6.46 Configuration processing steps of the freeform o f Fig 6.45
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Fig 6.47 shows two other freeform configurations with circular outer boundary and 
polygonal voids in the middle. The formex formulations o f these configurations are mainly 
similar to the formex formulation o f Fig 6.45. The modified parts follow the figure.
a) b)
Fig 6.47 Two circular freeform configurations with polygonal voids in the middle
(*) Formex formulation for configuration o f Fig 6.47a (*)
(*) (modified parts regarding formulation for Fig 6.45) (*)
m=10; n=8;
E4= bp(l,60/(2*n*a))| tran(l,10)| EE;
P=bp(l,60/(2*n*a))| (rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [20,0,0] # rinid(m-1,2,1,2*n*a)| [11,0,0]); 
Pl=bp(l,60/(2*n*a))| rin(2,n+l,2*a)| [10,0,0];
P2= verad(10,0,30)| rin(2,n+l, 10/n)| [10,0,0];
E 5 = n o v ( 2 , l , P # P l , P # P 2 ) |  E4;
F= pex| rosad(0,0,6,60)| E5;
PF= pex| (bp(l,60/(2*n*a))| rin(2,12*n,a)| [20,0,0] # rosad(0,0,6,60)| P2);
Pn l= bp(l,10)| rin(2,36,l)| [15,0,0];
q=2.5;
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(*) Formex formulation for configuration of Fig 6.47b (*)
(*) (modified parts regarding formulation for Fig 6.45) (*)
m=10; n=8;
E4= bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| tran(l,8)| EE;
P=bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| (rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [23,0,0] # rinid(m-1,2,1,2*n*a)| [9,0,0]); 
Pl=bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [8,0,0]; 
b= (10*sqrt| 2/ (2*n));
P2= verad(8,0,22.5)| rin(2,2*n+l, b)| [8,0,0];
E5= nov(2,l, P # P I, P # P2)| E4;
F= pex| rosad(0,0,8,45)1 E5;
PF=pex| (bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| rin(2,16*n,a)| [23,0,0] #
rosad(0,0,8,45)| verad(8,0,22.5)| rin(2,n,1.3)| [8,0,0]);
Pn l= bp(l,10)| rin(2,36,l)| [18,0,0]; 
q=3;
This method of creating freeform configurations can also be used in similar cases with 
regular/irregular inner boundary shapes.
Sometimes there is no need to make significant changes in the initial configuration to create a 
freeform with an opening. Choosing a proper grid with a suitable pattern and removing some 
elements in the required parts would be sufficient. Fig 6.48 shows a freeform configuration 
with a triangular pattern and a hexagonal opening in the middle.
Fig 6.48 A freeform configuration with a hexagonal opening
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6.4 Base Components and Control Parameters in Freeform Design
The previous examples o f freeform configurations cover a number o f forms that seem to be 
interesting from architectural point o f view. Those examples were mostly about freeform 
configurations with regular or semi-regular boundary shapes such as square, rectangle, circle, 
etc.
Now, it is time to consider situations where freeform configurations involve more 
irregularities and expand the discussion into explanation o f schemes o f designing compound 
freeforms that are created by combinations of simpler base components. At this stage, some 
actual examples of irregular freeform configurations will be presented and then, the possible 
methods of freeform design using formex algebra will be discussed.
6.4.1 Trade Fair in Milan, Italy, a Freeform Glass-covered Surface (2005)
In Milan, Italy, the entire trade fair is moved to a new location. In the new trade fair, in 
addition to eight exhibition halls covering a region of approximately 80,000 m^, there is a 
plenary assembly hall as well as four administrative buildings. The connecting links between 
the exhibition pavilions are mostly covered by an innovative freeform steel structure, 
consisting of the “Logo” as the main entrance, and the “Vela” as the link between the 
individual halls. The cladding of the structure is a combination of glass and Aluminium, 
which lets daylight to brighten up the main entrance and the connecting link space. At the 
main entrance the Logo, defined by the architect Massimiliano Fuksas, as a doubly-curved 
freefrom surface, spans the entrance hall and leads the visitor to the Vela (connecting link 
pathway) and eventually to the individual halls.
The Logo, 22m to 37m wide and 119m long, is embedded in the “Service Centre”. The 
volcano-shape structure of the Logo, is raised 37m so that it could be visually recognised 
from afar as the symbol of the new trade fair (Fig 6.49 to 6.52). The plane part o f the roof is 
located at approximately 10m above the ground.
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The Vela roof is also a steel grid structure, which is doubly curved at some areas. The 
structure covers the linear east-west pathway at an average height o f 16m. The roof links the 
individual exhibition halls over a length of 1,300m and 32m to 41m width. The Vela is 
mainly supported by tree columns (Fig 6.53), however at some parts (so-called volcanoes) it 
also touches the ground or rests on the buildings underneath, as if the roof grid is melt and 
flows downwards. The glazing placed directly on the steel structure covering 46,300m^, 
emphasizes the lightness of the structure, which seems to float above the smaller structural 
units. The freeform of the surface incorporates the nearby Alps at the background for a 
visitor. Visually, it was acclaimed by the whole design team that a smooth and clean flow of 
forces and suitable provisions for a straight-forward fabrication would result in a sense of 
overall beauty as well as quality. In practice, however, the team faced with many problems 
like setting the structural bar elements in certain length ranges or adjusting the vertices of 
square-shape surface units in curved parts of the surface to fit in the plane glass cladding. 
During discussions that follows, some methods in formex algebra will be explained, which 
may overcome such problems or simplify the ways of achieving similar freeform 
configurations [49].
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6.4.2 West Kowloon Cultural District, Hong Kong, China (2002)
Hong Kong’s commercial and business-driven cultural legacy has generated a rich creative 
energy, but never a permanent home for the arts. Won as the result o f an international 
competition, this master plan for the “West Kowloon Cultural District” provides Hong Kong 
with an unprecedented collection o f arts, performance, and leisure venues (Figs 6.54 to 6.57). 
Built entirely on a section o f previously reclaimed land on the West Kowloon waterfront 
immediately opposite Hong Kong Island, the project will consolidate Hong Kong’s 
reputation as a cultural destination while providing an iconic architectural image for the city.
The new district is conceived as a ‘pleasure garden’, integrating a series o f arts, performance 
and leisure venues within an extensive urban park, set beneath a dramatic, all-enveloping 
canopy. Part open, part opaque, and with a variety of shading devices, the canopy will create 
a comfortable environment, protecting visitors from the extremes o f the weather, and 
generating its own microclimate with cooling winds in the heat o f the summer. Beneath it, a 
modem art museum, a major performance venue, and an assortment of theatres and concert 
halls congregate around the district’s western end, while cinemas, restaurants, shops and 
leisure facilities extend east along the spine and the harbour-side. Each of these areas is 
accessed by a people-mover system, which is integrated with the city’s existing transport 
networks, and elevated 7 metres above park level, so that visitors can look out over Victoria 
Harbour and Hong Kong’s skyline as they travel through the park.
The canopy suggests a rolling landscape, inspired by the natural topography o f the Kowloon 
Peninsula. Beneath it, over 70 per cent o f the site is given over to parkland, the informal 
planting of mature trees creating the impression of a wooded environment lying at the 
harbour’s edge. A water amphitheatre forms the focus o f the district’s western edge, while 
trees and grassy banks cascade down along the southern waterfront. The permeable roof, 
natural environmental controls and network of gardens and social spaces, champion the 
objective to create stylish, enjoyable public spaces and a rich, all-encompassing cultural 
experience to redefine the very nature o f the urban cultural quarter [16].
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6.4.3 Regular Base Components o f  Freeform Design
Compound configurations can be generated in several ways in Formian. Colligation process 
for instance, is an effective method to combine a number o f basic forms such as grids, barrel 
vaults and domes, together to shape a compound form. These basic forms should be basically 
created and be prepared to be combined with each other. Another technique, which 
conceptually covers the ideas o f “freeform design”, is to create a compound form on the basis 
of a grid (base grid), by raising it in various forms. A number o f formex functions can be 
used for this purpose. These functions include “pellevation functions”, [13], “tractation 
function” [12] and “novation function” [11]. However, discussions in this chapter will mainly 
be focused on the role o f novation function in freeform generation by Formian.
Novation function provides useful possibilities in freeform generation. Normally, a 
compound form (like a freeform configuration) is a combination o f simpler components 
(such as cylinder, sphere, prism, etc.). Therefore, studying various methods of creating these 
simple forms would be helpful as a base for discussing about methods o f freeform design. 
These simple forms are in fact, base components of freeform design by formex algebra. In 
the following pages, various ways o f creating simple forms by novation function will be 
explained.
6.4.4 Creating Base Components by Novation Function
Figs 6.58 to 6.60 and 6.64 to 6.65 illustrate some examples o f shaping simple forms by 
novation function. These forms can be used as components in freeform design. The 
configurations o f these figures have been generated by applying novation function to base 
grids with regular boundary shapes (triangle, square, hexagon and octagon). The most 
important point in all these examples is various ways o f using novation factors as the 
“control parameters” in freeform design.
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6.4.4.1 Using Target Points along Straight Lines for Polygonal Base Grids
One reason to shape the configurations of the following examples is to demonstrate the 
capabilities of novation function in creating forms. Another reason is to show the differences 
between the results o f this method with other ways of creating similar configurations in 
Formian. For instance, the configurations of Fig 6.58 are regular-base prisms that can be 
generated in other ways by formex algebra [2]. However, the configurations created by 
novation function have smooth inclined edges rather than sharp edges. This is because these 
configurations are generated by mode 3 novation function that inflates the flat base grids.
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Fig 6.58 Prism-shape configurations with regular polygon base grids 
created by mode 3 novation function
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The base grids of these forms have triangular, square-shaped, hexagonal and octagonal 
boundaries. The nodal points o f the base grids along the boundaries are considered as fixed 
points in the novation fimctions. Also groups of points along a number o f inclined straight 
lines are defined as the target points. These lines connect the vertices of the base grids to the 
crowns. The corresponding initial points are along straight lines on the plane o f the base 
grids. The following formex formulations show how the sets o f fixed, initial and target points 
are specified:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.58a (*)
^ —2 1 ; (*) Frequency of elements (*)
a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
El=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)| [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E2=genid(m ,m ,l,a,l/2,-l)|E l; (*) Base grid (*)
PF= pex| rosad(m/2, m*a/3, 3, 120)| ([0,0,0] #
rin(l, m -l,l) | [1,0,0]); (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  pex| rosad(m/2, m*a/3, 3, 120)| lib(i=l,7)| [1.5*i,a*i,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
P2= pex| rosad(m/2, m*a/3, 3, 120)| lib(i=l,7)| [1.5*i,a*i, i*1.2]; (*) Target points (*) 
Form= nov(3,1, PF # P 1, PF # P2)| E2; (*) Final form (*)
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.58b (*)
m=15; n=15; (*) Frequency of elements (*)
El=rinid(m ,n, 1,1)1 rosad(0.5, 0.5)| [0,0,0; 0.5, 0.5,0];
E 2=rinid(m ,n+l,l,l)| [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E3=rinid(m +l,n, 1,1)1 [0,0,0; 0,1,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Base grid (*)
PF= rinid(m +l,2,l,n)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,n-l,m ,l)| [0,1,0] ; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  rosad(m/2,n/2)| lib(i=l,m -l)| [0.5*i, 0.5*i , 0] # [m/2,n/2,0]; (*) Initial points (*) 
P2= rosad(m/2,n/2)| lib(i=l,m -l)| [0.5*i, 0.5*i, i*0.35] #
[m/2,n/2,m*0.35]; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3, 1, PF # P I, PF # P2)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
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(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.58c (*)
m=10; 
a=sqrt|3/2;
El=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E2=genid(m,m, 1 ,a, 1 /2,-1 )|E 1 ;
E3= rosad(m/2, m*a, 6, 60)| E2;
PF=pex| rosad(m/2, m*a, 6, 60)| rin(l, m + l,l) | [0,0,0]; 
P l= pex | rosad(m/2, m*a, 6, 60)| lib(i=l,m)| [0.5*i,a*i,0]; 
P2=pex| rosad(m/2, m*a, 6, 60)| lib(i=l,m)| [0.5*i,a*i,i*0.35]; 
F= nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| E3;
(*) Frequency of elements (*) 
(*) Numerical factor (*)
(*) Base grid (*) 
(*) Fixed points (*) 
(*) Initial points (*) 
(*) Target points (*) 
(*) Final form (*)
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.58d (*)
m=10; 
a=l/2*tan| 67.5;
E l=  {[0,0,0; 1,0,0], [1,0,0; 0.5,a,0], [0.5,a,0; 0,0,0]}; 
E2=genid(m,m, l,a ,l/2 ,-l) |E l;
E3= rosad(m/2, m*a, 8, 45)| E2;
PF= pex| rosad(m/2, m*a, 8, 45)| rin(l, m + l,l) | [0,0,0];
P l = pex| rosad(m/2, m*a, 8, 45)| lib(i=l,m)| [0.5*i,a*i,0]; 
P2=pex| rosad(m/2, m*a, 8, 45)| lib(i=l,m)| [0.5*i,a*i,i*0.5]; 
F=nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| E3;
(*) Frequency of elements (*) 
(*) Numerical factor (*)
(*) Base grid (*) 
(*) Fixed points (*) 
(*) Initial points (*) 
(*) Target points (*) 
(*) Final form (*)
A point in configurations o f Fig 6.58 is that in each case, the pattern o f elements is chosen in 
such a way that easily fits the boundary shape of the base grid. That is, for the configuration 
of Fig 6.58a, a triangulated pattern is chosen to fit the triangular shape of the base grid 
boundary. Likewise, in Fig 6.58b a four-way pattern o f elements is chosen, which consists of 
square-shape units and diagonal elements, in order to fit in the square-shape boundaries of 
the base grid. Two other configurations also consist of triangulated sectors.
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6.4.4.2 Using Target Points along Arches for Polygonal Base Grids
Fig 6.59 shows three freeform configurations generated by the same square-shape base grid 
as the one in Fig 6.58b. The main difference between this group o f configurations with the 
previous one is that the target points in this group are arranged along arches. The left hand 
side column in Fig 6.59 shows the wire frame configurations created by applying novation 
function to single layer base grids. Also shown in these figures are the sets o f fixed, and 
target points. Initial points in each case are along the straight diagonal lines o f the base 
square grids. The initial points are in fact, the results of vertical projection of target points on 
the base grid planes. For example, in Fig 6.59a, the initial points are arranged along one 
diagonal of the base square grid and the corresponding target points are along an arch which 
connects the two opposite vertices o f the base grid, just on top o f the initial points. All nodal 
points along the boundaries are fixed. The result o f applying mode 3 novation with one 
arched diagonal target set is a curved form with an arched back bone and two wings on the 
ground. Formex formulation for this configuration can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the tiled configuration of Fig 6.59a (*)
m=15; n=15; (*) Frequency of elements in two directions (*)
E l=  rinid(m,n, 1,1)1 rosad(0.5, 0.5)| [0,0,0; 0.5, 0.5,0];
E2=rinid(m,n+1,1,1)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E3=rinid(m +l,n, 1,1)1 [0,0,0; 0,1,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Base grid (bar elements) (*)
F=rinid(m,n, 1,1)1 rosad(0.5, 0.5)| [0,0,0; 0.5, 0.5,0; 1,0,0];
(*) Base grid (surface elements) (*) 
Pf= rinid(m +l,2,l,n)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,n-l,m ,l)| [0,1,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P2= verax(m,0,0, m-1,1,0, -90)| verad(0,0,4.5)| bp(l,9)| rin(2,10,l)| [m,0,0];
(*) Target points (*)
P l = proj(3,0)1 P2; (*) Initial points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, P f # P I, P f # P2)| F; (*) Final form (*)
(*) To generate the form with bar elements, use “EE” instead of “F” in the final function (*)
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Fig 6.59 Freeform configurations created by novation function and square-shape base grids
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In the case of Fig 6.59b, two groups o f points along two diagonal arches are chosen as the set 
of target points in a “mode 3” novation function. The resulting configuration is an interesting 
form, which can be called a dome, with square base and smooth curvature. Such 
configurations may have many uses where straight-line boundaries and curved roofs are 
desired. The configuration of Fig 6.59b is created by adding a “lambda function” [2] to the 
formex formulation o f the configuration of Fig 6.59a as follows:
P2= lam(l,m/2)| verax(m,0,0, m-1,1,0, -90)| verad(0,0,4.5)| bp(l,9)|
rin(2,l 0,1)1 [m,0,0]; (*) Target points (*)
The lambda function adds the second set of target points that are arranged along a diagonal 
arch on top of the base grid o f Fig 6.59b. Other parts o f the formex formulation of this figure 
are the same as the one for the configuration of Fig 6.59a.
Fig 6.59c shows a configuration created with the same square base grid and similar positions 
of fixed, initial and target points as the configuration o f Fig 6.59b. The main difference 
between these two configurations is that in the latter, “mode 2” novation function is used to 
shape the form. So, the faces of the final form seem to be stretched downwards. Another 
difference is that in the configuration of Fig 6.59c, the numbers of initial and target points are 
increased to reduce the irregularities of the elements, which may happen when the 
neighbouring target points are afar. That is, the closer the initial/target points to each other, 
the closer the created configuration to the desired form would be.
Fig 6.60 illustrates some other configurations generated by base grids with regular boundary 
shapes. Mode 3 novation function is used to create all these configurations. The formex 
formulations for these configurations may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.60a (*)
m=10; (*) Frequency of elements (*)
a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
El=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)| [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E2= genid(m ,m ,l,a,l/2,-l)| E l;
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E3= rosad(m/2, m*a, 6, 60)| E2; (*) Base grid (bar elements) (*)
G l=  [0,0,0; 1,0,0; 0.5,a,0];
G2= genid(m ,m ,l,a,l/2,-l)| G1 # genid(m -l,m -l,l,a ,l/2 ,-l)| verad(3/4,a/2,180)| G l; 
G3= rosad(m/2, m*a, 6, 60)| G2; (*) Base grid (surface elements) (*)
PF= pex| rosad(m/2, m*a, 6, 60)| rin(l, m + l,l) | [0,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P2= rosad(m/2,m*a,3,120)1 verax(m,0,0, m-l/2,a,0, -90)| verad(m,0,-5)|
tran(l,-7.4)1 bp(l,7)| rin(2,10,l)| [m+7.4,0.5,0]; (*) Target points (*)
P l=  proj(3,0)| P2; (*) Initial points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| G3; (*) Final form (*)
For the configurations o f Fig 6.60b, the “rosad function” [2] is removed in the assignment 
statement of the target points “P2” as follows:
P2= verax(m,0,0, m-l/2,a,0, -90)| verad(m,0,-5)| tran(l,-7.4)| bp(l,7)|
rin(2 ,l0,1)1 [m+7.4,0.5,0]; (*) Target points (*)
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.60c (*)
m=10; (*) Frequency of elements (*)
a= l/2*tan| 67.5; (*) Numerical factor (*)
E l=  {[0,0,0; 1,0,0], [1,0,0; 0.5,a,0], [0.5,a,0; 0,0,0]};
E2= genid(m ,m ,l,a,l/2,-l)| E l;
E3= rosad(m/2, m*a, 8, 45)| E2; (*) Base grid (bar elements) (*)
G l=  [0,0,0; 1,0,0; 0.5,a,0];
G2= genid(m ,m ,l,a,l/2,-l)| G l # genid(m -l,m -l,l,a ,l/2 ,-l)| verad(3/4,a/2,180)| G l; 
G3= rosad(m/2, m*a, 8, 45)| G2; (*) Base grid (surface elements) (*)
PF= pex| rosad(m/2, m*a, 8, 45)| rin(l, m + l,l) | [0,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P2= rosad(m/2, m*a, 4, 45 )| verax(m,0,0, m-l/2,a,0, -90)| verad(m,0,-22.5)|
tran(l,-8.35)1 bp(l,9)| rin(2,10,l)| [m+8.35,0.5,0]; (*) Target points (*)
P l=  proj(3,0)| P2; (*) Initial points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| G3; (*) Final form (*)
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Fig 6.60 Freeform configurations created by novation function and polygon base grids
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Fig 6.61 illustrates a rendered view o f a configuration created by mode 3 novation with 
arched target points. In this case, the only fixed points are the vertices of the base hexagonal 
grid. So, the sidelines are curved upwards (unlike the configuration of Fig 6.60a with straight 
sidelines). An application of this configuration is the structure of the Nagoya Dome in Japan 
(Figs 6.62 and 6.63).
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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In Nagoya Dome, however, the elements of each sector are extended to reach to the circular 
base and this has caused some irregularities along the circular sideline (Fig 6.62). A diamatic 
dome [2] could be a better solution for this structure to keep the pattern regularity all over the 
structure. Fig 6.63 shows an interior view o f this dome. To hide the irregular parts of the 
structure along the circular base from spectators, these parts are covered from inside.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
6.4.4.3 Using Circular Base Grids
Fig 6.64 shows configurations with circular bases that are normally regarded as domes. All 
these configurations are generated by similar circular base grids, using novation function. 
This figure illustrates various choices o f domes that can be created by a single base grid and 
different parameters in novation function. Changing the positions and/or arrangements o f the 
fixed, initial and target points as well as the mode of novation function allow the designer to 
achieve the desirable configuration.
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Fig 6.64 Perspectives and side views of configurations created by 
novation function and circular base grids
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These configurations can be used as parts in combination with other forms in freeform 
design. The following formex formulations for the configurations o f 6.64 show that slight 
modifications in the formulation can help to create various domes like spherical, parabolic, 
tensional and conical domes.
(*) Formex formulations for the configurations 
o f Figs 6.64a, 6.64b, 6.64c and 6.64d(*)
m=10; n=24; (*) Frequency of elements in two directions (*)
a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)| [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2= rinid(m-l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rin(2,n,2*a)| [m-0.5,a,0; m,a,0];
E3= rin(2,2*n,a)| [m,0,0; m,a,0];
E4= rin(2,n,2*a)| [0,0,0; 0,2*a,0];
EE=E1 # E 2 # E 3 # E 4 ;
E5= bp(l,360/(2*n*a))| (rin(2,n/2,4*a)| [0,0,0; 1,0,0] # tran (l,l)| EE);
(*) Base Grid (*)
PF= bp(l,360/(2*n*a))| rin(2,2*n,a)| [m+1,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
(*) For configuration of Fig 6.64a use following statements (*)
P2= rosad(0,0,4,45)| tran(3,-5)| verat(0,0)| verad(0,0,30)| bp( 1,120/9)|
rin(2,l 0,1)1 [12,0,0]; (*) Target points (*)
P l=  proj(3,0)1 P2; (*) Initial points (*)
F l=  nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| E5; (*) Final form of Fig 6.64a (*)
(*) For configuration of Fig 6.64b use following statements (*)
P l=  [0,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
P2= [0,0,7]; (*) Target points (*)
F2= nov(3,2, PF # P I, PF # P2)| E5; (*) Final form of Fig 6.64b (*)
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(*) For configuration of Fig 6.64c use following statements (*)
P l=  [0,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
P2= [0,0,8]; (*) Target points (*)
F3= nov(2,2.5, PF # P I, PF # P2)| E5; (*) Final form of Fig 6.64c (*)
(*) For configuration of Fig 6.64d use following statements (*)
P2= [0,0,7] # rosad(0,0,16,360/16)| lib(i=l,m)| [i,0,7-i/l .55]; (*) Target points (*)
P l=  proj(3,0)| P2; (*) initial points (*)
F4= nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| E5; (*) Final form of Fig 6.64d (*)
6.4.4.4 Using “Fixed Fram es”
So far, all the configurations that have been shown in the previous examples had regular 
boundaries including triangular, square-shape, hexagonal, octagonal and circular shapes. 
Now, it is time to expand the discussion into a wider range o f freeform design possibilities 
using novation function.
Consider Fig 6.65 that shows six different forms created based on a single triangulated base 
grid with square-shape boundaries. It can be seen from the first two configurations of this 
figure (Figs 6.65a and 6.65b) that the nodal points along the boundaries are left free and the 
form is shaped according to the sets of points with circular arrangements. These points are 
considered as fixed points in the novation function. These circular sets o f points are called 
“fixed frames”, which can have various shapes. The centre point in each case is the initial 
point. The target point is right on top o f the initial point with a certain rise.
In contrast, the configurations o f Figs 6.65c and 6.65d do not involve fixed frames. Instead, 
the boundary points (all o f them in Fig 6.65c and some in Fig 6.65d) are considered as sets of 
fixed points and the initial and target points are the centre point o f the base grid and the point 
on top of it, respectively.
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Again in Figs 6.65e and 6.65f circular fixed frames are used as well as boundary points to 
shape the final form. In the configuration of Fig 6.65e two points are selected as the initial 
and target points. In Fig 6.65d a set o f points along four intersecting arches are chosen as 
target points. The interesting point in the example is that first the target points are arranged in 
the formex formulation and then, their corresponding projected points on the base plane is 
specified as the initial points, by applying the projection function into the formex variable 
representing the target points. The formex formulation for the configurations of Fig 6.65 can 
be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configurations o f Fig 6.65 (*)
(*) The base part (*)
m=20; n=l 1 ; a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Element frequencies and mathematical factor (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Base grid (bar elements) (*)
F= tig| rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0];
F l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| F;
F2= rinid(m-l,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| tranid(0.5,a)| F;
F3= rin(2,n,2*a)| lamid(m/2,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
FF= FI # F2 # F3; (*) Base grid (surface elements) (*)
(*) For Fig 6.65a (*)
PFr= tranid(m/2,n*a)| bp(l,10)| rin(2,36,l)| [m/2-2,0,0]; (*) Fixed frame (*)
P l=  [m/2,n*a,0]; (*) Initial point (*)
P2= tran(3,4)| P I; (*) Target point (*)
Form= nov(3,1, PFr # P 1, PFr # P2)| EE; (*) Final Form (*)
(*) For Fig 6.65b (*)
PFr= tranid(m/2,n*a)| bp(1.4,10)| rin(2,36,l)| [m/2-2,0,0]; (*) Fixed frame (*)
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(*) For Fig 6.65c (*)
PFi = rinid(m+l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0]# rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0];
P l=  [m/2,n*a,0];
P2= tran(3,4)| P I;
Form= nov(3,l, PFi # P I, PFi # P2)| EE;
C ) For Fig 6.65d (*)
PFi= lamid(m/2,n*a)| (rin(l,3,l)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,2,a)| [0,a,0]) ;
P l=  [m/2,n*a,0];
P2= tran(3,5)| P I;
Form= nov(3,l, PFi # P I, PFi # P2)| EE;
(*) For Fig 6.65e (*)
PFi=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0]# rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0];
PFr= tranid(m/2,n*a)| bp(l,9)| rin(2,40,l)| [m/2-2,0,0];
PF= PFi # PFr;
P l=  [m/2,n*a,0];
P2= tran(3,4)| P I;
Form= nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| EE;
(*) For Fig 6.65f(*)
PFi=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0]# rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0];
PFr= tranid(m/2,n*a)| bp(l,9)| rin(2,40,l)| [m/2-2,0,0];
PF= PFi#  PFr;
P2= rosad(m/2,n*a,4,45)| tranid(m/2,16.2*a)| verat(0,-4.5)| verad(0,0,33)| 
bp(l,6)| rin(2,20,l)| [m/2-1,0,0];
Pl=proj(3,0)| P2;
Form= nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| EE;
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Fig 6.65 Configurations created by using different shapes of fixed frames
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Figs 6.66 and 6.67 illustrate two examples of using similar techniques in shaping spherical 
configurations. Fig 6.68 shows a practical sample of an inflated square-shape grid.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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6.4.5 Freeforms with Regular Components
The examples o f Fig 6.65 and the impressions of using fixed frames in creating those 
configurations are in fact, an introduction to the wider idea of using “shaping frames” in 
freeform design. Shaping frames include “initial/target frames” and “fixed frames”. Any of 
these frames may have various shapes and positions on and/or around the base grid. Shaping 
frames can be planned in regular and/or irregular forms based on the design requirements. 
Combinational usage o f different types of shaping frames is a significant method in freeform 
design in formex algebra. In this part, using regular forms of shaping frames is discussed.
As the first example. Fig 6.69 illustrates a combinational usage o f two square-shape fixed 
frames with different sizes. These frames are fixed on the same plane as the base grid. The 
elements inside the borders of the frames are raised by applying mode 3 novation function, 
each of which with different methods.
The part inside the bigger square is raised by using four sets o f target points, arranged along 
inclined lines. These lines are intersected at a point on top of the centre point o f the bigger 
square frame to give an impression o f a pyramidal form. These intersected lines, in fact, 
shape the target frame in this example.
The part inside the smaller square is raised by using a single point on top o f the centre point 
of the square, as the target point. The neighbouring sides o f two square-shape fixed frames 
are not fixed to give the impression of connectivity between the two parts. The side view of 
Fig 6.69 shows that while the pyramidal impression o f the bigger square is visualised, the 
edges are not too sharp and the two parts are well connected.
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Fig 6.69 A combined usage of square-square fixed frames in creating a freeform
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Fig 6.70 also shows views o f another combinational usage o f fixed frames, in this case a 
circle-square combination. The centre points of both frames are used as the initial points and 
the target points are on top of them with certain rises (ql and q2). The formex formulations 
of Figs 6.69 and 6.70 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.69 (*)
m=26; n=22; a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Element frequencies and mathematical factor (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Base grid (bar elements) (*)
PFi=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0];
(*) Boundary fixed points (*)
PFrl=  tranid(m/2,n*a/2)| (lamid(0,0)| rin(2,7,a)| [7,0.6,0] #
rin(l,13,l)| [-6,-7*a,0]); (*) Fixed frame (smaller square) (*)
PFr2= tranid(m/2,2.5*n*a/2+l)| (lamid(0,0)| rin(2 ,ll,a)| [10,0.5,0] #
rin(l, 19,1)1 [-9,1 l*a,0]); (*) Fixed frame (bigger square) (*)
PF= PFi # PFrl # PFr2; (*) Fixed points (*)
q l=  2; (*) Rise (for the target point inside the smaller square) (*)
P l=  [m/2,n*a/2,0]; (*) Initial point for smaller frame (*)
P2= tran(3,ql)| Fal ; (*) Target point for smaller frame (*)
q2=4; (*) Rise (for the crown of target frame of the bigger square) (*)
P4=tranid(m/2,2.5*n*a/2+l)| (rosad(0,0)| lib(i=l,9)| [i,i,q2*(l-i/9)] #
[0,0,q2]); (*) Target points for bigger frame (*)
P3= proj(3,0)| P4; (*) Initial points for bigger frame (*)
Form=nov(3,l, PF # P I#  P3, PF # P2 # P4)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
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(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.70 (*)
(*) The initial part for the base grid is the same as the previous formulation (*)
PFi=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0];
(*) Boundary fixed points (*)
PFrl=tranid(m/2,n*a/2)| (lamid(0,0)| rin(2,7,a)| [7,0.6,0] #
rin(l,13,l)| [-6,-7*a,0]); (*) Fixed frame (square) (*)
PFr2=tranid(m/2,2.5*n*a/2)| verad(0,0,-45)| bp(10,10)|
rin(2,28,l)| [1,0,0]; (*) Fixed frame (circular) (*)
PF= PFi # PFrl # PFr2; (*) Fixed points (*)
q l=  2; (*) Rise (inside the square frame) (*)
P l=  [m/2,n*a/2,0]; (*) Initial point for square frame (*)
P2= tran(3,ql)| PI ; (*) Target point for square frame (*)
q2= 4; (*) Rise (inside the circular frame) (*)
P3= [m/2,2.5*n*a/2,0]; (*) Initial point for circular frame (*)
P4= tran(3,q2)| P3; (*) Target point for circular frame (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF # PI# P3, PF # P2 # P4)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
Because just a pair o f points are used as initial/target points for raising the circular part o f the 
configuration of Fig 6.70, this part has a shallow form (same as the configuration of Fig 
6.65e), If an spherical dome was required for the circular part, it would also be possible to 
use a spherical target frame created by a number of intersected arches (such as the 
configuration o f Fig 6.651). The vertical projection of the points o f the target frame on the 
base plane would shape the initial frame.
Another example of the combinational use of fixed frames, which may be one o f the most 
common ones in architectural freeform design, is shown in Fig 6.71. In this case, two circular 
frames have been combined together to shape the “compound fixed frame”. The fixed points 
at the neighbouring parts of the circles have been removed to allow the connectivity between 
the two domes. Single target points on top of the centres of the circles are used to raise the 
domes by mode 3 novation function (Fig 6.71). The elements outside the frames can then be 
removed, to make the final form to have circular boundaries (Fig 6.72).
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Perspective
Side view
Boundary
fixed
points
Plan view Boundary fixed points
Fig 6.70 A combinational usage of circle-square fixed frames in creating a freeform
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Side view
Boundary 
fixed 
points
Boundary fixed points
Plan view Perspective
Fig 6.71 A combinational usage of circle-circle fixed frames in creating a freeform
I
Fig 6.72 The freeform configuration of Fig 6.71 after removing the excess elements
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A formex formulation for the freeform configuration of Fig 6.71 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.71 (*)
(*) The initial part for the base grid is the same as the one for Fig 6.69 (*)
m=20; n=16; (*) Element frequencies (*)
PFi=rinid(m +l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0];
(*) Boundary fixed points (*) 
PFrl= tranid(m/2,n*a/2)| verad(0,0,140)| bp(5,20)| rin(2,14,l)| [1,0,0];
(*) Fixed frame (smaller circle) (*) 
PFr2= tranid(m/2,2.5*n*a/2)| verad(0,0,-45)| bp(7,10)| rin(2,28,l)| [1,0,0];
(*) Fixed frame (bigger circle) (*) 
PF= PFi # PFrl # FFr2; (*) Fixed frame (*)
q l= 2 ;  (*) Rise (smaller circle) (*)
P l=  [m/2,n*a/2,0]; (*) Initial point (smaller circle) (*)
P2= tran(3,ql)| P I; (*) Target point (smaller circle) (*)
q2=3.5; (*) Rise (bigger circle) (*)
P3= [m/2,2.5*n*a/2,0]; (*) Initial point (bigger circle) (*)
P4= tran(3,q2)| P3; (*) Target point (bigger circle) (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF # PI#  P3, PF # P2 # P4)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
Again, in the example o f Fig 6.71, two pairs of points are selected, each pair to have the role 
of initial/target points for their corresponding circular frames. That is the reason for this 
compound freeform to have shallow shape. If an spherical impression was desired for one or 
both of circular parts o f the configuration, it should be done by using spherical target 
frame(s) arranged on arches for that part of the configuration.
Fig 6.73 shows views of an impressive structure called “the Multipurpose Dome of 
Yamaguchi Prefecture” in Japan, which consists of two interconnected domes. The 
configurations like the structure o f this dome can easily be generated in Formian by using the 
above explained techniques.
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6.4.4 Freeform Multidomes
More complex freeform configurations may contain more than two domes. Figs 6.74 and 
6.75 show some other choices o f creating freeform configurations by a number of fixed 
frames. These examples are in fact the extended versions o f the usage o f “compound fixed 
frames” in generating freeform configurations. In these examples, the fixed frames are 
circular and the resulted final forms could be interesting as they are close to some popular 
architectural freeforms.
The base grids are identical for all configurations of Figs 6.74 and 6.75, with triangular 
patterns. In some cases the boundary nodes of the base grid are partially fixed; otherwise they 
are free to rise.
The only case in which all boundary nodes are fixed is the configuration o f Fig 6.74a. It can 
be seen from this figure that three interconnected circular frames are surrounded inside the 
fixed boundaries o f the rectangular base grid, on the base plane. The circular fixed frames 
cause the final form to have dome-shape curvatures with circular bases. The centre points of 
these circular frames are selected as the initial points. The target points are right on top of the 
initial points with (q=) 4 units rise from the base plane.
By applying a mode 3 novation function with the mentioned fixed, initial and target points, 
while the plan view of the configuration remains unchanged, the overall form is changed 
from a flat grid to an interesting freeform configuration with a harmonious curved shape and 
straight boundary lines.
Other configurations o f Fig 6.74 (Figs 6.74b and 6.74c) are also created by similar method, 
with changing the radii o f the circular fixed frames on the base grid. Other difference o f these 
two configurations with the one in Fig 6.74a is that the nodal points o f the shorter sides of the 
base grids in these latter configurations are left free to rise according to the effect of the 
novation function. That is, the set o f fixed boundary points do not involve the shorter sides of 
the boundaries in Figs 6.74b and 6.74c. The formex formulation for the configurations of Fig 
6.74 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configurations o f Fig 6.74 (initial part) (*)
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m=20; n=24; (*) Frequency of elements in two directions (*)
a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Numerical factor (*)
q= 4; (*) Target rise (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l=rinid(m ,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l # E2 # E3; (*) Base grid (bar elements) (*)
F= tigi rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0];
F l = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| F;
F2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| tranid(0.5,a)| F;
FF= FI # F2; (*) Base grid (surface elements) (*)
(*) For configuration of Fig 6.74a(*)
PFi = rinid(m+l,2,l,2*n*a)| [0,0,0] # rinid(2,2*n-l,m,a)| [0,a,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  rin(2,3,14*a)| [m/2,10*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
Pnl=  tran(3,q)| PI ; (*) Target points (*)
PP1= lam(2, n*a)| tranid(m/2,8.5)| verad(0,0,140)| bp(8,20)| rin(2,14,l)| [1,0,0];
PP2= lam(l,m/2)| tranid(m/2,n*a)| verad(0,0,140)| bp(8,20)| rin(2,5,l)| [1,0,0];
PFr = PPl # PP2; (*) Fixed frames (*)
Form= nov(3, 1, PFi # PFr # P I, PFi # PFr # Pnl)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
(*) For configuration of Fig 6.74b (*)
PFi= rinid(2,2*n+l,m,a)| [0,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  rin(2,3,18*a)| [m/2,6*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
Pnl=  tran(3,q)| PI ; (*) Target points (*)
PFr= rin(2,3,18*a)| lam(l,m/2)| tranid( m/2,6*a)| verad(0,0,140)| bp(9.9,20)|
rin(2,5,l)| [1,0,0]; (*) Fixed frames (*)
Form= nov(3, 1, PFi # PFr # P I, PFi # PFr # Pnl)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
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Side view
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Fig 6.74 Freeform configurations generated by a triangulated base grid 
and combinations of circular fixed frames
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(*) For configuration of Fig 6.74c (*)
PFi= rinid(2,2*n+l,m,a)| [0,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  rin(2,3,18*a)| [m/2,6*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
Pnl=  tran(3,q)| PI ; (*) Target points (*)
PFr= rin(2,3,18*a)| lam(l,m/2)| tranid( m/2,6*a)| verad(0,0,140)| bp(12.5,20)|
rin(2,5,l)| [1,0,0]; (*) Fixed frames (*)
Form= nov(3, 1, PFi # PFr # P I, PFi # PFr # Pnl)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
The two first configurations o f Fig 6.75 are generated by applying novation function to the 
base grids, with and without using fixed frames. For instance, in Figs 6.75a there are three 
target points; one at the centre o f the base grid and two others at the middle of the shorter 
sides of the grid. The first central target point is used without a fixed frame, which means 
that raising the corresponding initial point to reach this target would affect the whole base 
grid. However, two target points at two sides of the grid have limited affects due to the effect 
of two half circle fixed frames around them. In addition, the central target point has a larger 
rise than the two side target points. In this case, all nodal points o f the longer sides of the 
base grid are fixed.
In the configuration o f Fig 6.75b, however, the nodal points o f the longer sides of the base 
grid are partially fixed, that is, the nodal points of the middle parts of two longer sides are 
free to rise by the effect of novation function. Again in this example, the rise o f the central 
target point is larger than the two side ones. The radii o f the two half circular fixed frames at 
two sides of the base grid in this example is larger than the ones in Fig 6.75a and that is why 
the short side edge waves of the final form looks milder than the ones in Fig 6.75a, although 
the rises are identical.
The configuration of Fig 6.75c is created by a different method. No boundary points of the 
base grid are fixed in this configuration. Instead, three interrelated circles are arranged as the 
fixed frames on the base grid. The diameters of the circular frames are equal to the width of 
the base grid.
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As there are no fixed boundary points, the effect o f the novation function pushes the nodes 
outside the fixed frames downwards. That is, all nodal points of the final freeform at the 
outer sides of the three interrelated fixed frames are below the base plane. In fact, non-fixed 
nodes outside the fixed frames in previous examples too are pushed below the horizontal 
level of the base plane, but their depths are too small to be seen in the figure. This effect is 
only controllable by fixing all nodes outside the fixed frames, when their negative rise in 
unwanted. In some cases, this effect may be considered as a positive effect in shaping the 
freeform as a visual impression and/or for solving practical problems like support positions, 
drainage, etc. The formex formulations for the configurations of Fig 6.75 (with the initial part 
similar to the one for Fig 6.74) can be written as follows:
(*) Continuation of formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.75a (*) 
(*)The initial part of the formulation for the base grids is similar to the one for Fig 6.74 (*)
q l=  3; (*) Side target rise (*)
q2= 5; (*) Centre target rise (*)
PFi= rinid(2,2*n+l,m,a)| [0,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  rin(2,2,48*a)| [m/2,0,0]; (*) Side initial points (*)
Pnl=  tran(3,ql)| P I; (*) Side target points (*)
P2= [m/2,n*a,0]; (*) Centre initial points (*)
Pn2= tran(3,q2)| P2; (*) Centre target points (*)
PFr= lamid(m/2,n*a)| tran(l,m/2)| bp(7,15)| rin(2,5,l)| [1,0,0]; (*) Fixed frames (*)
Form= nov(3,1, P F i#  PF r#  PI # P2, PFi # PFr # Pnl # Pn2)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
(*) Continuation o f formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.75b (*)
q l=  3; (*) Side target rise (*)
q2= 5; (*) Centre target rise (*)
PFi= lam(2,n*a)| rinid(2,10,m,a)| [0,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l=  rin(2,2,48*a)| [m/2,0,0]; (*) Side initial points (*)
Pnl=  tran(3,ql)| P I; (*) Side target points (*)
P2= [m/2,n*a,0]; (*) Centre initial points (*)
Pn2= tran(3,q2)| P2; (*) Centre target points (*)
PFr= lamid(m/2,n*a)| tran(l,m/2)| bp(9,10)| rin(2,7,l)| [1,0,0]; (*) Fixed frames (*)
Form= nov(3, 1, PFi # PFr # PI # P2, PFi # PFr # Pnl # Pn2)| EE; (*) Final form (*)
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(*) Continuation of formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.75c (*)
q=4.5;
Pl=rin(2,3,18*a)| [m/2,6*a,0];
Pnl=rin(2,3,18*a)| [m/2,6*a,q];
PFr= rin(2,3,18*a)| lam(l,m/2)| tranid( m/2,6*a)| verad(0,0,140)| 
bp(9.9,20)| rin(2,5,l)| [1,0,0];
Form= nov(3, 1, PFr # P I, PFr # Pnl)| EE;
(*) Target rise (*) 
(*) Initial points (*) 
(*) Target points (*)
(*) Fixed frames (*) 
(*) Final form (*)
Figs 6.76 and 6.77 illustrate two rendered perspective views o f the configurations of Figs 
6.75a and 6.75c, respectively. In addition. Fig 6.78 shows interior and exterior views of the 
roof of an Australian railway station, designed by Grimshaw and partners, which is a good 
example of using freeform multidomes in architectural practice.
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Fig 6.75 Freeform configurations generated by triangulated base grids 
and circular fixed frames
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Fig 6.76 A rendered perspective of a freeform configuration with straight sidelines
Fig 6.77 A freeform structures with wavy sides, supported by inclined columns
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6.4.7 Towards Irregular Boundaries
Fig 6.79 shows views o f another example o f using “shaping frames” in freeform design. The 
point of this example is to show the effectiveness o f using shaping frame in generating 
freeform configurations with various boimdary shapes. Through the discussions about the 
next few examples, it will be shown that the use of shaping frames is not limited to regular 
boundary forms. In fact, shaping frames can be of any form. This feature provides an infinite 
number of possibilities in creating freeforms by a single base grid.
Now, consider Fig 6.79a that shows a triangulated grid to be used as the base for creating a 
freeform. A plan of the area, which is required to be covered by the structure, is shown in Fig 
6.79b. The position o f the XOY coordinate system for the base grid is chosen to provide a 
convenient position for the shaping frame. The role o f the shaping frame in this example is 
the same as that o f a cutting pattern drawn on a piece o f textile. After putting the frame on 
the base grid, the nodal points along the boundaries of the frame are selected and input in a 
set, represented by a formex variable, in the formex formulation. These points are shown in 
Fig 6.79c and marked as “fixed points”. Then, depending on the designer’s ideas, the initial 
points are selected on the base plane. In this particular case, three nodes are chosen as initial 
points, as shown in Fig 6.79c. Target points are just on top o f the initial points, with (q=) 3 
units rise. By applying mode 3 novation function to the base grid, considering the mentioned 
fixed, initial and target points, a curved freeform will be generated, which is shown in Figs 
6.79d (plan view) and 6.79e (perspective). These figures, o f course, show the freeform after 
removing the excess parts o f the configuration, after applying the novation function. The 
excess parts include all elements outside the boundaries o f the shaping frame. A formex 
formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.79 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.79 (*)
m=40; n=14; a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Element frequencies, coefficient (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
Bl = rinid(m,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
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E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
E E = E 1 # E 2 # E 3 ; (*) Base grid (*)
E4= tran(l,-10)| EE; (*) Base grid in position (*)
PF=rin(l,31 ,l)| [0,0,0] # rin(2,18,a)| [30,a,0] # rin(l,22,-l)| [29,18*a,0] #
verad(7,18*a,120)| rin(l,10,l)| [7,18*a,0] # verad(2,28*a,210)| rin(l,8,2*a)| 
[2,28*a,0] # verad(0,0,120)1 rin(l,20,l)| [1,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
Pi= [3.5,9*a,0] # [20.5,9*a,0] # [-1.5,19*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q= 3; (*) Rise (*)
Pt= tran(3,q)| Pi; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF # Pi, PF # Pt)| E4; (*) Final form (*)
In the next example the angle between the two parts of the freeform is changed. In situations 
like this, where the pattern o f elements is not compatible with the required boundary shapes, 
using shaping frames provides a convenient solution. For instance, in the configuration o f Fig
6.80, the angle between the boundary lines o f two rectangular parts is 105°, which is 
incompatible with the angles of the triangular pattern of the elements. In cases like this, the 
shaping frame can be arranged along the required boundaries o f the form and the elements 
outside these boundaries can be removed after shaping the configuration. Formex 
formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.80 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.80 (*)
(*) “EE” is formulated the same as the previous formulation (*)
m=35; n=14; (*) Elements frequencies (*)
PF1= rinid(21,2,l,20*a)| [15,0,0]# rin(2,19,a)| [m,a,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
PF2=verad(15,20*a,15)| (rin(2,8,a)| [15,21*a,0] # rin(l,12,-l)| [14,28*a,0] #
rin(2,25,-a)| [2,28*a,0]) # rin(l,9 ,l)| [6,0,0]; (*) Shaping frame (*)
PF= PF 1 # PF2; (*) All fixed points (*)
P l=  rin (l,18,1)1 [12,10*a,0] # verad(10.5,10*a,15)| rin(2,12,a)| [10.5,10*a,0];
(*) Initial points (*)
q= 2.5; (*) Rise (*)
P2= tran(3,q)| P I; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF # P I, PF # P2)| EE; (*) Final Form (*)
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a) Plan view of the base grid b) Plan area of the required structure
Fixed points
Fixed points
Initial
point
Initial
point
Initial
point
Fixed
points
Fixed points
c) Plan view of the base grid 
(before removing the excess parts)
d) Plan view of the base grid 
(after removing the excess parts)
Target
point
Fixed points
e) Perspective view of the final freeform
Fig 6.79 Steps of generating a freeform configuration by using 
a compound shaping frame on a triangulated base grid
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Fig 6.80 Views of a freeform configuration created by using shaping frames 
and a triangulated base grid (before removing the excess parts)
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Fig 6.81 illustrates a freeform configuration, which has the same fixed points as those of Fig 
6.79, but with different initial and target points. In this case, two “shaping arched belts” are 
used on top o f the base grid to control the shape of the final freeform. The concept of these 
shaping belts is the same as the idea of shaping frame, except that the shaping frames are 
normally used in the base plane (the plane of the base grid). However, shaping belts can be 
positioned anywhere around the base grid, with any shape, angle and number of points.
An important point about shaping belts is that they should be close enough to the base grid to
allow the novation function to affect the grid efficiently. Like shaping frames, the effect of
the shaping belts on the base grid could be modified by changing their geometrical 
characteristics. A formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.81 can be written as 
follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.81 (*)
(*) The formulation for the base grid “EE” is the same as the one for Fig 6.79.
Also , the parameters are identical to the ones for Fig 6.80 (*)
PFi= rin (l,m + l,l) | [0,2*n*a,0] # rin(2,2*n,a)| [0,0,0]; (*) Side fixed points (*)
PF1= rinid(21,2,l,20*a)| [15,0,0] # rin(2,19,a)| [m,a,0]; (*) Side fixed points (*)
PF2=verad(15,20*a,15)| (rin(2,8,a)| [15,21*a,0]#rin(l,12,-l)| [14,28*a,0] #
rin(2,25,-a)| [2,28*a,0]) # rin(l,9 ,l)| [6,0,0]; (*) Side fixed points (*)
PF3=tran(3,-3.5)| tranid(10,16*a)| verad(0,0,15)| verat(0,0,90)| bp(l,10)|
rin(2,13,l)| [6,3,0]; (*) Large shaping belt (*)
PF4=tranis(12,-8)| verad(8.5,0,-90)| verat(0,0,90)| verad(0,0,10)|
bp(l,10)| rin(2,l 1,1)| [10,3,0]; (*) Small shaping belt (*)
PF= PFi # PFl # PF2 # PF3 # PF4; (*) All fixed points (*)
P l=  [30,10*a,0] # verad(l0.5,10*a, 15)1 rin(2,2,12*a)|
[10.5,10*a,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q= 2.5; (*) Rise (*)
P2= tran(3,q)| P I; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3,1, PF # P I, PF # P2)| EE; (*) Final Form (*)
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Fig 6.81 Views of a freeform configuration created by using shaping frames 
and a triangulated base grid (before removing the excess parts)
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a)
Fig 6.82 Perspective views of three freeforms generated by using shaping frames 
and triangulated base grids (after removing the excess parts)
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Fig 6.82 illustrates the perspective views o f the final freeform configurations of Figs 6.80 and
6.81, as well as a third one with arched gable ends. These freeforms that are generated by 
applying shaping frames on similar base grids, are just examples of the possible choices 
using the shaping frames provide for the architect/ engineer in irregular freeform design.
To understand the effectiveness of using shaping frames on a grid to create freeform 
configurations, giving an example of another possible method would be useful. Fig 6.83 
shows a plan view o f an alternative attempt to create a base grid for configurations similar to 
the ones shown in Fig 6.82. In this case, two rectangular grids with triangulated patterns are 
chosen as the base components of a compound form. After putting the left rectangle at the 
required position (with 105° angle to the side of the right one) and removing the excess parts, 
these two base components should be combined together to shape the base grid. Then, 
novation function would be employed to raise the resulting grid. However, it can be seen 
from the plan view in the figure that this method causes a major irregularity in the 
arrangements of elements in some parts of the base grid, which will eventually affect the 
structural form and functionality of the final freeform, in a negative way.
Fig 6.83 An alternative way of creating the base grid for configurations of Fig 6.82
(plan view of two components)
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6.4.8 Free Boundary Shapes
Another example o f using shaping frames in freeform design is shown in Figs 6.84 and 6.85. 
Figs 6.84a, 6.84b and 6.84c show the shape o f the area to be covered by the structure, the 
geometric characteristics o f the boundary shape and the triangulated base grid (after locating 
the shaping frame), respectively. The positions of the fixed points are specified on the base 
grid, according to the boundary shape of the shaping frame. Also, the sets o f initial and target 
point (on top o f initial points) are positioned on the base grid (Fig 6.85a). After applying a 
mode 3 novation function which raises the grid according to target specifications, the excess 
parts of the base grid (the elements outside the boundaries o f the shaping frame) is removed. 
The plan and perspective views o f the final freeform are shown in Figs 6.85b and 6.85c. A 
formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.85 can be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation of the configuration o f Fig 6.85 (*)
m=39; n=14; a=sqrt|3/2; (*) Element fi'equencies and coefficient (*)
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l=rinid(m ,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE= E l #E2 # E3; (*) Base grid (*)
PFl=tranid(39, -64.16)| verad(0,0,90)| bp(l,1.3)| rin(2,21,l)| [71.97,0,0];
PF2= tranid(24.5, 18.19)| rin(l,15,l)| [0,0,0];
PF3=tranid(25, 31.18)| verad(0,0,212.2)| bp(l,5.6)| rin(2,10,l)| [13,0,0]; 
PF4=tranid(1.43, 19.05)| verad(0,0,-63.13)| bp(l,7.8)| r in (2 ,ll,l) | [6.8,0,0]; 
PF5=tranid(0, 10.39)| verad(0,0,30)| rin(l,4 ,l)| [1,0,0];
PF= PFl # PF2 # PF3 # PF4 # PF5; (*) Fixed points (*)
Pi=tranid(39, -64.16)| verad(0,0,90)| bp(l,1.25)| rin(2,24,l)| [77.5,0,0] #
tranid(18, 10.39)| verad(0,0,120)| rin(l,14,l)| [1,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
Pt= tran(3,2)| Pi; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3,1, PF # Pi, PF # Pt)| EE; (*) Final freeform (*)
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Fig 6.84 Basic steps of the generation process of the freeform of Fig 6.85
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c) Perspective view of the final freeform
Fig 6.85 Freeform configuration created by using shaping frame
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Fig 6.86 illustrates two other Jfreeforms, generated by the same shaping frame as the one used 
for the configuration of Fig 6.85. The difference between these two with the previous one is 
in the arrangements o f the fixed, initial and target points.
In addition, it can be seen from formex formulations below that the target points in the 
configurations of Fig 6.86 are raised separately, due to different rises. There are actually two 
different rises for the configuration of Fig 6.86a (ql & q2) and three for the configuration of 
Fig 6.86b (q l, q2 & q3). All different fixed, initial and target points are then gathered in three 
sets, each of which represented by a formex variable and employed in one novation function 
in each formex formulation, as follows:
(*) Formex formulation of the configuration o f Fig 6.86a (*)
(*) The base grid formulation is the same as the one used for Fig 6.85 (*)
PFl=tranid(39, -64.16)| verad(0,0,90)| bp(l,1.3)| rin(2,21,l)| [71.97,0,0]; 
PF2=verad(6,0,120)1 rin(l,13,l)| [6,0,0];
PF3= tranid(39, 7.81)| rin(2,12,a)| [0,a,0];
PF4=tranid(24.5, 18.19)| rin(l,15,l)| [0,0,0];
PF5=tranid(25, 31.18)| verad(0,0,212.2)| hp(l,5.6)| rin(2,10,l)| [13,0,0];
PF6= tranid(8, 20.78)| verad(0,0,30)| rin(l,7 ,l)| [0,0,0];
PF7=tranid(1.43,19.05)| verad(0,0,-63.13)| bp(l,7.8)| rin(2,10,l)| [6.8,0,0];
PF8= tranid(0, 10.39)| verad(0,0,30)| rin(l,4 ,l)| [1,0,0];
PF= PFl # PF2 # PF3 # PF4# PF5 # PF6 # PF7 # PF8; (*) Fixed points (*)
Pil=tranid(39, -64.16)| verad(0,0,93)| bp(l,21)| rin(2,2,l)| [77.5,0,0];
(*) Initial points-1 (*)
Pi2= [13,19,0]; (*) Initial point-2 (*)
Pi= Pil # Pi2; (*) Initial points (*)
q l= 2 .3 ; (*) Rise-1 (*)
P tl=  tran(3, q l)| P il; (*) Target points-1 (*)
q2= 1.6; (*) Rise-2 (*)
Pt2= tran(3, q2)| Pi2; (*) Target point-2 (*)
Pt= P tl # Pt2; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF# Pi, PF#Pt)|EE; (*) Final freeform (*)
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Fig 6.86 Freeform configurations generated by the same base grid and 
shaping frame of the ones used for the freeform of Fig 6.85
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(*) Formex formulation of the configuration o f Fig 6.86h (*)
(*) The base grid formulation is the same as the one used for Fig 6.85 (*)
PFl=tranid(39, -64.16)| verad(0,0,90)| bp(l,10)| rin(2,3,l)| [71.97,0,0];
PF2= verad(6,0,120)| rin(l,13,l)| [6,0,0];
PF3= tranid(39, 7.81)| rin(2,12,a)| [0,a,0];
PF4=tranid(24.5, 18.19)| rin(l,15,l)| [0,0,0];
PF5=tranid(25, 31.18)| verad(0,0,212.2)| bp(l,5.6)| rin(2,10,l)| [13,0,0];
PF6= tranid(8, 20.78)| verad(0,0,30)| rin(l,7 ,l)| [0,0,0];
PF7=tranid(1.43, 19.05)| verad(0,0,-63.13)| bp(l,7.8)| rin(2,10,l)| [6.8,0,0];
PF8= tranid(0, 10.39)| verad(0,0,30)| rin(l,4 ,l)| [1,0,0];
PF= PFl # PF2 # PF3 # PF4 # PF5 # PF6 # PF7 # PF8 ; (*) Fixed points (*)
Pil=tranid(39, -64.16)| verad(0,0,95)| bp(l,19)| rin(2,2,l)| [77.5,0,0];
Pi2= [18,10.4,0];
Pi3=tranid(39, -64.16)| verad(0,0,95)| bp(l,10)| rin(2,2,l)| [71.97,0,0] # [10,2*a,0]; 
Pi= Pil # Pi2 # Pi3; (*) Initial points (*)
q l= 3 ; (*) Rise-1 (*)
P tl=  tran(3, q l)| P il ; (*) Target points-1 (*)
q2= 5; (*) Rise-2 (*)
Pt2= tran(3, q2)| Pi2; (*) Target point-2 (*)
q3=2.5; (*) Rise-3 (*)
Pt3= tran(3, q3)| Pi3; (*) Target points-3 (*)
Pt= P tl # Pt2 # Pt3; (*) Target points (*)
Form= nov(3,l, PF # Pi, PF # Pt)| EE; (*) Final freeform (*)
Figs 6.87 and 6.88 illustrate interior views of a freeform structure that is used to cover a 
previous industrial site in Germany and change the space functionality into a public place.
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Fig 6.87 Bosch Areal, Stuttgart, Germany, by Ostertag and Vomholt, 2001 [24]
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6.4.9 Freeform Skylights (Freeforms with Raised/Dropped Openings)
Figs 6.89 and 6.90 show a number o f freeform configurations, which can be used as 
skylights, solar domes, cooling towers, etc. in space structures. These configurations are 
created by applying modes 2 and 3 novation function to single layer base grids. The pattern 
o f elements, the number o f layers of elements, the overall boundary shape, the shape of the 
central void and all other geometric characteristics o f the configurations can be modified. For 
instance, the area and the angle of the skylight openings can he modified base on the climate 
conditions the building is located in, to optimise the solar energy fimctionality.
Fig 6.89c and 6.89d illustrate perspective views of two solar domes. Having a formex 
formulation for one o f these domes, the other can be achieved by changing the mode of 
novation function. In addition, the distance of the void from the centre of the configuration, 
its rise and angle with the horizontal plane can he controlled by parameters t, q and a, 
respectively. A formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.89d can he written as 
follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.89d (*)
m=3; n=8; (*) Element frequencies (*)
G l=rinid(m ,n+1,1,1)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0] # rinid(m +l,n,l,l)| [0,0,0; 0,1,0];
G2=tran(l,m )| (lib(i=0,n-l)| rin(l,n-i,l)| [0,i,0; l,i,0] # 
lib(i=0,n-l)| rin(2,n-i,l)| [i,0,0; i,l,0] # 
rinax(0,n,0, l,n -l,0 , n)| [0,n,0; l,n-l,0]);
GG= pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| (G l# G2); (*) Base grid (*)
PF= pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin(l,m +n+l,l)| [0,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
Pi= pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin (l,m + l,l)| [0,n,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
t= -2; (*) Translation (*)
q= 5; (*) Rise (*)
a= 30; (*) Angle with horizontal plane (*)
Pt= tran(l, t)| ver(l,3,0, q, a)| pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin (l,m + l,l)| [0,n,q];
(*) Target points (*)
Form= Nov(3,l, PF # Pi, PF # Pt)| GG; (*) Final form (*)
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Fig 6.89 Freeform skylights generated by modes 2 & 3 novation function
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Fig 6.90 Freeform skylights generated by mode 2 novation function
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Fig 6.91 Rendered perspectives of two freeform skylights
Fig 6.91 illustrates two rendered perspectives of the top and middle freeform skylights of Fig 
6.90. Examples of Figs 6.90 and 6.91 show that the central void can be shaped in any regular 
form. The following examples will show that they can be generated even in irregular forms. 
By creating a suitable base grid and arranging the fixed and initial/target points on 
appropriate positions, almost any form of skylights can be designed in Formian. The formex 
formulations for configurations o f Fig 6.90 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.90-top (*)
m=3; n=8; (*) Element frequencies (*)
Gl=rinid(m ,n, 1,1)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0; 1,1,0; 0,1,0];
G2=tran(l,m )| lib(i=0,n-2)| rin(l,n -i-l,l)| [0,i,0; l,i,0; l,i+ l,0 ; 0,i+l,0j;
G3= pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rinax(0,n,0, l,n-l,0 , n)|
[m,n,0; m +l,n-l,0; m,n-l,0];
GG=pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| (G l# G2);
Pf=pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin(l,m +n+l,l)| [0,0,0];
Pi= pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin (l,m +l,l)| [0,n,0]; 
q=8;
Pt= pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| verad(0,m+n,-90)| tran(2,m+n)|
bp(m,15)| rin(2,4,l)| [l,0,q]; (*) Target points (*)
Form= Nov(2,5, P f # Pi, P f # Pt)| G3 # Nov(2,5, P f # Pi, P f # Pi)| GG; (*) Freeform (*)
(*) Base grid (*) 
(*) Fixed points (*) 
(*) Initial points (*) 
(*) Rise (*)
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(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.90-middle (*) 
m=4; n=8;
G l=rinid(m ,n, 1,1)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0; 1,1,0; 0,1,0];
G2=tran(l,m )| lib(i=0,n-2)| rin (l,n -i-l,l) | [0,i,0; l,i,0; l,i+ l,0 ; 0,i+l,0];
G3= rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rinax(0,n,0, l,n-l,0 , n)| [m,n,0; m +l,n-l,0 ; m,n-l,0]; 
GG= rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| (G l# G2);
Pf=pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin(l,m +n+l,l)| [0,0,0];
Pi=pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin (l,m + l,l)| [0,n,0]; 
q=16;
Pt= verad(0,m+n,-30)| pex| rosad(0,m+n)| lam(l,0)| rin (l,m + l,l) | [0,n,q];
Form= Nov(2,l, P f#  Pi, P f#  Pt)| G3 # Nov(2,l, P f#  Pi, P f#  Pt)| GG;
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration o f Fig 6.90-bottom (*)
m=16; n=20; a=sqrt|3/2;
E=rosad(0.5,a/3,3,120)1 [0,0,0; 1,0,0];
E l=rinid(m ,n,l,2*a)| lam(2,a)| E;
E2=rinid(m -l,n,l,2*a)| [0.5,a,0; 1.5,a,0] # rinid(2,n,m-0.5,2*a)| [0,a,0; 0.5,a,0];
E3= rinid(2,2*n,m,a)| [0,0,0; 0,a,0];
EE=E1 # E 2 # E 3 ;
E4=bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| tran(l,10)| EE;
P=bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| (rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [26,0,0] # rinid(m-1,2,1,2*n*a)| [11,0,0]); 
Pl=bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [10,0,0];
P2=verad(l0,0,45)1 rin(2,2*n+l,0.3535)| [10,0,0];
E5= nov(2,l, PI # P, P2 # P)| E4;
F= pex| rosad(0,0)| E5;
PF=pex| (bp(l,90/(2*n*a))| rin(2,4*n,2*a)| [26,0,0]);
Pn l= pex | lamid(0,0)| verad(10,0,45)| rin(2,15,0.95)| [10,0,0]; 
q= 22;
Pn2= verad(0,0,30)| tran(3, q)| Pnl;
Form= nov(2,5, PF # P n l, PF # Pn2)| F;
Figs 6.92 and 6.93 illustrate related parts of the Milan Trade Fair, called “Volcano”. Fig 6.94 
shows a rendered view o f a similar freeform generated in Formian.
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Fig 6.95 Side view o f the freeform (a) and plan views o f the base components (b & c)
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Fig 6.95a illustrates the side view of the freeform of Fig 6.94. Plan views of the initial and 
prepared base grids o f the base components of the final form are shown in Figs 6.95b and 
6.95c.
(*) Formex formulation for the configuration of Fig 6.94 (*)
(*) The formulation for the initial grid “EE” is the same as the one for Fig 6.79 (*)
m=6;' n=5;
E4= bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| tran(l,4)| EE;
PF1= bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| tran(l,4)| (rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [0,0,0] # rin (l,m -l,l) | [1,0,0]); 
Pl=bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| tran(l,4)| rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [m,0,0];
Pn=trac(18, [0,0,0, 10,0,0],2, [0,0,0; 1,1,0])| [1,1,0];
Give Pn;
Pny= l.OOOOOOE+001; 
y= Pny/(2*n);
P2=tran( 1,4)1 rin(2,2*n+l,y)| [m,0,0];
E5= nov(2,l, PFl # P I, PFl # P2)| E4;
E6= verad(0,0,45)| E5; 
q l= 0 .1 ; q2=5; q3= 13;
P3= med| rel(U (l,l)<  q l && U(2,l)< q l && U(l,2)> q2 && U(2,2)> q2 &&
U (l,2)< q3 && U(2,2)< q3)| E6;
P4= proj( 1,0)1 P3;
PF2= verad(0,0,45)| (PFl # P2);
E7= nov(2,1, PF2 # P3, PF2 # P4)| E6;
E8= pex| rosad(0,0)| lam(l,0)| E7;
E9= dil(l, 1.25)1 verad(0,0,-45)| E8;
P5= d il( l,1.25)1 pex| rosad(0,0)| lam(l,0)| verad(0,0,45)| bp(l,45/(2*n*a))| 
rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [4,0,0];
P6= refad(-1,1,0,0)1 P2;
PF3= pex| lamid(0,0)| dil(l,1.25)| (P2 # P6);
P5n= tran(3,-7)| tranid(-2,-3)| P5;
V l=  nov(2, 8, PF3 # P5, PF3 # P5n)| E9;
E10= verad(0,0,-45)| E8;
P7= pex| rosad(0,0)| lam(l,0)| verad(0,0,45)| bp(l,45/(2*n*a))|
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rin(2,2*n+l,a)| [4,0,0];
P7n= tran(3,8)| tranid(3,l)| ver(l,3,0,0,-20)| P7;
PF4= pex| lamid(0,0)| (P2 # P6);
V2= nov(2, 10, PF4 # P7, PF4 # P7n)| ElO;
Volcano= VI # tran(l,10*1.25+10)| V2;
Fig 6.96 shows wire frame configurations of two freeform skylights with irregular void shape 
in the middle. Figs 6.96c and 6.96d show the plan views o f the base grid and the final form, 
respectively.
a) Perspective view 
q—16
Novation Mode= 2 
Novation Control Parameter= 6
b) Perspective view 
q=18
Novation Mode= 2 
Novation Control Parameter^ 2
Target
points
I n i t ia l
points
c) Plan view of the base grid d) Plan view o f the final form
Fig 6.96 Wire-frame configurations o f Fig 6.96 with irregular voids in the middle
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Formex formulations for the configurations of Fig 6.96 may be written as follows:
(*) Formex formulation for the configurations of Fig 6.96 (*)
(*) The formulation for the initial grid “EE” is the same as the one for Fig 6.79 (*)
m=15; n=40; (*) Element frequencies (*)
E= bp(l,360/(2*n*a))| tran(l,6)| EE; (*) Base grid (*)
PF= bp(l,360/(2*n*a))| tran(l,6)| rin(2,2*n,a)| [m,0,0]; (*) Fixed points (*)
P l = bp(l,360/(2*n*a))| tran(l,6)| rin(2,n,2*a)| [0,0,0]; (*) Initial points (*)
q=16; (*) Rise (*)
P2= {[5,0,q], [5.5,l,q], [6.15,2,q], [6.3,3,q], [6.1,4.2,q], [4.7,4.8,q], [3.5,4.5,q], 
[2.6,4,q], [1.5,3.6,q], [0.8,3.4,q], [0,3.4,q], [-l,4,q], [-2,5,q], [-3,5.2,q],
[-4,4.8,q], [-5,4,q], [-5,2.75,q], [-4.5,2,q], [-4,l,q], [-3.5,0,q], [-3.5, -l,q], 
[-3.7,-2,q], [-4,-3,q], [-5,-4,q], [-5.3,-5.5,q], [-5,-6.5,q], [-4,-6.4,q], [-3.5,-6,q], 
[-3,-5,q], [-2,-4,q], [-l,-3.5,q], [0,-3.5,q], [1.3,-4,q], [2.5,-4.3,q], [3.5,-4.5,q], 
[4.5,-4.5,q], [5.2,-4,q], [5.4,-3,q], [5.3,-2,q], [5,-1,q]}; (*) Target points (*)
F= nov(2, 6, PF # PI, PF # P2)| E; (*) Final form of Fig 6.96a (*)
For Fig 6.97b use q= 18 and novation control parameter^ 2.
Fig 6.97 Two irregular freeform configurations with same base grids 
and different rises and novation control parameters
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6.4.10 General Problems and Potential Solutions for Freeform Design in 
Formian
Now, the general problems of freeform design in the current version of Formian as well as 
the potential solutions for them are presented. More work is needed to be done in future on 
the suggested solutions to improve the methods o f freeform design in formex algebra. Here is 
the list o f problems and corresponding solutions:
Changes in the element lengths due to the effect o f the novational transformation; 
Solutions: a) Using suitable base configurations such as barrel vaults, domes, annular 
configurations, etc in proper positions, rather than just grids as the base; 
b) Regularising the achieved freeform configuration using optimisation techniques 
such as genetic algorithms [14];
Long formex formulations;
Solution: Using formex blocks instead of complete formulation for each component. 
That is, a block name, which represents a certain configuration, is loaded from the 
“formex library” (refer to chapter 7) and replaces the whole formex formulation for 
that configuration;
The problem of picking up and/or pointing out the nodes/elements that are required to 
be specified for various formex functions (such as fixed, initial and target points for 
novation function and the end points of new elements for tignum function);
Solution: Using new Formian functions, including the “Pick Function” that helps the 
user to specify nodes/elements and assign them into a formex variable that can be 
used in other parts o f the formulation (refer to chapter 7);
The need for parametric usage of formex specifications such as nodal coordinates 
during the configuration processing for compound and freeform configurations; 
Solution: Implementing the definition of “Uniple Function” in Formian, which 
assigns the nodal coordinates to independent formex variables;
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• The need for using various views of the configuration from different angles, while it 
is being processed in Formian;
Solution: a) Defining easily useable options for choosing standard views in Formian;
b) Creating the possibility o f “coordinate system transformation” in Formian (refer to 
chapter 7);
• The problem o f cutting/removing the excess parts of the base grid (or any other base 
configuration) after shaping the freeform;
Solution: Implementing the “Restition Function” and expanding the capabilities of the 
existing “Relection Function” in Formian. These functions are useful in cutting and 
removing the excess elements of the configurations, respectively;
• The problem of connecting the end points of the remaining elements along the 
sidelines o f the configuration after cutting/removing the excess elements;
Solution: a) A combinational usage of the “pick” and “tignum” functions in Formian, 
using mouse and the Formian draw pad; b) Defining a new function that 
automatically finds and connects the free ends of the neighbouring elements along the 
sidelines of the configuration.
6.4.11 Multilayer Freeform Configurations
Multilayer freeforms are an attractive family of structures for architects and engineers. 
Almost all explained methods in this chapter could be employed for multilayer freeforms as 
well. However, investigating the effects of the novation function on multilayer space 
structures is an interesting subject, which needs to be studied more in-depth in future.
Fig 6.98 illustrates exterior and interior views of a suspended multilayer freeform space 
structure, used for covering the grandstand o f the Toyota Stadium in Japan. Many more 
multilayer freeforms are being used in new stadiums, cultural centres, etc these years.
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Fig 6.99 shows the plan views o f different parts of the double layer freeform grandstand roof 
structure shown in Fig 6.100. Fig 6.99 contains the plan views of the initial form of the base 
grids that are used to shape the parts as well as the plans o f the final forms.
The “transformed form” in Fig 6.99a is achieved by applying mode 3 novation function in X 
and Z directions to the double layer base grid (initial form). Therefore, this part is curved in 
both directions (the curvature in the Z direction cannot be seen in the plan view). The 
“transformed form” in Fig 6.99b is created by applying basipolar function into the base grid 
shown at the left side. These ready parts then are connected together using link elements at 
appropriate positions.
Initial form  Transform ed form Initial form Transform ed form
(a) (b)
Fig 6.99 Different parts o f the structure shown in Fig 6.100
Figs 6.101 and 6.102 also show two views of a virtual and a real example o f using multilayer 
freeforms in stadium design.
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(a) A perspective view  of Formian created  
configuration for a stadium  roof
»
(b) Plan view  of the configuration
Fig 6.100 A perspective and plan view of a double layer freeform structure 
that can be used the grandstand o f a stadium
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7.1 New Formian User-Interface
Formex algebra provides a convenient way to create structural forms, specially space 
structures with large number of elements. Sometimes, the form of a space structure is a part 
of a regular form such as a spherical dome or a cylindrical barrel vault. On the other hand, 
social needs, architectural elegance, modem materials and constmction techniques push the 
frontiers of building design towards compoimd forms. For these cases again, formex algebra 
has a number o f suitable functions which provide routes to achieve compound forms by 
mathematical means.
The normal way o f creating a compound form by formex algebra is to write down the formex 
formulations of the base components of the configuration in Formian. Then the user would 
try various methods o f combining these base components together by combinations of 
graphical-mathematical features provided in Formian. The resulting form then can be 
modified to achieve the final configuration. However, sometimes, in creating a compound 
configuration a problem occurs during writing the formex formulation. The problem is that 
all the base components o f the compound configuration should be formulated within a single 
formulation. Also, all transformations (such as translation, rotation, reflection, scaling, etc.) 
need to be done in the same formulation to make the base components geometrically 
compatible. This characteristic of the current version of Formian makes the formulation of 
compound configurations rather long with a complex look.
In addition, as different base components of a compound configuration may be formulated 
parametrically, there may be a large number of similar parameters that need to be assigned to 
formex variables. Having a large number of formex variables with similar names would be 
confusing for the user and makes the configuration processing hard to control. This is so, 
because the user needs to modify the configuration by changing the parameters many times 
to achieve the desirable form.
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Sometimes, this is not a convenient process with many formex variables in a single 
formulation, because memorising the role of each variable is difficult for the user. On the 
other hand, adding comments to explain the roles will make the formulation even longer. 
Giving an example at this stage will be useful to clarify the issue. For instance, consider Fig 
7.1, which shows views of a multidome, consisting of three diamatic domes with different 
sizes.
(a) Plan view
(b) Perspective view
Fig 7.1 Plan and perspective views o f a multidome
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The configuration o f this multi-dome is generated in Formian as follows:
(*) Formian scheme for the multi-dome configuration o f Fig 7.1 (*)
First Dome (*)
Sl=31; H l= 6; m l=7; n=6;
A l= 2*atan| (2*H1/S1); R l= Sl/(2*sin| Al);
E l= genit(l,m l,1,1,0,1)1 {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D10= pex| rosad(0,0,3,360/n)| bd(Rl,360/n,Al/ml)| El;
Domel= Lux(PLl)| D13;
(*) Second Dome (*)
S2= 27; H2= 6; m2= 6;
A2= 2*atan| (2*H2/S2); R2= S2/(2*sin| A2);
E2= genit(l,m 2,l,l,0,l)| {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D20= pex| rosad(0,0,3,360/n)| bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| E2;
Dome2= n o v (l,l, PN23a, PN3a)| D26;
C*) Third Dome (*)
S3=22; H3=3; m3=5;
A3= 2*atan| (2*H3/S3); R3= S3/(2*sin| A3);
E3=gem t(l,m 3,l,l,0,l)| {[1,0,0; 1,0,1], [1,0,0; 1,1,1], [1,0,1; 1,1,1]};
D30= pex| rosad(0,0,6,60)| bd(R3,360/n,A3/m3)| E3;
Dome3= n o v (l,l, PN3b, PN23b)| D33;
(*) Multidome (*)
Dome= pex| (Domel # Dome2 # Dome3);
From the above formulation, which is a typical formex formulation for a compound form, it 
can be seen that each base component needs to be formulated separately, even if  they are
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similar types of configurations. The formulation of the multidome under consideration 
consists of three main parts. Each part specifies the particulars of one o f the three domes and 
the necessary transformations for the colligation process. However, all three parts have a 
similar part at the beginning, which contains:
• Geometric parameters of the dome, on the first line;
• Geometric relations between the parameters used in the formulation for each dome, 
on the second line;
• Formulation of the basic grid of each dome, on the third line;
• Formulation of each dome, on the fourth line.
These four lines at the beginning of each part are similar. The only differences in these parts 
are the names and the values of the parameters used in the formulation. Therefore, logically it 
is reasonable to provide a routine to prevent such repetitions in a formulation.
C u rre n t fo ld e r  : C :\1 -M ehd i-M M -IH tS iS V I - W R I  I I N G \b -C o m p o u n d  to rm sV A ulti d o m e !t \3 DÜMtS
Pile EcR List Transfer Galery Help
g |w :|W  _EJ I i u j c l  <>|»)| C |D |F |G |
r u r r e n f  f ile  : 3  D om es C
(*)..........................................-First Dome............................................... (*)
S l=31, H l=6, m l=7, n=6,
A l=2*atm | (2 'H l/S l) . £.1= Sl/(2*sin| A l),
E l= gon it(l.m l,l.l,0 .1 )| ([1,0,0. 1,0,1],
[ 1,0,0; 1,1, 1], [1,0,1, 1,1, 1]),
D10= pex| rosad(0,0.3.360/n)| bd(Rl,360/n,Al/m l)| E l, 
D ll= ie l(U (2 ,l)<  1 236240E+001)|D10; 
PLla=bdCRl,360/n,Al/ral)| ([l,4 ,m l], [1,2,6]); 
D 12= L im (PL la)|D ll;
P N la=  bd(R,l,360/mAl/ml)|
{[1,5,7], [1,4,6], [1.3.6], [1.2,5], [1,1,5], [1,0,5]),
P N l b= bd(Rl ,360/n,Al/ml)| [1,-1,5],
PL1= rosad(0,0,17,60/ml)| bd(B.l ,360/nA.l/ml)| [1,21 m l  ]# 
rosad(0.0.5,-60/6)| bd(Rl,360/n,Al/m l)| [1.-3.6] # 
rosad(0,0,4,-60/5)| bd(R.l,360/a.Al/ml)| [1,-2,5] ; 
D13=Lam(2,0)|D12;
Dome 1— Lux(PLl)| D13;
(“ ).............................. .........Second Dome.............................................(*)
S2=27, H2=6. m2=6,
A2=2*atanj (2*H2/S2), E.2= S2/(2*sm| A2),
E 2=gerat(lm 2,l.l,C ,l)j ([1,0.0; 1,0,1],
[1,0 ,0; 1,1,1], [1,0, 1, 1, 1,1]},
D20= pez| rosad(0,0,3,36C/n)| bd(R2.360/nJV2/m2)| E2, 
H12=(R1-H1)-CR2-H2)-1,
D 21= tranis(21.3Jil2)|D 20, (*)....21.3 fromACAD .(-) 
D22=re!aJC2.1)> 10)|D 21;
PN2a= tranis(21.3Jîl2)| bd(K2,360/n.A2/m2)|
{[1,13,6], [1,14,6], [1,12,5], [1,13,5], [1,11,4], [1,12,4]);
PN2b= lrani£(21.3,H12)j bd(R2,360/nA2/m2)[ [1,13,4], 
D 2 3 = n o v (l,l,P N 2 a ,P N la )|D 2 2  ,
D 24= nov(l,l, PN2b, PN lb)|ref(2,0)|D 22 ;
D 25= D 23#D 24;
PL2=tranis(21 3,H12)[
(rosad(0.0,14,-60/m2)| bdCR2.360/n,A2fa2)| [l,0 jn2]#  
rosad(0,0,6,-60/5)| bd(R2,360/mA2/m2)l [l,-8,5] # 
bd(R2,360/aA2/m2)| [1.12.4]# 
bd(R2,360/a,A2/m2)| ([1,-8,4], [l,-9 ,4])),
D26=Lux(PL2)| D25;
PN23a= tranis(21.3iïl2)| (bd<K2,360/ti,A2/m2)| [1,-7,5] # 
rosad(0,0,2,-60/4)| bd(R2,360/nA2/m2)[ [l,-6,4] # 
rosad(0.0,2.-60/3)| bd(R2,360/nA2/m2)| [1 .-6.3] #  
bd(R2,360/n,A2/m2)| [1,-10,4]),
PN 23b= P N lb  #
rosad(0,0.4.-60/4)| bd(R l,360M A l/m l)| [1.-1.4]# 
bd(Rl,360/n,Al/ml)[ {[l,-6,5], [l,-8,6]} ;
(*).........................................Third Dome......................................... (*)
S3=22, 33=3, ru3=5,
MOUSE X;733, Y:853
Fig 7.2 Formian screen showing a Formian scheme and drawing o f a multidome
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Fig 7.2 shows the above Formian scheme and the corresponding drawing of the multi-dome 
on the Formian screen. It can be seen that it is not convenient to follow the steps of the 
formex formulation and the transformations applied to the base components, due to the 
length of the scheme.
7.1.1 An Efficient Approach
Formian was evolved on the basis of the noble idea of dealing with complex forms of space 
structures by mathematical means, called formex algebra. Over the years, many useful 
features and functions have been added to form the current version of Formian. The 
configurations generated by this version can now be transferred to other engineering software 
packages like AutoCAD to be used in practice. To deal with today’s architectural and 
structural demands more efficiently, the user interface of Formian needs to be upgraded to a 
more interactive environment with more graphical facilities.
The current version o f Formian is based on “Functional Programming” style. “Functional 
programming is a style o f programming that emphasises the evaluation o f expressions, rather 
than execution o f commands. The expressions in these languages are formed by using 
functions to combine basic values. A functional language is a language that supports and 
encourages programming in a functional style” [50]. In other words, “Functional 
programming is a programming paradigm that treats computation as the evaluation of 
mathematical functions. Functional programming emphasises the definition of functions. 
This is in contrast to procedural or imperative programming where programming emphasises 
the sequencing o f commands in execution. The values in functional programming are formed 
by using assignments to transform the state of the program” [51]. The functions used in 
Formian are formex algebra functions that are used in combination with executable 
commands to create and draw a configuration.
To improve the functionality o f Formian, it is necessary to upgrade it toward a “modular 
programming” environment. Modular programming techniques are those which increase 
“modularity”, which is the property of computer programs that measures the extent to which 
they have been composed out o f separate parts called modules. Object-oriented programming 
is a type of modular programming, which is suitable for improving the capabilities of
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Formian to have a mathematical-graphical environment and be more efficient and user- 
friendly.
7.1.2 Obj ect-Oriented Programming
“In computer science, “object-oriented programming” (OOP for short) is a computer 
programming paradigm. The idea behind object-oriented programming is that a computer 
program is composed o f a collection of individual units, or objects, as opposed to a 
traditional view in which a program is a list o f instructions to the computer. Each object is 
capable of receiving messages, processing data, and sending messages to other objects.
Object-oriented programming is claimed to give more flexibility, easing changes to 
programs, and is widely popular in large scale software engineering. Furthermore, 
proponents of OOP claim that OOP is easier to learn for those new to computer programming 
than previous approaches, and that the OOP approach is often simpler to develop and to 
maintain, lending itself to more direct analysis, coding, and understanding of complex 
situations and procedures than other programming methods.
7.1.3 Using OOP Features in Formian
As an example, an effective way to overcome the problem explained about the configuration 
of Fig 7.1, which will help to shorten the Formian schemes significantly, is to provide the 
possibility of using predefined “blocks” of formex formulations inside the main formulation 
o f a compound configuration. These formex blocks are actually separate files in which the 
formex formulations o f various configurations are written and stored under certain names 
that are easily identifiable by the user. The formex blocks are classified and stored in 
different classes based on the forms of their corresponding configurations. The contents of 
the blocks are “parametric” formulations. The parameters used in the formex blocks are, in 
fact, parameters that are normally used in regular formex formulations to enable the user to 
modify the characteristics o f the configurations by changing the parameter values.
To use these blocks, the name o f each block as well as the parameters used in its formulation 
appear in the main formex formulation. By applying the “load” command to each block in a
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Formian scheme, its corresponding formex block is loaded from the “library of formex 
blocks”. Library contains the classes o f formex blocks, which are stored in a part o f memory 
and are accessible by using the load statement.
Then, by applying the “draw” statement to each formex block in a Formian scheme, the 
corresponding configuration is drawn on the drawpad. The block configuration can be 
modified by using its parameters in the main Formian scheme. In addition, all formex 
transformations can be used for a block in the main Formian scheme to fit its position in the 
main configuration.
This way of formex formulation is called “object-oriented formex configuration processing”, 
which can be made possible by modifying and/or rewriting parts o f the Formian source code. 
A significant aspect o f this feature is that the configuration corresponding to each block is 
modifiable inside the main formulation, by using the parameters o f the block. This means, 
the parameters of each formex block, can remain active in the main formulation. This feature 
keeps the base components alive with active parameters insides the main formulation, which 
is dramatically shortened by using just the block names and their parameters, rather than the 
whole formulations of each part.
7.2 Formex Template Library
“C++ "class templates' are used where there are multiple copies o f code for different data 
types with the same logic. If a set of functions or classes have the same functionality for 
different data types, they becomes good candidates for being written as templates.
One good area where C++ class templates are suited can be container classes. Examples for 
these container classes will be the STL (Standard Template Library) classes like vector, list 
etc.. Once code is written as a C++ class template, it can support all data types” [52].
The purpose for container classes is to contain other objects. These objects can be formices. 
For instance, a container class can be defined for various types of grids. Parameters o f the 
class would specify the number of layers, the pattern o f elements, the scaling, the types of 
joints, etc. The main body o f the formex formulation o f an object in each class is written and
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stored inside the corresponding container class and will not be appeared in the Formian user- 
interface. Instead, the object is represented by a formex variable, which is used to call and 
load the object from the memory.
In addition, the parameters related to the object are appeared on the Formian user-interface to 
provide the user the possibility of modifying the configuration (object) by changing the 
parameters. These parameters are presented within an interactive “dialogue box” 
corresponding to each class o f objects. User can change the values o f the parameters in the 
dialogue box. Suitable functions can be defined (or the existing formex functions can be 
modified) to work with objects o f each class and/or to interact between the objects of 
different classes.
The set of container classes o f formex objects shape a library o f formex classes that is called 
“Formex Template Library” (FTL). Formex formulations of various configurations are 
written and stored in the class templates of this library and can be loaded and modified by 
user. Furthermore, the FTL has the capability of inputting new user-defined formex 
formulations. The new formulation will be stored in the related class in the FTL and will be 
represented by a formex variable, when required to be loaded. The concept o f the FTL will 
be further explained through an example, which is about the library o f grids.
7.2.1 Library o f  Grids
Formex formulations o f single and multilayer grids with various patterns of elements will be 
stored in a class template called “Library of Grids”, which is part o f the main Formex 
Template Library. The library o f grids will have an input gate to add new user-defined 
patterns.
The user will be given options on the number of layers as well as the desirable pattern of 
elements. As all possible patterns for space structures are modular, a preview of a single 
module as well as a sample part o f each pattern would be seen in a graphical window within 
the “load dialogue box”. A sample of load dialogue box is shown in Fig 7.3. Then user would 
be asked to specify the number o f modules in each direction. There would also be the option 
of scaling the selected module in each direction, in the same dialogue box.
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The user-input values for all the above parameters will be assigned to the corresponding 
formex variables in the predefined formex formulation of the grid, which is stored and sorted 
in the “library of grids”.
After specifying all geometric characteristics of the grid, user will be asked to assign a name 
to the formex that represents the grid configuration with the specified parameters. This name 
will appear on the Formian editor, representing the configuration. There will also be an 
option on transferring of the whole formex formulation o f the grid on the Formian editor, in 
case the user likes to use it in the next steps o f configuration processing.
Load Formex Block
Look in: | Double Layer Grids
CDD L Grid-1 
CD D L Grid-2 
CDD L Grid-3 
CDD L Grid-4 
CDD L Grid-5
Number of modules in the I 1st 01 direction : |15 I
~ 0  Relative scale — ► | 'rid ^  d ire c tio n  ; I ' " I
[7j Scaling-
C Q  Exact scale — I 3rd @| direction : |450 || cm 
Assign a name to the configuration! DLGrid 1 [
0  Send Formulation to Formian Editor
Prewew^iodul^ PrccievjCo^^
Create Gnd
Appl> I I Help J
Fig 7.3 New Formian “load dialogue box”
Having a protomorph as the design base, new patterns of grids can be created and added to 
the existing library. The new pattern may be generated by snapping the curser on draw pad to 
the main points of the base protomorph, using mouse.
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7.3 New Formian Features
7.3.1 Adding User-Defined Objects to the Classes
Example: adding User-Defined Patterns to the “Library o f Grids”;
There will be predefined “platforms” to design and add new patterns to the library of grids. 
These platforms will provide graphical/mathematical facilities for the user to draw single 
modules, which by replication would shape the patterns. Platforms will be designed on the 
basis of the idea of “protomorphs”.
7.3. 2 Independent Drawpad and Text Editor
To deal with space structures with large number o f elements, specially multi-layer compound 
configurations in Formian, it is necessary to use the whole screen and enjoy as wide screen 
view as possible. To do so, in addition to using suitable hardware such as high-resolution 
wide-screen monitors, modifying the Formian software would be beneficial. That is, 
providing independent drawpad and text editor windows for configuration processing.
Like many other MS Windows®-based software, these windows will be considered as client 
windows of the main Formian environment. The independence o f these windows means that 
they can be appeared, minimised, maximised, restored up and down and closed 
independently on demand by user. But in fact, the corresponding configuration to the formex 
formulation written on the editor will be drawn on drawpad and any graphical transformation 
applied to the configuration will be transferred to the editor.
Fig 7.4 shows the proposed Formian screen while both editor and drawpad windows have 
been restored down. Like other MS Windows®-base software, the sizes o f the client 
windows, their positions on screen, the order of their appearance, the background colour and 
the text font type, size and mode will be changeable by user.
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Fig 7.4 Arrangement o f windows in the new Formian interface (restored status)
Fig 7.5 shows another option of the arrangement of Formian screen while both editor and 
drawpad are set in a way the user can see and use both at once.
Obviously, there will also be the maximising option for both editor and drawpad, so the user 
can enjoy the whole screen on demand. This is, for instance, for cases when the user needs to 
graphically modify some details of a generated configuration.
7.3.3 Standard, Parallel and Perspective views;
Creating parallel and perspective views of a configuration is already possible in Formian. 
However, adding a dialogue box with “radio buttons” for choosing standard views (plan, side 
and front views), parallel views (isometric/dimetric) or perspective views with the possibility
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of changing the view specifications would simplify and speed up the process o f dealing with 
complicated configuration.
Ble Edit List Transfer ôalery He*)
C u r ,e n t  fo ld e r  : C i t 1 A tehdi M il IHI S IS tI W R I f  I N CV> C om p o u n d  ,  o rm sW u lfi d o m o s t f
0|c*)[ Cj Di F i Gj  a. f
—
t  Formion fd ito r (3D om esC -1),tx t N o te p a d
Ftie Edit Format View Help
K*). •First Dome.
51=31; H l=6; m l=7; n=6;
gif:
PLla= bd(Rl,360/n,Al/ml)| {[1,4,ml], [1,2,6]};
MOUSE X:724. ViSQS
Fig 7.5 Arrangement o f windows in the new Formian interface (maximised status)
7.3.4 Polar Coordinate System;
Creating configurations with radial arrangements o f elements is now possible by applying a
basipolar retronorm” into a normal straight-line base configuration. It would be much more
convenient to generate these configurations by inputting the required coordinates in a polar 
coordinate system.
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For instance, the position o f a node can be specified by indicating a radius and an angle in a 
2D polar system. The radius is the distance between the origin and the node and the angle is 
the angle between the X-axis and the line that connects the origin to the node. Obviously, for 
specifying the position o f nodal point in space (in a 3D polar system) more geometric 
specifications would be necessary (a radius and two angles at least).
7.3.5 Inputting Formex Variables in Functions;
Rather than getting actual coordinates of a node and inputting them where they are needed 
within a formex function (such as tractation function which needs the coordinates of the end 
points of the projection vector [12]), it would be more practical and convenient for user to 
use the variable name instead. This feature is already active in novation function, where the 
fixed, initial and target points are specified by their corresponding formex variable names 
(refer to chapter 6). By expanding this feature into all Formian functions which need data 
input, parametric formulation also will be more practical as in many cases a slight 
modification in the formulation changes the coordinates of the generated nodes. Using the 
variable instead o f coordinates will simplify automatic changes o f data in functions in these 
cases.
7.3.6 Visualising partial views o f  the configuration;
This feature is of a great use in creating and modifying compound configurations, where 
many elements are involved in a part o f configuration, for instance in linking areas on multi­
layer compound forms.
The partial view o f a configuration involves creating a schematic box by user in which the 
needed part o f the configuration is contained. Creation o f this box can be done in two ways:
• Choosing two points (the end points o f a main diagonal) o f the cubic box graphically 
by mouse on the draw pad;
• Inputting the coordinated o f two vertices o f the box using the keyboard.
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7.3.7 Formex Entity Modification;
In the new version of Formian, there will be a “Modify Command” by which the user will be
able to change the particulars of the formices involved in a formex formulation. Formex
modifications may cover various levels of changes in formices. For instance, applying the
modify command to a nodal point will include changing its coordinates and its visual
appearance on drawpad, while modifying a multi-layer barrel vault will include its geometric
particulars such as length, span, radius, sweep angle, number of layers, distance between
layers, pattern and density of its elements and its real scale as well as visual effects including
the colour, type and thickness of lines and/or surface elements and layers visual control.
Therefore, by applying the modify command to each formex entity on drawpad, whether
inserted as a formex block or not, its suitable “Modify Dialogue Box” will appear on the
screen, letting the user to change to possible variable corresponding to the selected formex 
entity.
Fig 7.6 shows a Modify Dialogue Box” which is designed to change the “locations” and the 
appearances of the nodal points. As it can be seen from this figure, the location o f a node 
can be chosen graphically by using mouse on drawpad or by inputting its Cartesian 
coordinates in the related boxes provided in the dialogue box. In addition, there are multiple 
choices to change the mode of appearance o f a nodal point and also the visual scale o f a node 
can be modified by user in the appearance zone.
Modify Nodal iPoint(s)
Location
PickjGmphical^
Appearance
□ o
O E o *
O □ o Kl
Scale
Cancel
Fig 7.6 Modify dialogue box for nodal points
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Fig 7.7 shows the modify dialogue box for formex blocks.
Mod% Formex Block
Geometry
Radial Frq.= | [
L on gitudinal F rq .= [ [
Radius= | |
Sw eep A ngle=  | [
Length= | (
Span= I I
R ise=  I I
Appearance
Line Type :|Cont.-
Thickness :
I Top 0 |  Layer=
Colour:
Top H | Layer:n
Scaling| J
Apply I Cancel A e v ie w  Configuration^
Fig 7.7 Modify dialogue box for formex blocks 
Modifying a configuration inserted as a formex block can be done in two ways:
• Using “modify” icon which opens an interactive dialogue box after selecting the
configuration from the draw pad by mouse;
• Modifying the formex formulation at the editor window in the traditional way; 
Facilities o f the “Modify Dialogue Box” will include:
• Layers visual control;
• Changing the coordinates of the end points of elements;
The coordinates of the end points of the structural elements, including nodal points,
line elements and surface elements can be changed in two ways:
1) Picking the target point graphically by mouse on the drawpad;
2) Inputting the coordinates of the target point by user in the related boxes 
(X, Y and Z) within the modify dialogue box;
• Changing elements line type, colour and thickness;
• Scaling the configuration;
• Changing the variable names, including the formex variable representing the whole 
configuration;
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7.3.8 Drawing a Configuration in Independent Layers;
Drawing a configuration in different independent layers is a useful feature for generating and 
modifying space structure configurations, specially multilayer ones. The term “layer” here, 
refers to a number o f independent drawing objects that can be visualised on the drawpad 
together and/or differently. The layers o f elements can be identified by different colours, line 
types and thickness.
7.3.9 Coordinate System Transformations;
A new Formian function translates a formex configuration from one coordinate system into 
another. A “from argument” specifies the coordinate system in which pt is expressed, and a 
“to argument” specifies the desired coordinate system. The following is the syntax for the 
trans function:
• WCS
World Coordinate System: the "reference" coordinate system. All other coordinate 
systems are defined relative to the WCS, which never changes. Values measured relative 
to the WCS are stable across changes to other coordinate systems.
• DCS
User Coordinate System: the "working" coordinate system. The user specifies a UCS to 
make drawing tasks easier.
• DCS
Object Coordinate System: this coordinate system is relative to the object itself. The 
configurations are usually converted into the WCS or current UCS according to the 
intended use of the object.
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7.4 New Formex Funetions
Formex functions need to be developed to be interactive during performance, possibly by 
introducing new “dialogue boxes” with modifiable parameters. These parameters would be 
easily modifiable by the user to change the function’s relative modes and features. The 
interactivity between the user and the function through a dialogue box in the middle of a 
configuration processing task will allow the user to correct the possible mistakes and 
inaccurate the function targets, before reaching the final results. As an architectural design 
process is normally a “multiple-try” task, this new feature of formex functions in Formian 
would ultimately increase their usability and save time and effort.
7.4.1 Uniple Function
To have a general view o f the application of the uniple function, suppose that
A = [U 1,U 2,U 3, ...,U i, ...Un] 
is a signet representing a point in an “n-directional space”. Then,
Ai = unip(i) | A
creates the variable Ai representing the i^ *^ uniple o f signet A, namely, Ui. So, when A 
represents a point, Ui is its i^  ^coordinate. For example, if
P = [1.887761E+001, -6.870886E+000, 2.618066E+001]
represent the coordinates x, y and z of the point P with respect to a Cartesian coordinate 
system, then,
Px = unip(l) I P 
represent the x-coordinate o f point P. The construct 
unip(l)
is a “uniple function” that assigns the uniple o f the signet P to the variable Px. Therefore, 
for point P,
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Px = unip(l)| P= 1.887761E+001 
Likewise,
Py = unip(2)| P= -6.870886E+000
And
Pz = unip(3)| P= 2.618066E+001
7.4.2 Pick Function
In formex configuration processing, there are many situations where nodal points, line or 
surface elements need to be selected for different reasons. For instance, some elements (like 
nodes, line and/or surface elements) may need to be moved to new positions, replicated or 
removed.
Selecting a set o f elements of a configuration at the present is done by specifying their 
formex formulation. This formulation then is assigned to a formex variable, which can be 
used in other parts o f the formulation. However, selecting elements by their formulation 
could be a complicated task. In fact, in some cases, where the configuration is affected by a 
combination of formex functions (for instance, novation and pellevation functions) 
formulating the positions of some elements could be near impossible. These occasions are 
not that unusual in freeform design.
In order to overcome this problem, a new formex function is defined, which is called “pick 
function”. The effect o f pick function is to pick the required items (nodes, line and/or surface 
elements) of a configuration and assign them to formex variables. These variables then can 
be used in other parts o f the formex formulation, representing the picked items. The pick 
function, basically, is designed to work by using the mouse and the draw pad. This implies 
that the Formian draw pad would become an interactive area. However, the choice o f picking 
items by specifying the coordinates of the vertices of the area they are in, is also provided.
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In order to provide an interactive performance for the pick function, a “dialogue box” is 
designed, which contains all necessary features. Fig 7.8 shows the pick function dialogue 
box. To apply a pick function, two main aspects should be specified: “type o f pick function” 
and “mode o f pick function”.
Pick Function Dialogue Box
Pick Type Pick Mode
E l  Nodes O Single Pick
E l  Line Elements ®  Polygonal
E l  Surface Elements (•) Group P ick-— O Polar
E l  Free Pick
1_  O  3D Polar
Actions
E l Transfer to Editor
rÿ| Assign to Formex 
Variable Called; FI
0  Pick by Coordinates 
O Pick on Drawpad
Apply I Cancel )  I H e lp  I
Fig 7.8 Pick function dialogue box
Type specifies whether the pick function would affect nodes, line elements, surface 
elements or the user would be free to pick any type o f element. That is, “free pick” type 
would allow the user to select nodes, line and/or surface elements o f a configuration. With a 
tick mark selection for the type of pick function in the dialogue box, it is possible to choose 
a combination o f choices of pick types. For instance, the user may tick nodes and surface 
elements. In this case, only nodes and surface elements will be picked.
“Mode” specifies whether the pick function would affect single elements or a group o f them. 
That is, by choosing single pick mode , user is allowed to pick items(nodes, line and/or 
surface elements) one by one, within one application of pick function. All these selected 
items will then be assigned to a formex variable, at the final stage o f the pick function.
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The user can choose a “group pick mode”, which allows to pick a group of items in one go. 
Depending on the form of the configuration, there are three different choices for the shapes 
o f areas for the group pick function will affect. These three shapes of areas include: 
“polygonal pick area”, “polar pick area” and “3D polar pick area”. Fig 7.9 illustrates 
examples of the first two shapes of pick areas. Fig 7.9a shows a rectangular area that is a 
simple version o f the polygonal pick area. This rectangular area is specified by its “bottom 
left comer” (point BL) and “upper right comer” (point UR). If the type “node” is ticked in 
the dialogue box o f the pick function, all nodes within this rectangular area will be selected 
as shown in Fig 7.9a. These nodes then will be assigned to a formex with a user-defined 
variable name.
Fig 7.9b illustrates an example o f the polar pick area. As the nodes to be picked are on an arc, 
it is convenient to use a polar pick area. So, a polar area is specified using the centre point O, 
two radii R1 and R2 to determine the inner and outer circular boundaries of the pick area. In 
addition, the angles A l and A2 are specified to set the side boundaries o f the area. In general, 
it is a good practice to choose a pick area with boundaries that have clear margins with 
respects to the items to be picked. Normally, the picked items will be assigned to a formex 
variable whose name can be defined by user. It is also possible to send the picked items to 
the Editory. In the action box, it is also possible to choose the option of specifying the pick 
area by entering the coordinates o f its vertices. The process is brought to conclusion by 
clicking the “apply button”.
Figs 7.10 and 7.11 illustrate another example of the application o f the group pick function, 
which is creating a compound barrel vault (refer to chapter 5). The issue in this example is to 
pick up the nodal points of the right hand side of the configuration, namely Pi, P2 , P3 , ... and 
Pn, in order to project them onto the link plane shown by line L in Fig 7.10a. The picking 
area is a rectangular area that is specified by points A and B. By changing the pick type in the 
same configuration, line elements P 1P2 , P2P3 , ... and Pn-iPn will be picked (Fig 7.10b). Fig 
7.11a shows the result o f projecting the sideline nodes o f the configuration onto the link 
plane, namely points Pu, P2t, Pst, ... and P„t. Also the resulting configuration after moving the 
sideline nodes into the target positions on the link plane is shown in Fig 7.11b.
In the same example, by changing the type o f pick function, surface elements within the pick 
area will be selected and assigned to a formex variable (Fig 7.12).
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U RSelection
area
Selected 
nodes (
BL
i
Selection
area
a) Rectangular group pick
Selected 
\  nodes
R2^
A2
R1A1
b) Polar group pick
Fig 7.9 Rectangular and polar group pick functions
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Pn-
a) Nodal points pick mode
b) Line elements pick mode
L
Fig 7.10 Examples of “Group pick function” for nodes (a) and line elements (b)
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! L
P n t
P n t
a) Finding the target points
•P 3t
•P 2t
P i t
b) Moving the initial points 
to the targets
Fig 7.11 Finding the target points and moving the initial points to the targets
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' l
P2
Fig 7.12 An example of group pick function for surface elements
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7.4.3 A p ta tio n  F u n c tio n  
Consider an ingot
E={[Plx, P ly , P lz], [P2x, P2y, P2z], [P3x, P3y, P3z], . . . ,  [Pnx, Pny, Pnz]}
representing a sequence of n points P l,P2,...,Pn in a Cartesian space. Let the points PT, P'2, 
. . . ,  P'n be the projection of P I, P2, ..., Pn on the straight line T1-T2. The ingot
G= apt (T lx, T ly , T lz; T2x, T2y, T2z)| E;
represents the sequence o f points PT, P'2, . . . ,  P'n on the line T1-T2. The construct
apt (T lx, T ly , T lz; T2x, T2y, T2z)| E
is an “aptation function”, which moves points P I, P2, ..., Pn into their corresponding 
projected lines on T1-T2. Aptation function is defined to arrange a number of points on a 
certain geometrical shape. The simplest arrangement is a linear one, where “linear aptation” 
function is employed to project the initial points onto a straight line and move them into the 
projected points.
Other type o f the aptation function is “circular aptation”, where the target shape is a circle. 
Fig7.13 shows a situation where it is needed to find the corresponding positions of a number 
of nodes (boundary nodes shown by black circles) on a circle. The target positions (link 
nodes) are shown be hollow circles in the figure. In this case and similar cases, the circular 
aptation function would be useful. This figure shows an example of the use of circular 
aptation in creating a bidome (refer to chapter 5).
The position o f the plane of the target circle in the space and the position o f the circle on the 
plane and its geometrical specifications should be specified for the function. The following 
factors can be used to specify the plane that the target circle lies on:
- Normal vector;
- Centre point and two points on the circle;
- Three points on the circle;
- Two pieces o f lines (parallel or intersecting);
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In addition, to specify the circle itself, the following combinations can be used:
- Centre point and the radius;
- Centre point and the diameter;
Centre point and two points on the circle;
- Three points on the circle;
- Two tangential lines to the circle and the radius;
The start point o f the arc on the circle, the number of nodes, the angle(s) between the nodes 
will be specified by the user.
To simplify the data input for the user, a dialogue box is needed for the aptation function 
with the necessary options to change the function mode. The mode o f aptation function 
specifies whether it is a linear or circular aptation.
In addition, the dialogue box should provide the possibility to input the geometrical 
specifications o f the initial points and the target shape.
Fig 7.14 illustrates different ways of using a circular aptation function to solve an example 
like the one in Fig 7.13. In this figure, points P I, P2, P3, ... are the initial points, which are 
required to be moved onto a circular arrangement, namely to the points A, B, C, ... . The 
target positions can be specified by the position of circle, the radius, the position o f the start 
point A on the circle, the central angle between the target points and/or the radial distance 
between them (Figs 7.14b and 7.14c).
By expanding the concept of the aptation function, the target shape can be parabolic arc, a 
hyperbolic one or any other “user-defined” arc. Obviously, for this purpose, the capabilities 
of the aptation dialogue box are also necessary to be extended.
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Fig 7.13 An example o f using circular aptation function
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a) Circular target arrangement
P 5
■Et
P 4
b) Examining various radii
c) Examining arch lengths
Fig 7.14 Different types o f circular aptation function
PI
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Chapter Eight
Conclusions and Future Work
Formex Configuration Processing of Compound and Freeform Structures Chapter 8 Conclusions
8.1 Conclusions
The use o f various types o f space structures is expanding all over the world. This is because 
of the design possibilities and structural capabilities of this group o f structures. The 
generation of the geometry o f space structure forms has been influenced by the advances as 
well as demands of the building industry. Nowadays, compound structural forms as well as 
freeform structures are more attractive for architects, engineers as well as public. Therefore, 
it is necessary to evolve a suitable methodology for creating compound and freeform 
configurations.
The main objectives o f this research were focused on generalising the capabilities of formex 
algebra and Formian in practical architectural design of space structures, specially 
“compound and freeform space structures”. Innovative compound space structures and 
architectural freeforms are interesting fields for architects and engineers nowadays. The 
aiming direction o f this research was inspired by successful current works o f legendary 
architects around the world. Those include the Eden Project in Cornwall, the roof of the 
Great Court at the British Museum, the Sage Music Centre in Gateshead and many other 
projects. These works o f modem architecture leaded the first ideas for this research: the 
question of finding convenient ways to create and evolve compound and freeform 
configurations in architecture.
The fundamental framework which was a combined mathematical and graphical medium 
existed, so the objectives of the research were achieved by practically examining the 
capabilities of formex functions and by creating general methods for generating compound 
and freeform configurations in Formian. These general methods help to open new prospects 
for architects and engineers as enable them to use similar methods to generate interesting 
forms.
Many sets of compound and freeform configurations were created and classified in groups 
based on their form similarities and possible applications. These groups o f configurations 
show the wide range o f capabilities o f formex algebra and provide the architects and 
engineers with new stmctural ideas as well as convenient tools to create them.
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It must be said that not all capabilities of formex algebra are used in this research, however, 
the parts that are shown were efficient enough to generate families of compound and 
freeform configurations. For instance, all compound forms in this thesis are generated by 
combining components which were created by existing formex functions and the contribution 
of the author was to initiate the methods to make the components compatible and to actually 
combine them. As another example, all freeform configurations were created by novation 
function for the first time, while other types of freeforms can also be created by other 
functions in Formian. Having said that, the objectives o f the research were successfully 
achieved by focusing on creating and explaining details of new techniques for compound and 
freeform generation, using certain formex functions. The resulted configurations of these 
techniques were compared with the actual structures in real world. Although there were 
differences in design techniques (due to differences in needs, using certain materials and 
construction methods, etc.) the final geometries were competitive, plus the positive point of 
the current approach that creates trends for others to follow and improve the techniques.
This Thesis consists o f eight chapters as follows:
, • Chapter one contains an introduction to the evolution of space structures in the course 
of time as well as architectural trends in this field. These studies resulted in gathering 
an invaluable source o f information about historical background and current 
challenges in architectural design of space structures.
To start the study about compound and freeform configuration, it was basically 
necessary to learn the characteristics of the basic families o f space structures, namely 
grids, barrel vaults and domes. These families were carefully studied and where 
appropriate, new innovative configurations and design methods in formex algebra 
were also explained. These studies shaped the base parts o f this thesis.
• Chapter two contains an overview of different types o f grids, their patterns as well as 
an introduction to the formex configuration processing and related functions in 
Formian. This chapter starts with visual examples o f different patterns of single layer 
grids and explanation about their use in space structures. In addition, images of
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various practical samples o f the usage o f patterns in traditional and modem 
architecture are presented.
Following to this introduction, the concept o f “protomorphs” is explained through 
some examples. Protomorphs are in fact, bases for designing regular patterns. The 
study o f protomorphs is important as there are just a few o f them that are useful in 
designing patterns for space stmctures. These protomorphs can also be used to 
classify the useful patterns, which helps for better understanding and teaching the 
space stmcture patterns.
Further to the concept o f protomorphs, the actual use o f the two-way protomorph is 
shown by shaping a number o f grids with two-way patterns in Formian. Other 
examples o f creating grids with different patterns were also presented. Through these 
examples, the basic steps of using formex algebra in shaping configurations were also 
explained. Finally in chapter two, some Formian functions that are used in deforming 
grids and shaping new forms by basic patterns were introduced.
• Chapter three consists o f an extensive study o f various types o f barrel vaults. This 
includes studying circular cylindrical, elliptical, hyperboloidal, ellipsoidal and conical 
barrel vaults as well as various patterns that can be used for creating them in one or 
more number o f layers. It started with a history of using barrel vaults in architecture 
from traditional masonry roofs o f bazaars and churches to light-weight structures in 
recent years. Then the mathematical base for creating a barrel vault was explained, 
which was a good foundation for showing the basic circular cylindrical barrel vaults 
with different patterns o f elements, created in Formian.
In the sequence, the elliptical barrel vaults were studied. These types o f barrel vaults 
can be generated in formex algebra by scaling circular cylindrical configurations in 
various directions. Furthermore, the methods for creating non-symmetrical elliptical 
barrel vaults were introduced and the related mathematical
This study was a base for evolving the techniques for combining the basic forms of 
barrel vaults to shape compound configurations. The methods o f combining different 
components o f compound barrel vaults were explained through some examples of
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creating compound barrel vaults in Formian. In addition, some images of practical use 
o f compound barrel vault configurations were shown.
• In chapter four, after a brief introduction to space structure domes that can be created 
by formex algebra, a new family of domes are introduced. Multiradial domes are a 
family o f domes that are generated by combining a number of components. They can 
be shaped and classified in various groups including onion domes, lentil domes, 
spherical multiradial domes. Scallop multiradial domes. Multiradial domes can be 
created in one or more layers or combinations of one and multilayer parts.
• Chapter five discusses about the methods of generating compound forms. It is mainly 
focused on the techniques of creation of multidomes using formex algebra. The idea 
of multidomes was inspired by the significant Eden Project. The pattern 
incompatibility between the spherical components of the biomes showed that they 
were designed almost independently. This led the idea towards finding ways of 
combining spherical domes while their patterns are compatible in the final compound 
form.
“Colligation process” is a new conceptual context which is employed to prepare the 
base components of compound forms and to combine them together compatibly. This 
process involves arranging the base components based on the required geometry of 
the final form, applying functions to remove the excess parts of the base components, 
preparing the remaining parts to be linked together and finally regularising the link 
lines between the base components. Various approaches o f the colligation process can 
be used for different types of compound configurations. Therefore, a large number of 
formex functions are involved in colligation process.
Colligation process can be employed for single layer or multilayer compound 
configurations. At the final parts of chapter six, several examples of double layer 
multidomes were presented and their corresponding formex formulations were 
explained. Similar regularising techniques that were used for single layer compound 
forms can also be used for multilayer ones, though separately for different layers of 
elements.
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Expanding the concepts of the regularising techniques used for the link lines of the 
compound forms in this chapter led to introduce a new concept for rearranging sets of 
nodal points on the required positions. This concept constructed the base for a new 
formex function called “aptation function”, which is explained through related 
examples in chapter seven.
In chapter six, the modem architectural trends in freeform design were studied and 
then, various approaches towards freeform design in formex algebra is briefly 
introduced. However, as the main objective of this chapter, the use of novation 
function in architectural freeform design was extensively explained and various 
examples o f freeform configurations created by Formian were shown.
To make the best use of the novation function in this chapter, various modes of this 
functions were shown through graphical examples and most importantly, the 
mathematical background and the conceptual application of mode three novation 
function which had the main role in freeform design in this research was 
comprehensively explained.
A large number of freeform configurations were created and presented along with 
their formex formulations and explanations about the generation methods. The 
generated freeform were classified in groups with regular and irregular boundary 
shapes. In addition, the new concepts of “fixed frames” and “target frames” were 
introduced which have important applications in formex freeform design. Finally, it 
was shown through several examples that wide range o f freeform configuration with 
various boundary shaped can be created by using novation functions or in 
combination o f novation and other formex functions. Most created configurations 
were presented alongside with their actual counterparts in real world.
Chapter seven consists o f a number of suggestions to improve Formian functionality 
and to develop it for practical design of more complex space structures. In addition, a 
number o f new formex functions were introduced in this chapter, their mathematical
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definitions were explained and some examples o f their uses in formex configuration 
processing were shown.
• Finally, the reference section at the end, shows a large number o f sources that were 
used during this research to gather up to date information about various aspects of 
space structures. These references include books, professional journals, websites and 
graphical resources.
By critical evaluation o f the present research work, it must be said that although it does not 
cover the whole formex algebra capabilities in space structures configuration processing, it 
was a successful approach towards creating a methodology in using the basic formex 
concepts and Formian functions in creating complicated configurations o f compound and 
freeform space structures. This methodology provides a new trend in dealing with form 
generation for architects and engineers. This work can be continuously improved and 
updated by following the current works in related fields and re-evaluating the methods used.
8.2 Future Work
There is a great potential in compound and freeform space structures for research. For 
instance, an area that should be studied in compound forms is exploring the possibilities of 
connecting domes by some link components like suitable forms of barrel vaults. Studying the 
convenient methods o f applying colligation process to multilayer barrel vaults with different 
radii and in various angles in between would be also interesting.
Regarding freeforms, the characteristics of multilayer freeform configurations that can be 
created by novation function, are yet to be explored. There are also an infinitive number of 
choices in creating freeform structures using novation in combination with other formex 
functions such as pellevation and tractation. This single area itself would be o f a great 
interest for architects and engineers who enjoy using formex algebra to create innovative 
forms.
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